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ABSTRACT

Eight potential National Register sites of the Ar- with the hearths; lithic artifacts are expediently

chaic and Formative periods that will be affected by manufactured and little used. The most important

the Northwest El Paso Local Protection Project of result of the study is the identification of a large Ar-

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Albuquerque chaic (4450-3750 B.P.) component of Site 33 in

District, were examined for the purposes of their which there are 23 to 41 burned, mud-plastered,

further evaluation and the determination of ap- domed, brush structures erected over shallow

propriate mitigative measures. One site was ex- depressions of ca. 3 m diameter. Utilization of the

amined sufficiently to mitigate its loss and two site, at least sporatically, throughout the year by a

others were tested extensively. The latter two, the central-based wandering group is indicated by the

tKeystone Dam Site (EPCM 31:106:2:33) and EPCM mud plastered dwellings (winter), rare fire-cracked

31:106:2:34, are adjacent and together cover some rock hearths for baking leaf succulents (spring), and

4.4 ha of an alluvial fan at the edge of the Rio fruits and seeds that were collected within the

Grande flood plain. Both sites bear abundant foraging range (summer and fall) and presumably

evidence of the baking of leaf succulents in small stored for later use. No other site is known in the

and large fire-cracked rock hearths during the For- Southwest that holds such potential for informing

mative period but there is little evidence of other on the subsistence strategies and social organization

types of activities. Pottery is rare and is associated of Archaic period society.
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PREFACE

The Keystone Dam Site, the 4500-year-old focus inconsistencies in the data or in their inter-
cultural resource that is the principal focus of this pretation and draws attention to those areas requir-
report, must be recognized as one of the most im- ing additional consideration before even a pre-
portant archeological sites yet to have been reported liminary chronology can be formulated. One prob-
in the Southwest because of the tremendous poten- lem that arises, particularly in the discussion of
tial it holds for the reconstruction of Archaic period palynological data, is the distinction between
environment, adaptive strategies, and social climatic change and environmental shift and the
organiztion. Other sites that will be affected by this significance of each relative to human activities.
flood control project are also discussed. Mr. Climatic change apparently refers to a change in
O'Laughlin's test excavations, carried out for the the natural environment that is long-enduring and
purpose of delimiting and evaluating the subsurface of major magnitude while environmental shift pre-
deposits, admit of no doubt as to the occurrence at sumably refers to a change in the natural environ-
the Keystone Dam Site of a number of well- ment that is of seasonal or at most of a few years
preserved, burned, Archaic houses surrounded by duration and of minor magnitude. Such relatively
outdoor activity areas and storage facilities within straightforward definitions seem adequate in the
which evidence relative to past lifeways is to be abstract but their inadequacies become apparent
found in abundance. Fortunately, the owners of the when attempts are made to put them to use. The
property, Messrs. Paul Harvey, Sr., and Paul significance, for the student of human adaptation
Harvey, Jr., of the Boykin-Harvey Trust, recognize systems, of the continuous variation in climate must
the importance of this site and have expressed an in- be relevant to specific systems. Horticultural
terest in facilitating its preservation. systems and others that are anchored to specific

A number of additions to our knowledge of the localities, for example, are apparently strongly
prehistory of the El Paso del Norte area is presented affected by minor local variations in critical
in the following pages. Among them is the observa- seasonal precipitation and temperature while hunt-
tion that late Archaic period dwellings are small, ing and gathering and other more mobile systems
circular, mud-plastered brush structures erected are affected in significant ways only by variations of
over shallow depressions that are apparently quite greater magnitude manifest over larger geo-
similar to structures of the early to middle Form- graphical areas.
ative period that date as much as 3000 years later. Since climatic conditions may vary along a con-
This observation is paralleled by the growing suspi- tinuum of lesser to greater magnitude relative to a
cion that subsistence strategies evolved slowly from number of variables, the most critical of which in
the late Archaic through most of the Mesilla phase the Southwest may be precipitation, temperature,
of the early and middle Formative with few or no and seasonality, it is necessary to determine em-

*.. dramatic changes. The addition of ceramics, which pirically the critical range and combination of
in practice distinguishes the Archaic from the variables relative to the plants and animals impor-
Formative during the first centuries of the Christian tant in human subsistence strategies. The other
era, must have permitted the utilization of a greater unknown, to a large extent, at least, is the sub-
variety of plant foods and the realization of greater sistence strategies employed in the past, and Mr.
nutritional values from most foods, but our measur- O'Laughlin has done much with the limited data
ing devices are too crude at present to permit the from his test excavations to identify the food
recognition of the effect of this innovation on health resources and extractive technologies that were
or population density. utilized by the Archaic and Formative occupants of

The reconstruction of past climatic conditions is the Keystone Dam Site.
" - of overwhelming importance to the understanding A variety of charred seeds was identified from the

of past human adaptive systems in the aboriginal numerous deposits of burned materials but it is
* Southwest where most, if not all, subsistence noteworthy that a majority of them was probably

strategies were dependent upon the extraction of intruded into the deposits naturally rather than as a
resources from the local environment by societies result of human action. Further work in burned
whose economies were based upon hunting and dwellings will undoubtedly permit a fuller under-
gathering or horticultural activities. In view of this, standing of food utilization and storage practices,
Mr. O'Laughlin has reviewed evidence from geo- but it appears that the seeds and fruits of prickly
logical, macrofloral, and palynological studies in an pear, smartweed, dock, goosefoot or pigweed,
attempt to construct a chronology of climatic condi- bulrush, and tornillo were important foodstuffs
tions in the El Paso area. His review brings into utilized during the Archaic period occupation.

x



A comparison of the Archaic and Formative discussed in the following pages may be recovered.
period occupations suggests that the Archaic dwell- This is presented in Appendix A and is based on the
ings may have been used for the storage of foodstuffs information available at the time of its writing, that
during much of the year but were actually occupied is, that a major portion of the Keystone Dam Site,
primarily during the winter season while the Form- and a minor portion of the adjoining Site 34 would
ative occupants apparently utilized the site almost be destroyed as a result of the construction of Key-
exclusively for brief periods during which they stone Dam. It is with pleasure that I report now
baked leaf succulents. Archaic lithic artifacts are that the Corps of Engineers acknowledged the sig-
smaller and of finer-grained materials than are nificance of these sites and expended considerable
those of the Formative and were apparently curated effort in redesigning the dam so that the Keystone
rather carefully and utilized for a variety of pur- Dam Site and Site 34 would be minimally affected.
poses as would characterize the activities in a base It would be untruthful, however, to fail to
camp. The Formative artifacts are large tools, acknowledge that we had hoped to have the oppor-

*made expediently of materials immediately tunity to engage in a well-funded project to recover
available on the site, that were utilized briefly, the important information the Keystone Dam is

*probably in the processing of leaf succulents, and known to contain. Also, there is still grave concern
abandoned. The full range of subsistence strategies over the method the owners will choose to assure
is not represented in either the Archaic or the Form- the preservation of the site. I hope that it may be
ative occupations and that of the latter appears to brought into the public domain and thus protected

*be typical of a highly specialized segment of the and preserved by State and Federal antiquities laws
total subsistence pattern. Additional work is needed for study by the archeologists from time to time in
in other resource zones before relatively complete the future as new and more comprehensive sets of
pictures can be obtained on the adaptive strategies important questions evolve and as more sophisti-
employed throughout the year by the prehistoric oc- cated archeological techniques are developed for
cupants of this site, recovering data.

Animportant portion of this report is the recoin-
*mendation of a research plan whereby the impor- Rex E. Gerald, Ph.D.

tant data contained in this site and the others Principal Investigator
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the outcome of studies Sites 32 and 34 comprised the second group with
undertaken bv the El Paso Centennial Museum of site areas (14.500 and 4.200 square meters) con-
The University of Texas at El Paso for the U.S. siderably larger than the first group. Each site had
Army Corps of Engineers as part of Phase II AT- two hearths visible on the surface and a greater den-
cheological Investigations of the El Paso Flood Con- sity of surface artifacts than the first group of sites.
trol Project. Northwest Area, El Paso. Texas. Brownware sherds on the surface of Site 34 sug-
Specifically, details are given of the results of stir- gested a Mesilla phase occupation, and Site 32 was
face mapping and collection and subsurface testing noted as being aceramic and possibly dating before
of three sites (EPCM:31:106:2:29, 33. and 34) and the time of Christ (Gerald n.d. d). Surface mapping
on the evaluation and recommendation for the miti- and collection and subsurface testing were per-
gation of potential adverse effects on these three formed at Site 34.
sites and five others (EPCM:31:106:2:31. 32. 35, The third group of sites included only Site 33.
36. and 37) due to the proposed construction of which was by far the largest site with an area of
Keystone and Mesa Dams in the northwest portif, 40.000 square meters. Surface artifact density was
of the city of El Paso. Texas (Figure 1). suggested to be fairly high, numerous hearths were

Site 33. the Keystone Dam Site, was first de- observed, and the presence of buried pithouse was
scril)ed 1 the writer in 1974 in a letter to Calvin H. also suggested (Gerald n.d. d). Brownware sherds
Cummings of the Division of Archeology of the on the surface of Site 33 implied a Mesilla phase oc-
Southwest Region of the National Park Service cupation. Limited subsurface testing and surface
following a cursory examination of proposed drill- collection and mapping of Site 33 were to become
ing locations for obtaining substrate information to the focus of this project.
be used in design of the earthen retention dams. Rex In addition to the limited investigations of Sites
E. Gerald (n.d.) of The University of Texas at El 29, 33. and 34, the remaining five sites were to be
Paso further described Site 33 and 17 other sites in visited to gather additional information pertinent to
the project area in 1976 in a report to the U.S. Army discussions of possible adverse effects of construc-
Corps of Engineers. Aside from possible temporal tion activities and necessary measures for the
differences. occupations at the eight sites which mitigation of the loss of information contained by
might be adversely affected by construction ap- these resources.
peared to vary principally in areal extent and quan- The general objectives of Phase II Archeological
tity of cultural debris and numbers of fire-cracked Investigations reflect the interplay of resource
rock hearths. These variables allowed the division management and research concerns and are: (1) the
of the eight sites into three general groups fron characterization of cultural remains in the project
which one site of each group was chosen by the area, (2) the elucidation of the cultural context in
Corps of Engineers for limited examination as Part which these remains were deposited, and (3) the
of Phase If Archeological Investigations in theprj- evaluation of indirect and direct impacts on
ect area. cultural resources for the purpose of designing an

Of the three groups of sites, the first included efficient program of mitigation. Information de-
. those sites with the smallest site areas (It) to 600 rived from the testing of Sites 29, 33, and 34 should

square meters), one or two hearths. and very little serve as a foundation for the development of
and widel., scattered cultural debris. Sites 29. 31, necessary and sufficient measures for addressing

* 35. 36. and 37 were included in this group. Site 31 possible unavoidable adverse impacts to the
* had few sherds of brownware pottery suggesting a cultural resources resulting from the construction of

Mesilla phase (ca. A.D. 6()-1000) oceupation. ht the earthen dams. The applicability of various
the remaining sites lacked diagnostic artifacts techniques for the later and more intensive investi-
which would allo%% accurate temporal placement. gation of these and other sites and the potential for
Site 295 ,as considered represwntativ, of the small recovery of important information with respect to
sites and %sas selected for stud\ by t (:irps of past human systems in the area should also be evi-
Engineers. dent from the research efforts presented herein.
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Phase I! Archeological Investigations are condi- multivariate in nature and, therefore, difficult to
tioned, in part. b% the particular constraints of identify. Environmental change, population

.7 time. mne\', and cultiral resources presented by growth, social circumscription, and technological
this project. These constraints certainly limit the improvement are a few of the causal factors put
scope of research endeavors. but they do not forth for the evolution of complex societies (see
restrain the imagination of the investigator. That is, Athens 1977 for others). The identification of causal
the kinds of information sought in the investigation factors and processes important to the study of
of questions about human behavior as reflected in cultural change compels the archeologist to focus on
the archeological record are largely independent of, the constant or cyclically repetitive articulations of
though necessary for, cultural resource manage- the component parts of the cultural system under
ment considerations. In attempting to characterize study and the environment in which it is operative
the cultural remains of the project area and the (Binford 1964; 1965). This may perhaps best be
behavioral contexts for their deposition, the kinds of understood in the following statement by Binford
data collected and the methodology of data collec- (1980:13).
tion, analysis, and interpretation are influenced
primarily by the orientation and interest of the in- ... since systems of adaptation are energy-capturing
vestigator. The link between the problem-oriented systems, the strategies that they employ must bear
research interests of the investigator intust be made some relationship to the energy or, more important,
explicit, especiall% since it will be shown to extend the entrophy structure of the environments is which

the. seek energy. We may expect some redundancybeyond the simple enumeration of sites and the in the technology or means, as well as the organiza-
elaboration of culture history into a discussion of tion (labor organization) , ofproduction to rise as a
culture as a dynamic system. result of "natural selection. That is the historical

movement toward an "optima" for the setting.
Research Perspective The above statement implies that the

For the purpose of this study, a cultural system is technological and social characteristics of human
conceptualized as a "complex adaptive system" adaptive systems (especially those with subsistence
operating within the broader ecosystem and com- economics) are referable, in part, to environmental
posed of internally differentiated and organized ar- conditions The emphasis placed on characterizing
rangements of formally differentiated elements the present and past environments of the El Paso
(Binford 1962; 1965: 1980). Cultures may be area in this respect should not be surprising, and
viewed as being systemic in that the exchange of much of this information is summarized in Chapter
matter, energy, and information within their social II. With respect to past environments, considerable
environment and with their physical environment effort was expended in elucidating soil formation
leads to a clearly defined structure with integrated processes evidenced at Sites 33 and 34 (Chapter V),
parts. The use of a systems approach allows for the factors effecting variability in pollen spectra from
efficient organization and explication of complex ar- Site 33 (Chapter VI), and immediate site environs

' cheological data but does not necessarily imply a via the analysis of macrofloral remains (Chapter
body of theory from which explanator,, statements VII).
may be drawn (Athens 1977: Hill 1977). Cultural It is assumed that human behavior is patterned
systems are also adaptive in the sense that they are and that the patterned behavior of the members of
capable of altering structural poses with changes in an extinct human adaptive system results in a struc-
the physical and/or social environment such that tured set of spatial-formal relationships in the ar-
changes in any one of the structural elements re- cheological record (Binford 1962; 1964; 1965).
quires adjustments in others. Changes in the environment or in components of

The explanation of variability in human behavior the cultural system should be reflected by temporal
and the stability or change in himian systens of or spatial changes in the tools, facilities, or locations
adaptation is a primary goal of anthropology and used in or created by social, economic, and ideo-
archeology (Binford 1962). Although a number of religious activities. This v'iew is well summarized by

" variables have been advanced as causal factors in Binford (1972:132):
cultrual evolution, there is no ,ingle coherent
paradigm which can claim to explain the mainte- The behavioral model recognizes that behavior is
nance or modiflcation of any given society in that the dynamics of adaptation. People draw upon a

repertoire of cultural backgrounds and experience
6 no single factor has universal applicability (Athens to meet changing or variable conditions in their en-

1977: Wright 1977). Thus. processes important in a vironment. both social and physical. Our expecta-
discussion of cultural change are most likely tions, then, are for variability in the archeological
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record to reflect a variety of different kinds of cop. classes and number of facilities) by Whalen (1977;
ing situations. Activities will vary with the par- 1978) and O'Laughlin (1979) in the description of
ticular adaptive situation of the group and the Formative period settlement patterns near El Paso.
character of tasks being performed. We would

. therefore expect variability in the archeological The orientation of both of these archeologists is
7. record to reflect these different situations, similar in that both view cultures as adaptive

systems. However, Whalen tends to emphasize craft
The assumption that past behavioral patterns are and exchange activities and levels of socio-cultural

discernible directly through investigation of the ar- development as reflected by social differentiation
cheological record has recently drawn criticism and integration, while O'Laughlin views the geog-
(Collins 1975; Schiffer 1976; Yellen 1977). Certainly raphy of environmental parameters and concomi-
a number of natural and cultural processes can in- tant means and organization of production to be of
tervene and affect the relationships between obser- greater import. Site size and content are seen as
vational units or even their visibility. However, variables relevant to their respective orientations,
these biases in the archeological record can often be but the meanings given to these variables differ. For
anticipated or detected, and the assumption still has Whalen, site size and content can be used to define
great utility (Binford 1978a; 1978b; 1980; Schiffer residential and special purpose sites, and site size
1976). and content are seen as varying directly with the

In order to document changes in behavioral pat- number of occupants of residential sites. Whalen
terns of cultural systems evidenced in the project views variability in site size as indicative of
area, the temporal and spatial distributions of variability in social group size and greater variety in
cultural remains need to be known. A summary of site size as evidence of greater social defferentiation
the present knowledge of cultural developments in and, therefore, social integration. O'Laughlin sug-
the El Paso area is presented in Chapter III. gests that sites are not equal and can be expected to
Chapter IV outlines the techniques utilized to gain vary with respect to their organizational roles in a
temporal and spatial control over materials and in- system. Site size and content are viewed as varying
formation recovered from Sites 29, 33, an 34, and not only with the size of social groups and nature of
Chapter V reports the results of stratigraphic activities performed at sites but more importantly
studies, radiocarbon dating, and measurements of with the mobility patterns of Formative period
obsidian hydration layers. In Chapter IX attempts populations. Some sites which Whalen would define
to refine the local ceramic chronology are discussed, as residential sites on the basis of site size and con-
and the spatial ind temporal distributions of tools, tent are described as intermittently, but relatively
facilities, and locations are treated in Chapter X. frequently, occupied sites for specialized economic

Although it may be anticipated that patterned activities according to O'Laughlin. The different
variability exists in the archeological record, "The meanings assigned by Whalen and O'Laughlin to
archeological record is at best a static pattern of site size and content obviously reflect different
associations and covariations among things dis- understandings of the dynamics responsible for the
tributed in space" (Binford 1980:1). Giving mean- formation of the archeological record.
ing to these static and contemporary patterns The specific goal of this project is to develop an
necessitates an accurate understanding of the understanding of the roles Sites 29, 33, and 34
dynamics which brought such patterning into ex- played in the adaptive strategies of the social groups
istence and a well-developed methodology. The that once occupied them. To this end, it is a tacit
perspective of the investigator delimits those proc- assumption that these sites do not represent all of
esses important to the study of cultural variability the organizational components of the past adaptive
and change, as well as the relevant classes of ar- systems to which they pertain, but that they do con-
cheological data needed to approach such studies. tain material evidence of the organizational prin-
In turn, a well-founded methodology insures the ac- ciples of past adaptive systems. The concern here is
curacy or unambiguity of meanings ascribed to the with those organizational principles that relate
archeological record. However, the development of most directly to the technology of production (i.e.,
reliable instruments of measurement and the iden. ': the means and social organization of production).
tification and operational definition of relevant In this respect, it is envisioned that the adaptations
classes of archeological data poses one of the more of prehistoric social groups in the El Paso area may
severe limitations to processual studies (Binfor be characterized by two complementary organiza-
1977; 1978a; 1980; Schiffer 1976). tional principles or strategies: one involving high

The above is best illustrated through a brief con- residential mobility with consumers moving to
trast of the uses of site size (horizontal distribution resources, and the other involving relative seden-
of artifacts) and site content (density of artifact tism in which resources are moved to consumers
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logistically. These two principles are not necessarily resources also implies that sites of resource procure-
in direct opposition to one another, and a particular ment and processing for both hunter-gatherers and
adaptation may include a mixture of bath in its farmers may demonstrate variability in their spatial
strategy. distribution and assemblages which correlate with

A summary of the environmental setting of the El the variability in the natural environment, and that
Paso area in Chapter If points out two conditions logistically provisioned sites of relatively permanent
which undoubtedly affected the particular mix of residence will exhibit less specialized or more varied
the above organizational strategies for past adap- artifact assemblages which show little congruence
tive systems: with temporal or spatial variability in resources.

I th cobine efectsof ern ratre ad rin-These ideas and expectations for the archeological
record are developed with the introduction of en-

fall produce a relatively long, but marked,viomnadtanChpeIIndrelbrtd
season of biotic productivity and make for a furthet wit an v per of the cutre historatod

less productive winter season in wvhich plant fther lPathre and svettemetpen of the pitrof-

foods are either unavailable or not in their tet Ps are in d Chapt ert patenIoteprj

most desirable state, and
2) spatial and temporal heterogeneity in poten- Chapters VII through X deal specifically with the

archeological materials and other kinds of informa-
tially useful resources in this semiarid environ- to eoee rmtelmtdivsiaino
ment insures that all of the requisites for sur- Sitn esc2,v3,rad 34.m Amthe r thitd intgstithese

viva ofsubsstec eonomes illnot e fundchapters are aimed at the definition and delineation
at al tmesat ny gvenlocleof activities performed at these sites, the seasons of

Seasonal biotic productivity suggests that pre- occupation, and the permanency of occupation.
historic hunter-gatherers and farmers with sub- Considerable effort is expended in these chapters to
sistence economies must have practiced some insure the unambiguity and significance of mean-
storage of foodstuffs to compensate for the "leaner" ings given to the archeological record, and the ra-
winter months. The degree to which the storage of tionale for seeking various kinds of information is
food items (including crops) was practiced is seen as provided. Chapter X is particularly important with
having a direct relationship to the mobility of respect to the information and interpretations
populations and the importance of a logistically gleaned from the study of chipped stone which has
oriented strategy. That is, a decrease in residential been sorely neglected in most archeological studies

* mobility and an increase in the logistic component of the El Paso area. This chapter also demonstrates
of resource procurement activities is envisioned the concern herein with the definition of classes of
with an increase in the dependence on and bulk of archeological data and the devising of measure-
stored foodstuffs. Conversely, it can be inferred that ments used to study cultural processes. Chapter X1
the storage of little or no foodstuffs would promote gives a summary of the contributions made by this
high residential mobility in response to the seasonal project and incorporates the new information into
and spatial availability of resources. Spatial and perspectives on Archaic and Formative period
temporal heterogeneity in the availability of adaptations in the El Paso area.



CHAPTER II

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The major concern of this chapter is with those composed of Late Tertiary and Quaternary sedi-
environmental parameters which may have a direct ments which are eroded and dissected by numerous
bearing on the interpretation of archeological drainages originating in the Franklin Mountains
materials recovered from the prehistoric sites of the (Figure 2a and b). Some terracing is also evident in
study area. Viewing culture as man's adaptive areas adjacent to the floodplain, and these terraces
system necessitates an accurate understanding of have been correlated with major glacial-pluvial
the variability in the natural environment within cycles of the late Pleistocene which resulted in the
which the adaptive system operates. Thus, the ex- Rio Grande aggrading or degrading its bed (Metcalf
plication of subsistence-settlement patterns begins 1967). The sites investigated as part of this study are
with an appreciation of the spatial and temporal located on alluvial fans at the mouths of major
variability in the natural environment. The sig- drainages and immediately adjacent to the Rio
nificance of the environmental parameters to be Grande floodplain (Sites 31, 33, and 34) or on ridge
mentioned will be discussed briefly in this chapter tops near the western terminus of the dissected
and their importance will be made more apparent alluvial slope and within 1 km of the Rio Grande
in later discussions of archeologial materials and in- floodplain (Sites 32, 35, 36, and 37) (Figures 2 and
formation from the investigated sites. 3). The only exception is Site 29 which is some 1.5

km from the floodplain and near the base of a small
Physical Geography hill (Figure 4a).

To the west of the Rio Grande and near the proj-
The study area (Figure 1) is within the Mexican ect area, the basin sediments are nearly level and

Highland Section of the Basin and Range Physi- uninterrupted for many miles to the west and north
ographic Province with north-south trending fault on what was once the bed of Pleistocene Lake
block ranges which were uplifted in the late Ter- Cabeza de Vaca (Strain 1966). This nearly level sur-
tiary period and intermontane basins which were face is referred to as the La Mesa surface (Hawley
filled with detritus principally from the erosion of and Kottlowski 1969). Along the western edge of
uplands in the Pleistocene epoch (Kottlowski 1958; the Rio Grande floodplain, basin sediments are
Strain 1966). Specifically. the project area is located eroded into rounded ridges with shallow drainages
on the eastern edge of one such intermontane and slope gently from the La Mesa surface toward
lowland known as the Mesilla Bolson which is the Rio Grande. This western slope is covered in
bound by the Sierra de Las Uvas and Potrillo Moun- most areas with substantial accumulations of eolian
tains on the west and the Organ and Franklin sands which have been deposited by southerly to
Mountains on the east. The Franklin Mountains westerly winds blowing off the La Mesa surface. In
(Figure 2a), which are within 6 km of all of the some places the La Mesa surface ends abruptly in an
prehistoric sites of this project, are some 37 km long escarpment of exposed Cenozoic sedimentary
(north to south) and 3 to 8 km wide (east to west) deposits of the Santa Fe formation and gives the ap-
with prominent peaks ranging in altitude from 1640 pearance of a mesa or table-land as viewed from the
to 2000 m above mean sea level. Runoff from the Rio Grande (Hawley, et al. 1969: Strain 1966)
east slope of the Franklin Mountains empties into (Figure 3b).
the Hueco Bolson, and drainage of the west slope Rocks of Precambrian, Paleozoic, Cretaceous,
was into the Mesilla Bolson until mid-Pleistocene and Tertiary age are exposed in the Franklin Moun-
times when the ancestral Rio Grande began to cut tains and are mostly sandstone, limestone, quart-
its present valley into the basin sediments (Strain zite, and rhyolite with granite and andesite intru-
1966). Today, runoff from the west slope of the sions (McAnulty 1967). All of these materials are
Franklin Mountains empties directly into the Rio represented in unconsolidated alluvial deposits
Grande at an e!evation of 1125 m in the project which lap up on the flanks of the mountains.
area. However, the distribution of these and other

Between the Rio Grande floodplain and the materials varies between the east and west alluvial
Franklin Mountains is an alluvial slope or piedmont slopes of the Franklin Mountains because of the ex-
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a.

b.

Figure 2. General Views of Site 33 North. a, view to the east across mesquite, creosotebush, sup-trws yucca vegetation toward
the Franklin Mountains; b, view to the northwest across dissected aiiuviai siope with the 1978 arroyo In the foreground
and sait cedar and torniiio trees of the floodplain at the ieff edge center.
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V..

b.

Flgure 3. General views of Sites 33 and 34. a, view to the southeast across the sit.. (center) and the juncture of the iuvll fan
and the floodplain (right center) to Mount Cristo Rey; b, view to the southwest across Sites 34 North and 33 Seuth.
Note the sparc. vegetation of the gravelly terraces (foreground), the juncture of the alluvial fan and the flseipain
(center) and the escarpment west of the Rio Grands (background).
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posure with faulting of older Precambrian, Cam- deep sands and loamy sands that contain little
brian, and Ordovician rocks along with Silurian, gravel. Slopes are usually within 1 to 3%, and soil
Devonian, Mississippian, and Pennsylvanian strata surfaces are susceptible to wind erosion and dune

. -on the east slope and of the dominance of Silurian, formation. These soils are suitable for irrigation
" Devonian, Mississippian, and Pennsylvanian strata farming but are rarely used today because of their

along with substantial Cretaceous deposits on the low water-holding capacity and rapid permeabili-
west slope. Quaternary deposits on the east alluvial ty. Nevertheless, alluvial fans with those soils, such
slope are dominated by rhyolite and quartzite as at Sites 33 and 34, are possible loci for prehistoric
rocks. Limestone occurs in lesser amounts, and dry-land farming and/or farming with slope runoff.
granite, diabase, sandstone, and cherts can be The level to gently sloping floodplain of the Rio
found but are not common. The deposits of the west Grande has deep, loamy, very fine sand to silty clay
alluvial slope consist mostly of limestone rocks, but loam of the Gila-Glendale-Vinton association.

. rhyolite is abundant immediately to the north of the These soils have moderate to high water-holding
project area. Quartzite can be found but is not com- capacities, slow to moderate permeability, and are
mon. Cherts are more common than quartzite and well suited for irrigation farming today. However,
occur in amounts much greater than are found on river flooding, flooding by runoff from adjacent
the east alluvial slope. Granite, dolomite, shale, higher lying lands, changes in the course of the
and sandstone occur infrequently. Some small river, and, periodically, years of diminished flow
nodules of obsidian of fluvial origin have been noted and river channelization may have made irrigation
in the project area. To the west of the Rio Grande, farming a risky proposition for the prehistoric in-
basin sediments are largely covered by eolian sands habitants of the area. In all likelyhood a number of
but are exposed or redeposited in some of the strategies were employed in farming the floodplain.
drainages. These deposits are generally made up of These would include multiple plots in different set-
rocks that are similar in types but smaller in size tings and combinations of dry-land and flood water
than those of the west alluvial slope of the Franklin farming in order to minimize the risk of crop failure
Mountains. All of the above mentioned materials attendant upon the use of only one strategy.
are suitable for chipped and ground stone tools, and The narrow strip of land between the La Mesa
the limestone, rhyolite, and quartzite have been surface and the Rio Grande floodplain has a variety
noted in the prehistoric burned rock features of the of soil types which include Pajarito, Bluepoint,
area. Yturbide, and Caliza soils, as well as eolian deposits

derived from the La Mesa surface to the west. In
*.. Soils general, this area has a moderately to steeply slop-

ing landscape with rounded ridgetops and shallow
A number of soil associations can be found in or drainages. Soils are largely eolian in origin and con-

close to the project area. Their distribution and sist of shallow to deep sands or loamy sands which
potential for agriculture will be discussed following are susceptible to wind erosion and that form large
the soil descriptions and land classification schemes dunes or ridge-lines in much of the area. Some
presented by Maker, et- al. (1971) for Dona Ana ridgetops and hill slopes have calcareous, gravelly,
County, New Mexico, and by Jaco (1971) for El sandy loams but these are of limited extent. A low
Paso County, Texas. water-holding capacity and moderate to rapid

Soils of the west alluvial slope or bajada of the permeability characterize these soils. Topographic
Franklin Mountains and above the floodplain conditions and soil properties suggest that there was
belong to the Delnorte-Canutio association, have little potential for farming this area prehistorically,
developed in recent times, and are shallow over but small and dispersed areas could have been
calcium carbonate deposits or are deep and gravelly farmed using dry-land techniques or a combination
throughout. Slopes range from 2 to 8% on ridgetops of rainfall and runoff techniques in some of the
and down arroyos, and they may be as much as shallow drainages.
30% on hillsides and flanks of arroyos. In addition, The La Mesa surface west of the Rio Grande has
these soils have a low water-holding capacity and soils of the Pintura-Berino-Simona and Cacique-
are moderately permeable. They are viewed as hav- Pintura associations. These soils consist of sands or
ing little, if any, potential for irrigation or dry-land loamy sands in nearly level areas to sandy clay
farming. loams in slight depre.,sional areas. These soils are

Bordering both sides of the Rio Grande floodplain often underlain by calcium carbonate deposits
are limited areas of the Bluepoint soil association. (caliche) at depths of 50 to 100 cm, have a low
These soils are generally found on alluvial fans at water-holding capacity and moderate to high per-
the mouths of larger arroyos and are composed of meability, and are susceptible to wind erosion and
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duning. The availability of water is the principal Holocene geomorphic surfaces between the Rio
factor limiting the farming of these soils. Given ade- Grande and the Organ and San Andres Mountains
quate rainfall, these soils could have been farmed some 70 km north of the project area have been
using dry-land techniques, particularly the soils in reported by Hawley and Kottlowski (1969). These
the slight depressions with better water-holding studies indicate cycles of landscape instability and
capacities. concurrent erosion and sedimentation alternating

From the above description of soils, it is implied with long periods of surface stability and soil forma-
that slope and availability of water would be tion. Along inner valley borders, there is noted a
variables important in delimiting those areas which major cycle of arroyo cutting from late Pleistocene
could be farmed with dry-land, flood water, and to early Holocene times and subsequent aggrada-
rainfall and runoff techniques. Particular soil tion and build-up of alluvial fans from before 5000
characteristics, topography, catchment areas, rain- B.P. to sometime after 2600 B.P. On alluvial slopes
fall, and peak and annual flows of the Rio Grande below mountain ranges, three deposition units of
are viewed as variables which modity available soil middle to late Holocene age are recorded. Deposi-
moisture and further delimit appropriate farming tion of the oldest unit began about 5000 B.P.. and
strategies. Three general farming areas and this unit is separated by a disconformity from a
strategies can be inferred: floodplaiin, alluvial fan more recent period of deposition which began
and shallow drainage, and upland plain, about 2200 B.P. It is also separated from the next

Floodplain farming is suggested to involse flood older unit by a disconformity. The duration (if each
water and dry-land farming of the relatively wide of these depositional events is unknown, but
Rio Grande valle) with multiple fields due to the Hawley and Kottlowski (1969) suggest that each of
risks of uncertain magnitude of river flow and itir these and their surfaces correlate fairly well with
course. Farming of the floodplain was probably the the gnceral alluvial chronology of the Southwest, as
more important of the three strategies for adaptive summarized by Haynes (1968).
systems relying on the products of farming ac- Haynes (1968) suggests that the inner valleN
tivities. Alluvial fan and shallow drainage farming border aggradation of 5000 B.P. or more to less than
probably involved combinations of dry-land or 2600 B P is (,rrelated with the two older deposi-
rainfall and sheetwash or runoff farming teehiii- tional tunits of the alluvial slope (roughly 5000 B.P
ques. Local areas which could be farmed under this to 1100 B.P. or more) and that the hiatus between
strategy include the few larger. sandy alluvial tais the two older alluvial slope units is of little regional
at the mouths of arroyos which drain the Franklin importait These units would be subsumed tinder
Mountains and some of the shallow drainages and Haynes" diepsitional D unit, and the most recent
alluvial fans of the slope bordering the Rio Grande alluvial slope deposition unit would be included in

. on the west. These areas are relatively small and his depumitional E unit. Both the 1) and E deposition
separated by some distance from other such area.s. units are considered to be Medithermal soils, and
and the farming of these loci would certainly have earlier arroyo cutting along the inner valley border
to be coupled with other strategies under conditions ilia) be attributable to the Altithermal. Antevs
of relatively high population density The upland (1948: 1955) infers a relatively warm and dry cli-
plain strategy involves dry-land or rainfall depen- mate for the. Mtithermal and a cooler and moister
dent farming techniques on the large La Mesa sur- climate for the Medithermal which is still in prog-
face west of the Rio Grande Although the upland ress. laynes (1968) is more cautious but appears to
plain is quite large, it appears that farming would agree generally with Antevs. Climatic inferences
only have been possible under conditions of greater from soil formation processes and other kinds of in-
rainfall than the area now receives. The particular formation will be considered in more detail in the
mix of these three farming strategies (see Whalen section describing temporal changes in vegetation
1977: 1978 for others) for prehistoric adaptive As one final note onm soils, recent studies bN
systems is uncertain, and no attempt will be made 0' autigllin (1979) and Hard (nis) on the east
here to approach the subject. alltvial siol of the Franklin Mountains indicat.

* Soil surfaces and terraces of late Pleistocene atre that %kidt.spread alhniation had ended I) about
have been described for the w'est alhivial slope ot A.D. I(NI and that arrovo cutting and allmuiationl

. the Franklin Mountains by Kottlowski (1958) and ,,11% bgan again in the late 18X)'s with ovrzra7ing
correlated with glacial-phivial c)€'les and entrench- ifI %egetation b% cattle and a series of drouights.
ment of the Rio Grande by Metcalf (1.967) Tlhe
development of soil surfaces during the Holoceit. Climate
and (n tlte west alltvial slope of the Franklin The mo11dern climate for the El Paso area us
Mountains has not been investigated, but studies of semiarid riesothermal ssith hot days. cool night%.
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and a low relative humidity. Average annual pre- Franklin Mountains, runoff from summer thunder-
cipitation is 20.1 cm with about half of that falling storms accumulates for a time prior to evaporation
during July, August, and September (U.S. Dept. in small playas or depressions on the floor of the
Commerce 1969). Summer precipitation usually Hueco Bolson. On the west side of the Franklin
takes the form of violent monsoonal thunderstorms Mountains runoff is discharged directly onto the
of short duration while winter precipitation tends floodplain and may cause localized flooding. On the
to be slow and penetrating. The driest year of La Mesa surface west of the Rio Grande the occur-
record was 1891 when only 5.6 cm of precipitation rence of standing water would have depended
fell, and the wettest year was 1884 when 46.5 cm directly on rainfall and some playas may have con-
fell. Daytime and nighttime temperatures often tained water temporarily following summer thun-
differ considerably (ca. 15 degrees centigrade). derstorms. The distribution of prehistoric sites in
Average maximum temperatures range from 35.2 the interior of the Hueco Bolson follows closely the
degrees centigrade in June to 13.5 degrees in distribution of such playas (Whalen 1977: 1978:
January. The average number of consecutive n.d.).
freeze-free days is 248.

The combination of temperature and rainfall Changes in Vegetation and Climate
make for marked seasonality and one long growing
season in which the productivity of plants and The modern vegetation of the El Paso area is
animals is subject to a wide range of variability cor- similar to that of much of western Texas, southern
related generally with spatial and temporal distri- New Mexico, and northeastern Mexico, and is
bution of rainfall and temperature. In addition to within the boundary of the Chihuahuan Desert
these factors, rapid changes in relief and substrate described by Shreve (1942). It is characterized by
within the study- area result in clearly visible and lechuguilla (Agave lecieguilla). sotol (Dasrylirion
different ecological settings within relatively short wheeleri), and skeleton leaf goldeneye (Vigui'ra
distances. These ecological zones will be considered stenoloba) in the uplands and tarbush (Fhmrensia
shortly. cernua) in the lowlands. In recent years evidence

has been accumulated that is indicative of substan-
Surface Water tial changes in the vegetation from late Pleistocene

to historic times. O'Laughlin (1979) has summa-
The Rio Grande is the only permanent source of rized much of this data, and the following discus-

water in the area, except for a few small springs in sion draws heavily upon O'Laughlin's synthesis and
the Franklin Mountains. However, the river's flow provides additional information or elaboration
may vary considerably from year to year and with where necessary.
the seasons. Much of this variability has been Vegetation changes in the smaller mountain
dampened by the construction of Elephant Butte masses (Hueco Mountains and Bishop's Cap) near
Dam in 1916, but some comments on earlier stream El Paso are best known from the studies of plant
flow can be made with the aid of historic accounts. materials incorporated into the nests of woodrats
Peak flow would have been in the spring when peri- (Van Devender 1977; Van Devender and Everitt
odic floodings and changes in the river's course were 1977; Van Devender and Wiseman 1977: Van
likely (Nelson, Holmes and Eckman 1914). Thus, Devender and Riskind 1979; Van Devender and
the river may have been on one side of the valley in Spaulding 1979). Plant materials in the nests show
one year and on the other side of the valley and that a late Pleistocene pinyon-juniper woodland
several kilometers more distant the next year. In ad- was present until about 11,000 years ago and that it
dition, Baldwin (1939) reports that the river in the was replaced by an early Holocene juniper-oak
Mesilla valley above El Paso became dry after June woodland. With the onset of the middle Holocene
in the years of 1879, 1891, 1894, and 1896. These climate about 8,000 years ago the juniper-oak
factors certainly would have influenced the place- woodland disappeared. and it is suggested that the
ment of settlements and farming strategies. juniper-oak woodland was followed by grassland

Besides the river and the springs in the Franklin with some desert species and rare juniper and oak
Mountains, the only other source of surface water is (Van Devender and Wiseman 1977). Unfortunate-
of a more temporary nature due to the porosity of ly, the composition and ages of middle Holocene
the land surface and the high evaporation rate. woodrat nests have not been reported. By late
Water flows through drainages of the alluvial slopes Holocene times xerophytic upland species of the
of the Franklin Mountains only after heavy rains, Chihuahuan Desert came to dominate the land-

. and then for only short periods of time in the form scape as is noted by the presence of lechuigiilla
of Hash floods (Figure 4b). On the east side of the (Agave hecheguilla), sotol (Dasylirion wIu'eh'ri).
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ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens), and creosotebush termontane basins and the lower elevations of
(Larrea tridentata) in two nests dated at 1700 and mountains in the area. These inferences are sup-
1530 years ago (Van Devender and Riskind 1979). ported by the pollen studies of Martin (1963) and
There is also some esidence that some of the Mehringer, et. al. (1967) in southeastern Arizona
mesophytic species have disappeared or diminished and those of Johnson (1963) near the confluence of
in numbers in the Hueco Mountains east of El Paso the Pecos and Rio Grande Rivers in southwestern
within the last 2,000 years (O'Laughlin 1977a, Van Texas. However, Bryant (1977) infers that the
Devender and Riskind 1979). These species include climate was hot and dry during much of the middle
juniper (Uuniperus inonosperina), evergreen sumac Holocene from his pollen studies in the same area as
(Rhus virens), oak (Quercus pungens), and perhaps those of Johnson. Bryant's interpretations also

. netleaf hackberry (Celtis reticulata). follow those of Antevs (1948; 1955) and Haynes
Van Devender and Spaulding (1979) suggest (1968) who base their conclusions on cycles of ero-

from their studies of woodrat nests that late sion and deposition in the pedologic record. Antevs
Pleistocene (actually late Wisconsin) climate in the and Haynes refer to this hot and dry period in the
Southwest was characterized b% mild winters, cool Southwest as the Altithermal. Van Devender and
summers, and greater-than-present winter precipi- Spaulding (1979) suggest that the term Altithermal
tation. Evidence of equable late Wisconsin climates be applied only to the Great Basin where evidence
is supported by cave faunas from near El Paso and for a hot and dry interval does exist. They argue
elsewhere which exhibit mixtures of forest, that a hot and dry climate for the Southwest at this

" woodland, and grassland animals, as well as species time is untenable because of the development of the
which now have extra-areal distributions to the summer monsoonal rain pattern.
north and south (Harris 1977). A pollen study by Freeman (1972) of alluvial

The climate of the early Holocene in the South- deposits If the Jornada del Muerto Bolson in
west was one of transition (Van l)evender and southern New Mexico but some 70 km north of the
Spaulding 1979). As the Cordilleran ice sheet dissi- study area indicates several episodes of increased or

7f pated the winter storm track assumed its present decreased effective precipitation and changes in the
. position, and the later retreat of the Laurentian ice relative abundance of grasses or desert shrubs.
* sheet resulted in the development of the present These saite deposits have been correlated by

summer monsoonal rain. In addition, colder win- Hawley and Kottlowski (1969) with Antevs' (1948;
ters may have prevailed in the El Paso area after 1955) Altithermal and Medithermal (late Holocene)
about 11,500 B.P. as an ice-free corridor opened be- climatic periods, but Haynes (1968) infers that all of
tween the two ice sheets and allowed northers to the deposits may be more accurately referrable to
penetrate farther south in the winter. Through the only the late Holocene. Freeman (1972) interprets
early Holocene. winters became colder, summers changes in the frequency of grass pollen relative to
became warmer, winter precipitation decreased, Chenopodiacae and Amaranthaceae pollen as sug-
and the summer monsoon became more important. gestive of a desert shrub to gassland transition be-
These developments brought about range changes tween 5,000 and 4,000 years ago, a drying trend in
in many plants and animals and the extinction of deposits less than 2,300 years old, and a return to
some animal species at about II,0X) B.P. Of 98 late conditions similar to those of 4,000 years ago in
Pleistocene species represented in cave faunas near deposits less than 1,100 years old. Freeman suggests
El Paso, 12% are now extinct, 9A/, now have extra- that a hot. dry Altithermal period in the Southwest
areal distributions, and 81 O, are found in the is supported by his pollen study, but some questions
modern fauna (Harris 1977). Notable among the ex- can be raised concerning the time at which his in-
tinctions are sloth (Nothrotherium shastense), horse ferred transition from desert shrub to grassland took
(Equus fraternus), camelids (Camelops sp. and place and whether the vegetation changes ma. have
Tanupolama sp.), four-pronged antelope (Tetra- been one of degree rather than magnitude. These
meryx onusrosagris), and dire wolf (Canis dirus), and other subjects will be treated more fully in a

By the middle Holocene or 8,000 years ago, Van reappraisal of Freeman's data in Chapter VI.
Devender and Spaulding (1979) suggest that a One other study may have some bearing on the
climate comparable to today's was established in nature of Holocene climates in the El Paso area, and
the Southwest. Hot summers with monsoomal rains this is a report of the herpetofauna front ltowell's
and cold and relatively dr) winters have been in- Ridge Cave in southwestern New Mexico by Van
ferred, and it is suggested that summer rainfall was Devender and Worthington (1977). Front changes
greater than at present. Van Devender and in the number of species and inumber of indis idtials
Spaulding (1979) imply that middle lolocene wet of mesic forms compared to xeric forms through
climates fa% ored the development of grassland in in- tflnu, a gradual changc in biotic continuitites fromt
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, late Pleistocene to modern times is indicated. Late ing some correspondence between the modern flora

Pleistocene climates are suggested to be cool and and that of prehistoric times. Certain qualifications
moist with little seasonal variability. From 10,000 will be made with respect to charges noted in the
to 4,000 or 5,000 %ears ago a transition to a warm vegetation in recent historic times, but it is thought
and moist climate with seasonality is inferred, hut a that the modern distribution and density of vegeta-
hot and dry Altithermal climate is not supported. tion is roughly comparable to that of the last 8,000

At about 4,000 to 5,000 years ago a dramatic years. That is, inferences from the previous section
change in the fauna occurs and appears to indicate on climate and vegetation changes during this
a decrease in effective precipitation and the drying- period are: (1) that the climate has remained much
up of playas that held water perennially in early the same with a possible drying trend noted for the
and middle Holocene times. The drying trend seems middle Holocene and with minor fluctuations in
to have continued to the present with only minor precipitation in the late Holocene and (2) that
fluctuations in precipitation noted in the last 4,000 desert species became established and increased in
to 5,000 years. At about 3,300 years ago the climate importance during the middle Holocene and flue-
appears to have been hotter and drier than the pres- tuated in relative importance with more mesophytic
ent. and two wet periods are suggested at about species during the late Holocene. Thus, present
3,000O and less than 1,000 years ago. species distributions are considered to approximate

Extended periods of time during which grasses those of the past, though their representation in the
and desert shrubs varied in their relative impor- environment may not be the same because of the
tance in intermontane basins during the last effects of recent droughts and overgrazing by cattle.
Holocene are quite probable given the modern The potential usefulness to prehistoric popula-
climate of the region. The present average annual tions of some of the more important species will be
precipitation is on the xeric side of that needed to indicated for each environmental zone, but no at-
support a desert grassland complex, and slight tempt ,'ill be made to outline all potentially useful
changes in annual precipitation could easily have plants nor all uses. Rather, attention will be focused
resulted in noticeable changes in grass or desert on the availability of what are considered to be the
shrub cover. Indeed, the combined effects of more important food items for each zone. Sum-
drought and the overgrazing by cattle in the late maries of ethnographically recorded uses of native
19th centuries have culminated in a drastic reduc- plants found in the area can be found in Bohrer
tion of grass cover, the loss of soil surfaces, and the (1972), Kenmotsu (1977), and Smith (1977), and
firm entrenchment of desert shrubs in the northern Basehart (1974) has excellent descriptions of the
Chihuahuan Desert (for detailed discussions see historic use of many economically important plants
Gardner 1951; Buffington and Herbel 1965: York by the Mescalero Apache in the vicinity of El Paso
and Dick-Peddie 1969: O'Laughlin and Crawford and just to the north in southern New Mexico. In
1977: Kenmotsu 1977). addition, Cosgrove (1947) and O'Laughlin (1977a)

document the use of plants in perishable artifacts
Environmental Zones and possible food remains from caves in the area:

and Ford (1977), O'Laughlin (1979) and Wet-
In the following discussion six environmental terstrom (1978) describe burned plant remains that

zones are delimited for the project area. These en- have been recovered from open archeological sites.
vironmental zones are defined on the basis of land The location of the six environmental zones is
form, substrate, and clearly visible patterns in the shown in Figure 5. They will be referred to as the
distribution of plant species. It is not implied, Mountain, Upper Bajada, Lower Bajada, Riverine,
however, that these zones represent distinct Leeward Slope, and West Mesa zones. All of these
ecological communities. Information on the physi- zones are within 6 km of the archeological sites that
ography, geology, and pedology of the project area were investigated as part of this project: they will
has been given in previous sections, and the concern be described in order of occurrence from east to
here is primarily with the spatial distribution of west across the project area.
plant species. The information gained from the
present distribution of plant species should be useful Mountain Zone
in assessing the variability in the natural environ- The Mountain zone includes those rockland areas

' ment within which a human adaptiv, system oper- above about 1460 n in elevation in the Franklin
ated. The reconstruction of the .ubsistence-settle- Mountains. The west slopes of the Franklins are
ment system is facilitated through the recognition of quite steep and have considerable exposures of
grouping or stratification of the plant components bedrock and few large, protected canyons. The
of the present natural environment and by assum- drier slopes of the Franklin Mountains are sparsely
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covered with lechuguilla (Agave lecheguilla), prick- cakes and drying. These fruits have good storage
ly pear cactus (Opuntia spp.), ocotillo (Fouquieria characteristics and were also an important element
splendens), sotol (Dasylirion wheeleri), and in Mescalero Apache subsistence (Basehart 1974).
creosotebush (Larrea tridentata). The higher por- Lechuguilla (Agave lecheguilla and A. neomex-
tions and few protected canyons of the Franklin icana). This plant was widely used in the Trans-
Mountains are heavily vegetated with wait-a- Pecos area of west Texas by prehistoric populations
minute (Mimosa biuncifera), desert willow (Chilop- (Marmaduke 1978), but Basehart (1974) makes no
sis linearis), hackberry (Celtis reticulata), algerita mention of its use by the Mescalero Apache.
(Berberls trifoliata), beargrass (Nolina texana), and Lechuguilla would be in its best condition in the
some oak (Quercus spp.) and rarely juniper spring and could have been used throughout the
(uniperus monosperma). Wait-a-minute, mesquite year. Preparation of lechuguilla was by pit baking
(Prosopis glandulosa), desert willow, whitethorn the crowns which could have been stored. This
(Acacia constricta), and small-leaved sumac (Rhus plant is probably similar to sotol as a subsistence
microphylla) are common in the bottom of canyons item, but its smaller size and the uncertainty as to
where they emerge from the mountains, its palatability compared to other leaf succulents,

Harris (n.d.) suggests that the Franklin Moun- such as sotol, mescal, and soap-tree yucca, may
. tains have been heavily impacted in historic times. have relegated it to use only in times of relative

Junipers and other large trees were apparently more food-scarcity in the El Paso area.
common in the historic past and were reduced con- Prickly Pear (Opuntia spp.). The fruits or tunas
siderably in numbers as a result of being cut for use of these cacti and certain others ripen in late sum-
as fuel and timbers by residents of El Paso, Texas, mer or early fall. They can be eaten raw or split and
and Cd. Juarez, Mexico. A reduction in grass cover dried for future use. Today, prickly pear form dense
as a result of overgrazing by sheep and goats is also patches in some areas of the Mountain zone. Their
probable and has been exacerbated by droughts and abundance prehistorically is not documented and
the erosion of the shallow soils from steep slopes, the distribution was probably patchy then also.
Important grass species would have included black Tunas are recognized as of some importance to the
grama (Bouteloua eriopoda), bush muhly (Muhlen- Mescalero Apache, but no dependence on this

- bergia porteri), and sideoats grama (Bouteloua cur- foodstuff is claimed by Basehart (1974). The fleshy
tipendula). Reduction in grass cover and erosion of stems of prickly pear are edible and were .,,.,hably
soils has undoubtedly permitted the increase of used to a minor degree by prehistoric poFs}st ,ns in
more xerophytic species such as lechugilla. the area.

There are a number of important food items Oak (Quercus spp.). Several varieties of acorns
found in the Mountain zone, but only were utilized occasionally as a food item by the
one-acorns-is restricted to the Mountain zone. Mescalero Apache. However. the Mescalero con-
The best time for procuring these resources is either sidered their storage properties inferior, and the
in the spring or late summer and fall. The more im- taste was not appreciated (Basehart 1974). The
portant economic species are discussed briefly preparation of the local variety of acorns probably
below, involved some labor to crush the nuts and leach out

Sotol (Dasylirion wheeleri). The green stalks of with water the bitter tannin before cooking as mush
sotol are edible, but the head and trunk of this leaf or cakes. Although acorns have been found in one
succulent are more often utilized for food according prehistoric site where their use might be inferred
to ethnographic accounts. The preparation of sotol (Brook 1966), they are assumed to be of little impor-
would have been by pit baking, and the baked tance to prehistoric occupations in the El Paso area.
product has excellent storage properties. These Mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa). The flowers
plants would have been in their best condition in and green beans of mesquite can be eaten raw but
the spring but can be harvested throughout the the common practice is to gather them for use when
year. Sotol figures prominently in Mescalero they are fully ripe. The peak time for the procure-
Apache subsistence (Basehart 1974) and was pro- ment of mesquite beans is in the fall; they can be
bably of some importance to prehistoric populations stored without further preparation. Mesquite beans

, of the area. constituted a significant portion of the Mescalero
Datil (Yucca bacatta and Y. Torreyi). The large Apache diet (Basehart 1974) and were probably of

fruits of datil ripen in late spring and summer. The some importance to prehistoric populations as well.
plant is common but widely dispersed on the slopes. Mesquite is found to some extent in all of the en-
The initial preparation of datil is carried out by vironmental zones, therefore, the beans may have
splitting and drying the fruit, by roasting and then been collected at those loci where other resources
splitting and drying, or by mashing the fruit into were available at the same time, such as in the
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.iverine zone here tornillo (Prosopis pubescens) have been the same as in the prev.,lusly described
- was also available. Mountain zone. That is, sotol and lechuguilla
. Gra.s (Gramineae). Grass seeds of the genera would have been procured in spring. datil in late
. Bouteloua. Muhenbergia, Panicurn, and Sporo- spring and summer, and prickly pear and some reues-

bolus were probably of only minor importance quite in late summer and fall. However. procure-
prehistorically if their role in the Mescalero Apache ment strategies were probably oriented towards
subsistence pattern can be taken as exemplary particular resources rather than toward the en-
(Basehart 1974). The distribution of small sites vironmental zones identified here.
around playas in the interior of the Hueco Bolson
east of the Franklin Mountains may be indicative of Lower Bajada Zone
some collecting of grass seeds, but the role of grass The Lower Bajada zone is located between the
seeds in the subsistence patterns of prehistoric Upper Bajada and the Riverine zones. It includes
populations is unknown (O'Laughlin 1978). the lower elevations of the west alluvial slope of the
Although grasses were once more abundant in the Franklin Mountains and has a rather gentle slope
Mountain zone than they are today, the) were and somewhat thicker and less gravelly surface soils

- equally or better represented in some of the other than the Upper Bajada. The western terminus of
environmental zones. this zone is dissected by deep drainages and exhibits

From the above descriptions of potentially useful some terracing as a result of cyclic valley entrench-
food plants. it can be suggested that prehistoric ment and aggradation. Ridgetops and slopes are
foraging or collecting activities in the Mountain characterized by creosotebush and ocotillo, and
zone may have been restricted to two times of the range ratany (Krameria parvijolia) can be found in
year. In the spring sotol and lechugu|illa crowns small amounts. Grasses are rare and include
may have been gathered, and there may have been threeawn (Aristida sp.), fluffgrass (Tridens
limited collecting of datil. This later activity may pulchellus). bush muhly, sand dropseed (Sporo-
have continued into the summer. The second period bolus cryplandrus), and mesa dropseed (Sporobolus
may have been in late summer and fall when prick- flexuosus). In the past black grama was probably
ly pear and, perhaps, mesquite were obtained, the dominant grass and vegetation cover on the

slopes and ridges. This is suggested by the historic
Upper Bajada Zone accounts of grassland on the west alluvial slopes of

The west alluvial slope of the Franklin Mountains the Organ Mountains just to the north of the study
is divided into two zones, the Upper Bajada and the area (York and Dick-Peddie 1969).
Lower Bajada. The Upper Bajada is at the foot (if Many of the ridgetops and terraces overlooking
the Franklin Mountains, has a moderate slope, and the Rio Grande have some duning of eolian sands
gravelly to rocky limestone soils. The ridges and which appear to have developed in the late Holo-
slopes are dominated by creosotebush, lechuguilla, cene times. Mesquite, soap-tree yucca (Yucca
and ocotillo, and prickly pear, datil, and sotol are elata). and some broom dalea (Dalea scopariumn)
common in the upper portions of this zone. Arroyos are found in these dune areas most of which also
have a vegetation comparable to that of the lower have evidence of prehistoric occupation.
portions of canyons in the Mountain zone, and Drainages contain a variety of plants which in-

" wait-a-minute, mesquite, do.iert willow, white- elude desert willow, little-leafed sumac, apache
thorn, small-leafed sumac, apache plume (Fallugia plume, brickellbush, mesquite, whitethorn, four-
paradoxa), and brickellbush (Brickellia laciniata) wing saltbush (Atriplex canescens), mariola (Par-
constitute some of the more common plants. Grasses thenium incanumn), and Porophyllurn scoparium.
are not common today but probably were of some Datil and prickly pear occur infrequently on the
importance in the past. The prehistoric vegetation slopes of drainages and sides of a few small hills.
was probably a mixed desert shrub/succulent and Tornillo occasionally occurs in drainage bottoms
grass complex. near the floodplain.

Although there are considerable physiograhic, The Lower Bajada would seem to have little of
substrate, and vegetation differences between the offer prehistoric populations under grassland condi-

- Mountain zone and the Upper Bajada, there is con- tions or tinder the present desert shrubs condition.
siderable comparability in terms of important po- Datil and prickly pear occur too infrequently to be

- tential food plants. Lechuguilla is found in both considered seriously, but they may have been
zones, as is some mesquite. Sotol, datal. and prickly gathered on an encounter basis by parties crossing

. pear are common in the upper portions of the Upper this zone or as part of daily foraging activities from
Bajada but are better represented in the Mo|intain camps or more permanent settlements along the Rio
zone. In all likelihood procurement activities would Grande. The gathering of pods of whitethorn may
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possibly hart. assumed a relatively greater role in runoff from local uplands has been noted as have
this zone than elsewhere because ol thc dearth of periodic decreases and even failure in the flow of
other food resources. Thest pods hase edible seeds the river (Baldwin 1939). Some localized ss ampy
which require no processing for st'rw-. Iat the low areas probably existed in the past also. but these are
frequency of occurrence of this splies in drainage restricted in occurrence today because oif the con-
suggests that it would have been a minor resource struction of river levies in the study area and of
that was available in the fall. The saine max alsoi be Elephant Butte Dam upstream.
said of mesquite. The gathering of grass seeds in late The present vegetation of the valley is greatly
summer and fall may have been another minor col- altered as a result of cultivation, house construc-
lecting activity, but the role of grasses in the tion. and flood control activiiies and is undoubtedly
subsistence-settlenent pattern is mnt'lear. very different from what it was before non-Indian

The dune areas at the western thrinintis of this settlers arrived in this area (Camplell and Dick-
zone are occupied by mesquite and soap-tree yucca, Peddie 1964). Toda%. salt cedar (Tamnarix pentan-
and soap-tree yucca was a food resource that was dra) forms dense stands in some areas bordering the
utilized to some extent by the Mescalero Apache floodplain, but this species was introduced from

* **.(Basehart 1974). The flowers of this plant may be Europe in the recent past and has replaced native
eaten raw, and the young flower stalk can he eaten vegetation. Valley borders undoubtedly were
raw or after cooking on coals. The crown and trunk vegetated in the past with a mixture of tree and
of soap-tree yucca are in prime condition in the shrub forms. As the slope became greater and the
spring and could be pit-baked and prepared for water table deeper at valley edges, cottonwood
storage much like sotol. Soap-tree yuncca (ould be (Populus fremontii) would have given way to
harvested and processed throughout the .sear; thickets of tornillo with some mesquite and that to

* however. Basehart (1974) notes a preference by the mixed shrubs and small trees, including wolfberry
Mescalero for sotol over soap-tree %imc a. in addi- (Lycium pallidum). four-wing saltbush, and seep-
tion to the patchy distribution ol soap-tree yuucca on weed (Suaeda suffrutescens). The interior of the
ridgetops and terraces bordering the Rio (;rande, valley was probably very open with saltgrass (Dis-
this species can also be found in the bottoms of some tichlis; stricta) covering areas of alkaline soil and

* .* of the drainages and on sand.s alluvial fams at the scattered cottonwoods. The river's course was prob-
mouths of drainages. Soap-tree yucca was probably ably lined with some cottonwood, willows (Salix
the most important food resource of this zone. goddingii and S. exigua). and seep-willow (Bar-

The food resources of the l.ower Baiada are ciaariv glutinosa). The few% swampy areas and
meager compared to those if the tUpper Bajada and shallow streams would have had fairly dense stands
Mountain zones. Small quantities of datil fruits in of cattail (Typha latifolia) and reed (Phragmites

. the spring and early summer. pri('kly pear fruits in communis).
the late summer, grass seeds in the simmer and fall, The plant food resources of the Riverine zone are
and mesquite and whitethorn in the fall constitute numerous but the more important items are prob-
the minor food resources of the Lower Bajada. The ably tornillo, mesquite, wolfberry, and cattail. Of
major important food source asailabhl on the less obvious importance are the greens and seeds of
Lowser Bajada is the crownu of soap-tree yu|cca such plants as amaranth (Arnaranthus supp.),
which was best in the spring. llowever, soap-tree goosefoot (Chenopodium spp.), purslane (Portulaca
yucca is more abundant west of the Rio Grande in oleracea). and dock (Runex sp.). These latter
the study area. and the peak time for the procure- resources are available from spring to summer.
ment of soap-tree yueca coincides with that of Tornillo and some mesquite beans are available

*ii lechuguilla and s,,tol. An e% ahation of the relative in the fall and require no processing for storage as
. importance of soap-tree yucca in the Lower Bajada was noted above. Tornillo has a high sugar content

as compared to other zones and species requires and would probably have been preferred over mes-
" more data than is currently as ailable. quite in the Riverine zone. Wolfberry has small,

Rjuicy berries that are available in the spring and
Rivcrine Zone early summer. These berries may be eaten raw or

The Riverine zone includes the floodplain of the dried for storage. Cattail may well have been the
Rio (;rande and floodplain border surfaces. The Rio most important plant food of this zone because it
Grande determines much of the character of this can be utilized throughout the year. The young
lowland area. and it undoubtedly meandered across shoots and flower stalks which are available in the
the valley forming oxbows and braided streams and spring can be boiled or eaten raw. The flowers and
cutting and filling channels. The flooding of the pollen can be gathered to some extent in the sum-
valley with peak spring floss and with summer mner and can be dried and stored. Rootstalks can be
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.collcted throughout the year but are best in the dunes. These dunes usually deelop around nues-
spring. The rootstalks of cattail can Ix- boiled and quite, and interdunal areas are generally barren.
baked for consumption or dried for storage. Base- Four-wing saltbush and soap-tree yucca art also
har (1974) reports that cattail and tornillo were common on these duning soils. There are a few
miror resources for the Mescalero Apache, but this sightly depressed "'playa" areas with heavier soils
ma- be more of a reflection of the restricted range which may contain some water for short periods of
of Mescalero Apache in historic times than of the time after summer thunderstorms. Generally. mes-
potential importance of these food items to quite decreases in abundance in these playas, and
prehistoric populations of the El Paso area. four-wing saltbush and soap-tree yucca may be

somewhat more abundant. Summer annuals may
Leeward Slope Zone also be well represented in some of these playas.

71 he Leeward Slope lies between the Riverine and Historic descriptions of this plain just to the north of
West Mesa zones and includes the ridges and the study area indicate that grasses were relatively
shallow drainages of slopes just west of the Rio abundant in the West Mesa zone in the 19th century
Grande. Eolian sands brought in from the West and that black grama and dropseed were the prin-
Mesa zone by the prevailing west winds dominate cipal kinds of grass (York and Dick-Peddie 1969).
the soils of these slopes and are subject to surface Mesquite is expected to have occurred more fre-
erosion and duning. Gravelly soils occur in this zone quently around playa fringes and in areas suscepti-
but are limited in extent. Shallow, gravelly soils of ble to wind erosion and duning of soils. Soap-tree
some of the terrace remnants, ridgetops, and yucca is likely to have had a distribution com-
alluvial fans are covered with creosotebush and parable to that of today.
broom snakeweed (Xanthocephalum sarothrav') Mesquite and soap-tree yucca are believed to
with some mesquite. The vegetation of the deeper have beei the important food plants of the West
soib. and dune areas consists of mesquite, four-wing Mesa and would have had a distribution and
saltbush, broom dalea (Dalea scoparia), joint fir relative abundance comparable to that of the

. (Ephedra trifurca), and soap-tree yucca. Grass Leeward Slope zone. Principal times of procure-
covr is low in the area and is mostly of dropseed ment would have been the spring for crowns of

, (Sporobolu spp.). Grass cover was probablY soap-tree yucca and late summer or fall for mes-
* greater in the past in this zone with more dropseed quite beans. Grass seeds could have been harvested

in sAndier areas and some black grama on shallow in the summer or fall, but their importance to
and gravelly soils. However, desert shrubs were prehistoric populations is not clear. As a food
probably well represented because of the relatively resource, grass seeds would also have been available
unstable sandy soil surfaces. to almost an equal extent in the Lower Bajada zone.

The important food plants for the Leeward Slope Greens and seeds of herbaceous plants, including
are mesquite and soap-tree yucca. Mesquite beans amaranth, purslane, and plains sunflower (Helian-
could have been gathered in the late summer or fall, thus petiolaris). may have been of minor impor-
and mesquite is better represented in this zone and tance in the spring and summer. These would be
in tie West Mesa zone than in any of the other en- available in small amounts in slightly depressed
vircnmental zones. Soap-tree yucca is in its best areas or playas which are occasionally found near
condition in the spring, but the crowns may be the east edge of the West Mesa.
harvested throughout the year. Soap-tree yucca oc-
cur regularly throughout the Leeward Slope and Summary

• West Mesa zones and appears to be somewhat more The demarcation of environmental zones has
abundant than in the Lower Bajada zone. Grass hopefully provided the reader with a better concep-
seeds might have been of minor importance in the tualiztion of what the landscape looks like in the
summer and fall, but grasses would have been more project area, as well as the spatial variability in
abundant in the Lower Bajada and West Mesa land form, soils, and recent and past vegetation.
zones. Spatial variability in the environment undoubtedly

had an influence on the subsistence and settlementWes ons Zn

S West Mesa Zone patterns of prehistoric populations, especially when

The West Mesa includes the large, level upland it is remembered that the project area is only a small
plain west of the Leeward Slope zone. Erosional portion of a larger basin and range province with
escarpments at the east end of this zone give a mesa- locally different mixes of these and other potentially
like appearance to the plain when viewed from the definable environmental zones. If the environinen-
valley- thus the name. Today, the West Mesa is tal variability of the project area can be considered
characterized by sandy soils which form coppice representative of the kinds of situations to which
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prehistoric populatons had to adapt in the wider El mobility of hunters and gatherers. The archeolog-
Paso area, then it should be possible to extract some ical sites of hunters and gatherers who practice
of the environmental correlates to subsistence- some storage of foodstuffs might then be divisible
settlement strategies from the spatial and temporal into winter residences in which the assemblages
variability in the plant food resources presented might reflect a greater range of activities and the
herein, longer occupation might produce a greater quantity

The environmental zone distribution and peak of archeological material than the summer counter-
procurement times for suggested major and minor part.
plant food resources are shown in Table 1. Finally, it should be noted that the peak period of
Although some resources have a wider environ- availability of most natural plant food resources
mental zone distribution than others, all plant food overlaps the growing season for corn and other
resources are not found in all zones, and some zones cultigens. As prehistoric populations became more
have more resources than others. In addition, dependent upon crops, greater difficulty was experi-
although some plant food resources are available in enced in coordinating plant gathering activities
most environmental zones during spring, summer, with those of crop raising and harvesting. With in-
and fall, some zones have a greater variety of plant creased dependence on crops, a reduction in the ia-
food resources in some seasons than other zones. portance of plant gathering can be expected. In ad-
From these seasonal and spatial patterns in plant dition, a dependence on crops is likely to result in an
food resources, it could be suggested that sites of increase in the amount of stored foodstuffs and a
hunters and gathers might also be expected to ex- marked reduction in the mobility of the group. The
hibit similar patterns. That is, hunters and location of sites inhabited by farmers is expected to

"- gatherers are likely to have moved about the land- be strongly conditioned by the distribution of arable
scape in response to the seasonal and spatial lands and especially of water in this semiarid en-
availability of resources, and the material remains vironment. With a reduction in residential mobili-
of hunters and gatherers may have spatial distribu- ty, it is probable that the acquisition of natural
tions and variability in site assemblages that cor- resources will reflect logistic strategies (i.e.,
relate with the variability observed in the natural transporting bulk goods to consumers) and that ex-
environment. This is supported somewhat by the tractive locations utilized by farmers will have
studies of O'Laughlin (1977a; 1978; 1979) and assemblages that are more highly specialized than
Whalen (1977; 1978) in the Hueco Bolson east of the sites of hunters and gatherers from which the same
Franklin Mountains. However, the archeological resources were sought.
sites of this project are within 6 km of all of the
described environmental zones, and this distance is Fauna
within daily foraging radii noted in similar seasonal
environments for modern hunters and gatherers Common mammals recorded for the area include
such as the Bushmen of south Africa (Lee 1969; desert cottontail (Sylvilagus auduboni), black-
Silberbauer (1972). Thus, archeological sites in the tailed jack rabbit (Lepus californicus), ground and
project area may be expected to demonstrate rock squirrels (Spermophilhs spp.), pocket mouse
evidence of a wide range of subsistence activities (Perognathus spp.), kangaroo rat (Dipodomys
and to occur in places that have a spatial con- spp.). white throated woodrat (Neotoma albigula),
gruence of some resources and/or that minimize coyote (Canis latrans), striped skunk (Mephitis
travel distances to a variety of resources. mephitis), pronghorn (Antilocapra americana), and

From Table 1 it is also noted that no plant food mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) (Ederhoff 1971).
resources have the winter months as their peak time Blair (1950) reviews other common faunal elements
of availability. The winter months are envisioned, of the Chihuahuan Desert.
therefore, as "lean times" when the majority of Although there are numerous animals which
plant foods are neither available nor in their most could have been utilized by prehistoric man in the
desirable state. Mesquite, tornillo, and whitethorn El Paso area, probable hunting patterns described

. beans could be gathered in the winter months, and by O'Laughlin (1977b) suggest that relatively few

the crowns of sotol, lechuguilla, and soap-tree yuc- are of any great importance. On the basis of faunal
ca, the rootstalks of cattail, and the fleshy pads of remains from archeological sites, O'Laughlin
prickly pear could also be harvested and utilized details three broad hunting patterns which may be
during the winter season. It is thought that some applicable to the study area: highland, lowland,
storage of plant foods would be necessary, however, and riverine.
to compensate for the less productive winter months The highland hunting pattern is found in the
and that the storage of foodstuffs would reduce the larger mountain masses of the El Paso area and is
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characterized by the hunting of deer (O'Laughlin because of the dense shrubbery that often borders
1977b). Although deer range through all elevations, the floodplain, and jack rabbit would not have been
they are more commonly found in the larger moun- as abundant in this zone as they would be in more
tains where there is sufficient browse for larger deer open areas away from the river. Deer may also have
populations. Deer aggregate into herds in the been found on occasion in the Riverine zone. A
winter while they are more often solitary during minor flvway for migratory water fowl follows the
other times of the year. In the foothills of larger Rio Grande (Peterson 1963). and some hunting of
mountains and in some of the smaller and drier water fowl such as mallards, pintail, and teal may
mountains cottontail may also have been of some be suggested. Muskrat and perhaps beaver would
importance. The Mountain zone of this study is con- also have been available along the river (Findley. et
sidered to be an area where highland hunting al. 1975), and fish and spiny soft-shell turtle were
would have occurred, and where cottontail would probably important aquatic resources from summer

* have been taken throughout the year and deer through the winter when river flow would have
primarily in the winter, been slow and shallow.

The ppe BajdaLowe BaadaLeeardThe seasonal and spatial distributions of eco-
nomically important animal resources are not as

Slope, and West Mesa zones would be included in pronouncda hs fpatfosbtd xii
thos eniromens werethe owlnd untng at-some patterning. Pronghorn, fish, spiny soft-shell

tern has been documented (O'Laughlin 1977b). The turtle, other water fowl and mammals, and perhaps
lowland hunting pattern is characterized by the deer, all have rather well-defined distributions with
hunting of jack rabbit along with some cottontailrepctonvomnalzesithpojtae,
and pronghorn in low elevation grasslands and and jack rabbit and cottontail vary inversely with

desets.Proghor ma hae ocurrd mre re-one another in relative abundance as the vegetation
quently in open grassy areas such as the West Mesa varies from open grassland and desert shrubs to
and in northern extensions of the Lower Bajada denser shrubbery along the Rio Grande and in the
zones, and cottontail may have been restricted Franklin Mountains. The numbers of deer, jack

* mostly to the Upper Bajada and to lower portions of rabbits, and cottontails are greatest in the spring
the Lower Bajada and Leeward Slope environmen- and summer, but deer hides and meat are in their

* tal zones. jack rabbit would have been found in all best condition in the winter when deer are more
a.. four of the above mentioned zones and was likely toredltanbcusofgrgtinlhuhter

havebee ofgreaer mpotane topreistricoverall density is somewhat reduced. In addition.
populations than either cottontail or pronghorn. the character of the river's flow a.;d the presence of
Some deer could also have been taken oppor- a minor flyway of migratorv fowl suggest some

* tunistically in these zones. seasonal patterning in the availability of fish, spiny

The riverine hunting pattern is known from sites soft-shell turtle, and water fowl. The relatfanships
excavated along the Rio Grande and is similar to the between seasonal and spatial distributions in the
lowland hunting pattern but it also includes a availability of animal resources and subsistence and
number of animals less common or not found in the settlement patterns of prehistoric populations
lowland areas away from the river (O'Laughlin follow those presented in the previous section on
1977b). The Riverine zone is that environment in plant food resources. It can also be suggested that
which this hunting pattern would be expected, and deer and fish may have played important roles in
the important animals would include cottontail, the winter subsistence strategies of both farmers
jack rabbit, fish, spiny soft-shell turtle, and and hunters and gatherers when natural plant foods
migratory water fowl such as duck. Cottontail were not generally available or were in less than
would have been common in the Riverine zone prime condition.
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CHAPTER III

CULTURE HISTORY OVERVIEW

The culture history of the area is summarized by projectile point styles and other chipped stone tools
the following developmental periods: Paleoindian, over very large areas and across major ecological
Archaic, and Formative. Because the sites investi- biomes.
gated as part of this project appear to be largely During the late Pleistocene, the El Paso area ap-
prehistoric, with small amounts of 20th century pears to have had expanses of savanna or open
trash scattered about the surface, there will be little woodlands with small lakes and well-forested hills
discussion of the historic era. Discussions will also and mountains with perennial streams. Horses,
be restricted in scope with the intent of providing a camels, a four-horned antelope, pronghorn, deer,
general overview of cultural developments in the El and perhaps bison were apparently common, if not
Paso area and not lengthy presentations of material numerous. With a change in climate regime, the ex-
culture and previous archeological research. These tinction of many large mammals, and the establish-
latter interests are well documented by Brethauer ment of ecological communities comparable to to-
(1977), Eck (1979), Hammerson (1972), and Mar- day's by the middle Holocene, Paleoindian adapta-
shall (1973). tions based on large mammal hunting ceased to ex-

ist and an era of wide-spectrum foraging for both
Paleoindian Period plants and animals emerged -the Archaic period.

The presence of Early Man in the El Paso area is Archaic Period
known principally from surface finds of distinctive
projectile point styles and shaped tools such as The Archaic period encompasses a considerable
knives, scrapers, and gravers (Beckes 1977a; Everitt length of time from about 7,000 or 8,000 years ago
and Davis 1974; Russell 1968). These artifacts are to about the time of Christ. As with the Paleoindian
attributed to occupations of Folsom and later PIlano period, evidence of Archaic populations in the El
traditions of the Paleoindian period and (late Paso area comes largely from surface finds of
roughly between 10,000 and 8,000 years ago. In ad- diagnostic projectile point forms because only a
dition, these stone tool assemblages are indicative of handful of sites have been securely identified and
some reliance on the hunting of large mammals and fewer have been excavated to date. There is a wide
the processing of meat, skin, and bone. Notably ab- range of variability exhibited in these projectile
sent are ground stone implements for processing points, some of which is a reflection of the length of

, seeds and other plant parts. this period (see Beckes 1977a). In addition, the
Although no sites of this period have been inten- variability in projectile point styles tends to increase

sivy investigated in the El Paso area, chipped in the middle to late Archaic, there being more
stone assemblages from scattered surface finds are uniformity in the early Archaic. In turn, there are
interpreted in the light of more extensive investiga- fewer parallels in projectile point styles from area to
tions of this period in central and eastern New Mex- area from early to late Archaic. This situation is
ico and in the mid-continental grasslands of North duplicated in many other areas throughout western
America (see judge 1973). These studies and North America during this period and is interpreted

. knowledge of contemporary hunters and gatherers as evidence for increasing population density,
suggest that Paleoindian adaptations of the late decreasing size of the area exploited by a social
Pleistocene and early Holocene were oriented group, and the development of more specialized or
toward the hunting of large mammals (principally area-specific adaptations (Jennings 1964; Mac-
bison), that plant foods were probably collected, Neish, et al. 1967, Taylor 1966). During this
that social groups were small (family to band in period, social groups are envisioned as being
size), that group membership was probably very relatively small (family to band), fairly flexible in
flexible, and that social groups were highly mobile composition and group membership, highly mobile
and traversed great distances in pursuit of game with respect to residence but not range, and loosely
animals. Mobility and extensive kin and informa- integrated with effective kin and communication
tion networks are reflected in the high uniformity of networks smaller than during the Paleoindian
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perioa and decreasing in size from early to late Ar- revealed a considerable inventory of perishable ar-
chaic. tifacts which include cordage, basketry, matting,

Although the Archaic period of the El Paso area is sandals, throwing sticks, and spear throwers
* thought to have lasted some 5,000 to 6,000 years, (Cosgrove 1947); Human Systems Research 1972;

the recognition of shorter intervals of time which O'Laughlin 1977a). In general, subsistence ac-
may be characterized by different assemblages or tivities suggested by stone tools and more perishable
adaptive strategies has not been possible yet. artifacts appear to be based on the gathering of wild
Assemblages of the Archaic period and the early plant foods with some hunting. Some of the more
Formative are similar with differences restricted important edible plant foods were probably mes-
largely to projectile point forms and the addition of quite and tornillo beans, agave hearts and stalks,
ceramics to the early Formative material culture sotol hearts, yucca hearts and stalks, cacti fruit and
(Becket 1979; O'Laughlin 1977a; Whalen n.d.). pads, pinyon and oak nuts, and possibly grass seeds
Added to the difficulty in distinguishing Archaic and the seeds of small herbaceous plants
and early Formative remains in the absence of pro- (O'Laughlin 1977a). Faunal remains from ex-
jectile points and ceramics is the wide range of cavated sites include a variety of reptile, birds, am-
variability exhibited in Archaic projectile point phibians, and mammals. However, rabbits, deer,
styles which have tentatively been dated by and antelope seem to provide the bulk of the meat
reference to similar forms in other areas. However, diet (O'Laughlin 1977b). Corn, gourds, and
Archaic projectile point styles do not reveal sufi- perhaps beans were known in the area from at least
cient temporal patterning to allow development, at 1600 B.C. (Humans Systems Research 1972). but
present, of a local chronology, dependence on cultigens is not apparent until late in

Affinities of Archaic materials in the El Paso area the Formative period (O'Laughlin 1979, Whalen
to those of southwestern New Mexico and 1977; 1978).
southeastern Arizona are inferred by Lehmer (1948) Although only a few Archaic sites have been ex-
and Irwin-Williams (1967), and assemblages cavated, they do reveal some interesting patterns
similar to those of Trans-Pecos Texas are noted by with respect to site size and location, length and
Sayles (1935) and Setzler (1935). Kelley (1959) im- time of occupation, and variability in subsistence
plies that Archaic materials of the El Paso area are activities. Small, seasonal occupations of playa
similar to those of Trans-Pecos Texas as well as the edges and caves for the procurement and processing
Edwards Plateau of Texas, and Beckes of plants and the opportunistic hunting of animals
(1977b:202ff.) follows Setzler (1935) and Taylor from spring to fall are known (O'Laughlin 1977a:
(1966) in suggesting that the assemblages of the El Whalen 1975). More sizable and repeated occupa-
Paso area and Trans-Pecos Texas are comparable to tions of mountain shelters for the hunting of large

. those of northern Mexico, especially those of the mammals and the gathering of upland plants
state of Coahuila. In addition, the writer has noted primarily during the fall and winter are also in
the occurrence of projectile points in local collec- evidence 'Human Systems Research 1972;
tions that bear strong resemblances to those of O'Laughlin n.d. a). A few small camps that were
northwestern New Mexico (Irwin-Williams 1973). occupied in the spring for the purpose of processing
Each of the above mentioned areas has a reasonably leaf succulents and that were located at the base of
well-developed Archaic chronology and a distinc- mountainous areas have been documented
tive material culture. The occurrence of projectile (O'Laughlin 1979). One site located on the edge of
points and other elements of material culture in the the Rio Grande has been investigated and appears
El Paso area which are referrable to so many to be composed of a series of small encampments
separate and distinct culture histories may suggest that were occupied from time to time throughout
that all are interrelated and perhaps represent a the year for the purpose of processing lithic
single population with similar geophysically related materials, collecting plants, and some hunting
adaptive strategies (Wimberly 1979). The inter- (Greiser 1973). Taken together, these sites reflect a
mediacy of the El Paso area in terms of environment general tendency for the movement of social groups
and Archaic material culture to surrounding areas is to correspond to the seasonal availability and
a possibility, but the absence of a well-developed spatial distribution of economically useful plant
chronology to deal with such questions is a fact. and animal resources. Some locales are repeatedly

In addition to projectile points, stone artifact occupied due partially to the distribution of natural
assemblages are characterized by grinding im- resources but more importantly to conditions that
plements and expediently manufactured flake and make the site more amenable to habitation. Vari-
core tools. Excavations of caves and shelters oc- ability in site size also suggests that small social
cupied during the middle and late Archaic have also groups may gather at favored locales for short
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peritol.s of time to earr. out 'cotperatike actisitie%, 4. The, differences between thy Archaic and
to realfirm group solidarit., to exchange infoirma- Formative reflect the degrec of soc-ial inte-
tion. and to build eton, mic. %ocial. and kin net- gration through religion.
works. Residential mobility and the lIck of perma- Other examples of conflicting viewpoints could
nent storagt. lacilities suggest low population den- be given but would lead to little additional
sities and the sufficiency of natural resources for understanding of the Formative period.
subsistence needs. The chronology of the Formative is not well

worked out. The first attempt to deal with temporal
Formative Period and spatial variability in traits ended in a three-

phase chronologN (Lehmer 1948): Mesilla (AD.
Following the Archaic, there is a long period 900-1000), Dona Ana (A.D. 1100-1200), and El

(from about the time of Christ to A.D. 1400 or Paso (A.D. 1200-1400). The Mesilla phase has since
1500) which is referred to as the Formative. The been found to begin by at least A.D. 250 t 110
usage of the period names Archaic and Formative (Whalen n.d.), and terms such as early Mesilla
follows that of Willey and Phillips (1958) only in- phase and late Mesilla phase or early and late
sofar as the Archaic is used to refer to post- Pithouse periods have been used with increased fre-
Pleistocene hunter and gatherer adaptations. and quency (Thompson 1979; Whalen 1978; n.d.). The
the Formative to the beginnings of non-urbani Dona Ana phase has also been referred to as the
village life based on agricultural pursuits. It is not Transitional period, and the El Paso phase has been
suggested that these periods represent portions of a called the Pueblo period (Thompson 1979; Whalen

.. general developmental or evolutionary model or 1978; n.d.). At present, chronological divisions of
that similar developments may occur synchronical the area's prehistory reflect assumptions relative to
ly in other areas. cultural development or the temporal distributions

Although a great deal of archeological work has of traits.
been done on this period, much confusion exists For the remainder of this section, a very brief
with the chronology and the nature of past adaptive overview of the Formative will be given using the
systems. In recent years the beginning date for this Mesilla, Dona Ana, and El Paso phases as the foci of
period has been pushed back from A.D. 90) to at discussion. The Formative ends about A.D. 1400 or
least A.D. 2.50 ± 110 (Whalen n.d.). and the ex- 1500 with the apparent depopulation of the area
isting divisions which break this period into l)hases until historic times.
defined by -traits" have become increasingly more
difficult and burdensome to use. Differences in Alesilla Phase

tri its between the Archaic and Formative periods The Mesilla phase (from about the time of Christ
have suggested to those archeologists pursuing to A.D. 1100) evidences the first known occurrence
culture history via a normative framework, that of ceramics and the bow-and-arrow in the El Paso
dristic changes took place in social organization, area (Lehmer 1948). Small huts or pithouses have
technology, and subsistence. More recently. also been included in the list of traits which
variability in the archeological record has become distinguish the Formative from the Archaic, but
th.- focus of attention, and the interpretations of this is no longer possible with the finding of Archaic
th-s variability have differed with some ar- houses at one of the sites of this project.
cheologists showing concern for the study of culture Settlement patterns for most of this phase are
pr ess and change and some still trying to push the similar to those of the Archaic period and suggest
variability into the mental constructs of the tradi- high residential mobility of loosely integrated and
ticnal culture center-age area paradigm. small social groups depending principally on hunt-

. Differences between the Archaic and Formative ing and gathering with some growing of domes-
" - periods have been viewed in the following ways: ticated plants (Beckes 1977b; Whalen n.d.). The

1. The Formative differs from the Archaic in the addition of ceramics and the bow-and-arrow imply
addition of new traits such as pottery, houses, new technologies for processing or acquiring the re-

, and the bow-and arrow through diffusion. quisite subsistence needs and may also indicate the
* 2. The Archaic and Formatie periods represent use of new resources or changes in the relative con-

* differences in lifeways with the former repre- tributions of previously used foodstuffs. Population
senting hunters and gatherers and the latter density seems greater than for the Archaic period
referring to sedentary farmers. and appears to increase through this phase.

3. The distinction between Archaic and Forma- At abmut A.D. 900 to 1100 some changes in settle-
tive is largely a matter of time with the Ar- ment patterns are noted. A few communities seem
Phaic older than the Formative. larger than before and exhibit patterning of houses
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which implies a greater degree of integration of 1978). Communities vary in size, and this may im-
social groups and more permanent occupations ply a hierarchy of settlements with differentiated
than during the early part of this phase (Lehmer activities and importance. Social organization is
1948; Whalen 1979; n.d.). Some communities are still largely egalitarian with kinship probably pro-
also located along the Rio Grande or near the areas viding the basis for residence patterns, task group,
of temporarily impounded water from mountain and religious society composition, and exchange
runoff. The location of these communities suggests and information networks.
some dependence on the growing of domesticated The El Paso phase demonstrates a greater variety
plants (O'Laughlin 1979; Whalen 1978; n.d.). and quantity of non-local ceramics and shell objects
Specialized sites for the processing of large amounts than the earlier Mesilla phase, and this is seen as an
of leaf succulents appear to become more common increase in the extent and complexity of inter-
at this time or somewhat earlier (Greer 1868a; regional relations according to Whalen (1977;
1968b). Population pressure near the end of this 1978). Whalen also views the increase of imported
phase may have reduced the areas from which local items as indicative of a relatively greater differen-
populations could procure native plant and animal tiation in status between communities and societal

*-:, resources. Reduction in effective environments or members during the El Paso phase than during the
territories for social groups may then have Mesilla phase. Wimberly (1979) also suggests that
stimulated changes in the contribution of various the volume of imported items reached substantial
food items to the diet and concomitant changes in proportions during the El Paso phase and that the
site locations and permanency of occupation. growth of particular population centers may be due
Greater variability in site types indicates a change to their positioning with respect to long established
in the organization of activities with a slight routes of travel and the flourescence during this
decrease in residential mobility, an increase in the phase of the major trading center of Casas Grandes
storage of subsistence goods, a differentiation of to the southwest in Chihuahua, Mexico.
sites into habitation and special activity occupa- Sites of the El Paso phase are easily divided into
tions, and a greater size of the social groups which habitation sites and special activity sites (Whalen
were somewhat better integrated than during the 1977; 1978). Habitation sites generally occur along
early part of this phase (O'Laughlin 1979; Whalen the Rio Grande or where runoff from mountains ac-

- 1978). cumulates temporarily. The growing of corn,
beans, and squash is the most evident activity at

Dona Ana Phase these sites (Brook 1966: Ford 1977), and most
Relatively little is known of the Dona Ana phase habitation sites appear to have been occupied on a

(A.D. 1100-1200) because only three excavations of fairly permanent basis for varying lengths of time.
this phase are known (Kegley 1979; Marshall 1973; Special activity sites include hunting camps and
Schaafsma n.d.). Sites of this time are also difficult plant gathering and processing camps. Special ac-
to distinguish from earlier or later phases with sur- tivity sites are often larger than those of previous

, face ceramics (Beckes 1977b, Whalen 1977: 1978). phases and evidence a more restricted range of ac-
During this phase small pueblos were built, the tivities by larger task groups.
painting of ceramics begins, and settlements tend to Populations apparently increased during the El
concentrate in those areas most suitable for Paso phase (Whalen 1977; 1978), and those areas
agriculture. There is also evidence of a major shift not used during the Dona Ana phase were once
in populations from the southern portion to the nor- again inhabited. This may reflect a return to more
thern portion of the area previously occupied dur- amenable conditions for agricultural activities. At
ing the Mesilla phase (Way 1979; Yeo n.d.). This about A.D. 1400 or perhaps A.D. 1500, the area
movement of populations may be in response to a was apparently abandoned, as were many other
decrease in effective precipitation during this phase. areas of the Southwest. Marked changes in the en-

vironment may have occurred at that time or the
collapse of the adaptive system may have been the

Much excavation has been done in sites of the El result of too heavy a reliance on agriculture which is
Paso phase (A.D. 1200-1400) (see Marshall 1973), a tenuous adaptation for this area and for the
and large area surveys have documented variability technology and social organization of the El Paso
in site kind and placement (Beckes 1977b; Whalen phase. It may also be possible that the dispersal or
1977; 1978). Small to large pueblos were being built reduction in population noted at the end of the El
during this phase, and there is some evidence for Paso phase may be related to the decline at about
community planning and the integration of social this same time of the trading center of Casas
groups through ceremonial activities (Whalen 1977: Grandes (Wimberly 1979).
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Archeological eVidt-11.e fur Ilihe rese ii of The lair-C iuibcri(it sites ailonig thli ii ( Iraii(e is
peoles iii tire El Paso area after thle -i 1isphasev a reflectioni of t he nw re extenisive vxan iiat jul1 of
and before the establislineiit of Spanish ,,issio n easily accessible areas adjacent it) t le floodplain.
commiunities does itot exist I lowesv t i (-% id ile (If aijil those areas ass ay froint Ilie thu idIlaiii with no
the presence of hunters andl gatherer,.hi ftitll', timeI sites, has, been subljcted to little inivestigat ioni to
may eventually' be found in the, F1 Paso a lea. Early date. It is thbought that about It) X (if tlie area above
Spanish accounts mention the presence of Sumia the floodplain showNn in Figure 6 has been surveyed
hunters and gatherers along the Rtio G ranide below to some extent. and tilt distrihbution of the coverage
El Paso anld to the si iitb%-est and ,ouitlicast in is roughly 2 ' for thlt Mounitain and Upper liajada
Chihuahua. Mexico, andl Traurs-1'eco 1~ I xas,, as well environmental zones, 2i12"; for Olie Lower Bajada
as Manso) hunters and Vathierers alboye El Paiso and ZOIe 2 "-2 ''for I Ie i wi prn 0 I oce,%ard

along the Rio Graiid,- (G eraldl 197-ha: 1 974h) Both Slope zone, and .3(,,' each for the uippe)r portionis of
of these groiups are noted as liavii i~ llis\ brush the I eew.ard Slope and Wsest Mesa zonies. Few sites
shelters or huts arrangetd in settleimini it ' \'ariable would be expected oin the floodplain, and the
size. Subsistence iteiws are described is iieli diiig lHiveri ne zonme is now% largely iuder cultihat ion or
mescal, imesquite beans. lprii kI' pear io ats, seeds, develop)ed for residential ho uising. Tlhus, all en-
fish, and animals. Everit t (1977) also i piiiits wuit thle vironent al zones abov the( floodplain are rel)-
regularity with wb ici ixpiilat ionis w ve ibscrv.ed in resentedl in thle archeological siiirvevs, and it is
winter mionths along the Hio Gi ande, while believed t lnii the dlist ri butions of the various kinds
travelers in the summer niuntlis either saw fl4 one or of' sites among the eiivironmental zones exemplify
only thet abanidoned dwellings. Undouibtci h the past settlemient patterns.
seasonal patterns in available plant and aiiiinial For this discussion. camps will he (defined as those
resources and rainfall which are sugigested ini sites withi sniall areas suggestive of temp~orary- oc-
Chapter 11 to have conditioned settlemeiit patterns cupatiuli or tools and facilities reflecting a limited
for prehistoric hunter-gatherer adaptations are range of activities. The are generally less than 0. 1
related to the app~arent seasonal aggregation and hectare ili size, e\vidence thin occuipat ional deposits

-. dispersion (If these historic hunters andI~ gathercrs. or very low densities (If artifacts. and appear to
have mou re variable assenmblages than oIther site

Settlenient Patterns in the Project Area types. A camp with many hearths is one which has
four- or mlorv fire-cracked rock hearths. It is often

A rather sketchare ta -t description (Iii p,[lnist, uric sttlelarger t a niall caiip. ranges upl to a hectare in
ment patterns in the pro ject aria N% ill Ile Ipres(wit(' size, and has a higher dlensity oif artifacts which inl-
in this section to pi ovide a basis for later interpret it- elude large chiippe~d stone tools aiid somnie ceramics.
tions of those sites specificall\ iiivestigate-d as part of Residential sites art, noted as generally being large
this I)TOlLCt. This data is considered important and exhibiting a wside range oh activities in terms of
because no large scale archeologicail suns exs have tools and~ facilities. Two (If these sites are only about
been reported for areas bordering I to, RioI Grande in 0. 1 liectare iii size. but mo1(st are much larger and
the El Pas, ra ttesn tm.dsusoso range upl to 15 hectares in size. Occupational

settlement p~atte'rns w. ill btw brief and sketcliN detposits (If residential sites are often substantial,
because they are- based il inicomplhltvemi.erage (if and artifact dlensities are higher tIran for the (other

- the area and the employment of a xide variety of site tvlpes. Processing and manufacturing debris at
archeological siirvey techniiques. Sour-ces for the in- these sites is (-)ilio(n. and artifact assemblages are

*- formation presented herein include G erald (nd. d), general lin nature and incluide most easils-
Huner-ndeson(199), "'m tied. , aiid Yeo ree(giialertfc classe!- lough ceramics are

(n.d.). as well as surveyrcv(\i~ h lPs absent in the earlier residential sites). Structures
Centennial Museum. In addition. O'ILauglilin have b~een noted on all oif the El Paso phase residen-

(1971))andRexF. ,erld llesoiiai ('iinininica* ill sites air( twol pit hotises have beeni excaivatedl in

tinn bave excavated Mesilla phase resiileniitl sites onie iif thet \Iesilla phase residential sites. IHowev-er.
(Iii the west bank (of the Rio Graiide the lprtseuiii(it oblservedl or inferred striuctiures is not

The distributiii oif sites fli l ic pvril i~ and takeii as deli nit iv evidence of it residential site.
phase is shown ili Figure fi Nuiiiherc ,it's uTh Pal oindiaii period is reprecsented b\ two
those recorded h\ Gerald (nd. (1) ini area, xs here I rojeetic piniits (at Folsorii and a later Plano form)

thec~istrctiinlinewietnti' in (liios r liii difica. -'hi~ occi iri ed as isolated finds Other than noting

tioin (if existing dams has bleenl pri liii 5(1. II les i t the pastI pm su - 4 i Paleoindian iiu~iptilat 1(111 ill thet
include Site 29 and Sites .31 t, 317 \% lwi fi iuitii lv\ pro ject area. little (-aui he added to the material

*arainatilln wa-h'rljiii i ii i~j( iveii iii thue sect ioin uii this period.l
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Residential sites of the Archiac and Formative each side of the river may be referable to differences
periods (Figure 6) are located primarily along both in subsistence patterns. Residential sites of the Ar-
sides of the Rio Grande on alluvial fans and ridge chaic period are more often noted on the east side of
tops near the juncture of the Lower Bajada and the river where resources of the Mountain, Upper
Leeward Slope zones with the Riverine zone (refer Bajada, Lower Bajada, and Riverine environmental
to Figure 5). The near absence of reported residen- zones would be available within foraging distance.

" tial sites away from the river is believed to be an ac- The number of important native food plants and
curate reflection of their distribution in this area, their seasonal availability is greater for the east side

,.-7 given the greater size and visibility of residential of the river than the west side (see Table 1), even
sites as compared to small camps. The overlapping though resources of the Riverine zone would be ac-f ge ted ch a g es in ub s sten e a d t c h n log fotr eoug r rces of th w i er n i t ib on th and be a

patterns in residential site locations in spite of sug- cessible from both sides of the river. Animal
gested changes in subsistence and technology for resources have a wider distribution than food
these periods is also viewed as being conditioned by plants, but deer may have been more common on
the availability of water for human consumption.
The Rio Grande is the only secure source of surface the east side of the river in the Mountain zone.
water in the projct area, and the linear distribu- Thus, Archaic residential sites seem to be positioned

tions of residential sites along the river is obvious. In with respect to variety, and perhaps abundance, of
basin lowlands away from the river the geometry of naturally occurring food items. This pattern is not

residential site locations is much different but is also apparent for the Formative period residential sites.
based to a large degree on the availability of water. All reported residential sites of the Mesilla phase are

Away from the river water either accumulates from located on the west side of the Rio G ande, and

rainfall in playa areas in the central portions of most El Paso phase residential sites are also located
bolsons, or from rainfall and runoff at the juncture primarily on the west side of the river with only two
of mountain alluvial slopes and basin floors, having one or two room structures each known on
Although Archaic sites are not well documented for the east side of the river. El Paso phase residential
these non-river and lowland areas, Formative sites on the west side of the river are generally large
period residential sites have spatial patterns which and range from a few rooms to structures that may
covary with the distribution of surface water have as many as 30 rooms. The greater numbers of
(O'Laughlin 1978; Whalen 1977; 1978). Differences Formative period residential sites along the west
between Mesilla and El Paso phase settlement pat- side of the river contrasts with the greater number
terns in these same lowland areas away from the of Archaic residential sites on the east side of the
river are attributable to an increasing reliance on river and is viewed as indicative of an increasing
domesticated food plants in the later phase. Mesilla dependence on domesticated plants in the For-
phase residential sites have a wide distribution mative period. The prevalence of residential sites on
whereas El Paso phase sites are virtually confined to the west side of the river during the Formative
the runoff zone at the base of mountains (Whalen period suggests that floolplain farming was not con-
1977; 1978). Seasonal and annual variability in the ditioning the placement of settlements and that
availability of water derived from rainfall suggests runoff from the mountains may have been too large
that many of the residential sites away from the and the velocity of the water too great to handle in

"" river were occupied only seasonally or coincidental- the narrow drainages of the Lower Bajada zone. Itly with periods of regular or above average is inferred that the Leeward Slope zone was more

precipitation. This point is observed by Wimberly amenable to farming with its smaller catchments
(1979) when he notes that most sites which bear and shallower drainages than the Lower Bajada

% evidence of sizable investment in structures were zone, though some farming of the floodplain may
occupied for only short periods of time. The Rio also have been practiced. This pattern of Formative
Grande with its reliable water supply that is not period residential sites located on one side of the

.4 dependent on local rainfall would, therefore, be river or the other appears to be conditioned by local
one area where longer occupations might be ex- physiographic factors such as drainage size, slope,
pected and certainly where some seasonal occupa- and the presence of mountains. It has been noted by
tion by both hunters and gatherers and farmers the writer as far up the river as Radium Springs,
could be predicted during the winter months. New Mexico. The single El Paso phase residential

Although residential sites in the project area ex- site located in the West Mesa zone may also be in-
' hibit little variability in location with respect to dicative of farming strategies involving the

distance from the Rio Grande, the number of sites Leeward Slope zone, btit it is more likely to be
does vary from one side of the river to the other. associated with dry land or playa farming strategies

S Differences in the number of residential sites for whi h become more important farther to the west
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or in other basin lowlands (Sudar-Murphy and foods during the Mesilla phase than it was during
Laumbach 1976; Whalen 1977; 1978). the later El Paso phase, that activities relating to the

- Complementing the distribution of Mesilla phase procurement and processing of upland leaf sue-
' residential sites on the west side of the river are an culents were probably just as specialized, if not

even greater number of camps with many fire- more so, during the Mesilla phase as they were dur-
cracked rock hearths on the east side of the river ing the El Paso phase (Whalen 1977; 1978), and
(Figure 6). Some of these camps are as large as that the apparent increase in the use of upland leaf

" residential sites but generally have only moderate to succulents in the Mesilla phase as compared to
" light scatters of ceramics and extensive deposits of earlier and later times may be related to insecurity
* -. fire-cracked rock or numerous identifiable hearths. in the subsistence base caused by such things as en-

These hearths could have served many purposes, vironmental perturbations, population pressure,
but their distribution closely follows that of the leaf and relations with surrounding populations. This
succulents such as mescal or agave, sotol, and par- latter point may be subject to debate, but it is noted
ticularly lechuguilla (O'Laughlin 1979). The that lechuguilla was not a preferred food of the
widespread occurrence of these hearths in sites east Mescalero Apache who also ranged through similar
of the river may be related to the presence of environments (Basehart 1974) and that population
lechuguilla and sotol in the Upper Bajada and movements at the end of this phase and dramatic
Mountain environmental zones which are east of changes in subsistence and settlement patterns for
the river (see Figure 5). The only camp with many the El Paso phase are indicative of less than stable

- hearths west of the river is one of undetermined relations between populations and resources.
phase or period (lacking ceramics or other tem- The last category of sites includes the small
porally diagnostic artifacts) located on the south camps. No Archaic camps are known in the project
slope of Sierra del Cristo Rey. The south and east area, but it is probable that some of the camps of
slopes of Sierra del Cristo Rey are the only locales undetermined phase or period are from the Archaic
near the project area in which lechuguilla can be period. Small camps of the Mesilla and El Paso
found west of the Rio Grande and then they are phases are found mostly along the river and exhibit
found only in a small area and in small numbers (see distributions with respect to east and west sides of
the area of the Upper Bajada zone west of the river the river comparable to those of residential sites
in Figure 5). In addition, it has been observed by (Figure 6). Many of these small camps undoubtedly
the writer that fire-cracked rock hearths decrease in represent procurement and processing activities
frequency along the river just south of the Franklin directed toward natural resources that were carried

-.- Mountains and also north of the project area where out in conjunction with the synchronic occupation
the limestone rocks of the Franklin Mountains give of the residential sites. That is, many of these small
way to alluvial deposits to the south and to the camps may be locations for the extraction of natural
predominantly igneous and metamorphic rocks of resources to be transported to nearby sites of
the Organ Mountains to the north where lechu- residence. Small camps of all phases and periods
guilla disappears altogether. Although rocky soils along the river and elsewhere have very little ar-
are predominant east of the river in the project cheological debris on them, which implies a tern-
area, the few fire-cracked rock hearths in sites west porary occupation of these sites, and variable
of the Rio Grande are certainly not a reflection of assemblages, which hint at the specificity of tl~e
the distribution of rock for there are 6t-veral areas in resource procurement and processing activities ac
which rocky soils are exposed. these sites. The specialized activities at small camps

The numerous camps with many hearths of the are suggested by the presence or absence and
Mesilla phase suggest that domesticated plants were various combinations of ceramics, ground stone,
not as important as they appear to be in the later El and different kinds of chipped stone tools. Data is
Paso phase when the use of leaf succulents (as in- not at hand for a detailed discussion of variability in
ferred from the presence of camps with fire-cracked the assemblages of small camps, but ceramics and
rock hearths) seems to decrease. Whalen (1977; ground stone are more frequently encountered in
1978) is not in total agreement with this statement, small camps in the West Mesa zone and lo ver por-
but Hard (n.d.) has suggested that some of the large tions of the Leeward Slope and Lower Bajada zones
camps with many hearths were incorrectly dated to while small camps of the Upper Bajada and Moan-
the El Paso phase by Whalen and that some of the tain zones rarely have ground stone or ceramics but
Mesilla phase residential sites near mountains have they frequently have large core or flake tools. Tlhe
many more of these hearths than Whalen implies. particular distributions of ceramics, ground stone,
The inferences are that subsistence was based to a and chipped stone tools are taken to indicate

. larger degree on the contribution of native plant specialized activities directed toward the procure-
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ment of tornillo, mesquite, grass, and other seed Archaic period to as little as 200 years for the El
plants along the river and to the west, and of leaf Paso phase. Thus, the similar number of residential
succulents in the upland areas. This, however, is sites for the Archaic period, Mesilla phase, and El
only a suggestion that is not supported by adequate Paso phase can be translated into a trend of popula-
data. The temporal distribution of small camps is tion increase when the length of each period or
uncertain because of the small coverage by ar- phase is considered.
cheological surveys of areas away from the river There are no known sites of the Dona Ana phase
and the lower archeological visibility of small in or just to the north of the project area, and few

* camps as compared to residential sites or camps are noted in adjacent areas to the west or east
. with many hearths. It is noted however, that the (Sudar-Murphy and Laumbach 1976; Whalen

number of small camps of the Mesilla phase is near- n.d.). However, sites for the Dona Ana phase are
ly twice that of small camps of the El Paso phase common along the Rio Grande near Hatch, New
while residential sites of the two phases are more Mexico (Yeo n.d.; and observations of the writer),
nearly equal in number. and in the southern portion of the Tularosa Bolson

If the number of residential sites for each phase which is just northwest of the project area (David
and period can be correlated directly with popula- Carmichael, personal communication; Way 1979).
tion and if the number of residential sites observed Considerable population movement has been sug-
is representative of the total for each phase and gested for this time by the writer, but it is also possi-
period, then an increase in population through time ble that the transition from the Mesilla phase to the

- may be noted for the project area until about A.D. El Paso phase was very rapid in many areas and
1400 when the area seems to have been abandoned. that archeological evidence for the Dona Ana phase
The number of residential sites for each phase or may bc- of limited extent. The development of the
period is as follows: Archaic period 7, Mesilla phase large trading center of Casas Grandes to the
5, Dona Ana phase 0, and El Paso phase 8. With the southwest in Chihuahua, Mexico, may also have
exception of the Dona Ana phase, the amount of had a greater influence on the quickness of cultural
time that each phase or period lasted decreases developments in the El Paso area than the writer

. rapidly from as much as 5,000 or 6,000 years for the currently believes.
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CHAPTER IV
FIELD METHODS AND

SITE DESCRIPTIONS

The field methods used in surface mapping and The one, mostly-intact, fire-cracked rock hearth
* - collection and in the limited subsurface testing are was exposed by brushing the loose sand away, and

described below for Sites 29, 33, and 34 along with the fire-cracked rock was mapped to location and
brief statements on site settings. The rationale for then removed for counts and weights of the various

* the various field techniques is provided but the rock materials represented. Soil flotation samples
. discussions relative to special samples and laborato- were taken from the few slightly ashy areas at the

ry analyses are left to the appropriate, later bottom of the hearth but there was insufficient
chapters. charcoal for a radiocarbon sample. Pollen samples

were not taken because of the absence of occupa-
Site 29 tional deposits, the probability that recent pollen

had been mixed with that of the older hearth con-
Site 29 is located in a gently sloping area on the tents, and the difficulty of placing the site in any

alluvial slope below the west flank of the Franklin specific time interval because of the absence of tem-
Mountains and some 1.5 km from the floodplain of porally diagnostic artifacts.
the Rio Grande (Figure 1). Surface soils are general-
ly gravelly, and a small hill of limestone rock rises Sites 33 and 34
40 m to the north. Along the south and west sides of
the hill shallow sands have been deposited by Sites 33 and 34 are considered together because
winds, and the vegetation or the area is dominated they are located near one another on the same
by creosotebush with some range ratany, ocotillo, alluvial fan and the field techniques used to in-
and soap-tree yucca (Figure 4a). Grasses are rare, vestigate them were identical.
and summer annuals are common. Prickly pear and These sites are situated just above the floodplain

-.- datil occur infrequently in the area. This site is of the Rio Grande and on a large alluvial fan which
within the Lower Bajada environmental zone. has developed at the mouth of one of the bigger ar-

- Evidence of prehistoric occupation at Site 29 con- royos that drain the west slopes of the Franklin
sisted of a very light scatter of fire-cracked rock over Mountains (Figure 1). The topography of Sites 33
an area of approximately 125 square meters. This and 34 and adjacent areas is shown in Figure 7.

area was subdivided into 4 m grids, and the loca- Nearly level, loamy or clay soils of the floodplain
tions of fire-cracked rock were mapped for each are found just to the west of Site 33, and strongly
grid to give an estimate of the extent of the site and sloping terraces and ridges are located immediately
the number of fire-cracked rock features. This was east of Site 34 and northeast of Site 33 (Figure 3b).
followed by a diligent search of the site area and These terraces and ridges have gravelly soils which
outwards for an additional 30 m for artifacts, but are littered with larger limestone rocks and some
none were found. One chert flake was reported to rhyolite. Site 33 is divided by an arroyo system into
have been present on this site by Gerald (n.d. d). two portions which will be referred to as Site 33

One partially eroded fire-cracked rock hearth North and Site 33 South henceforth. A small gravel-
was observed on the surface of Site 29 (Figure 26 ly rise separates Site 33 South from Site 34, and a
upper left) and one or two others were suggested by small drainage divides Site 34 into two segments
small concentrations of the otherwise widely scat- which will also be referred to as Site 34 North and
tered fire-cracked rock. The concentrated scatters Site 34 South. The soils of Site 33 are of mixed
of fire-cracked rock were tested by the excavation of alluvial and eolian origin, slope somewhat to the

- a 1 m square in one area and a 4 m square in southwest, and have undergone considerable wind
another, and the remaining portion of this site was erosion in recent times with the resulting formation
tested at 2 m to 4 m intervals with a 10 cm soil of numerous small to large sand du|xes (Figure 2).
auger. These tests and observations of small arroyo Site 34 appears to be situated either on a low gravel-
cuts did not reveal the presence of buried deposits or ly terrace or on redeposited alluvial gravel. Gravel-
features other than the single partially eroded fire- ly soils are found on a rise in the western portion of

- cracked rock hearth. Site 34 North and on the higher terrace slopes of the
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eastern portions of both Site 34 North and Site 34 The lowland area west of Site 33 is considered to
South. Shallow eolian sands and small dunes are be part of the floodplain of the Rio Grande, but the
located in the central portion of Site 34 North and area is effectively sealed off today from the
the western half of Site 34 South. floodplain proper by highway and railroad con-

The distribution of the vegetation of Sites 33 and struction just to the west. Runoff from the Franklin
34 and adjacent areas is quite varied but can be sub- Mountains accumulates for a time in the summer in

sumed under four general headings: ridges and ter- this lowland where the vegetation adjacent to the

races, arroyos, alluvial fan, and floodplain. The site includes a number of phreatophytic or riparian

ridges and terraces, arroyos, and alluvial fan would species characteristic of other areas bordering the
be included in the Lower Bajada environmental floodplain. The most important tree is salt cedar

zone, and the floodplain is equated with the which has been introduced into the area in historic

Riverine zone. Each of these areas has a different times and now forms a dense thicket just below and
and 93 different species were observed to the west and north of Site 33 (Figures 2b, 3, and

vegetation, 4b). Other common tree and shrub forms are tor-
in these areas during the months of June and July, nillo, mesquite, wolfberry, and four-wing saltbush.
1979. The distribution of all 93 species will not be Grasses develop a fair cover in some areas and in-
specified here. Only the major constituents of each eude dropseed, bluegrass (Poa sp.), and vine-
area will be given. mesquite grass (Panicun obtusurn). Spring and

The gravelly soils of the ridges and terraces east summer annuals produce a dense cover, are quite
of Sites 33 and 34 are sparsely covered with diverse, and are composed of such species as
creosotebush and ocotillo and some soap-tree yucca, cowpen daisy (Verbesina encelioides), silverleaf
mesquite, and broom snakeweed (Figure 3). Grasses nightshade (Solanun eleagnifolium), London
are rare and represented mostly by fluffgrass. Com- rocket (Sisymbrium irio), devilweed aster (Aster
mon spring and summer annuals include hairyseed spinosus), amaranth, goosefoot, and spurge.
bahia (Gahia absinthifolia), tansy mustard Animals observed on or near Sites 33 and 34 in-
(Descurainia pinnata), hairypod pepperweed dlude numerous cottontails and toads, occasional
(Lepidium lasiocarpum), globe mallow whiptail and horned lizards, two rat snakes, a few
(Sphaeralcea angustijolia), and scorpion weed jack rabbits, and one mule deer. Quail and dove
(Phacelia coerulea). Prickly pear occurs on ridges were commonly seen and nest in the area, and
and terraces near Sites 33 and 34 but is rare. wrens and yellow-breasted chats were also recorded

Arroyo vegetation is diverse and includes as well as a pair of bald eagles. This list does not ex-
elements from higher elevations as well as some haust the potential number of animal forms in the
floodplain species. The more important woody vicinity of Sites 33 and 34 but does suggest the varie-
species include desert willow, mesquite, four-wing ty of fauna in the area.
saltbush, mariola, and broom snakeweed. White- As previously mentioned, an arroyo system
thorn and datil occur infrequently in some of the divides Site 33 North from Site 33 South. Runoff

, washes, and grasses can be found occasionally and from the Franklin Mountains leaves the large
include dropseed, sideoats grama, and bush muhly. drainage east of Site 33 and braids out into a
Herbaceous plants are comprised of such species as number of smaller streams which cross the area be-
mountain pepperweed (Lepidium montanum), tween Sites 33 North and Site 33 South and either
skeleton-leaf goldeneye (Viguiera stenoloba), and cut the alluvial deposits of the fan or spread out and
Jimson weed (Datura ineteloides). aggrade surfaces with additional sediments. Runoff

The vegetation of the alluvial fan varies from the can be substantial in the summer months, and large
gravelly soils of Site 34 to the sandy dune areas of stream flows in the summer of 1978 changed courses
Site 33. The vegetation of the gravelly soils in Site several times and began the cutting of deposits in
34 and in restricted areas of Site 33 is much like that Site 33 South and Site 33 North. In the latter, a deep
of the nearby terraces and ridges, while most of Site arroyo was excavated across the central portion of
33 and the sandy areas of Site 34 are vegetated with this area the channel of which has since been
mesquite and four-wing saltbush with some creo- minimally refilled (Figures 2b and 4b). As a point of

sotebush, soap-tree yucca, joint fir, and Jimmy- reference, this arroyo has been named "the 1978 ar-
weed (Isocoma wrightii) (Figure 2). Grass is rare on royo' (Figure 7).
the alluvial fan. Some of the spring and summer an- Gerald (n.d. d) described Site 33 as having
nuals found on sandy soils include desert marigold numerous fire-cracked rock hearths and artifacts
(Baileya rnultiradiata), hairypod pepperweed, sand visible in level places and between sand dunes over
verbena (Abronia angustifolia), and stick leaf an area of approximately 40,000 square meters.
(Mentzelia multiflora). One possible buried pithouse was observed in an ar-
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rovo cut, and deposit.% of cuiltuiral materials were system p~ermitted the designation of po(inlt% or of the
sugge-sted toi be fairly shallt).s Browusvare, sherds sotithwest corners of square units in terms of
onl the surface of this site impIliedI that the (Cclipa- distances in mneters niorth andi east of the poein~t of
tions dated to the Mesilla phase. Site :34 \% as similar- origin. Thus, notations in figures and] tables occur-
Iv described by Cerald (ii.d. (1) although fewer ring ire the form oCf '0N5 E"indicate locations
hearths andi artifacts were seen. Snbstantial deposits Vhich miay be determined by reference to Figure 7.
of archeological materials wetre- not sueggestedi by The deviation (Cf this grid systein fromt true
Gerald, and no buried luitlioui~t were observed lin north - it is actuccallyv oriented north west -
an area of about 4,204) sqluarv iiieter%. .A Nesilla southeast -is noted in the legends of the figures in
phase ocupation \% as also suggested fi; Site :34 oCii \hich -( ;N- indicates grid north.
the basis of brownss are sherds ont the surface. The 16 lin grid uinits were sub~divided into 4 in

With the onset of field work at Sites :3.3 and 34. it grid uits, fromt which collections wvere made and
soonf became apparent that featuires and artifacts suirfao.et features and artifacts mnapped (see Figure
were much mnore common than had been expected 8). The %various classes of artifacts wevre piiece-
by Gerald (nid. d1) or the writer andi that Site 33 was plotted before their collection, and well-defined
v'ery complex with a long histo)r\ of list. and con- features were miapped in detail. Observations on
siderable thickness and depth of desposts. Similar scattered fire-cracked rock were recolrded a% the
difficulties in anticipating the extent. depth. and number of rocks, their size, and their material in
nature of archeological remains o)it alluvial falls had each I i sqjuare. lIn addition. notes on vegetation.

*also been encountered previouisl y I lard (nd.) soCils, and the occurrence of natural and man-made
an] O'Laughlin (1979) onl the e-ast allu% ial slope oCf (list rubanees were recorded foCr inclusion in site
the Franklin Mountains. Fortunatel\. the field clescripti' ins and in consideration relative to possible
techniques of this project \\ere- well sifiteti toC the in- iitigat ivc efforts.
vestigationi of Sites :33 and 31 and have provided a The collection oCf surface artifacts and the mral)-
baie fromt which possible in it igat ive measures c-an ping of -airface features by 4 mi grids provided infor-

bedeeloped and from which the cultural remains naiz l h ra xeto iedt o e'
can be described and interpreted. lierill awld spatial analyses. andi descriptive and

Field work at Sites :33 and :34 wast, at.iplle qluantitat ive informnation oji artifacts and featuires.
during the period cif 15 Febrauir\ to 4 MaN 1979. Grid imits oif similar size had been fouind to) give in-

*and a total of 220) field man-days N\ as exjlendied (1;11- terestileg spatial piatterns of artifacts and features at
ing this period under the sponsoMrshuip (if the U.S. ecmpanrab~le sites in) the area (Gerald nd. b.
Arm\-. Corps of Engineers, Albuiqueryce District. O'Lauighliin 1979. O'Laughiin and Creiser 197:3).
lin addition. anoCther 42 nian-days were spent dur- Artifacts were collected arid features mapped by
ins.. this period in the investigation oCf archeological 4 net grid unhits over a toital oCf :32,752 square nieters
rem~ains in Site 33 North .%bilui \%er to be disturbed at Site :33 and 8,7:36 square meters at Site 34. These
by the co~nstructioni of a 54-inch wvater line across areas which are b~elieved to uencompass; the max-

*Site 33 North from north toC so~uth and between Site inium areal distributions oCf surface anti] subsurface
33 South and Site 34. The coristrllctiCn (Cf this water cultural materials are shown in Figure 7.
line involved the excavation oCf a trench that was to
be .3 in) wide and upl to 4 lit deep and the disturbance Wd neclSi ugrn
of the surface by grading and equipmlent movement All (Cf Sites 33 arid 34 and some adjacent areas

-0 over an area that prve toC he soCme 16 mc wide were examined at 8 in intervals with 5 and 10 ciii
along the pipeline The examinatitio 4cultural re- (diameter cores that %%-re obitained with soil augers.
mains in the, area to be inipaetecl 1w t he construe- Informiation was thus collected on the dept hs oCf
tion oCf the wvater line wtas sponsored hx the Puiblic (lejisit%. atratigraphy. buried features, and the
Sen viee Board of the Cit\ ouf El Paso. The results oif areal extent of deposits. SoCil co ring at S lin interv7als
these studies are incluidedl with those for the Corps va pefrc at (lie sanme tit that surf ace. iaps
of IEnginecrs in this report. The various field techni- and coldlections11 were niade. At each location soil
(fIuos titilized in the investigation oCf Sites 33 and 3.4 cores we're reinmied in 25 cmn lnits or levels tol a
are described in the following sequience cif field t- (le'ptl iof' 1.5 in or less. when large gravel wvas en-
tiv~ties. timitcred (I'iglir( 9ia). E'ach level was screened

through I 4-itich miesh for (lit, recove-rs oif artifacts
Sur'face- (dlctioPI andt Mapping an u~d charcoal, and oneit soil lotation saliille was

Sites 33 and 34 %were staked at f6 lin intervals t(C taken at least every 16; li front the level with the
provide a basic grid system for surface collection greatest discoloration from ash and charcoal Ar-
and mpigand subsurface excavation. This grid tifacts were too few in nueinlr to be of mnuch use ill
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distributional studies. but many of the flotation countered, and soil flotation samples were taken
samples were analyzed and provided useful inform- only from obvious features and from the darker ash
taion on the distribution of macrofloral remains. At and charcoal discolored soils. Approximately 7 % of
each soil core location the number, size, and Site 33 and 3% of Site 34 were tested by coring at 2
materials of fire-cracked rock for each level were m intervals within 8 m grid units. Another 1 % of
recorded, and this information aided iu ascertain- Site 33 was tested at 2 m and 3 m intervals in Site 33
ing the location and distribution of buried fire- North where surface and subsurface disturbance

. cracked rock features. Soil texture and color were was anticipated as a result of the construction of the
also recorded for each level and gave the first real water line.
indication of the depths and thicknesses of the The soil coring at 2 m intervals was especially

. deposits, the areal extent of the deposits, and the effective in locating and defining the size of subsur-
presence of buried features other than those with face features of 2.8 m diameter or larger, although

* fire-cracked rock at Site 33. As previously men- features of smaller size were also detected (Figure
. tioned, the maximum areal extent of subsurface 10). Many suspected houses were located in this

deposits was found to closely follow the distribution manner, as well as fire-cracked rock features and
of surface artifacts and features as shown in Figure pits without rock. This technique had previously
7, but some deposits were of imare limited distribu- been used by Whalen (n.d.) in the investigation of a
tiC n. Mesilla phase site east of the Franklin Mountains

-oil coring was carried out because of the Ioca- and proved reliable in locating buried pithouses and
ticn of Sites 33 and 34 on an alluvial fan where sub- other features.
surface deposits may have been undetectable by
su -face reconnaissance alont In additin, a Backhoe Trenching

knowledge of the distribution of surface artifacts Site 33 was tested with 11 backhoe trenches, and
and features and of subsurface deposits was desired three backhoe trenches were dug on Site 34 (Figure
for use in studies of spatial patterns in the arche- 7). The excavation of these trenches was carried out
ological materials and of the uses of the sites. Infor- in order to get a better picture of the stratigraphy of
mation on the extent and depth of deposits was also these sites. Information gained from profiles of

* viewed as necessary in order to dc elp a program trenches provided insights into the vertical relation-
of mitigation. Data from the 8 ni interval soil cores ships between various strata and yielded informa-
w.re collected in order to provide itifvrmatimi for tion oit iatural and cultural processes which pro-
th. placement of many of the ,ibsi'ta'e tcsts and of duced lit deposits.
th, additional soil cores at 2 m intervlas. The backhoe trenches also revealed the presence

of additional houses and small features in areas
. Close Interval Soil Augering which had not been tested by soil coring at 2 m in-

Sites 33 and 34 were cored at 2 in intervals with tervals. In several of the trenches where strata were
soil augers at locations selected on the basis of data easily recognized and profiled, pollen samples were
obtained from the cores at 8 in intervals and from taken every 10 cm in vertical suites through all
surface mapping and collections iFigure 9b). Soil strata for possible use in palynological studies.
coring at 2 m intervals was performed in grids that Finally, the excavation of the large trench for the
were 8 m on a side except for the occasions when water line provided additional observations and
supplemental cores (referred to as bias cores in profiles of the stratigraphy of Site 33 North.
Figure 8) were taken in order to clarify conditions Hand Excavation
revealed by the 2 m cores. One area of 300 square
meters was cored at 2 m ,nd 3 m inter'als in order With the information from surface mapping and
to obtain more information on subsurface features collecting, soil coring, and backhoe trenching, 1 m
in the area that was to be disturbed by the construe- square tests of the subsurface of Sites 33 and 34 were
tion of the 54-inch water line. As with the 8 m inter- excavated. Excavations proceeded by natural or ar-
val soil cores, the texture and color of the soil and bitrary 10 cm levels with elevati6ns noted from a
amount. size, and materials of lire-cracked rocks central datum at 1139.9 m above mean sea level. In
were recorded for each 25 cm level of .ach soil core. tables and figures elevations will occur in the form
Because of the large number of soil cores that were "4.5 MBD" which may be read "4.5 meters below
talken and the low frequency with which artifacts datum." 1Al excavated soils were screened with 1/4-
were encountered in the 8 m interval core samples, inch mesh or smaller, and pollen and soil flotation
sol' cores from the closer intersal soil augering samples were taken from nearly every level of every
generally were not screened with 1/4-inch mesh. square. Charcoal was also collected, whenever en-
Artifacts and charcoal were collected when en- countered, for possible use in radiocarbon dating or
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Figure 10. Subsurface houses (dark arias) and hearths (hatchering) suggested by soil coring and detailed by excavation In a
western portion of Shte 33 North.
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in the identification of species. Number, size, feature units with pollen, radiocarbon, and
* . weight, and material of fire-cracked rock was also macrofioral samples taken. Attributes of fire-

recorded for each level of each square, and soil tex- cracked rocks, as described above, were also noted.
ture and color was described. A total of 14 square These tests provided detailed information on the
meters or 0.16% of Site 34 was tested in this depth and nature of subsurface and surface deposits
fashion, and 82 square meters or 0.25% of Site 33 and features, quantities of archeological materials,
was excavated by 1 m squares. Of these latter provenience of special samples, and clues to the
squares, 17 were excavated in areas to be disturbed processes that produced the deposits. These data
by construction of the water line. also allowed the pursuit of questions with respect to

All subsurface features which were tested or dug the temporal and spatial distribution of artifacts

in their entirety were excavated by the above men- and features. Once more, information from these
tioned techniques. In addition, seven small fire- subsurface tests was essential to the development of
cracked rock hearths that were visible on the sur- a program of mitigation.
face of Site 33 were excavated as archeological
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CHAPTER V

STRATIGRAPHY AND DATING

A knowledge of the stratigraphy and the ages of either side of the large arroyo and immediately ad-
the various strata at Sites 33 and 34 is crucial to jacent to higher terraces and ridges have gravelly
man) of the discussions in later chapters. The dated soils and appear to be remnants of a low valley ter-
st ata provide a foundation for temporal and spatial race or alluvial fan which was divided by the large
analyses of cultural materials. An understanding of arroyo and truncated by river entrenchment and
the stratigraphy also allows the recognition of lateral cutting. Along the northern boundary of Site
natural and cultural processes which have resulted 33 North is a westerly trending ridge which drops
in the deposits and are referable to past en- abruptly to a small arroyo on the north and slopes
vironmental conditions and prehistoric patterns in gently to the south to areas that are currently being
the use of space. Site 29 is not considered here aggraded by alluvium. It is suggested that this ridge
biecause it has been subjected to slope and wind ero- line is the product of deposition before arroyo cut-
sion and apparently does not have deep deposits of ting and channel filling on the older terrace or

. cultural materials (see Chapter IV). alluvial fan shifted to the south and began ag-
grading surfaces. Today arroyo cutting and the ag-

Site 33 Stratigraphy grading of surfaces with alluvial sediments con-
tinues in low areas, and wind action on the sandy

Gerald (n.d. d) assumed that only one relatively soil surfaces has produced numerous dunes. Slope
* sr allow deposit of cultural materials dating to the erosion is also important on the ridge line in the

" Mesilla phase was present at Site 33, and the inspec- northern portion and along the western edge of Site
tifl of exposed surfaces and arroyo cuts during the 33 North and over much of Site 34. These factors of
su rface mapping and collection of Site 33 early in deposition and erosion are also represented by
tf is study also suggested that only a single stratum buried strata in the same areas.
of cultural materials was present. However, soil A total of five zones or strata have been identified
angering at Site 33 soon hinted at the presence of at Site 33. The designation of strata as zones is not
more than one strata of cultural deposits, and intended to suggest any correspondence with the

- backhoe trenching and hand excavation revealed distinctive soil layering of geologic zonal soils which
tle occurrence of several identifiable geological reflect the influence of such factors as climate and
(souil) strata. vegetation. Rather, the referencing of strata by

The soil strata of Site 33 vary in thickness and ex- zones is simply a matter of labeling for ease of
tent and grade laterally or vertically into one discussion. The stratigraphy of Site 33 is illustrated
another in many places. Some of these strata are by the selected profiles of trenches that are shown in

:" qiiite distinct and easily recognized throughout Figures I11 and 12, and the locations of these
tleir horizontal distribution, while others are trenches are indicated in Figure 7. With the excep-

d:fflcult to distinguish because they merge conform- tion of minor subdivisions of two zones, all
ably with those above or below them. The soils of recognized strata are shown in Figures 11 and 12,
Site 33 are mostly permeable sands or loamy sands, and profiles of other areas of Site 33 will be found in
and the drainage of water downward through these later chapters. The five zones will be described in
s( ils or upward as a result of capillary action has order from the most recent and uppermost zone to
tended to obscure the junctures of strata with the the lowest zone.
vertical movement of soil particles, ash, and char-
coal. Zone I

Site 33 is located on the toe of an alluvial fan at Zone I includes all soils of recent origin; it does
ti:e mouth of a large arroyo which drains the not bear evidence of prehistoric occupation. but
Franklin Mountains (Figure 7). The northern por- modern trash does occur sporadically. Soils are
ti )n of Site 33 and much of Site 34 are slightly sandy and range in color from buff or tan to brown.
elevated and above adjacent areas which have seen Stratified alluvial deposits of Zone 1 are generally
a considerable build up of sediments to form the shallow and are of limited occurrence within the
p "esent alluvial fan. These slightly elevated areas on boundaries of Situ 33. They are more extensive and
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Figure 11. Stratigraphic profiles of trenches In Site 33 North.
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deeper in the lower areas to the west of Site 33 and There is no evidence of arroyo cutting during the
between Site 33 North and Site 33 South. The sandy deposition of Zone 2 but wind erosion of the sandy
soils of the alluvial fan are susceptible to wind ero- surface is indicated by the presence of a number of
sion and dunes of cross-bedded sands are common dunes that are over a meter in height and that
with some reaching over 1.5 m in height (Figure 12 became even larger with additional Zone 1 deposits
top). Interdunal areas are often deflated with (Figure 12 top). The general impression gained
materials of lower zones exposed (Figure 25), and from the study, of Zone 1 and Zone 2 deposits is that
slope erosion along the ridge line and western por- the aggradation of the alluvial fan with alluvium
tions; of Site 33 North has also uncovered older soils was minimal during the periods represented by
and materials where shallow eolian sands of Zone 1 these deposits and that the sandy soil surfaces were
are not present. Recent arroyo cutting has begun in prone to wind erosion and duning and were prob-
Site 33 South and a large arroyo cut through all five ably poorly vegetated, dry, and loose.
zones in Site 33 North in 1978 (Figures 4b, 7).
Channel sediments in these recent arroyoF are light- Zone 3
colored and contain large and small gravels. The soils of Zone 3 are up to 60 or 70 cm in

thickness and of mixed eolian and alluvial origin.
Zone 2 Zone 3 soils are also loamy sands or sandy loamns

Soils of Zone 2 lie beneath those of Zone 1 or are which are most often buff or tan in color. General-
exposed on the surface of Site 33 by wind or slope ly, the soils in the lower areas between Site 33 North
erosion. These soils are noticeably darker than those and Site 33 South are alluvial in character, while
of Zone I above or Zone 3 which lies below Zone 2 those of the higher northern portion of Site 33 North
(Figure 13). Soil color ranges from brown to ashy and parts of Site 33 South tend to be eolian deposits
gray, and charcoal and prehistoric artifacts are with bedding obscured by percolating waters.
distributed throughout. In many areas the upper Along the ridge line in the northern portion of Site

*portion of this zone is much darker than the lower 33 North Zone 3 is missing and Zone 2 lies conform-
*half or vice versa. This suggests that a number of ably above Zone 4 (Figure 11). Much of the western

different prehistoric occupations may be repre- portion of Site 33 North and some of Site 33 South
sented by Zone 2 or that the locations of activities also lack evidence of Zone 3 deposits. Zone 3 soils
varied through time. In addition, the south slope of occur most commonly in the southern and
the ridge line in the northern portion of Site 33 southeastern portions of Site 33 North and over
North exhibits one or two deflated surfaces most of Site 33 South. As previously mentioned,
(manifested as thin layeso) rvl nrsrce Zone 3 soils are not distinguishable from those of
areas in the lower portions of Zone 2, which may in- Zone 1 and Zone 5 in the area between Site 33
dicate periods of non-occupation and/or slope ero- North and Site 33 South. In addition, there is no
sion (Figure I11 bottom). This zone is as much as 80 evidence of prehistoric occupation at Site 33 during
cm thick in some places but usually is no more than the deposition of Zone 3.

*30 or 40 cm thick. Sand dunes are noted for the first time during the
Zone 2 soils of Site 33 are sands or loamy sands period represented by Zone 3, and dunes of 0.5 to

which seem to be mostly eolian in origin but bed- 1.0 m in height are in evidence in both Site 33 North
ding is rarely observable in these deposits because of and Site 33 South. Some arroyo cutting is observed
percolating water. Well-sorted alluvial sands are for the period of Zone 3 deposition in Site 33 North
difficult to distinguish from eolian sands but seem to and Site 33 South, and a number of small arroyos

*be present in the Southern portions of Site 33 North. and one large arroyo cut through Zones 3 and 4 in
The alluvial sands and gravels of Zone 1, between an area to the south of and paralleling the eastern
Site 33 North and Site 33 South, grade impercep- half of the 1978 arroyo and also in the same area asKtibly into those of Zones 3 and 5. Zone 2 is either the western half of the 1978 arrovo (Figure 7, 131)).

mssing in this area or the eolian and alluvial Thus, the period of the Zone 3 deposition seems to
deposits of Zone 2 are lighter color and in- be one of some alluvial deposition primarily in the
distinguishable from those of Zone I presumably lower areas between Site 33 North and Site 33 South
because there was little prehistoric activity, accompanied by wind erosion and diining in the
Although Zone 2 does not continue uninterrupted central portions of Site 33 North and over much of
from Site 33 North into Site 33 South or into Site 34, Site 33 South.
the separate strata of these areas can be assigned to Shortly after the beginning of Zone 3 deposit ion,

*Zone 2 on the basis of archeological materials and apparent backwaters from the Rio Grande covered
radiocarbon dates. Radiocarbon dates will be con- the west central portion of Site 33 North and left a 5
sidered shortly. to 10 cm stra tum of buff colored clay loam. This
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:'. B

b.

Figure 13. Stratigraphy in 1978 arroyo wall at She 33 North. a, profile showing light colored eolian sands of Zone 1 (above 80
cm on the rod), dark soils of Zone 2 grading into the darker soils of House 4 in Zone 4 (between ca. 52 and 66 cm),
and the light colored sand and clay oams of Zones 5 and 5A (below 52 cm). Zone 3 soils are missing from this pro-
file; b, profile showing arroyo gravels and lighter colored soils of Zone 3 between the Zone 2 soils (above ca. 102 cm
on the rod) and Zone 4 soils (below ca. 50 cm). Soils of Zones 1 and 5 are not visible in this profile.
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layer is referred to as Zone 3A and is found just Zone 5
above the juncture of Zone 3 with Zone 4 or sand- Zone 5 includes all of the deeper alluvial sands,

wichd btwee Zoe 2 nd one (Fgure11 ot-gravels, and clays of the alluvial fan which slope to
tom, 12 top). Zone 3A is level in its distribution and the south and southwest from the older gravelly ter-
quite distinct insofar as it has a higher clay content race or alluvial surfaces on either side of the large
and does not grade into other sediments. A similar arroyo east of Site 33 (Figure 12 middle). These
layer also occurs in Zone 5. sediments are buff to tan in color and overlie loamy

clays and sandy oarns of the Rio Grande floodplain.
Zone 4 Zone 5 sediments are as much as 5 m thick in the

Zone 4 is usually manifest as a 5 to 15 cm thick northern portion of Site 33 North and feather-out as
stratum of compacted calcareous sandy loam with they merge with the floodplain.
occasional carbonate-coated pebbles. These soils Archeological investigations at Site 33 were
are dark ashy-gray in color, and archeological. almost always restricted to the upper 1.5 m of
materials and charcoal are found throughout Zone deposits on the alluvial fan and little is known of the
4 deposits. Zone 4 lies beneath Zone 3 or Zone 3A indeprotinofZe5.Terncngrm
many areas (Figure I11 bottom, 12 top, 13b), north to south across the central area of Site 33
however, in some parts of Site 33 South and the North during the construction of the waterline

norternporton f Sie 3 Norh, one grdesrevealed several meters of coarse and fine-textured
inother oton tnof ite33enorth Zone 4 gradesh n alluvial loamy sands, with a number of small,

intolfile Zoneyo 2ea with nop inerenn Zone 3, and witon
%perceptible change in soil color or texture (Figure gae-ildarysna h o fZn ,btn

11, 13a). The soils of Zone 4 in these latter areas are major subdivisions of this otherwise massive unit
were noted (Figure 11 bottom). Unfortunately,

less calcareous, softer, and not so dark. The transi- ms ftewtrietec a akildso

ton freomte Z loes 4 of one 2ig soeie indicanoted after excavation and detailed examinations of ex-
on te suthrn lope oftheride lie i th noth-posed sections of Zone 5 were not possible. Tren-

emn portion of Site 33 North by' an erosional uncon- ching for the waterline did uncover a basin-shape
formity that is recognizable as a deflated surface at pit (Pit 9) and a thin layer of charcoal -stained soil
the top of Zone 4 (Figure 11 bottom, 16). Zone 4 which was 1.5 m long on one side of the trench. The
soils are rarely visible on the surface and are not pit and the thin layer of charcoal-stained soil were
often found directly beneath Zone 1 soils on Site 33. the only evidence of prehistoric occupation at Site

Zone 4 slopes to the south and shows very few 33 North during the deposition of Zone 5. They oc-
elevated areas. These slight rises are generally incurdloetghran1.to.1mbowZe
those areas in which large sand dunes are found in 4. This pit (Pit 9) was described quickly and ex-
Zones 1, 2, and 3. The soils of Zone 4 appear to have cavated before the trench was back-filled; no ar-
been more stable and less subject to wind erosion tifacts were found.
than those of the overlying three zones, and there is In the extreme northwest portion of Site 33
no evidence of either arroyo cutting or of the North, a 20 to 30 cm thick stratum of tan to yellow
deposition of alluvium during the period clay loam occurs below Zone 4 or is exposed on the
represented by Zone 4. While Zone 2 is found surface in an area of recent slope erosion which
throughout almost all of Site 33, Zone 4 is limited to removed the soils of the upper zones and left
the central portion of Site 33 South and is not found numerous artifacts of Zone 2 and 4 scattered about
on the eastern and southeastern peripheral areas of (Figure 13a, 16 top). There is some indication that
Site 33 North. The total area covered by Zone 4 is loamy sands of Zone 5 may be found between Zone
approximately 25,600 square meters. The discon- 4 and the underlying layer of yellow clay loam, but

*tinuity of Zone 4 between Site 33 North and Site 33 this is uncertain. This layer will be knows as Zone
South is similar to that of Zone 2, and the spatially 5A and is similar to Zone 3A in its higher clay con-
separated strata are correlated by radiocarbon dates tent and its probable depostion by backwaters from
and archeological evidence which will be presented the Rio Grande.
later.

Zone 4 also has a minor unit which is called Zone Site 34 Stratigraphy
4A. Zone 4A is known from only one very small area
in Site 33 North where wind erosion has evidently The stratigraphy of Site 34 is relatively simple
redeposited Zone 4 soils on top of other surface- compared to that of Site 33, and only three zones
eroded but otherwise intact portions of Zone 4 (see are recognizable. These zones are superimposed on
Figure 16 top). This deposit will be discussed fur- older gravelly terrace or alluvial fan sediments
ther in Chapter VI. which generally slope to the west and south from
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the higher terraces to the east (Figure 7). Arroyo Radiocarbon Dating
cutting and slope erosion are responsible for the
development of a low ridge line of exposed gravels The previous discussion of the stratigraph. at
along the western and northern edges of Site 34 Sites 33 and 34 implied that prehistoric occupations
North which is separated from the southern part of at these sites occurred primarily during the deposi-

the site (Site 34 South) by an arroyo, as was Site 33. tion of Zones 2 and 4 which were often separated by

These features break the continuity of strata from the archeologically sterile Zone 3. Zones 2 and 4
Site 34 North to Site 34 South and from Site 34 soils were also noted as being discontinuous in their
North to Site 33 South. Howvever, the relationships distributions between Sites 33 and 34, as well as be-

between strata in Sites 33 and 34 will be tween the northern and southern segments of each

demonstrated later wvith the aid of radiocarbon of these sites. Because of this, radiocarbon dating
dates and archeological materials. was used to provide a means for correlating the

spatially discrete portions of these strata. In this
respect the objective of radiocarbon dating was to

Zone I ascertain the period of time involved in the deposi-
The soils of Zone 1 are bedded eolian sands of re- tion of these strata and not necessarily the age of

cent origin which are generally very shallow and particular features. However, sufficient charcoal
may be absent in areas of slope erosion or arroyo for radiocarbon dating was almost always found in
cutting. Some duning of these sands is found in the houses, pits, and fire-cracked rock features rather
western and north central portions of Site 34 North than in non-feature areas. In addition, Pit 9 in Zone
and in the northern half of Site 34 South, but these 5 of 33 North and the one intact small fire-cracked
dunes are rarely over 50 cm in height. Soil color I:, rock hearth at Site 29 were not radiocarbon dated
usually tan or brown. No archeological materials because they contained too little charcoal.
have been found in Zone 1 soils. The 15 radiocarbon dates from Sites 33 and 34

are listed in Table 2 and graphed in Figure 14,
Zone 2 where the dates and one standard deviation are

shown. These dates were obtained from samples
Zone 2 soils are of limited extent at Site 34 and submitted to Charles S. Tucek of Radiocarbon,

are most often found in areas where Zone I deposits Ltd., who also calculated the corrected BC/AD
protect them. They occur in the south central por- dates. The radiocarbon age of each sample is based
tion of Site 34 North and the north central part of on a half-life of radiocarbon of 5,568 years, and the
Site 34 South, and there is evidence of prehistoric corrected BC/AD dates follow the suggested conver-
occupation for Zone 2 soils in both of these areas. sions of radiocarbon years to solar years by Ralph,

. These soils are light gray to brown eolian sands Michael, and Han (1973). These conversions are
which range in thickness from 5 to 15 cm (Figure 12 necessary because of fluctuations in atmospheric
bottom). radiocarbon through time which can give radiocar-

bon dates much different from those based on tree-
Zone .3 ring counts. For example, the radiocarbon dates for

The soils of Zone 3 are buff-colored sands or Zone 4 are found to be 200 to 500 years younger
loamy sands with some small gravel in localized than the corrected BC/AD dates, while the
areas (Figure 12 bottom). These soils appear to be radiocarbon and BC/AD dates corrected for Zone 2
alluvial deposits eroded from the terraces to the east are much closer together (Table 2). The differences
of Site 34 and commonly do not exceed 40 em in between the radiocarbon and corrected BC/AD

thickness. Shallow deposits of Zone 3 are found in dates do not alter the interpretation of ar-
the south central portion of Site 34 North and cheological materials from these strata, however,
become thicker as they extend to the south across and there is sound reason to believe that the cor-
Site 34 South. Some small dunes had developed on rected BCAD set of dates is the more accurate of
the surface of Zone 3 soils before the deposition of the two sets (Damon et al. 1974). Only the cor-
Zone 2. No archeological materials were found in rected BC/AD dates are shown in Figure 14.

*. Zone 3.
Zone 3 soils either rest on the gravels (f the older Zone 2

terrace/alluvial fan sediments or on mixed alluvial There are nine corrected BC/AD dates for Zone
deposits of buff-colored loamy sands and small 2. and they range from 160 BC to AD 1500. Site 34
gravels. These latter materials are also vic.ved as North has one date of AD 820 ± 130. and the single
the products of the erosion of slopes to the east of date fom Site 34 South is AD 250 ± 140. These
Site 34. dates suggest that Zone 2 of Site 34 dates to the first
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Figure 14. Corrected SC/AD dates for Sites 33 and 34.
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millenium AD, and ceramic material from this site possibly have been by late Archaic peoples. In many
agrees with such a contention (see Chapter IX). of the excavated 1 m squares of Site 33 ceramics are
However, it is possible that earlier or later ar- absent in the lower levels of Zone 2, and this may
cheological materials may be present on Site 34 but lend credence to a late Archaic occupation.

" , unrecognized because of the mixing of temporally However, ceramic materials are not common in or
different artifacts as a result of erosion and the on the Zone 2 deposits and decrease rapidly in
limited investigation of the few remaining areas numbers from eroded surfaces to subsurface
with Zone 2 deposits. deposits. Thus, the absence of ceramics in lower

Site 33 South has two dates for Zone 2, and the levels of Zone 2 should not be taken as conclusive
presence of Zone 3 deposits between Zone 2 and evidence of its absence at the time in view of this
Zone 4 in Site 33 South permits a more definitive project's limited subsurface testing of Site 33. This is
statement as to the beginning of the deposition of also reflected in the few direct associations of
Zone 2 than is possible for Site 34. The bottom of ceramics with radiocarbon samples. The only cor-
Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 1, which dates at rected BC/AD dates for associated ceramics are AD
160 BC ± 220, rests on Zone 3 deposits. No 820 ± 130 from Site 34 North and AD 1200 ± 110
ceramics were found in direct association with the from Site 33 North, and these dates are much
charcoal in the bottom of this feature, but ceramics younger than the AD 250 ± 110 date for ceramics
were present on the surface and in the upper level of reported by Whalen (n.d.). There is, however, a
the I m square in this feature that was excavated, potential for dating earl), ceramics and refining the
The earliest ceramics for the El Paso area are dated ceramic chronology in the El Paso area with the
by radiocarbon at AD 250 ± 110 (Whalen n.d.), long period of time represented by the Zone 2
which is considerably later than the date of Larg, deposits of Site 33.

S.Fire-cracked Rock Feature 1. Thus, the corrected Ceramic materials from Zone 2 of Site 33 North
BC/AD date may be too early for this feature or in- are much like those of Site 33 South and indicate
dicative of a late Archaic and non-ceramic occupa- Mesilla phase occupations to about AD 1100 and
tion at the beginning of the deposition of Zone 2. later ephemeral occupations from about AD 1200 to

'... " The second corrected BC/AD date from Zone 2 of 1400 or perhaps AD 1500 (Chapter IX). The three
Site 33 South comes from Small Fire-Cracked Rock corrected BC/AD dates of AD 380 ± 150, AD 860
Hearth 7 and is AD 550 ± 120. This date is within ± 120, and AD 1200 ± 110 from Site 33 North are
the range of corrected BC/AD dates for Site 34 and well within the range of expectable dates suggested
the suggested times of occupation for Site 33 South by the ceramic materials. However, the AD 1500 ±
based on ceramics (Chapter IX). Ceramic materials 110 date from Pit 7 is at the upper limit of the time
from Site 33 South are mostly attributable to span of Zone 2 occupations based on indigenous or
Mesilla phase occupations and probably date from intrusive wares of the El Paso phase.
early in the first millenium AD to about AD 1100. A Tree-ring, archeomagnetic, and radiocarbon
later, brief occupation between AD 1200 and AD dates from El Paso phase sites in the area all fall be-
1400 is suggested by the ceramics from Site 33 tween AD 1200 and AD 1400 (Beckes 1977c; Brooks
South. Therefore, Zone 2 deposits at Site 33 South 1975; Greer 1968a). Breternitz (1966) reports that
are viewed as having accumulated over a period of El Paso phase ceramics can be found in other areas

" time from shortly before the time of Christ to about at somewhat later dates as trade wares, and Greer
AD 1100. The later occupation between AD 1200 (1968a) gives dates of AD 1440 ± 80 and AD 1490
and AD 1400 appears to have added little material t 90 for a site in Eddy County, New Mexico, with
to the Zone 2 deposits. ceramics of the El Paso phase. The AD 1500 ± 110

There are five corrected BC/AD dates for Zone 2 date from Pit 7 is more recent than the AD 1200 to
of Site 33 North, and these range from 130 BC to 1400 range normally assigned to the El Paso phase
AD 1500. The earliest date (130 BC ± 230) comes and suggests that the date is in error and too late,
from the bottom of Large Fire-cracked Rock that the El Paso phase may have persisted past AD
Feature 3 which lies on Zone 3 deposits. This date is 1400 in the El Paso area, or that the date may be in-

comparable to that of Large Fire-cracked Rock dicative of a post-El Paso phase occupation at Site
Feature 1 in Site 33 South, and no ceramics were 33 North. Ceramics of the El Paso phase were not
found in the level from which the charcoal for the found in association with Pit 7 or anywhere nearby.
date was obtained. Together the two dates for these In addition, the three sherds questionably
large, fire-cracked rock features-160 BC and 130 associated with Pit 7, two other nearby pits. and
BC-suggest that the beginning of the deposition of two postholes are not diagnostic of any particular

. Zone 2 is shortly before the time of Christ and that period of time and do not differ visually from sherds
* - the earliest occupation of Zone 2 in Site 33 may of Mesilla phase occupations at Site 33 North. Thus.
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the ceramics found near Pit 7 do not affirm oi con- the east side of the Franklin Mountains. Beckett
- tradict the date of this feature. It is also possible (1973) describes a metate northeast of Las Cruces.
. that Pit 7 and the other nearby pits and postholes New Mexico. which dated at 4400 BC ± 110. aid a

may he from a post- El Pas, phase occpation pre- single date of 1665 BC ± 120 is reported for Fresnal
* dating the entrance of the Spaniards into the El Shelter in the Sacramento Mountains northeast of

Paso area. The presence of huiiter-gatherers in the El Paso (Human Systems Research 1972). These
El Paso area is noted by 16th Centur Spanish ex- dates reflect the length ,of the Archaic period but are
plorers. but their lifeways and material cultures are from sites considerably smaller than Site 33. A large
. .poorly known from these earls accounts (Gerald Archaic site has been excavated near Las Cruces,

r1974a 1974b). Aboriginal archeoungical materials New Mexico. by Grciser (1973) however, n,

of the period of time from the end of the El Paso radiocarbon dates are reported for this site. The im-
phase up to the later part of the 17th Century have portance of Site 33 as a large and well-dated Ar-
not been investigated in the El Paso area, and the chaic site for a region where a well-founded
absence of comparative materials of this time leaves chronology of the period does not exist is further

questionable any implication of a post-El Paso emplified by the finding of numerous houses in the
phase ,occupation at Site 33 North. The AD 1500 _ Zone 4 Archaic occupation. Archaic houses have
110 (late of Pit 7 is assumed to be correct and in- not been reported in the El Paso area, and few
dicative of a late occupation at Site 33 North which houses of the age of those at Site 33 are known for
most likely was diring the El Paso phase. The ac- the Southwest.
curacy of this late date for Site 33 North is also sug- The houses of Zone 4 at Site 33 are found in a
gested by the charcoal of Pit 7 and other nearby pits combined area of approximately 25,560 square
which was larger and better preserved than char- meters. House 3 in Site 33 South has a corrected

*- coal yielding earlier dates from Site 33 or Site 34. BC/AD date of 2090 BC ± 90. and three houses in
The Zone 2 deposits at Site 33 North are believed Site 33 North are dated at 1590 BC ± 210. 2350 ±

to have accumulated slowly over a p~eriod of time 210. and 2790 BC ± 310. These dates imply that
fr )m about the time of Christ to Al) 1500. Later the deposits of Zone 4 in Site 33 North and Site 33
discussions (,f artifacts and features from Zone 2 and South were laid down at the same time. These dates
ou the surface of Site 33 Norlt art interpreted to are also shown in Figure 14 along with the 1910 BC
suggest that occupations were of short duration and + 220 date of Small Fire-cracked Rock Hearth 5.
intermittent throughout the deposition of Zone 2. and it is suggested from the overlapping of dates at
TAis is reflected in the overall unifornity of the soils one standard deviation that the best range ,,f dates
of Zone 2 and the nondiscriminate nature of for Zone 4 is 1800 BC to 2500 BC.
stratigraphic subunits .%hich may be referrable to Although the best suggested range of dates is 1800
specific time intervals. This situation is also to 2500 BC, the Zone 4 Archaic occupation appears
duplicated at Site 33 South and Site 34, although to have endured for a period of time less than the
occupations in these areas are not believed to be as 700 years indicated by the corrected BC/AD dates
late as those of Site 33 North This is suggested by the relatively thin deposits of

The corrected BC/AD dates for Zone 2 in Sites 33 Zone 4 as compared to those of Zone 2. In addition,
and 34, as well as the ceramic materials described in Zone 4 deposits are much darker than those of Zone
Ciapter IX, do support the contention that the 2, and the houses and other features exhibit spatial
discontinuous deposits of this zone are coeval. patterns which imply an internal community
There is. however, some question as to when the organization and a relatively more permanent oc-
d.position of Zone 2 began and whether a late Ar- cupation than do the features of Zone 2. Also there
chaic component is represented at Site 33. is no known superimpositioning of features in Zone

4, but this is a common occurrence in Zone 2. It is
Zone 4 not certain whether the deposits of Zone 4 represent

The corrected BC,'AD dates for Zone 4 (Table 2) one or several occupations somewhere between
are fairl% close to one another and make Site 33 the 1800 and 2500 BC. However, the non-overlapping,
bust dated large Archaic site in the El Paso area. spatial distributions of features in Zone 4 do suggest
With the exception of a single earlier date to be that. if there were several periods of occupation.
discussed shortly the range oif five other dates is 2790 they were not separated by long intervals of tint-.
BC to 1590 BC. Whalen (n.d.) given dates (if 2370 In addition to the five corrected BC/AD dates
BC to 16) BC for individual hearths in the Hueeo which give the best suggested time range of I(8) to
Bolson east of El Paso, and Hlard (n.d.) and 2500 BC for Zone 4 deposits, there is one younger
0 Laughlin (1979) report dates in the first millen- date of AD 520 ± 120 from charcoal found
ium BC for scattered hearths on an alluvial fan on in a non-feature area of Zone 4. This date is not
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considered to be in error, but it is suggested that the able hydration layer (Table 3). All of the obsidian
charcoal recovered in Zone 4 is intrusive from Zone was from Site 33 North because no obsidian was
2 deposits. The large difference in age between this found in Site 33 South or Site 34. Many of the
later date and the earlier ones should be apparent in specimens were from surface collections and subsur-
Figure 14 and justifies the exclusion of the AD 520 face excavations of mixed or uncertain phase or
date as a valid measure of the time of Zone 4 deposi- period deposits. Very little obsidian was found at
tion. There are also four corrected BC/AD dates Site 33 North, therefore, all of the larger specimens
from Zone 2 that are older than the AD 520 date were submitted for analysis in spite of a lack of good
from Zone 4. temporal control for many of them or possible

Very little charcoal was found in Zone 4, and biases from surface exposure.
most peices of charcoal were of very small size. The Hydration measurements are given in Table 3
charcoal from the AD 520 ± 120 sample was much and shown in Figure 15 along with inferred phase
larger than other pieces in Zone 4, and other large or period of occurrences. Phase or period designa-

'" ipieces of charcoal were found scattered above this tions follow those used throughout the remainder of
sample and near a small fire-cracked rock feature in this report. The Archaic period refers only to the

Zone 2. Although it was suspected that this sample materials of Zone 4. The Mesilla phase includes all
may have included charcoal carried into Zone 4 materials of Zone 2 except those associated with
from Zone 2 by rodent activity, the importance of later ceramics of the El Paso phase or possibly the
dating the Zone 4 deposits necessitated the con- Dona Ana phase. The designation of mixed Mesilla,
sideration of all radiocarbon samples taken from Dona Ana, and El Paso phase materials is for those
Zone 4. Thus, the six radiocarbon dates from Zone 4 areas where later ceramics are found with those of
represented the total number of radiocarbon the Mesilla phase. The lowest levels of Zone 2 are
samples weighing 2 grams or more obtained in the also subsumed under the Mesilla phase along with
limited investigation of this zone. Unfortunately, a the upper levels of Zone 2, even though they may
sample of questionable origin was included with represent a late Archaic or transitional occupation
those of more certain provenience. at Site 33. The absence of stratigraphic subdivisions

and the infrequent occurrence of ceramics in lower
Obsidian Hydration Measurements levels of Zone 2 make any finer chronological dissec-

tion of these materials impossible at this time.
Freshly exposed surfaces of obsidian take up Reference to mixed Archaic period and Mesilla

water to form hydrated surfaces whose thicknesses phase materials is necessary for those areas where
can be measured by microscopically examining the lower levels of Zone 2 cannot be stratigraphical-
thin-sections of the material. The thickness of a ly differentiated from Zone 4 or where slope erosion
hydrated layer of obsidian is a function of how long of Zones 2 and 4 has placed materials of these
the surface has been exposed, and dated horizons together on the surface.
measurements of hydrated layers of obsidian From Figure 15 it can be seen that the
specimens can be used to derive equations which measurements of obsidian hydration layers are
will give approximate dates for other specimens. smaller for the Mesilla phase than they are for the
However, factors such as temperature and relative Archaic period and that hydration measurements
humidity of the environment and chemical com- for the mixed Archaic period and Mesilla phase
position of the obsidian cause the rates of hydration specimens overlap those of the Mesilla phase and

- to vary for different environments and different the Archaic period. It would, therefore, seem possi-
kinds of obsidian (Friedman and Smith 1960). At ble to distinguish between Mesilla phase and Ar-

' present the rate of obsidian hydration in the El Paso chaic materials at Site 33 on the basis of obsidian
area is not known, but the results of this study do in- hydration measurements. This would be very im-

. dicate some possibility of utilizing this technique for portant in those areas where Zones 2 and 4 grade in-
* dating. to one another without any indication of where one

A total of 27 specimens of obsidian was submitted zone ends and the other begins.
to Mathew Hall of the Radiocarbon Laboratory of The two obsidian hydration measurements with
the University of California at Riverside for thin- associated corrected BC/AD radiocarbon dates are

* sectioning and measurement of hydration layers. not sufficient for ascertaining the rate of hydration
Seven of these specimens were too small for thin- in the El Paso area, and few other radiocarbon
sectioning. Seven of the remaining 20 species either dated obsidian hydration measurements are
had no visible hydration layer or were devitrified available which cannot be questioned due to sur-
and without hydration layers, and the face exposure (Hard n.d.: Whalen n.d.). Together
other 13 specimens exhibited only a single measur- these hydration measurements suggest that it may
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. TABLE 3

1MEASUFR 4F24'S OF THICKNESS OF HYDRATION FOR OBSIDIAN
FROM SITE 33 NORTH

Univ. Calif. Measuremnt Period or
Riverside No. (Microns) Zone Provenience Feature Association Phase

OHL-879 4.96+.20 2/4 528N/447E* AME
5.05-5.13MBD**

OHIr-880 Devitrified 2/4 ANE
CHL-881 2.77+.20 2 472N/358E ME

5.18-5.29MD
C UHL-882 8.12+.20 2/4 528N/447E AMIE

4.87-5.05MD
C cHL-883 5.51+.20 2/4 550N/460E AME

4.85-4.92MBD
- OHL-884 4.55+.20 - 496N/388E -AMS

Surface
CHL-885 Devitrified - 528N/596E ME

Surface
* OHL-886 No band - 452N/372E MPS

Surface
C CHL-887 Devitrified - 548N/551E MS

Surface
OHL-888 8.11+.25 4 526N/497E - AE

4.0-4.1MBD
CHIJ-889 No band 2 559N/506E Pit 7, Fill ME

3.7-3.8MD

. CHL-890 No band 2/4 548N/458E - AME
5.04-5.06MED

CHL-891 6.86+.36 4 528N/447E House 2, Floor AE
5.2-5.25MD Radiocarbon dated 2790 BC+310

OHL-892 No band - 496N/440E MS
Surface

CHL-893 4.34+.20 - 460N/470E Small Fire-cracked Rock Hearth 4 MS
Surface Radiocarbon dated AD 860+120

Otnj-894 5.93+.20 - 528N/528E - ME
Surface

OHL-895 5.44+.34 - 532N/580E -M
Surface

CHL-896 10.40+.56 4 496N/388E - AE
Partially exposed

OHL-897 6.49+. 20 - 560N/436E - AMS
Surface

CIL-898 4.79+.20 - 496N/396E AM
Surface

*North and east grid coordinates for southwest corner S = Surface
of excavated lxl m square or surface collected 4x4 m A = Archaic period
square AM = Mixed Archaic period and Mexilla phase
E** MBD = Meters below datun M = Mesilla phase
E = Excavation P = Mixed Mesilla, Dona Ana, and El Paso phases
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Figure 15. Obsidian hydration measurements from Site 33 North.
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be possible to develop an equation which will yield measurements for Zone 4 may reflect variability in
approximate dates for other specimens in the El the chemical composition of obsidian which may
Paso area. This would be important for sites lacking complicate future efforts aimed at delimiting the
charcoal for radiocarbon dating and temporally rate(s) of obsidian hydration in the El Paso area.
diagnostic materials, especially the small sites with Although it has not been possible to assign dates
little artifactual material and sites of the Archaic to obsidian specimens on the basis of hydration
period. This becomes even more important when it measurements, it has been demonstrated that the
is realized that the cost of radiocarbon dating is cur- Zone 4 specimens have thicker hydration layers
rently about twenty times that of obtaining an ob- than those of Mesilla phase specimens and all but
sidian hydration measurement. The long period of one of the mixed Archaic period and Mesilla phase
time represented by the occupations of Zones 2 and specimens. This adds to the evidence from
4 at Site 33 offers an excellent opportunity for con- stratigraphy and radiocarbon dating that Zone 4
tinued obsidian hydration studies. deposits are older than those of Zone 2 and provides

The exposure of obsidian on the surfaces of sites a means of distinguishing Zone 4 deposits on
can greatly increase the rate of hydration and give materials from those of Zone 2.
measurements comparable to much older, buried
specimens (Friedman and Smith 1960). This is cer- Summary and Discussion
tainly the case of obsidian hydration measurements
reported by Whalen (n.d.) for sites in the Hueco Having described the stratigraphv and the cor-
Bolson east of El Paso where surface exposure gave rected BC/AD radiocarbon dates for two of the
random and unpredictable hydration strata of Sites 33 and 34, a summary of this material
measurements of obsidian dated by ceramics or can be attempted which will incorporate other
radiocarbon. Mesilla phase surface samples at Site paleoenvironmental studies. Discussions will begin
33 North do have thicker hydration layers than the with the older strata and proceed to the younger
single buried specimen, but the uncertain dating of deposits.
the majority of these specimens does not permit an Beneath Site 34 and the eastern portion of Site 33
evaluation as to whether this may be a result of stir- North and on either side of the large arroyo just cast
face exposure. Even if surface specimens from the of Site 33 are gravelly soils of an alluvial fan or
Mesilla phase occupations have thicker hydration perhaps of a low valley terrace some 6 m above the
layers due to exposure than those that were ex- present floodplain. These sediments are believed to
cavated, they still do not overlap the measured be late Pleistocene in age and have been subjected
hydration layers for the buried pieces of obsidian to entrenchment by the large arroyo and possibly to
from the Archaic period. This makes it possible to lateral cutting by the river. Partially overlying these
suggest that not only may buried or exposed obsi- gravelly soils, above the soils of the floodplain, and
dian of the Archaic period or Mesilla phase be inset in the .arge arroyo are sands and gravels of

recognized by obsidian hydration measurements, Zone 5 in Site 33. These alluvial deposits make up
' but that it may also be possible to infer, with the aid most of the sediments of the extant and still

. of these measurements, past episodes of slope and pedologically active fan at the mouth of the large
* wind erosion which are sometimes evidenced as arroyo. Zone 5 alluvial deposits at Site 33 are as

buried layers of gravels and archeological materials much as 5 m in thickness, but it is not certain from
at Site 33 North. the limited examination of this zone whether the

Obsidian occurs as small nodules in the El Paso deposits represent one or several episodes of ag-
* area and frequently in the gravels of river terraces gradation. In and to the west and south of Site 34

in the project area. Various forms of obsidian have are gravelly sands beneath Zone 3 which were ap-
been noted in the materials from Site 33 North and parently eroded from higher elevations of Site 34
include a black opaque obsidian, a transparent to and from the terraces to the east and %%ere deposited
translucent gray obsidian, and a translucent obsid- on this site while Zone 5 was being deposited in Site

.--- ian with bands of light and dark gray. This suggest 33. These gravelly sands merge with Zone 5 soils to
that the chemical composition of the obsidian form a large coalescent alluvial fan.
varies. The hydration measurements from the Ar- The deposition of Zone 5 probably began during
chaic occupation of Zone 4 exhibit a range of about the middle Holocene when alluvial fans and inset
3.5 microns which is close to that for the four terraces along arroyos were being formed along the
Mesilla phase specimens. It has been suggested from Rio Grande valley just to the north in southern New,
other data that the deposition of Zone 4 occurred Mexico (Hawley and Kottlowski 1969). Sometime
over a period of time considerably shorter than that prior to 4450-3750 BP the aggradation of Zone 5
of Zone 2. Thus. the wide range of hydration surfaces ceased and this was followed by a period,,f
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relative surface stability evidenced by the thin oc- (1972) in suggesting that the soils deposited from
cupational deposits of Zone 4 on the alluvial fan at 4000 BP to sometime before 5000 BP are of Altither-
Site 33. Succeeding the deposition of Zone 4 at Site mal age. Freeman bases his interpretation on l),llen
33 between 4450 and 3750 BP. more alluvium was from the alluvial sediments which suggests a transi-
added to the coalescent fan of Sites 33 and 34 and tion from a desert shrub to grassland vegetatioti bet-
surfaces were aggraded by as much as 70 cm before ween 4000 and 5000 BP that can be likened to
2000 BP. Antevs" suggested change in climate at this time

The sequence of alluvial aggradation, relative from the warm and dry Altithermal to a cooler and
;" surface stability, and aggradation again as seen in moister Medithermal. ttaynes prefers to emphasize

the deposits of Zones 5, 4. and 3 appears to parallel the correspondence of the alluvial stratigraphy
similar events in south central New Mexico. ttawley reported for south central New Mexico with that of
and KottloNsski (1969) note an episode of alluvial other areas in the Southwest and sees the long
fan aggradation along the Rio Grande beginning period of alluviation from before 5000 B) to after
before 5000 BP and ending after 2600 BP. They also 1100 BP as evidence of deposition under Anters

. describe two units of deposition with an erosional Meditherinal climate, and a previous episode of ar-
*;. hiatus of unknown duration between them on royo cutting as indicative of Antevs' Altitheral

alluvial slopes below mountain ranges but away climate. Questions can be raised concerning thc
from the Rio Grande valley, which indicate a origin of pollen in alluvial sediments and whether

. period of alluviation from sometime before 5000 BP the trend in climate noted by Freeman is an ac-
to sometime after 2200 BP. ltavnes (1968) considers curate reflection of the environment at about 400W
the erosional hiatus between the two alluvial to 5000 BP. At the same time, climatic reconstrmc-
deposits on slopes below mountains to be of little tions from alluvial stratigraphy are based on some

" regional importance and sees a coincidence in the rather tenuous assumptions concerning the condi-
allusiation of valley borders and slopes below tions which lead to arrovo cutting or alluvial ag-
mountains between about 5000 BP and sometime gradation. Climatic inferences derived from pollen

. after 2200 BP. The deposition of alluvium at Sites 33 data will be taken up in the next chapter. \% hilc the
and 34 is known to have begun before 4450-3750 BP balance of this chapter will be focused on factors
and appears to have been minimal after 2000 B. which condition arrovo cutting or filling and that
Zone 5 is some 5 m thick in some areas, but this does may be pertinent to the interpretation of deposits at
not necessarily reflect a great age for these deposits Site 33 and 34.
because Hawley and Kottlo-wski report alluvial fan The alluvial chronology detailed b\ Antevs
deposits as much as 12 m thick along the river which (1955) and ituitially developed by Bryan (1941:
were laid down from sometin.e before 5000 BP. 1954) is founded on observations of svnchr,mois
Thus. the alluvial deposits of Zones :3 and 5 cor- episodes of deposition and erosion in Southwestern
relate fairly well \% ith those detailed by Hawley and floodplains. According to Bryan (1954). deposit ion
Kottlowski along the Rio Grande and on slopes is thought to occur when a stream has a greater load

S below mountains in south central New Mexico. The that it can carry on a given grade, and erosion takes
. period of relative surface stability and non-alluvial place when a stream can carry more material than

deposition noted for Zone 4 deposits might remotely it is furnished. Bryan (1941; 1954) and Ante\
correspond to the erosional hiatus seen in alhvial (1948; 1955) infer that long periods of arroyo cut-
deposits on slopes below mountains. It is also possi- ting during the Holocene were related to increased
ble that a short period of surface stability or erosion runoff following droughts or arid perioids during
may have gone unrecognized by lawlev and Kott- which plant cover was reduced. This inference is

. lowski in valley border alluvial fans. Indeed. Zone :3 built tpon historic documentation of do\n-cutting
- could not he distingutished from Zone 5 in those that was preceeded by drought and )\ergrazing b\

areas %%,here the darker Zone 4 soils are not present. livestock which reduced the vegetation cover and
Hawley and Kottlowski (1969) and I la\ncs led to increased runoff from barren ground. Antevs

11968) suggest that the period of allun ial deposition I!955) also suggests that deposition is characteristic
from sometime prior to 5000 Bl' to Msinetini after of changing environments where increasint
220 BP in southern New Mexico can be correlated precipitation stimulates vegetative growth and
with the general alluvial chrlimol(I,\ ()I the reducts runoff and decreasing precipitation result,.
Southwest described b\ Ant\s (I 19551, Ih ever. in less rumoff. Bryan 1954). ho\vever. implies that
tlavnes refers to this ent ire period (if all iviat im aiid sedimentation is only associated with i moist periods.
to another later period of channel fillii, after 1100 Both Antevs and Bryan view \\idespread arroyo
1BP as attributable to, Antev ,' (dithcrmnal period. cittini in the Southuwest between 40() BP and 75M)
while tlawlev and Kottlowski f,,ll,,wv Freeman 1 BI as a result of a \arm and (Iry climate \\hich
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Antevs calls the Altithermial. Alluvial aggradation replaced b\ grassland in the lower elevations of the
after 4000 BP is viewed as the product of a change mountains and in the intermontane basins of the El
in climate to a moister and cooler pt-riod which Paso area. The warm and dry Altithernial of Antevs
Antevs calls the Medithermal. Haynes (1968) is not recorded for the Southest. and Van
follows both Antevs and Bryan in their climatic Devender and Spaulding suggest that the term be
reconstructions of the Altitherinal and Medithermal restricted to use in the Great Basin where dendro
periods but he also notes that erosion in the late climatologic evidence for it exists (La Marche
Altithermal may have been in response to an in- 1973). Van l)evender and Spaulding note a drying
crease in precipitation rather than continued aridi- trend through the middle Holocene and into the
ty. Martin (1963) disagrees with the Brvan-Antevs late Holocene. At about 4000-5000 BP a marked de-
climatic model and correlates erosion with intense crease in effective precipitation is notcd, runoff does
summer rainfall and alluviation with light summer not appear to be sufficient to fill some playas
rainfall or winter dominant precipitation. Martin regularly, and desert shrubs and succulents begin to

•- also suggests that the Altithermal of Antevs was not dominate the lower elevations of mountains in the

warm and dry in the Southwest but that it was El Paso area. This drying trend seems to have c(n-
moister than the present and was characterized by tinued to the present with minor fluctuations in

, well-developed summer monsoonal rains. Three precipitation noted for the last 4,000 or 5,000 'ears.
differing viewpoints have been given on events If the climatic reconstruction of Van Devenider
which can promote erosion (or inversely, alluvia- and Spaulding can be assumed to be largely correct.

Stion): (1) a relatively long period of aridity with a then it sould be possible to interpret the deposits of
decrease in vegetation cover followed by a wet Sites 33 and 34 and similar sediments in south cen-
phase; (2) a definite increase in annual precipitation tral New 'Mexico in this light. The correlation of
and, therefore, runoff, and (3) intense summer rams these deposits with other Quaternary deposits in the
with violent runoff. Other opinions concerning the Southwest has already been approximated, and the

* cause of erosion and sedimentation could be offered intent tiss is to judge how well the reconstructed
but little more would be gained without a better climates o middle and late lIolocenc times for the
understanding of Southwestern climates during the Southwest lit the local alluvial stratigraphy.
time period encompassed by Antevs' Altithermal Hawley and Kottlowski (1969) note arro\, cutting
and Medithermal. That is. erosion and alluviation of valley border sediments in south central Ne-%
are probably conditioned by many factors and addi- Mexico which is followed by aggrading alluvial fans
tional kinds of information should be sought to along the Rio (trande and on slopes at the skirts of
evaluate alluvial stratigraphy. mountains from sometime prior to 5000 Bl) to

. Perhaps the best surmmary of Holocene climates sometime after 2200 BP. The dissection of \alle\
for the Southwest is that by Van Devender and border deposits appears to occur during the middle
Spaulding (1979) which is based on their and others' Holocene when it is thought that dow n-cutting was
study of plant materials incorporated into woodrat initiated by increased runoff from pre'ipitation in
nests, faunal remains from caves, tree-rings, and the form (if intense sunmer monsoonal rains as en-
pollen from alluvial and lacustrine deposits. This visioned by Martin (1963). The aggradation of
information is presented in the section on Changes alluvial fans iii south central Ne,\ Mexico froin
in Vegetation and Climate in Chapter II, and only sometime before 5000 BP to sometimne after 2200 BP'
an abridged discussion of post-Holocene climates and the lepositioln (if Zones 3 and 5 at Sites :33 and
will be given here. Van Devender and Spaulding :34 during the intersal from ,etiietme bfore

-" divide the Holoeene into three periods: earl, mid- 4450-3750 BP to soictnit priir 1i 20(X) Bli are seen
- ' die, and late. Of interest here is the middle as having occurred under similar eliriri nental

Holocene 8000-4000 or 5000 BP. which corresponds coinditions. This icCi rr.d durin. tlhc late licie
in time to Antevs" Altithernial. and the late and shohild ha\e h teui iili the I lPaso, area b\ abouit
Holocene (4000 or 5000 BP to the present) which is t5000 BI' The agzradatiwn of all'i\ ial fans' duriL

.,-* temporally equivalent to Antevs' Medithernial. Van this tine ieri d si ig.est that stral t ii \\as nit,
Devender and Spaulding suggest that a climate tirrt-ntal Ibt \kas siilli'itut to enr, nil uplandls and
comparable to that of today was established in the rt-leIiisit setdi jieluts, I hrc Ihle hi decre-ased andof
Southwest by the middle lolocene. They infer streaii \thcit\ slomed Suinicr il,,,,s,,,,nal rails

" warm summers with heavy nonsoonal rains and art' e i,)led ;as 1ilt ha% lg ht'e1 is ilItei't ils tIn\
cold and relatively dry winters, and sunmner .kcr( hirimg tiet iiddle |M)I. l te, antI andiuiual
precipitation is thought to have been greater than it irecil)itatiii!! alrlicars ti, has,. thi reaedt ati' in

is at present. At the beginning of the middle cover is also bcliestl to hlt Iwa .eni iiid b t
" Holocene. juniper-oak \iodlands were appareintly xcrophixt itc spcies a' 'itll ali I\ inr sill h\ Ltt.
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Holocene times. Thus, aggradation of alluvial fans BP, and from 100 BP to the present, and more mesic
*-"- during the early half of late Holocene times can be periods for 1050 to 750 BP and 400 to 100 BP. Final-

attributed to a good vegetation cover, a somewhat ly, Fritts (1965), Jorde (1977), La Marche (1974),
7.: decreased annual precipitation, and relatively light and Robinson and Dean (1969) have noted regional

summer rains which reduce the volume and velocity and temporal variations in precipitation evidenced
of runoff and made more probable the deposition of in tree-ring indices. There are few correspondences

* sediments. These views correspond fairly well to in these data, but it can be suggested that the earlier
those of Van Devender and Spaulding (1979) and part of the late Holocene in the Southwest may have
Martin (1963). However, annual precipitation is seen a trend toward increasing aridity that con-
seen as being more effective, though of reduced tinued up to sometime after 2500 BP and that at
quantity, for the early half of the late Holocene least four cycles of wetter and drier environments
than Van Devender and Spaulding imply. These occurring after 2500 BP are supported for some
views are not markedly different from those of areas by the studies of Bryson and Wendland and by
Antevs (1955), Bryan (1954), and Haynes (1968). the alluvial chronology of Bryan and Antevs.

Although the late Holocene has been treated thus Regional variations in the temporal placement and
far as evidencing only one type of climate, this is intensity of the more arid or more mesic periods is to
very far from the variability in precipitation infer- be expected, and the deposits of the coalescent
red from paleoenvironmental studies. Van alluvial fan of Sites 33 and 34 simply add another
Devender and Worthington (1977) deduce from example of variability in the late Holocene record.

- faunal evidence a general drying trend through the The stratigraphy of the coalescent alluvial fan at
late Holocene for southwestern New Mexico, sug- Sites 33 and 34 is interpreted as evidencing a trend
gest that a hotter and drier climate than the present toward increasing relative aridity through the late
prevailed about 3300 BP, and indicate that there Holocene. Zone 5 alluvial sediments are quite thick
were two wet periods, one at about 3000 BP, and in- compared to those of Zone 3 and may be taken to
dicate that there were two wet periods, one at indicate a decrease in runoff from the period before

. about 3000 BP and the other at less than 1000 BP. 3750-4450 BP to the period after that interval and
Hawley and Kottlowski (1969) record a period of extending up to sometime prior to 2000 BP.
channel cutting and filling which occurred less than Although a decrease in runoff between these two
1100 BP in south and central New Mexico, and periods could be viewed as suggesting a lessening in
Freeman (1972) interprets pollen from the channel the intensity of summer rain storms or a shift to
deposits as indicative of increasingly effective winter dominant precipitation, the establishment of
precipitation as compared to pollen characteristic xerophytic species in lower elevations of mountains
of a drying trend that is noted in alluvial deposits in the El Paso area during these times suggests that a
which are dated at less than 2200 BP. Antevs (1955) decrease in effective precipitation, or increasing

, and Bryan (1954) describe four possible drought aridity, was occurring (Van Devender and Riskind
associated episodes of arroyo cutting for northern 1979). Vegetation cover is inferred to have been
New Mexico at about 2500 BP, 1625 BP, 675 BP, good through most of the early part of the late

' and 370 BP. They also take note of recent historic Holocene, and precipitation is thought to have been
, arroyo cutting associated with droughts and greater than that of the present at the start of the
' livestock overgrazing. These episodes of arroyo cut- late Holocene with perhaps 28 to 35 cm falling an-

" ting with mesic interludes have also been correlated nually and mostly during summer months. This
with pollen ,equences from Northern New Mexico rainfall pattern would have promoted a good
(Schoenwetter 1970). Powers (1939) sees a dry vegetation mat of grasses in intermontane basins.
period in the San Agustin Basin of west central New Sometime between 3750 BP and 4450 PB, a period
Mexico around 2500 BP, and Lake Meinzer in the of relative surface stability and soil formation is
Estancia Valley of east central New Mexico appears noted in Zone 4 deposits at Site 33. Zone 4 soils are

" to have been filled for a period of time near 4000 BP fairly compact, calcareous sandy loams that
* and to have dried up by 3000 BP (Bachuber 1971). evidence more structure than the massive sands

Bryant (1977) infers from pollen sequences a mesic above or below them. This implies stability of soil
period at about 2500 BP followed by increasing surfaces and soil formation rather than erosion or
.aridi in Transpecos Texas and correlates this with alluviation. Neither alluvial aggradation nor arrovo

* a mesic interval noted by Hafsten (1961) for the cutting is noted during this period, and the exten-
west Texas plains. Bryson and Wendland (1967) sive Archaic occupation with numerous houses on

* have modeled atmospheric circulation patterns for the alluvial fan would not have been possible if
the central United States which suggest arid periods alluviation or arroyo cutting had occurred during

* for the Southwest at 25WX) BP. 1600 BP. 750 to 450 this period. It is inferred that runoff was minimal
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during this period, that summer rain storms were and of a possible drying trend beginning before
not as energetic as they were during the preceeding 2200 BP in south central New Mexico by Freeman
or following periods, and that a shift to winter (1972) seems to substantiate the inference from the
dominant precipitation or a decrease in total annual wind erosion of the upper deposits of Zone 3 of a
precipitation had taken place. The radiocarbon decrease in precipitation before 2000 BP. In addi-
dates from Zone 4 only approximate the length of tion, numerous small arroyos in the upper portion
time involved in the deposition of Zone 4 soils, and of the Zone 3 deposits, slope erosion of the ridgeline
the thin deposits and non-overlapping distribution in Site 33 North possibly during the later part of
of Archaic houses and other features suggest that Zone 3 deposition, and the cutting of a large arroyo
Zonj 4 soils were formed during a period of time from near the top of Zone 3 deposits through Zone 4
much less than the 700 years implied by the and into Zone 5 in Site 33 North suggest that runoff
radiocarbon dates. In addition, the briefness of the was more substantial just prior to 2000 BP or
Zone 4 soil formation as compared to longer perhaps 2200 BP with channel cutting possibly
episodes of alluviation during the earlier half of the following a dry period which reduced vegetation
late Holocene may be attested by the absence of cover in the water catchment area. Dissection of the
similar findings in other studies of Southwestern alluvial fan is suggested to have occurred sometime
alluvial stratigraphy. between 2500 BP and 2000 BP by correlation with

Eolian deposition and dune formation are noted the Bryan-Antevs alluvial chronology for the
first in Zone 3 deposits and are characteristic of Southwest. Arroyo cutting is believed to have
Zones 1 and 2. This is interpreted as evidence for lowered the water table of the alluvial fan and to
the continuation of a drying trend into the second have caused an increase in the intensity of duning
half of the late Holocene. Slope erosion of the ter- by the end of the deposition of Zone 3 soils. Duning,
races east of Site 34 and of the higher parts of that however, was well underway before arroyo cutting
site and the ensuing alluvial aggradation of the commenced.
lower parts of the site ceases and small dunes form Wind erosion and duning of the alluvial fan con-
on the Zone 3 deposits sometime prior to the deposi- tinue during the deposition of Zones 2 and I at Sites
tion of Zone 2. In Site 33 the alluvial aggradation of 33 and 34 or from about 2200-2000 BP to the pres-
the fan slows considerably toward the end of the ent. Very little aggradation of the alluvial fan is

* period of Zone 3 deposition, or sometime prior to suggested by the Zone 2 deposits at Site 33 and
2000 BP, and is minimal for later times. Some slope evidence of arroyo cutting is not apparent. Some
erosion on the ridgeline in the northern part of Site deposition of alluvium and arroyo cutting is in-
33 North appears to have occurred during the later dicated in the upper portions of Zone I of both Sites
half of the deposition of Zone 3, and wind erosion of 33 and 34, and this is associated with a reduction in
the sandy soil surfaces and duning is substantial by vegetation cover from droughts, possible livestock
the end of the deposition of Zone 3. As the alluvial overgrazing, and modern construction in the catch-
aggradation of the fan declined through the period ment area with the resulting torrential runoff
of the deposition of Zone 3, runoff must have within the last 100 years or so. Prehistoric occupa-
declined also. This is thought to be related to a tion of the alluvial fan during the deposition of
decrease in annual precipitation and not to a shift to Zone 2 and between 2200-2000 BP and 450-5.50 BP
winter dominant precipitation, to an increase in the may have contributed to the wind erosion of soil

- vegetation cover, or necessarily to a lessening of the surfaces. There is no evidence of arid-mesic en-
intensity of summer thunderstorms, although sum- vironmental fluctuations from Zoi.e 2 or Zone 1
mer precipitation probably decreased. If there had deposits with the exception of modern arrovo cut-
been a shift to winter dominant precipitation or a ting. Stabilized dune surfaces are not noted, and
lessening in the intensity of summer monsoonal Zone 2 soils grade conformally into the soils of Zone

" rains, then precipitation may have been more effec- 1. This is not to suggest that intervals of increased or
tive, plant cover improved, and runoff reduced, decreased precipitation did not occur during the
However, wind erosion and the duning of Zone 3 last 200(0 years prior to modern arroyo cutting but
deposits suggest that the sandy soil surfaces of the rather that evidence for increased or decreased
alluvial fan were dry, loose, and poorly covered by precipitation during this 1)eriod is not recognized
vegetation, and that wind erosion was probably and is best sought from other sources %%here
made possible by a decrease in soil moisture. This prehistoric human activities are not such an impor-
alone does not imply a decrease in precipitation. tant consideration. However. Hawley and Kott-
However, the suggestion of an arid period in the lowski (1969) note only one or two minor cycles of
Southwest at about 2500 BP by Antevs (1955), erosion and sedimentation during this period in
Bryan (1954), and Bryson and Wendland (1967) south central New Mexico. Minimal alluvial ag-
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gradation and arroyo cutting and the absence of viewed and applied with caution. However, there
any evidence for stabilized dune surfaces during the are man), correlations with other episodes of erosion
last 2,000 years prior to modern arroyo cutting sug- and sedimentation in the Southwest and the im-
gests that the climate was somewhat arid and that plication of increasing aridity through the late
annual precipitation probably averaged less than Holocene with cycles of increased or decreased
during the early half of the late Holocene and was effective precipitation follows that of many other
on the order of 25 to 30 cm, or barely adequate for investigators. Decreasing precipitation through the
the maintenance of desert grasslands in intermon- late Holocene is certainly indicated by substantial
tane basins. alluvial aggradation during the first half of the late

There are two deposits in restricted areas of Site Holocene as opposed to wind erosion and duning
during the second half of the late Holocene. A possi-" 33 North which suggest flooding by the Rio Grande. ble arid period at about 2500 BP followed by arroyo

One occurs in Zone 5, and the other is in Zone 3. cutting befoe 2 00 BP andlmodern arroyo
cutting before 2200-2000 BP and modern arroyo

" Climatic inferences from these deposits are not poss- cutting are correlated with similar events noted
" ble because of non-local contributions to stream
S fow. Periodic floodings by the Rio Grande have elsewhere in the Southwest. The suggested period of'* surface stability and soil formation sometime bet-

been recorded for the project area in historic times sufc sait and so ot setime btween 4450 and 3750 BP is not noted elsewhere in
(the Southwest, may have been of relatively short

The stratigraphy of Sites 33 and 34 is very com- duration, and can be questioned in terms of the pro-
plex, and environmental reconstructions are sug- posed environmental reconstruction. It has also
gested from only a limited examination of the been suggested that cycles of increased or decreased
stratigraphy at these sites. The various strata at effective precipitation during the last 2,000 years
Sites 33 and 34 have not been studied in detail by a and before modern arroyo cutting would not

,soils geologist, and the results of this study should be necessarily be recognizable in deposits of this time.

5
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CHAPTER VI

PALYNOLOGY

The intent of the analysis of pollen from Site 33 is they are not responsible for the uncited opinions ex-
to provide information which may be referable to pressed in this chapter, of course.
past environments of the El Paso area from
sometime prior to 4450-3750 BP to the present. Site Setting
Pollen samples were chosen for analysis only from
Site 33 North where all soil zones are represented The environment of the project area and the par-
and where radiocarbon dates or archeological ma- ticular setting of Site 33 have already been de-

terials allow better definition of the times involved scribed in detail in Chapters II and IV. Therefore,

in the deposition of soil zones. Samples were also only a brief inventory of the modern flora of the
.: selected to give pollen counts from all of the soil area will be given here as an indication of the diver-

zones for correlation with the interpretations of sity of habitats in close proximity to Site 33.
Site 33 is situated on an alluvial fan at the mouth

stratigraphy in Chapter V. With the limited num-".-"of a large arroyo which flows from the Franklin
ber of samples which could be processed and ana-
lyzed as part of this project, archeological features Mountains some 5 km to the east (Figure 1). More

which might yield economic pollen for possible specifically, this site is located on the east side of the
Rio Grande and just above the floodplain. The

discussions of feature use were specifically excluded vegetation of the alluvial fan is predominantly mes-i.vgettio ofo theieato aluva favo is predomnaing mes-n
from consideration in favor of acquiring a long quite (Prosopis glandulosa) and four-wing saltbush
pollen sequence for the area. However, some com- (Atriplex canascens) with some creosotebush (Dir
ments can be made concerning the apparent pres- rea tridentata), soap-tree yucca (Yucca elata), and
ence of economic pollen in the samples which were joint fir (Ephedra trijyurca). Arroyos draining into
analyzed. the floodplain have a diverse shrubby flora which is

The soil samples collected at Site 33 were proc- characterized by little-leafed sumac (Rhus
essed and the pollen extracted by Anne C. Cully and microphylla), datil (Yucca torreyi), mariola (Par-
Karen H. Clary, Botanical Consultants, of Albu- thenium incanum), and whitehorn (Acacia con-
querque, New Mexico, and their findings and stricta) (Williams 1969). The vegetation of the
interpretations are presented in Appendix B. They floodplain includes cottonwood (Populus

. report temporal changes in the composition of fremontii), willow (Salix spp.), seep willow (Bac-
pollen from these samples but suggest that trends in charts glutinosa), and saltgrass (Distichlis stricta).
the pollen spectra do not necessarily imply climatic The floodplain has also been invaded in the recent
change and that a shrub-grassland predominated past by salt cedar (Tamarix pentandra), and tor-
throughout the represented time periods. Differ- nillo (Prosopis pubescens) and wolfberry (Lycium
ences between samples in the relative contribution pallidum) are common along the edges of the
of pollen types are attributed by Cully and Clary floodplain (Campbell and Dick-Peddie 1964). Ter-
primarily to the differential preservation of pollen races and alluvial fans between the Rio Grande and
grains and the influence of prehistoric man's ac- the Franklin Mountains are vegetated with sparse
tivities on the pollen rain of Site 33. However, Cully desert shrubs which include creosotebush, range
and Clary recognize that they do not understand ratany (Krameria parvtfolia), ocotillo (Fouqueria
the effects of these two factors on the representation splendens), lechuguilla (Agave lecheguilla), prickly
of pollen types. Factors which might alter the com- pear (Opuntia spp.), and datil (Ederhoff 1971).
position of pollen samples are elaborated by the West of the Rio Grande, slopes and sandy plains
writer in this chapter, and certain misunderstand- have a meager cover of mesquite, four-wing
ings by Cully and Clary in the nature of soil zones, saltbush, and soap-tree yucca. The Franklin Moun-
ages of some of the samples, and variability in the talns furnish a diverse habitat for various species
intensity or presence of human activity at Site 33 such as oak (Quercus spp.), sotol (Dasylirion
are corrected here. The contribution of Cully and wheeleri), lechuguilla, wait-a-minute (Mimosa
Clary to the understanding of past environmental biuncifera), algerita (Berberis trijoliata), and rarely
conditions at this site is acknowledged although juniper (Juniperus monosperma) (Harris n.d.).
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The vegetation of the project area today is typical Face Black-on-white sherds were found at the level
of intermontane lowlands in west Texas, southern of sample Nos. 4 and 5 which suggest that these
New Mexico, and northeastern Mexico and is samples may date to between 1050 BP and 850 BP.
described by Shreve (1942) as the Chihuahuan Zone 2 deposits are 60 cm thick at Pollen Sampling
Desert. Desert shrubs dominate the landscape in all Location One and 20 to 30 cm thicker than other
but the best watered areas, and grass cover is Zone 2 deposits of Site 33. The selection of Pollen
generally sparse or non-existant. However, exten- Sampling Location One for pollen analysis over
sive desert grasslands are noted for the area until many others is largely attributable of lower Zone 4
late in the 19th century when the effects of soils.
overgrazing by livestock and droughts culminated Samples Nos. 14 and 15 of Pollen Sampling Loca-
in reduced grass cover, soil loss, and the establish- tion One come from Zone 3 soils which are
ment of desert shrub communities (Gardner 1951; weathered eolian sands that are much thinner than
York and Dick-Peddie 1969). Zone 3 soils in other areas of Site 33. The age of

Zone 3 soils at Pollen Sampling Location One is
Sampling Methods and Stratigraphy uncertain but falls between 4450-3750 BP and

2150-2050 BP. Sample Nos. 16 through 18 are from
This palynological study is based on 30 samples Zone 4A which appears to be soils of Zone 4 that

from Site 33 North. Twenty-two samples are from have been redeposited by wind action. This is sug-
Pollen Sampling Location One; five samples are gested by the darker color of Zone 4A soils than

" from Pollen Sampling Location Two; and two Zone 3 soils and the presence of a deflated surface at
samples are from Pollen Sampling Location Three the juncture of Zones 4A and 4. Zone 4A soils were
(see Figure 7 for sampling locations). The last sam- probably redeposited shortly after the Zone 4 soils

- pie is a composite pinch sample taken throughout were laid down, and Zone 4 is radiocarbon dated to
the area of Site 33 North from the upper I or 2 cm of sometime between 4450 BP and 3750 BP. Zone 4 is
surface soils of Zone 1. The surface sample was ac- 15 to 30 cm thick at Pollen Sampling Location One
quired in the spring when numerous annuals were and is represented by sample Nos. 19 through 21.
in flower, particularly those of the family Coin- Zone 4 shows evidence of an extensive Archaic
positae. The stratigraphy of Site 33 North has been period occupation and rests on Zone 5A clay loams.
described in Chapter V. Observations of the Zone 5A is separated from Zone 4 by Zone 5
stratigraphy at the pollen sampling locations are sediments in other areas and is of uncertain age,
presented here to help delimit the ages of the pollen although it probably dates to a period that begins
samples and to describe slight variations in the soils after 5000 BP and ends before 4450-3750 BP. It is
from the general patterns previously detailed, assumed (Chapter V) that Zone 5A soils are in-

Pollen Sampling Location One is near the west- dicative of an episode of flooding by the Rio
ern edge of Site 33 North and includes a vertical Grande. Sample No. 22 comes from Zone 5A.
suite of samples taken at 5 cm intervals from the Pollen Sampling Location Two is an excavated I
north wall of the 1978 arroyo. Each pollen sample m square that is located near the center of Site 33
was taken from an area approximately 25 x 25 cm in North. It was chosen because of the well-defined
size and with a maximum vertical thickness of 2 cm. stratigraphy of Zones 3, 3A, 4, and 5 (Figure 16).
The 22 samples from Pollen Sampling Location One Zones 5 and 3A are not represented in the samples
represent all five soil zones. The stratigraphy at from Pollen Sampling Location One, and Zone 3 is
Pollen Sampling Location One is shown in Figure thin and weathered at that location. Thus, Pollen
16. Sample No. 1 is from the bottom of bedded Sampling Location Two complements the lower
eolian sands in Zone 1 which were deposited portions of Pollen Sampling Location One and pro-
sometime between 550-450 BP and the present. vides duplicate samples of Zones 3 and 4. Sample
Samples Nos. 2 through 13 are from Zone 2 eolian No. I is from the upper portion of Zone 3 and from
deposits which give evidence of prehistoric occupa- below Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 2 which
tion. The top of Zone 2 may date to 550-450 BP on was excavated into Zone 3. Charcoal from near the
the basis of radiocarbon dates and ceramic bottom of this feature was radiocarbon dated at
materials from Site 33 North, and the lowest 1570 BP ± 150. Sample No. 3 comes from the lower
deposits of Zone 2 may be as early as 2150-2050 BP portion of Zone 3 and is above Zone 4 soils that are
if the two earliest radiocarbon dates from this zone radiocarbon dated to the period between 4450 BP
can be accepted as indicative of the age of the and 3750 BP. Sample Nos. 1 and 3 are suggested to
lowest portions of Zone 2 at Pollen Sampling Loca- date to the later and earlier times respectively of the
tion One. A I m square was excavated 2 m north of period after 4450-3750 BP and sometime before
Pollen Sampling Location One, and Mimbres Bold 2150-2050 BP. Sample No. 1 was taken from eolian
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sands, and the soils of sample No. 3 are of mixed and vegetation and introduce pollen from
' alluvial and eolian origin. Between sample Nos. I economically useful plants. Fortunately, the five

and 3. sample No. 2 was taken from Zone 3A major soil zones and two possible episodes of river
sediments which are believed to be back-water flooding include alternating non-occupational and
deposits that resulted from a flooding of Site 33 occupational deposits such that an evaluation of the
North by the Rio Grande. From stratigraphic impact of human activities on the pollen spectra can
evidence, sample No. 2 is believed to date to the be attempted. In addition, the occupations of Zones
middle of the period of Zone 3 deposition. Sample 2 and 4 differ in intensity with a more permanent
No. 4 is from Zone 4, and sample No. 5 comes from occupation suggested from Zone 4 and intermittent
well within Zone 5. Sample No. 5 dates sometime and short-term occupations inferred for Zone 2 (See
before the deposition of Zone 4 betwen 4450 and Chapters VIII and X). These differences in the
3750 BP, and Zone 4 soils are alluvial sands. The nature of prehistoric occupations also allow com-
vertical extent of sample No. 1 is 4 cm, and the ment on the biases in pollen spectra introduced
other four samples were removed from layers that from human activities.
were no more than 2 cm thick.

Pollen Sampling Location Three is near the Sample Treatment
center of Site 33 North and north of Pollen Sampl-
ing Location Two. The two samples from Pollen Attempts to recover pollen from soils of the El
Sampling Location Three are from Zone 2 deposits Paso area have had variable success. Freeman
which overlie Zone 4 (Figure 16). These samples (1972) was able to extract pollen from deep alluvial
were chosen to provide additional samples of Zone 2 sediments in south central New Mexico; Spaulding
deposits from another aea of Site 33 North for com- (n.d.) had good recovery of pollen from a shallow
parison with those of Pollen Sampling Location archeological site near Las Cruces, New Mexico;
One. In addition, Zone 2 deposits at Pollen Sampl- and Horowitz, Gerald, and Chaiffetz (n.d.) have

* ing Location Three are divisable into two subunits reported on pollen from four shallow archeological
by soil color, and a nearby radiocarbon dated sites near El Paso. However, Whalen (1977) and
feature provides some temporal control over sample Holloway (n.d.) were unable to recover pollen in
No. 1. The differences in soil color between sample sufficient amounts for analysis from archeological
Nos. I and 2 may be attributable to separate sites on the alluvial slopes east of the Franklin
prehistoric occupations of Site 33 North, and the Mountains and in the Hueco Bolson east of El Paso.
soils of Zone 2 are colian sands. Sample No. I is Some concern, therefore, existed as to whether
believed to date to about the same time as Small pollen was preserved in the various strata of Site 33
Fire-Cracked Rock Hearth 94 which is radiocarbon North, and considerable effort was expended by
dated to AD 1200 ± 110 (750 BP) and is 1 m to the Cully and Clary (Appendix B) in attempts to extract

" east and at the same level as sample No. 1. Sample pollen in sufficient quantities for analysis.
No. 2 lies above the deflated surface of Zone 4; Howowitz, Gerald, and Chaiffetz (n.d.) had
ceramics were found at this same level and in Pit 4 previously shown that pollen could be obtained
(Figure 16). The suggested age of sample No. 2 is from Zones 1 and 4 of Site 33 North, but some ques-
sometime after 1950 BP and probably before 1150 tions still remained with respect to pollen preserva-
BP. These two samples were taken from the four tion in the other soil zones and other areas of Site 33
corners of an excavated 1 m square and had a ver- North.
tical extent of no more than 4 cm. Pollen grains in Southwestern soils are often

In Chapter VIII there was noted the vertical poorly preserved and are usually found to be in an
movement with percolating waters of ash and char- eroded and crumpled condition, and relativelh
coal in the occupatonal deposits of Zones 2 and 4 by large soil samples are generally required to obtain

*-- as much as 25 cm, and it is quite probable that sufficient pollen for reliable counts of the
pollen moved vertically a similar distance in the represented taxa (Martin 1963; Mehringer 1967).
sandy soils of Site 33 North. Thus, the interpreta- Horowitz, Gerald, and Chaiffetz (n.d.) recognized
tion of pollen from Site 33 North must necessarily be this problem and used very large samples weighing
approached with caution and skepticism particular- 500-1000 grams from Zones 1 and 4. These samples
ly with regard to any anomalous samples which were treated with hydrochloric acid to remove car-
might otherwise suggest short term environmental bonates and then 'swirled" to get rid of the coarse
fluctuations. mineral fraction. After settling for 24 hours,

Inherent in any palynological study of ar- organic material was separated from the finer
cheological sites is the problem of biases in pollen mineral fraction with a zinc bromide solution.
spectra from human activities which disturb soils Pollen was then concentrated by mechanical siev-
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ing, and the residue collected between 120 and 20 concentrated more pollen from a larger soil sample
micron sieves, saved, and mounted on microscope and, therefore, had a greater likelihood of pro-
slides for study. Their technique differs from that viding sufficient pollen for a minimum of 300 pollen
employed by Cully and Clary (Appendix B) in the grain counts (Cully and Clary, Appendix B).
use of very large soil samples and the avoidance of The second technique utilized chemical
chemical treatments in preference of physical treatments to remove carbonates, silicates, and
separation of the pollen from the mineral material. organic debris from soil samples weighing 50 grams.

* Two techniques of pollen extraction from soil This technique will not be described here but
samples were utilized by Cully and Clary (Appen- follows that developed by Mehringer (1967) and
dix B). The first method made use of a technique widely used in Southwestern palynological studies.
developed by Dr. Roger Y. Anderson of the Depart- The only important difference between the techni-
ment of Geology of the University of New Mexico que used in this study and the Mehringer method
which concentrates pollen-laden sediment in settl- was the way in which the heavy sand fraction was
ing tubes. Soil samples weighing 15-20 grams were separated from the rest of the sample. The Mehr-
processed with this technique which involves the inger method utilized a "swirl" technique to remove
following steps: the coarse sand fraction, while the technique used

in this study employed a 180 micron sieve and
Step 1. A soil sample of 15-20 grams was washing to separate the larger sand grains.
ground with a mortar and pestle and washed Chemical treatments reduced the 50 gram soil
through a 180 micron screen into a beaker. samples to 5-6 milliliters of sediment containing

Step 2. Carbonates were removed by the ad- pollen. Although this technique proved more suc-
dition of 5-10 milliliters of hydrochloric acid cessful than the technique using settling tubes, only
to the beaker and this was followed by the 19 of the 30 soil samples produced enough pollen for
centrifugation and washing of the samples minimum 300 pollen grain counts (Cully and Clary,
several times. Appendix B).

Step 3. A dispersing solution of 3.3% sodium
hexametaphosphate was added to the beaker,
and the sample was thoroughly mixed and
poured into a settling tube filled with the Designations standard to Southwestern
dispersing solution. After 2 minutes, a clamp palynology have been given to the identified pollen.
was placed on the tube above the heavy sand Most pollen grains have been identified to either
grains which had settled in the bottom of the family or generic levels. Explanations of some of the

'." tube.tube.pollen classifications are presented below (Cully

Step. 4. The flexible tubing was removed and Clary, Appendix B).
after 19 hours, and the sediment above the
clamp with soil grain sizes associted with Cheno-Am. This category is made up of
pollen was transferred to a test tube. Spot pollen type from members of the families
checks were made to insure that pollen was Chenopodiaceae and Amaranthaceae that are
not present in the sand, silt, and clay fraction morphologically indistinguishable with the
left in the tubing and above the clamp, light microscope. Examples of the genera in-

cluded in this group are Atriplex,
Step 5. The pollen bearing portion of the Chenopodium, and Amaranthus.
sediment from the settling tube was treated
with 40% hydrofluoric acid in a hot water Low Spine Compositae. Included in this
bath to remove silicates. This was followed by group are pollen grains of the sunflower fami-
the washing of the remaining portion of the ly which have spines less than 1.5 microns in
sample and the preparation of microscope length. Species of this group are primarily
slides. wind pollinated and include those of the

genera Ambrosia and Xanthium.
The processing of soil samples by the above

described technique reduced the original 15-20 High Spine Compositae. This group takes in

-3 milliliters of sediment with ollen grains of the sunflower family whichgram soil sample to ave spines greater than 1.5 microns in length.
pollen. This technique had proven successful for ob- Many annual and perennial sunflowers of such
taining sufficient amounts of pollen for analysis of genera as Baileya, Helianthus, and Senecio
small soil samples from northwestern New Mexico belong to this category. High Spine Com-
(Clary and Cully n.d.). However, this technique positae are usually insect pollinated.
yielded unsatisfactory results with the poor pollen Canotia type. This category includes pollen
producing sediments of Site 33 North and was soon resembling that of the genus Canotia but
discontinued in favor of a second technique which possibly produced by other genera.
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Type A. Pollen of this category appears to be grains is inferred by the low (0.4% (,r less) organi
of the Gramineae or grass famik. The grains matter content of these same soils (measurements by
are large and betv-een 90 and 120 microns in, diameter which is thle same size as corn (Zca the Soil, Plant, and Water Testing Laboratory Nf

mays). However, it is not certain that these New Mexico State University). Potter (1967) has
pollen grains are of corn. Annuli usually are documented the differential oxidation of pollen
not obvious because of the crumpled and cor- grains in modern Southwestern alkaline soils, and
roded condition of most grains. In addition, the differential preservation of pollen in subsurface
they bear some similarity to a fungal spore samples at Site 33 North is suggested by the greater
rg d ts lvariety of pollen types in the surface sample than in

Ephedra spp. Most of the E phedra pollen the soils of Zone 2 at Pollen Sampling Location
grains in the samples compare favorably with One. This is also indicated by the better repreenta-
those of Ephedra trijurca but they are not tion in the surface sample of willow which is a pro-
readily distinguished from E. torreyana or E. lific producer of fragile pollen grains that do not
antivyphylitica. preserve well.

The similarity of the pollen spectrum of the sur.
Pollen Profiles face sample to those of subsurface samples is noted

in the poor representation of the floodplain species
The total pollen count and percentages of the cottonwood (Populus sp.). willow, and tornillo

identified taxa for each soil zone of each pollen (Prosopis spp.) and of the desert shrubs such as rues-
sampling location are given in Table 4, and the quite (Prosopis spp.), acaciav (Acaria spp.). and
percentages of major pollen types from Pollen yuccas (Yucca spp.). Cottonwood, like willow, pro-
Sampling Location One are shown in Figure 17. duces large quantities of pollen that does not
The pollen spectra from each location are briefly preserve well. The presence of cottonssood and
described below, and considerations of economic willow in the pollen samples of Site 33 North does

-. , pollen and climatic inferences are taken up in the reflect proximity to the Rio Grande but should not
. following sections. be expected to carry much information with respect

to past environments. Tornillo, mesquite, acacias,::'- Surface Sample
u.ca.eand vuccas are all insect pollinated and shed very
The surface sample is dominated by Cheno Ares small amounts of pollen. The occurrence of these

,Vhich comprise 38.5/. of the identified pollen species throughout the pollen samples is indicative
grains and an additional 24.4,'; art! of grasses of their presence in the past on Site 33 North or
(Gramineae). High and low spine composites have a nearby. utit no trends are readily apparent from the
combined percentage of 10.7 ';. and pine (Pinus small percentages of these species.
spp.) contributes 5.6% to the surface pollen spec- Horowitz, Gerald, and Chaiffetz (n.d.) report
trum. Small amounts of juniper (Junipertus. spp.), pollen percentages from the top of Zone I and some
willow (Salix spp.). maple (Acer cf. negundo), oak 6 m east of Pollen Sampling Location One. These
(Quercus spp.), joint fir (Ephedra spp.), and percentages compare very well with those reported
creosotebush (Larrea tridentata) are also noted for herein from the surface of Site 33 North and include
the surface sample. In addition, salt cedar (Tamarix slightly higher percentages of composites and pine
sp.), a historically introduced tree on the and a somewhat lower percentage of Cheno-Ans.
floodplain, also occurs in the surface sample. Salt cedar, a recently introduced tree of the

The surface sample is comparable to subsurface floodplain, is noticeably absent, and this seems to
samples in the high percentage of Cheno-Ams, suggest that their sample is from deposits of the last
moderate percentage of grasses, and low percen- century or perhaps earlier.
tages of composites and pines. However, Cheno-I Ams are noticeably less abundant in the surface Polh'n Sampling Location One"

sample than in subsurface samples. and grasses have The pollen profile of Pollen Sampling Loeatin
their highest percentage in the surface sample. One includes many more samples and soil zones

Differences in the pollen comltosition between sur- than do those of other pollen sampling locations and
"-' face and subsurface samples do riot necessarily imp- provides the basis for later discussions ,,f climatic- in-

ly a difference in climate. As suggested by Cully and ferences. Therefore, some attention -% ill be devoted
Clary (Appendix B), subsurface pollen grains have to differences in the pollen composition of each soil
probably undergone differential destruction and zone and within the well-represented Zone 2
preservation in the alkaline soils of Site 33 North. deposits. From Figure 17 it can be seen that tlhe
The soils of this site have a hydrogen ion activity of samples from Pollen Sampling location One are
8.15 to 8.96, and the possible oxidatinn of pollen similar in pollen composition but that trends or pat-
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Figure 17. Major pollen types from the surface arid Pollen Sampling Location One of Site 33 North (adapted from Cully and Clary,
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terns in the major pollen types are apparent. The porarily greater variety of pollen types in recent
factors responsible for these patterns, however, are soils. The low Cheno. Am percentage for the surface
not so easily delimited and may include cultural as sample certainly does not reflect the current soil

S" well as environmental variables. Discussions will distrubance of the alluvial fan noted in Appendix A.
center here on cultural factors and differences in Today the alluvial fan and higher terraces and
depositional units which may bias pollen composi- ridges are characterized by annuals of such families
tion or affect preservation. as the Compositae, Cruciferae, and Nyctaginaceae.

Pollen preservation is very poor in seven of the 22 Herbaceous species of the families Chenopodiaceae
samples, and insufficient pollen was recovered for and Amaranthaceae are not to be found on the
counts of pollen grains which would reliably reflect alluvial fan but are noted on soils of the floodplain
the pollen composition of these samples. Six of these just west of Site 33 and at the mouths of nearby ar-
samples occur at the juncture of two soil zones, and royos where runoff is currently aggrading or
this suggests that the surface of the lower zone at degrading sediments. High percentages of Cheno-
these junctures have been subjected to exposure Am pollen in Zones 3 and 5A may reflect similar
with weathering. Poor pollen preservation at the disturbances when the alluvial fan was actively be-
surface of exposed sediments has also been noted by ing aggraded with sediments, but the higher
Freeman (1972) in south central New Mexico. The percentages of Cheno-Ams in Zone 2 soils are not
small amount of pollen found in samples just above explicable in these terms. The presence of sand
the contact of two soil zones may also indicate the dunes during the deposition of Zone 2 suggests that
dilution of pollen with the vertical movement of soil the vegetation of the alluvial fan should have been
water. The seventh sample with poor pollen preser- comparable to that of today and that the contribu-
vation is located within Zone 2 deposits but no ob- tion of weedy Cheno-Am species on the alluvial fan
vious change in soils is noted at the level of this sam- to the pollen spectra of Zone 2 should have been
ple. However, scattered stones and charcoal from minimal. The implication is that the relative
small fire-cracked rock hearths to the north and east percentages of Cheno-Ams for the various soil zones
are noted at the level of this sample and suggest a do not necessarily monitor natural or human distur-
past episode of surface deflation by wind action. bances of the alluvial fan but may provide a
The only contact between two soil zones which does measure of the local environment.
not exhibit poor pollen preservation is that between Differential preservation of pollen grains mnay
Zones 4A and 3. Zone 4A soils are suggested to be also be responsible for the higher percentages of
Zone 4 soils redeposited by wind action, and the Cheno-Ams in Zone 2 samples than in those of the
deposition of Zone 3 is thought to have taken place lower soil zones or of the surface sample as is noted
shortly after the deposition of Zone 4A or it is a con- by Culi and Clary (Appendix B). The differences
tinuation of an episode of eolian deposition that in pollen profile composition between the surface
began with the deposition of Zone 4A and con- sample and subsurface samples because of likely
tinued during the deposition of Zone 3 soils. In differential preservation of pollen types has already
either case a prolonged period of surface exposure is been discussed, and the concern here is with any
not suggested. possible bias in subsurface pollen spectra resulting

Cheno-Am pollen dominates all of the samples from differential preservation. From Figure 17 it is

from Pollen Sampling Location One and increases seen that there is greater similarity in the composi-
from slightly over 50% in the lower soil zones to tion of the pollen samples from Zones 3, 4A. 4, and

over 90% in the highest samples of Zone 2 (Figure 5A than there is between any of these and those
. 17). High percentages of Cheno-Am pollen may be from Zone 2. This distinction between pollen spec-

attributable to soil distrubances from human activi- tra at Pollen Sampling Location One parallels that
ty which encourages weedy species such as for the deposition of soils at Site 33 where alluvial
Chenopodium and A maran thus. lHowever, Cheno- deposition characterizes earlier deposits and eolian
Am pollen doesr not appear to vary with prehistoric deposition is noted for Zone 2 and the upper part of
occupation of the alluvial fan. Zones 3 and 5A Zone 3. Thus, differences in the modes of deposition
which bear no evidence of Irehistoric occupation approxinmate differences in pollen connpisition and
do not have markedly lower percentag,.s of (heno- can be taken as indicative of differences inl pollen

- Ams, and Zone 2 samples have nratr percentages preservation. In this respect, it is olserved that the
of Cheno-Ams than do those from Zone 4 altlouh number of taxa represented in 300 or more grain
the intensity of prehistoric occupation appears to counts ranges from 5 to 12 for Zone 2 samples and

have been greater during the occupation of Zone 4. from 15 to 26 for the lower soil zones. It is noted
The surface sample has a low percentage of Cheno- also that Cheno-Ams occur in a lower percentage in
Ams, but this appears to be a rcflection of the tern- Zone 2 samlles at Pollen Sampling Lcation Three
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where pollen preservation appears to be better and represented in each sample from this zone (5-12)
where a large number of taxa (19) are represented and the more important taxa include pines, com-
in each sample. It seems that wind erosion and posites, and joint fir (Ephedra spp.). Pines generally
deposition of soils have inflated the percentages of occur in percentages of less than 5 % but are better
Cheno-Ams (and perhaps pines) in Zone 2 samples represented than in most of the lower soil zones.
at Pollen Sampling Location One. Later descrip- High and low spine composites appear to vary
tions of the pollen spectra at Pollen Sampling Loca- directly with one another and generally have
tion Three will indicate that the percentage of percentages of less than 5%. Composite pollen com-
Cheno-Am pollen are also higher for Zone 2 than prises larger percentages of the pollen spectra from
for the lower soil zones at Pollen Sampling Location lower soil zones. The pollen of joint fir occurs
One. throughout Zone 2 in small amounts that never ex-

The poor preservation of pollen at the juncture of ceed 2.5% of the total pollen count for any single
soil zones has been interpreted as a result of ex- sample. Joint fir pollen shows a noticeable decrease
posure and weathering of the deposits in the lower in the three highest samples of this zone.
zone; however, samples above or below these levels There are three portions of the pollen profile of
of poor pollen preservation do not manifest a Zone 2 which show substantial increases or

i recognizable pattern of differential pollen preserva- decreases in pollen types compared to the other por-
tion. In addition, the presence of these poor pollen tions of the profile of Zone 2. The two uppermost

* bearing levels does suggest that movement of pollen poller samples of this zone (Sample Nos. 2 and 3)
with percolating waters has been restricted to exhibit the highest percentages of Cheno-Ams and
rather narrow vertical limits. This seems particular- the lowest percentages of grasses of the samples
ly likely in the lower soil zones where the silt and from this or other soil zones. The percentages of
clay fraction of the soil is much higher than for the pines and composites are comparable to the rest of
more permeable and sandier Zone 2 soils. The Zone 2, but joint fir is not as well represented as it is
differences in pollen composition between soil zones in the remainder of Zone 2 samples. These samples
are suggested, therefore, to be sensitive to probably date from sometime after 1050-850 BP
differences in local pollen rain although differential and sometime before 550-450 BP. The location of
preservation and soil water movement have prob- these samples at the top of Zone 2 soils makes the
ably altered the percentage of some pollen types differential preservation of pollen a strong possibili-
and obscured somewhat the temporal variation in ty; however, the temporal coincidence of these
the composition of the pollen spectra for Zone 2. samples which date from after 1050-850 BP until

The sample from the lower portion of Zone 1 did before 550-450 PB, with inferred changes in
. not yield adequate amounts of pollen for reliable Southwestern precipitation at about this time can-

counts of pollen grains. This is unfortunate because not be ignored. Climatic inferences from these and
the sample from Zone 1 may have helped clarify the other samples will be deferred for consideration
questions concerning the high percentages of in the final section of this chapter.

• Cheno-Ams in Zone 2 by providing a pollen spec- Sample No. 6 has the highest percentage of
trum from more recent, non-occupational eolian grasses and the lowest percentage of Cheno-Ams of
deposits. However, at least one sample from each of any of the samples from Zone 2. The low percentage

* the other soil zones at Pollen Sampling Location of Cheno-Ams is due, in part, to the presence of a
One did have sufficient pollen for 300 or more grain high percentage of wolfberry (Lycium cf. pallidum)

, counts. The pollen composition of Zones 2, 3, 4A, 4, pollen. If the wolfberry grains are subtracted from
and 5A are briefly described in the remainder of this the total pollen count, then the percentages of
section. Cheno-Ams and grasses would become 60.8% and

Zone 2. The pollen spectra of Zone 2 are 26.8%. This would bring the percentage of Cheno-
dominated by Cheno-Am pollen which accounts for Ams more into alignment with that of other samples
more than 75% of the grains in all but two of the from Zone 2, but grasses would still have a high

4 samples and for more than 90% in the two upper- percentage. Pine and joint fir pollen also peak in
most samples. The percentages of grasses vary be- this sample, and composite pollen is poorly
tween 0.3% and 19.3%, are generally less than the represented. This sample is somewhat anomalous in
percentages in the lower soil zones, and decrease the percentages of mai.-r pollen types as compared
dramatically in the latest two samples. Together, to patterns exhibited in these pollen types over the
Cheno-Ams and grasses account for over 90% of the entire profile of Pollen Sampling Location One

Sipollen in all but two of the samples; therefore, it is (Figure 17). That is, a higher percentage of com-
ri,,t sirprising that these two taxa show a pattern of posite pollen and a decrease rather than an increase
n#,rr,. %ariahility. Relatively few pollen types are in pine pollen would be expected to correlate with a
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decrease in Cheno-Ans and an increase in grasses. As previously mentioned, the pollen composition of
The presence of wolfberry in this sample and Zone 4 does not differ markedly from that of Zone
evidence of nearby disturbed or eroded small fire- 4A. The pollen composition of Zone 4 is also quite
cracked rock hearths just above this sample locus similar to that of Zone 5A while pines, oak, and
may indicate a modification of the pollen composi- hackberry pollen types are somewhat better
tion of Sample No. 6 as a result of human activity, represented in Zone 5A and composites and joint fir
This sample should date to a period just before type- occur in lower percentages. It was suggested
1050-850 BP. earlier (Chapter V) that Zone 4 deposition occurred

Sample No. 8 of Zone 2 is of uncertain age though during a period of relative stability of the surface of
it may date to the period between 1600 BP and 1300 the alluvial fan, but this is not substantiated by the
BP on the basis of its vertical position in Zone 2. change in the pollen spectrum of this zone relative
This sample is noteworthy because of the low to those above or below it.
percentages of pines and Cheno-Ams and a high Horowitz, Gerald, and Chaiffetz (n.d.) give per-
percentage of composite pollen compared to other centages of pollen types recovered from the fill of
samples of Zone 2. Grasses show only a slight in- House 2 which is located in Zone 4 some 6 m east of
crease over adjacent samples, and there are small Pollen Sampling Location One. Hydrophilous trees
percentages of oak and hackberry (Celtis spp.). This such as cottonwood, willow, maple (Acer sp.), and
sample has a pollen composition similar to that of ash (Fraxinus sp.) are well represented in their sam-
the lower soil zones. ple, and small percentages of smartweek (Poly-

Zone 3. Only one sample from the weathered gonum sp.) and cattail (Typha angustata) are re-
eolian deposits of Zone 3 has enough pollen for a ported and suggest the presence of water not far
300 grain count. There are a large number of pollen from Site 33. This is also supported by the finding of
types (26) represented in this sample, and the pollen burned seeds of smartweed and bulrush (Scirpus
composition differs from those of Zone 2 samples in- sp.) in Zone 4 deposits (Chapter VII)..
sofar as it has lower percentages of Cheno-Ams Horowitz, Gerald, and Chaiffetz (n.d.) give a

-. (59.5%) and pines (0.6%) and somewhat higher high percentage for grasses (56.5%) and small
percentages of grasses (19.7%) and composites percentages for Cheno-Ams (12%) and composites
(5.8%). I ,ddition, arboreal pollen from species (6%). These percentages contrast sharply with
assoc. Azd with riparian environments and with the those for grasses (16.3%), Cheno-Ams (53.4%),
lower elevations of mountains in this area and to the and composites (15.0%) from Sample No. 20 of
north are present in this sample which also includes Pollen Sampling Location One. These differences
small percentages of oak, hackberry, and walnut may be attributable to prehistoric human activities
(luglans sp.). The sample from this zone compares with larger amounts of grass pollen and perhaps
favorably with those from Zone 4A. hydrophilous tree pollen accumulating as a result of

Zone 4A. The soils of Zone 4A appear to be house construction or of other activities within
Zone 4 soils which have been redeposited by wind houses. However, it is just as likely that the
action. The pollen composition of the two samples differences between these samples may reflect the
from Zone 4A with 300 or more grain counts is very dissimilarity in pollen extraction techniques (see the
similar to that of Zone 3 with the only notable section on sample treatment). In this respect, it is
difference being the somewhat higher percentages noted that similar percentages of grasses, Cheno-
of joint fir pollen. The two samples from Zone 4A Ams, and composites have been noted for deposits
are also similar to the single sample from Zone 4 of comparable age to those of Pollen Sampling
with a 300 grain count. Pine and walnut pollen Location One from south central New Mexico,
types are missing from the Zone 4 sample, and the which is just to the north of the project area, by
Zone 4A samples have somewhat higher percen- Freeman (1972) and Spaulding (n.d.) who used
tages of Cheno-Ams and lower percentages of coin- pollen extraction techniques following the preferred
posites than the sample from Zone 4. There are 15 technique of this study.
and 17 pollen types represented in the two Zone 4A Zone 5A. The soil of Zone 5A is a clay loam
samples. with a much higher clay content than the overlying

Zone 4. Only one sample (No. 20) from Zone 4 soil zones. It was suggested (Chapter V) that the
yielded adequate pollen for a 300 grain pollen restricted occurrence of this thin zone in the north-
count. However, another sample (No. 19) with a western portion of Site 33 North may indicated
total pollen grain count of only 149 has been includ- flooding of the site by the Rio Grande, Slightly

" ed in Table 4 to support the suggestion that the higher percentages of pine, oak, and hackberry
percentages of major pollen types from the larger pollen are noted for Zone 5A than for Zones 3, 4A,
sample do reflect the pollen composition of Zone 4. and 4, but the pollen composition is, otherwise, not
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dissimilar from that of Zones 3, 4A, and 4. The vation of pollen. However, the percentage of
pollen spectrum of Zone 5A implies that alluvial Cheno-Ams from Sample No. 1 at Pollen Sampling
deposition with runoff from the Franklin Mountains Location Three is still much higher than those for
could also be responsible for the Zone 5A sediments. Cheno-Ams in Zones 3, 3A, 4A, and 5, and grasses

and composites have much lower percentages. In
Pollen Sampling Location Two addition, a substantial number of greasewood (Sar-

The five samples from Pollen Sampling Location cobatus spp.) (7.9%) grains, mostly from a single
Two were intended to provide information from the clump of pollen grains, has lowered somewhat the
alluvial deposits of Zones 3 and 5, the possible river percentages of other pollen types for Sample No. 1
sediments of Zone 3A, and from another location of of Pollen Sampling Location Three. The pollen
Zone 4 soils. However, only the sample from Zone composition of this sample comes closer to approx-
3A was found to contain adequate amounts of imately those of Sample Nos. 2-4 at Pollen Sampling
pollen. The pollen composition and diversity of Location One, if this pollen type is subtracted from
pollen types of this sample are comparable to those the total pollen count.
of Zones 3, 4A, 4, and 5A at Pollen Sampling Loca- Sample No. 2 from Pollen Sampling Location
tion One. The percentages of pine (1.2%) and oak Three is noted as having a lower percentage of
(2.5%) pollen are similar to those of Zone 5A and Cheno-Ams (65.5%) and higher percentages of
are relatively high compared to those of Zones 3, grasses (11.4%) and composites (4.4%) than Sam-

.-. 4A, and 4. Zone 3A, like Zone 5A, is a thin layer of pie No. 1 from the same location. The percentages
clay loam with a limited occurrence in Site 33 of joint fir and pine are similar and small for both of
North; it was suggested earlier (Chapter V) that these samples. The differences between the two
both Zones 3A and 5A may represent sedimentation samples of Zone 2 at Pollen Sampling Location
as a result of river flooding of Site 33 North. Never- Three parallel the differences between the upper
theless, the pollen spectra of Zones 3A and 5A are so three samples and the lower samples of Zone 2 at
similar to those of Zones 3, 4A, and 4 that it is not Pollen Sampling Location One which have
possible to determine whether these deposits are the previously been described. Sample No. 2 at Pollen
result of river flooding or of arroyo alluviation. Sampling Location Three exhibits lower percen-

tages of Cheno-Ams and pine than the lower
Pollen Sampling Location Three samples of Zone 2 at Pollen Sampling Location

The two samples from Pollen Sampling Location One, and this would indicate differences in the
Three are from Zone 2 deposits. Nineteen different preservation of pollen types between the two loca-
pollen types are represented in each of these tions similar to that described for Sample No. 1.of

S. samples. The greater number of pollen types found Pollen Sampling Location Three and Sample Nos.
in Zone 2 samples at Pollen Sampling Location 2-4 of Pollen Sampling Location One. The percen-
Three as compared to Zone 2 samples at Pollen tage of grass pollen in Sample No. 2 at Pollen
Sampling Location One suggest that the preserva- Sampling Location Three is less than the percen-
tion of pollen is better at the former locus. This per- tages of grass pollen in soil zones below Zone 2, and
mits a comparison of Zone 2 samples from these two the percentage of Cheno-Am pollen is higher and
locations with respect to the differential preserva- the percentage of composites pollen lower than in
tion of major pollen types and an evaluation of the all but one of the pollen samples from soil zones
possible exaggerated importance of Cheno-Ams at below Zone 2.
Pollen Sampling Location One. The comparison of pollen spectra from Zone 2 at

Sample No. 1 from Pollen Sampling Location Pollen Sampling Locations One and Three does sug-
Three is about the same age as Sample Nos. 2-4 of gest that the preservation of pollen varies between
Pollen Sampling Location One, and all of these these two locations and that Cheno-Ams and
samples date to sometime after 1050-850 BP and perhaps pines have magnified percentages at Pollen
before 550-450 BP. The sample from Pollen Sampl- Sampling Location One. However, increases or
ing Location Three has smaller percentages of decreases in major pollen types from the lower soil
Cheno-Ams (75.3%) and pine (0.8%), similar zones to Zone 2 which are magnified at Pollen
percentages of grass (5.8 %) and composites (1.8%), Sampling Location One are also evidenced at Pollen
and a higher percentage of joint fir (2.4%) than Sampling Location Three. The high number of
Sample Nos. 2-4 at Pollen Sampling Location One. pollen types identified in single samples of Zone 2 at
A small percentage of oak pollen also occurs in the Pollen Sampling Location Three and the lower soil
sample from Pollen Sampling Location One. The zones of Pollen Sampling Location One suggest that
differences in pollen composition between these the preservation of pollen is comparable for these

* samples does seem to suggest the differential preser- samples, and that, rontrarv to the findings of Cully
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and Clary (Appendix B), the trend in major pollen in the samples from Zones 3, 4A, and 5A. This may
types are probably attributable to factors other than be taken as the chance occurrence of these pollen
human activity or differential preservation of pollen types in the samples or the results of the possible
types. movement of pollen grains between Zones 4 and 5A

with percolating soil water and of the mixing of
Economic Pollen Zone 4 deposits with the later eolian deposits of

Zones 3 and 4A. The large percentage of prickly
Many of the taxa found in the pollen samples at pear (8.7%) in the sample from Zone 3A is not

Site 33 North have ethnographically or ar- understood. There is no known prehistoric occupa-
cheologically recorded uses. However, there are tion of Site 33 during the deposition of Zone 3A, but
few of these taxa whose representation in the pollen the river flooding or arroyo runoff which resulted in
spectra is suggestive of past human activity. These the deposition of Zone 3A may have eroded portions
taxa include wolfberry, prickly pear and other cac- of Zone 4 and incorporated pollen from Zone 4 with
ti, and the Type A category. Other pollen types oc- that from Zone 3A sediments.
cur consistently as components of the modern and The type A pollen category includes palynomor-

fossil pollen spectra or infrequently with percen- phs which appear to be of the grass family and
tages so small as to make questionable any inference strongly resemble corn (Zea mays). However, the
of human introduction. poor condition of these pollen grains does not allow

Wolfberry (Lycium cf. pallidum) accounts for positive identification (Cully and Clary, Appendix
0.9% of the pollen in Sample No. 2 and 28.0% of B). Small percentages of Type A pollen were found
the pollen in Sample No. 6 from Zone 2 deposits of in all soil zones including the non-occupational

* Pollen Sampling Location One. This species does deposits of Zones 3, 3A, and 5A and the secondary
not grow today on Site 33 North and is generally eolian deposits of Zone 4 in Zone 4A. The presence
associated with shrubby vegetation of the valley of Type A pollen in the non-occupational deposits
border. Wolfberry is also an insect pollinated plant, could be the product of water movement and pollen
and the finding of such a large percentage in Sample transport through soil profiles or the result of see-
No. 6 of Pollen Sampling Location One suggests the ondary deposition of soils with wind or water ero-
introduction of flower parts to Site 33 North rather sion of occupational deposits, but this is uncertain.
than the chance occurrence of pollen grains as part Macrofloral evidence of burned corn was not found
of the normal pollen rain. The presence of in the deposits of Sites 33 and 34 (Chapter VII).
wolfberry was noted (Chapter VII) in the wood If Type A pollen is corn pollen, then its occur-
charcoal of Zones 2 and 4 of Site 33, and Harrington rence in Zones 4 and 5A would be dated to

- and Matsumura (1967) report that the berries of this 4450-3750 BP or possibly somewhat earlier. Very
. species are edible and were gathered by few archeological sites in the Southwest bear
" Southwestern Indians. Basehart (1974), however, evidence of corn at such an early date. Macrofloral

makes no mention of the use of wolfberry by the remains of corn which date between 5000 BP and
Mescalero Apac' whose historic range included 4000 BP have been reported from Bat Cave in a
the Rio Grande in the vicinity of El Paso. mountainous area of west central New Mexico

Prickly pear (Opuntia spp.) and other cacti are (Dick 1965) as well as at about 3600 BP from
also insect pollinated taxa whose presence in other Fresnal Shelter in the Sacramento Mountains north-
than small percentages in pollen spectra may be at- east of the project area (Human Systems Research
tributed to human activity. Cacti occur infrequent- 1972). Irwin-Williams and Tompkins (1968) note

* ly near Sites 33 and 34 and are more common in the the presence of corn pollen in deposits dating to
Upper Bajada and Mountain environmental zones about 3500 BP at En Medio Shelter which is in a
(Chapter 1I). The fruits of prickly pear and other plateau area of north central New Mexico. Corn

' cacti are edible and were widely used by the pollen was also found in deposits dating to 4000 BP
Mescalero Apache (Basehart 1974). Numerous or somewhat earlier at Cienega Creek in the moun-
prickly pear seeds were found in House 4 of Zone 4 tains of east central Arizona (Martin and

. at Site 33 (Chapter VII). Schoenwetter 1960). Additional archeological and
Prickly pear and other cacti pollen were found in palynological studies are needed to clarify the ques-

samples from all soil zones except Zone 2 at Site 33 tion of the possible occurrence of corn at Site 33. It
North. The percentages of prickly pear and other is not unreasonable to expect evidence of corn as
cacti pollen range from 4.0% to 7.8% for Zone 4 early as the suggested date of 4450-3750 BP for Zone
samples and imply the use of cacti fruits during the 4 or the somewhat earlier Zone 5A. Corn has not
Archaic occupation of Site 33. Very small percen- been reported, as yet, from other low elevation and
tages of these pollen types (a total of 5 grains) occur semiarid environments of the Southwest at this
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date, and the documentation of the presence or and shed very small amounts of pollen. Therefore,
absence of corn pollen or macrofloral remains of the small percentages of mesquite, acacia,
corn in the earlier deposits of Site 33 would provide creosotebush, and yucca pollen only imply that
important new information on the temporal and these species were components of the vegetation of
spatial distribution, and perhaps the varieties, of the alluvial fan and perhaps of the nearby hillsides
corn. and arroyos at 5000-4000 BP.

Cottonwood, willow, and wolfberry are the only
Climatic Inferences pollen types which are directly referrable to the

vegetation of the floodplain, but they occur infre-

The previous detailed description of the pollen quently or in percentages too small to suggest
composition of samples from Site 33 North has im- anything more than the proximity of Site 33 to the
plied that differences in the percentages of major Rio Grande. The valley species, of cottonwood,
pollen types between soil zones is not explicable wolfberry, and perhaps tornillo are recorded in
solely in terms of past human activity nor of the wood charcoal samples from Zones 2 and 4
differential preservation of pollen. In addition, it (Chapter VII).
has also been suggested that the pollen spectra are Joint fir is found in small amounts in all soil zones
responsive to the pollen rain of the local environ- except Zone 5A where its absence may only reflect a
ment and not just to that produced by the vegeta- bias in sampling. Freeman (1972) suggests that joint
tion of the alluvial fan of Site 33 North (see Cully fir is a component of desert grasslands in the area,
and Clary, Appendix B, for contrary opinion). The and it is noted that percentages of joint fir generally
trends in major pollen types at Pollen Sampling follow those of grasses and decrease substantially
Location One (Table 4, Figure 17) may, therefore, along with grasses in the upper portion of Zone 2.
be taken as suggestive of variations in the environ- The joint fir pollen from Site 33 North appears to be
ment of the area. The samples from Zone 2 at Pollen of the Ephedra torreyana type (Cully and Clary,
Sampling Location Three indicate that the trend Appendix B) which Martin (1963) associates with
are probably real rather than sampling error, environments characterized by summer precipita-
although some pollen types have exaggerated tion. Summer precipitation can also be inferred
percentages in Zone 2 deposits at Pollen Sampling from the presence of small percentages of her-
Location One probably because of poor pollen baceous species such as mallows (Malvaceae and
preservation. The sample from Zone 3A at Pollen Sphaeralcea spp.), spectacle pod (cf. Dithyrea
Sampling Location Two is also very similar to that wislezeni), sand verbena (Abronia cf. angustifolia),
of Zone 3 at Pollen Sampling Location One. and umbrella-wort (Allionia sp.).

Discussions are best focused on variability in the The percentages of Cheno-Ams, grasses, and
pollen spectra of Pollen Sampling Location One, for composites in the pollen spectra of Site 33 North are
the pollen spectra bespeak variation in the environ- comparable to those recorded for these pollen
ment and not climatic change for the last 4,000 or categories by Spaulding (n.d.) for deposits of
perhaps 5,000 years. All of the pollen spectra from similar age on a ridge overlooking the Rio Grande
Site 33 North are dominated by high percentages of Valley near Las Cruces, New Mexico. However, the
Cheno-Ams with smaller amounts of grasses and percentages cf grasses and composites are about half

. . composites. An increase in Cheno-Ams and a and the percentages of Cheno-Ams are about twice
decrease in grasses and composites for Zone 2 those of these same pollen types described by
deposits are indicated but are viewed as reflecting a Freeman (1972) for deposits of comparable age in
relatively small modification in the inferred shrub- an area of desert grassland away from the river in
grassland vegetation of the area (Chapter VII and south central New Mexico and north of the project
Cully and Clary, Appendix B). area. These data suggest that the pollen spectra of

Desert shrubs such as mesquie, acacia, Site 33 North include higher percentages of Cheno-
creosotebush, and yucca are represented in the Ams than Freeman's samples because of the greater
oldest pollen samples from Zones 4 and 5A and are natural disturbance of soil surfaces associated with
well represented in Zones 2 and 3. The presence of the lower reaches of arroyos and the floodplain at
these species and other shrubs which characterize Site 33 North. In addition, the difference in the
the local arroyo vegetation has been noted in the relative importance of these three pollen types be-
wood charcoal of Zones 2 and 4 (Chapter VII). The tween valley border deposits and the desert

, distribution of desert shrubs was probably more grassland area away from the river may also be
restricted and different from that of today, but this useful in ascertaining the nature of environmental
cannot be substantiated by the pollen spectra of Site variability from change in the composition of 'he
33 North. Many desert shrubs are insect pollinated pollen profile at Pollen Sampling Location One.
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That is, increases in grasses and composites may be zones up to Zone 2 of Site 33 North also follows
. referrable to periods of increased effective similar changes of these pollen types in late

precipitation and less soil disturbance, while in- Holocene or post-Altithermal deposits as given by
creases in Cheno-Ams may indicate periods of less Martin (1963) for southeastern Arizona and by

- effective precipitation, increased runoff, erosion Hafsten (1961) for the plains of west Texas
with dissection of soils, and a lower water table. Although the increase in Cheno-Ams and decrease
These patterns are also noted by Martin (1963), in composites at Site 33 North is not as conspicuous
Schoenwetter (1970), and others along with the as those between Martin's Pollen Zones II and I and
preference of Cheno-Ams for more alkaline soils between Hafsten's Zones A2 and Al, the cor-

* and the association of Cheno-Ams with heavy sum- respondence of the change in the relative propor-
mer rains and composites with light summer rains tions in these three areas does lend credence to the
in the Southwest. reality of the observed increase in Cheno-Am pollen

The pollen composition of samples from Zones 3, and decrease in grass and composite pollen in Zone
4A. 4, and 5A at Pollen Sampling Location One and 2 of Site 33 North.
Zone 3A at Pollen Sampling Location Two are too Although the ecological preferences of Cheno-
similar to one another to suggest anything other Ams and composites may be useful in the inter-
than that they were probably the products of pretation of stratigraphy, Martin (1963) warns that
similar environments. However, the pollen spectra the Cheno-Am and composite pollen content of
from Zone 2 samples are much different from those sediments may not by itself provide information on
of lower soil zones. At Pollen Sampling Location the regional climate. This is perhaps most evident

* Three where the preservation of pollen in Zone 2 from the suggestion that the period of Zone 2
soils appears to be better than at Pollen Sampling deposition may be characterized by less effective
Location One, the percentages of Cheno-Ams are precipitation or perhaps by increased aridity and
about 5% to 15% higher, composites are roughly more energetic summer thunderstorms with in-
5% lower, and grasses are somewhat lower than the creased runoff. Increased aridity and runoff do not
percentages for these pollen types in the lower soil intuitively go together without some auxiliary infor-
zones. The pollen spectra from Zone 2 at Pollen mation which is not provided by the relative con-
Sampling Location One also reflects these changes tribution of Cheno-Ams and composites. To this
in the contribution of Cheno-Am, grass, and com- end, the contribution of pine, oak, walnut, and
posite pollen, but the differences are more marked hackberry to the pollen spectra of Pollen Sampling
because of the suspected differential preservation of Location One will be considered.
pollen. Pine pollen is not well represented in the lower

The increase of Cheno-Am pollen and the soil zones of Site 33 North, but it increases
decrease of composite and grass pollen for the noticeably in Zone 2 deposits. High percentages of
period between 2150-2050 BP and 550-450 BP may Pine pollen in desert areas far from coniferous
be taken to indicate less effective precipitation and forests can be attributed to long distance transport

. perhaps heavier summer thunderstorms with more and to relative enhancement by poor local pollen
runoff leading to arroyo cutting and dissection of production (Hevly, et al. 1965; Martin and Mehr-
valley border sediments than during the earlier inger 1965). Thus, the higher percentages of pine in
period represented by the samples from Zones 3, Zone 2 samples may be indicative of a decrease in
3A, 4A, 4, and 5A. This interpretation generally local pollen production corresponding to a period of
follows that derived from the analysis of the less effective precipitation or of greater aridity.
stratigraphy of Site 33 (Chapter V). The aggrada- These conditions could also be responsible for
tion of the alluvial fan from sometime prior to reduced vegetation cover which can, in turn, result
4450-3750 BP to sometime before 2150-2050 BP is in greater runoff during heavier summer rain
followed by dissection of the alluvial fan with ar- storms.
royo cutting and the establishment of sand dunes. The percentages of oak, walnut, and hackberry
The stratigraphy of Site 33 is correlated with that of are much larger for the lower soil zones than they

. other areas of the Southwest and suggests that there are for Zone 2 of Site 33 North. These three pollen
was a decrease in effective precipitation or an in- types also occur consistently in the lower soil zones
crease in aridity and that there were more energetic but infrequently in the samples from Zone 2. The
summer rain storms during the period of Zone 2 decrease in the pollen of these species, which are not
deposition than during the deposition of the earlier found near Site 33 today, suggests a period of in-

* soil zones, creased aridity or of less effective precipitation dur-
The relative increase in Cheno-Am pollen and the ing the deposition of Zone 2 that also had its effect

decrease in composite pollen from the lower soil on the pollen production of these species. The
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closest walnut is found in mountains north of the monsoonal rains before 5000-4000 BP. It is unfor-
study area in New Mexico, and hackberry and oak tunate that the sample from Zone 5 at Pollen
occur in the Franklin Mountains east of Site 33 and Sampling Location Two did not have adequate
in the lower elevations of other nearby mountains, amounts of pollen to allow additional comments on
O'Laughlin (1977a) and Van Devender and Riskind the older sediments at Site 33 North. palynological
(1979) note the probable diminution in the numbers studies will hopefully continue at Site 33 with the
of oak, hackberry, and other mesophytic species as analysis of more samples from the deeper portions
a result of increasing aridity within the last 2,000 of Zone 5 which may provide information on sug-
years in the Hueco Mountains east of El Paso. gested changes in vegetation and climate at

The discussion above has been oriented towards 5000-4000 BP.
contrasting the pollen composition of samples from The pollen samples from Zones 3, 3A, 4A, 4, and
Zone 2 with that of the lower soil zones of Site 33 5A date from sometime prior to 4450-3750 BP to

- North. However, it should be emphasized that the sometime before 2150-2050 BP. The pollen spectra
differences between Zone 2 and the lower soil zones of these soil zones are similar to one another and not
in pollen composition are viewed as being relatively greatly dissimilar to that of the surface sample. The
small and not indicative of a change in climate, climate is suggested to have been much like that of
Allowing for the effects of differential preservation today with most of the precipitation falling during
of pollen in subsurface samples and the particularly the summer months. Differences in pollen composi-
poor preservation of pollen in Zone 2 samples at tion between these soil zones and Zone 2 imply,
Pollen Sampling Location One, all of the pollen however, that precipitation was more effective,
spectra from Site 33 North appear to be very similar perhaps somewhat greater annually, ad that

and indicative of a single climate. Large changes in runoff was less energetic during the deposition of
" vegetation are not suggested for the last 4,000 or the lower soil zones than it was during the deposi-

perhaps 5,000 years by the pollen spectra of Site 33 tion of Zone 2. These views conform to those
S.North, although a slight reduction in vegetation developed as a result of the study of the stratigraphy

cover and a probable increase in desert shrubs for of Site 33 (Chapter V) where evidence of alluvial
the period between 2150-2050 BP and 550-450 BP aggradation is recognized sometime before
could be argued from the pollen data. 2150-2050 BP and arroyo cutting and duning

The pollen sample from Zone 4 dates to thereafter. Numerous studies are reviewed in
4450-3750 BP, and the sample from Zone 5A is older Chapter V that suggest more mesic or more arid in-
but of uncertain age. At about 5000-4000 BP tervals during the period covered by the deposition
changes in Southwestern climate have been propos- of Zones 3, 4, and 5; however, such variations in the
ed which generally follow two opposing views. On environment are not evident in the few pollen
the basis of alluvial stratigraphy. Antevs (1955) in- samples from these soil zones from Site 33 North.
fers a hot and dry climate for the period before Evidence of arroyo cutting is noted in the upper
5000-4000 BP which he calls the Altithermal and a portions of Zone 3 which is correlated with an arid
moister and cooler climate comparable to that of to- interval and arroyo cutting reported elsewhere in
day for the period after 5(0XM 4(XX) BP which he calls the Southwest at about 2500 BP (Antevs 1955). The
the Medithermal. Martin ('963) suggests from pollen spectrum from Zone 3 does not reflect a more
palynological studies that the wriod before arid interval and does not differ from the spectra
5000-4000 BP was probably characterized by heavy from either Zone 3A or the lower soil zones. It is
summer monsoonal rains with greater precipitation quite possible that the pollen samples from Zones 3
than occurred afterwards. and 3A date to somewhat before 2500 BP and

The pollen samples fruti Zon.s 4 and 5A do not therefore should not be expected to provide infor-
differ appreciably frorn ,i' anoth'r or from the mation on this later incident of arroyo cutting.
samples from Zones 3, 3A. and [,A. This suggests Freeman (1972) infers a drying trend beginning
that the samples froni Zones 4 and 5A are to recent some"me between 2200 and 1100 BP from his
to contain evidence of changes in climate and pollen record of deposits in southern New Mexico.

' vegetation which may have o,'ctrred at about This drying trend could be temporally correlated
5000-4000 BP. Freeman (1072) notes chaniges in with the episode of arroyo cutting in the later
pollen spectra dated to this titin lust north of tlie deposits of Zone 3 or with the intensification of dun-
project area in southern New Mexico whichl he in- ing recorded in Zone 2 sands. However, changes in

- terprets as supporting Antevs' hot and dry Altither- the frequencies of pollen types that occur in
mal. However, changes in pollen composition Freeman's data in a uniform fashion across a
similar to that documented by Freenman have been depositional disconformity representing a hiatus of
taken by Martin as evidence for hIav), sunumer as much of 2,3(X) years may not be reliable. If the
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pollen samples which Freeman takes to indicate a BP. However, the possible alteration of the pollen
drying trend after 2200 BP and before 1100 BP are composition as a result of human activity and wind
discounted because of possible bias in pollen com- erosion of surfaces at the level of this sample and

* position, then the pollen record from Freeman's just above make questionable any environmental
study would show no obvious change in vegetation inference from Sample No. 6. Sample No. 8 has the
for the last 4,000 years. This would certainly be lowest percentage of Cheno-Am and pine pollen

* more in line with the inference drawn from the and the highest percentage of composite pollen of
pollen record of Site 33 North. In this case any sample from Zone 2, and the similarity of the
Freeman's suggested return to more mesic condi- pollen spectrum of Sample No. 8 to those of the soil
tions just prior to 1100 BP based on the presumed zones below Zone 2 suggests an interval of increased
previous drying trend would also lose its effective precipitation which may date after 1300
significance. This will have some bearing on the BP and certainly before 1050-850 BP. Bryson and
discussion of variability in samples from Zone 2. Wendland (1967), Hill and Hevly (1968), and

The pollen composition of samples from Zone 2 Schoenwetter (1970) are among those who infer a
has been taken to reflect a period of somewhat less more mesic environment for portions of the
effective precipitation than during the deposition of Southwest for times approximating those for Sam-
the lower soil zones. It has also been implied that ple Nos. 6 and 8. Closer to El Paso, Freeman (1972)
runoff may have been more energetic with a possi- suggests a more mesic interval beginning about
ble increase in the intensity of summer thunder- 1100 BP in southern New Mexico, but the evidence

* . storms or a decrease in vegetation cover. Slope ero- for the implied increase in effective precipitation
sion, arroyo cutting, and the dissection of alluvial has been questioned above. Van Devender and
fans bordering the valley would all tend to decrease Worthington (1977), however, do note a wet period
available soil moisture to plants and would remove just prior to 1000 BP in southwestern New Mexico.
or disturb soils and vegetation. All of these effects Once again, it should be emphasized that variation
could be argued from the apparent increase in in the pollen composition of samples from Zone 2
Cheno-Ams seen in the samples from Zone 2. The may be attributable to factors other than climate
pollen spectra from Zone 2 are not totally like one and vegetation and that implications of more moist
another, and intervals of more, or less, effective or arid intervals within the time span covered by
precipitation could be suggested from lower or the deposition of Zone 2 are based on a limited in-
higher percentages of Cheno-Ams or other pollen vestigation of these soils and should be viewed with
types. However, the poor preservation of pollen at skepticism.

* Pollen Sampling Location One and possible altera- The goal of the discussion of this palynological
. tions in pollen composition as a result of human ac- study has been to ascertain whether or not pollen is

S-. tivity do not permit firm statements relative to en- present at Site 33 North which might provide
. vironmental variability during the deposition of evidence relevant to past environmental conditions.

Zone 2. In many respects this goal has been achieved but
Of the 11 pollen samples from Zone 2 at Pollen there remains debatable opinions concerning fac-

Sampling Location One, four samples stand out as tors that may have affected the relative importance
having higher or lower percentages of Cheno-Ams of pollen types. The more important of these factors
and other pollen types (Figure 17). The pollen com- are the movement of pollen within soil profiles,
positions of Sample Nos. 2 and 3 are noted as having differential preservation of pollen with differences
the highest percentages of Cheno-Ams and the in the nature of depositional units, and alteration of
lowest percentages of grasses for any of the samples the pollen composition as a result of human activi-

" from Site 33 North and can be taken as indicative of ty. These factors have been accounted for in some
an interval of effective annual precipitation that detail, and it has been possible to suggest some
was less than that of any other time represented by trends in the pollen record at Site 33 North.
the samples from Site 33 North. These samples date However, the evident poor preservation of pollen in
between 1050-850 and 550-450- BP, and an interval most of the samples from Zone 2 and the representa-
of decreased annual effective moisture or increased tion of all other zones by only one or two samples
aridity has also been suggested for the Southwest does not make a strong case in favor of some of the
during this also been suggete (1955), Bryan interpretations of the pollen record. The cor-
(1954), Bryson and Wendland (1967), Hill and Hey- respondence of changes in the percentages of major

* ly (1968), Schoenwetter (1970), and many others, pollen types with inferences drawn from the
Sample No. 6 exhibits a very low percentage of stratigraphy of Site 33. (Chapter V) is of some com-
Cheno-Ams and a high percentage of grasses which fort and adds credence to observed trends in the
suggests a more mesic period just prior to 1050-850 pollen spectra from Site 33 North. Still, implica-
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tions from the pollen record are best left to con- similar pollen compositions which suggest corn-
siderations of overall changes in the pollen spectra parability in vegetation and climate. The pollen
for long periods of time and not to short time inter- spectra of these samples differ from those of Zone 2
vals such as those for Zone 2. In this respect, the which implies a period of somewhat decreased an-
overall similarity of the pollen composition of nual effective moisture (and perhaps considerable
samples from Site 33 North indicates that there has temporal variation in precipitation patterns) from

- been no large change in vegetation or climate in the 2150-2050 BP to 550-450 BP. Although a reduction
, project area for the last 4,000 or perhaps 5,000 in grass cover and an increase in desert shrub com-

years. Periods of relatively more or less effective munities within the last 100 years or so have been
- precipitation are, nonetheless, perceptible in the noted by others with the aid of historic documents

pollen records. The samples dating from shortly (see Gardner 1951; York and Dick-Peddie 1969),
before 4450-3750 BP to sometime prior to there are no pollen samples from Site 33 North for

- 2150-2050 BP, the modern surface sample, and the the period from 550-450 BP to about 100 BP which
sample from the upper portion of Zone 1 reported would allow comment on this period or on more re-

" by Horowitz, Gerald, and Chaiffetz (n.d.) have cent changes in vegetation.
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CHAPTER VII

MACROFLORAL AND FAUNAL REMAINS

The results of macrofloral and faunal studies at stem succulents, and some of the leaf succulents and
Sites 29, 33, and 34 are presented in this chapter. added the miscellaneous and unidentifiable plant
These studies were designed to provide information parts such as barks, leaves, and spines to Tables 5
on past vegetational environments and possible and 6.
prehistoric uses of plant and animal species. There are 777 charcoal specimens enumerated in
Macrofloral remains are considered under the two Tables 5 and 6, and these specimens represent all of
analytic categories of charcoal and seeds; comments the leaf and stem succulents, grasses, and uniden-
on the faunal material follow those on the tifiable plant parts and nearly all of the charcoal
macrofioral remains. from woody perennial plants. The specimens of

woody perennials which were not analyzed are
Charcoal from Pits 6 and 7, Small Fire-cracked Rock Hlearths

1, 2, 7, and 94, and Large Fire-cracked Rock
All pieces of charcoal from woody perennial Features 1, 2, and 3 from Zone 2 at Site 33. The

* plants with any dimension of 0.5 cm or larger were abundance of charcoal in these features made it
segregated for species identification from smaller necessary to sample the charcoal from these features
pieces ofcharcoal or recognizable plant parts based on stem diameter and possible kinds of wood
(spines, leaves, etc.) during the field excavation of The features from which charcoal was identified are

* features and 1 mn squares and during the laboratory clearly noted in Tables 5 and 6, and the non-feature
preparation of soil samples to be processed for the category in these tables includes pooled samples
recovery of seeds and other small plant and animal from I mn square excavation units where no feature
remains. A minimum dimension of 0.5 cm was the was evidenced or recognized. The non-feature area
lower size limit for which charcoal specimens could of Site 34 comprises only one sample, while 29 (7
be easily snapped and manipulated so as to allow from soil cores) and six samples are incorporafed in-
microscopic inspection of the structure of the wood. to the non-feature areas of Zone 2 and Zone 4
Some charcoal was also separately packaged in respectively of Site 33. The number of specimens for
aluminum foil for possible radiocarbon dating from each site and zone reflects the differential preserva-
many features and levels of the excavated 1 mn tion of charcoal. There are 15 specimens for Site 34,

* squares, but the taking of radiocarbon samples did 92 for Zone 4 at Site 33, and 670 for Zone 2 at Site
not pose a problem with the respect to diminishing 33. Very little charcoal was found in the exposed
the size or representation of samples for plant iden- features and shallow deposits of Site 34, and most of
tification. Those locations from which charcoal was the charcoal from Z, ne 4 at Site 33 was preserved as
taken for radiocarbon samples either had charcoal very small fragments. Preservation of charcoal was
of insufficient size for identification purposes or ade- best in the more recent deposits of Zone 2 at Site 33.
quate amounts of charcoal which would permit the In addition, no charcoal of sufficient size for iden-
partitioning of charcoal into the two types of tification was recovered from Small Fire-cracked
samples on the basis of the diameters of specimens Rock Hearth 1 at Site 29 or from Pit 9 in Zone 5 at

* and the suspected differences in the kinds of wood. Site 33 North.
The identification of charcoal from woody peren- The representation of species in the charcoal

nial plants, as well as that from some of the leaf suc- from Sites 33 and 34 is probably biased as a result of
Antro spologideearc LabDoaoRiesama of tesb the prehitrinc ceinbiants o heseticula sitesn
cuAntsr spoideerc byaDonnatorCapma of Tesb the preren c fnhraitants ofr h areticl usiesan
A&M University and is summarized in Tables 5 and shuld not be taken as a direct measure of the com-
6. Paul Minnis, who is currently associated with the position of the vegetation on or near these sites.

* Mimbres Foundation at the University of New Mex- However, the species identified in the charcoal from
ico, recognized the leaf fibers from Pit 5 of Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34 may .vell suggest the occurrence of
Site 33 as being from a species of Yucca, and the at least these species in the vicinity of these sites.
writer also furnished identifications of the grasses, This is supported by the studies of Ford (1977),
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Holloway (n.d.), and O'Laughlin (1979) where the species make-up of each of the occupational zones.
Woods recorded by them in archeological sites near These better represented species will be considered
El Paso generally follow the contemporary ecolog- below along with some preliminary comments on
ical distribution of these same plants. In this respect the kinds of features manifest in the occupational
many of the species presently found on or near Sites zones.
33 and 34 and described in Chapter VI also occur in Species of the genus Prosopis dominate the iden-
the charcoal samples from these sites. These species tifled, perennial woods at Sites 33 and 34. These

. include mesquite, four-wing saltbush, and creosote- species include mesquite and tornillo which were
bush which are the principal species present today not distinguished from one another in most of the
on the alluvial fan of Sites 33 and 34; desert willow, "harcoal specimens, although mesquite specifically

Apache plume, little-leaf sumac, acacia, sagebrush, was identified somewhat more often than tornilho.
mesquite, and Mormon tea, or joint fir, which are Mesquite and tornillo make up over 8an of the

found in the arrovo east of Sites 33 and 34 or in idete a wornils and occr in ofe

other nearby arrovos: cottonwood, tornillo, wolf- te rom ea oth occuain oes.of the samples from each of the occupational zones.
berry, mesquite, and four-wing saltbush which are
important species of the floodplain and valley Mesquite wood makes an excellent fuel by yielding
border; and creosotebush which currently is the a 'ed of hot, slow burning coals, and the same may
major species of gravelly terraces and ridges above be true of tornillo. Mesquite was the most common
the valley floor, firewood noted for sites in the Hueco Bolson east of

Besides the presence of species in the charcoal El Paso and was apparently selected over other
samples which are major components of the modern woods at those sites where it is not particularly
vegetation on or near Sites 33 and 34, it is also noted abundant today (Ford 1977: ttolloway nd.:
that the representation of woody perennial species O'Laughlin 1979).
in the charcoal samples is comparable in Zone 2 of The deposits that compose Zone 2 if Sites :33 aind
Site 33, Zone 2 of Site 34, and Zone 4 of Site 33. 34 are thought to be the result of short term ;An( in
There are obvious differences between the occu- termittent occupations of the alluvial fan for a bin

pational zones of Sites 33 and 34 in terms of the ited range of activities centering on the use of iidl
number of identified taxa, but these differences are and large fire-cracked rock features and %ari, ,i, pit,

largely attributable to variation in sample size. On- in which fires were built. With the 'xtt, i '
ly two taxa are recognizable in the 12 identifiable 4, mesquite or tornillo was recoNered fr,; it "
specimens from Site 34, whereas 12 different woody samples with identifiabl charo.,al f r,,i.
perennial types are recorded for the 475 identifica- Zone 2. This finding attect\ t,, 0,4
tions of charcoal from Zone 2 at Site 33. Seven taxa mesquite and perhap ,, . t: ,
are also noted for the 78 identifiable pieces of char- ever, the use of im-sqlit, .nd
coal from Zone 4 at Site 3:3, and the differences be- cupations \%hich prdi, i. ,

. twecn Zones 2 and 4 of Site :33 are in five species Site33 is no1 o,,.,v i.i

which occurred in sanqdles from only one or two pear to, bu I,nr

locations of Zone 2. Dissimilarity between the occu- evidnc ti c,.,',
' pationai zones of Sites :33 and 34 in the noniber of art, idht .o,-:

represented woody perennials corresponds to vari- Z4 il I .
ation in the number (if identified charcoal spec- 1 TOW'
imens (and the number iif locations sampled) and,
does not necessarily imply temporal dissiinilarit\ in

plant communities near these sites or differet'nes m1
human activities. In addition, nist specit i(( itiii

for a small percentage of the total t iiii i

specimens or occur infriquentl\ m .,, 1 , 1 ,

of the occiipational z/o s. Alth! ,ii? ti,

represented species arc ilior sui 1 ,, ,

sample size, t here dt -'s li it ,11 ,,

disparity in the cmn,,i ,, si,i i.
(arroyo, floodplain. i,
larger samples ii /ii,
similarit\ (of i il
Sites 33 and 'I i.

eonlit rihiut i,.
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Creosotebush and cottonwood occur less fre- pieces of charcoal are subsumed under the category
quently in samples and account for a much smaller of burned green wood. This category contains those
percentage of the identified charcoal of woody per- pieces of charcoal whose cellular structure has been

* ennials from Site 33 than mesquite or tornillo, but expanded or exploded to give a netted appearance
they are somewhat better represented than any of to transverse sections of stems. Although these
the other species. Creosotebush is the third most im- specimens are thought to be from wood which was
portant woody perennial for Zone 4 and was found burned when green, this is not a certainty. These
in more samples from Zone 2 than any of the other specimens are uncommon in the materials from
species except mesquite or tornillo and cottonwood. Zone 4 of Site 33 and occur in some of the pits and
Even though creosotebush is of minor importance small fire-cracked rock hearths from Zone 2 of Site
when compared to mesquite or tornillo, the fre- 33. However, all of the large fire-cracked rock
quency of occurrence of creosotebush in samples features of Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34 were found to
suggests that it was an important species of the have some charcoal which is presumed to be from
vegetation on the alluvial fan and probably on the burned green wood. Differences between small fire-
nearby hillsides during the times of occupation of cracked rock hearths and large fire-cracked rock
Zones 2 and 4 at Site 33. features will be elaborated in Chapter VIII, but it

Cottonwood represents only a small percentage can be noted here that the large fire-cracked rock
of the identified wood from Zone 4 and was re- features are very much larger than the small fire-
covered from only one more sample than the least cracked rock hearths and that the provisioning of
frequently occurring species for this zone. How- the larger features with fire-wood gathered on or
ever, cottonwood ranks just below mesquite or torn- near these sites may have necessitated at times the
illo in importance of woody perennials from Zone 2 use of some green wood.
in terms of its percentage of the identified charcoal Grass stems were recovered from some of the pits,
and frequency of occurrence. Much of the charcoal small fire-cracked rock hearths, and large fire-
of cottonwood is from Pits 5, 6, and 7 which are cracked rock features of Zone 2 at Site 33 where
located next to one another and were probably in they were used conceivably as tinder or possibly to
use at the same time. A radiocarbon sample from cover food stuffs being baked in these features.
Pit 7 yielded a BC/AD corrected date of AD 1500 + Basehart (1974) records the use of grass by the
110 which is the latest radiocarbon date for Zone 2 Mescalero Apache as both a tinder and a covering
at Site 33. The percentage of identified charcoal material for the leaf succulents baked in pits with
and the frequency of occurrence of cottonwood for heated stones. One unidentifiable grass stem was
Zone 2 would be comparable to that for cottonwood found in a house from Zone 4 of Site 33 and impres-

*"', in Zone 4 and closer to that of other woody peren- sions in roofing clay from houses of Zone 4 certainly
nials of minor importance in Zones 2 and 4 if it were indicate the use of grass in the superstructures of
not for the counts of cottonwood charcoal from Pits these dwellings (Chapter VIII). Reed fragments
5, 6, and 7. The reason for finding so much cotton- were also retrieved from one house of Zone 4, where
wood in pits near one another and dating to the they may have been used in roof construction or

" later part of the Zone 2 occupation is not known. household furnishings.
Speculation on the importance of cottonwood in Stem succulents are not well documented in the
Pits 5, 6, and 7 could include the depletion of mes- charcoal specimens from the occupational zones of
quite and perhaps tornillo fuels on or near Site 33 Site 33; they are questionably noted for one sample
by previous occupations, the existence of stands of from each of Zones 2 and 4. Two fragments of what

• cottonwood closer to Site 33 than they had been might be part of the stem of Turk's cap were found
before, or the distortion of averages with small in a possible house of Zone 4. There is no known
samples. No matter what the explanation for the ethnographic record for use of the stems of Turk's

. cottonwood in Pits 5, 6, and 7 might be, the nota- cap, but the green fruits of this cactus are reported
tion of cottonwood in both Zones 2 and 4 of Site 33 to be edible (Benson 1969). Turk's cap does not oc-
would certainly seem to indicate the proximity of cur in close proximity to Site 33 but it is a common

" cottonwood in the past although it does not occur cactus of the Upper Bajada and Mountain environ-
today on the floodplain adjacent to Site 33. mental zones. A possible cactus spine was recovered

Unidentifiable pieces of charcoal from Sites 33 from one of the large fire-cracked rock features of
and 34 include small fragments of branchc,, bark, Zone 2. This questionable spine compares favorably
and leaves, which could not be accurately assigned with those of the genus Opuntia (prickly pear and
to particular woody taxa, and a number of woody cholla) whose green stems are edible. The stems of
spines which are probably from mesquite, tornillo, some species of Opuntia may be eaten raw or after

• ,:or acacia. The largest number of unidentifiable boiling, and the pit baking of Opuntia stems is
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noted for the Pima and Papago of Arizona (Castet- features at Site 33 where fire-cracked rock features
ter and Bell 1942). Some pit baking of cacti may are numerous in Zone 2 occupations but sparse and

' have been done in the pits, small fire-cracked rock small in Zone 4. The covariance of remains of leaf
. hearths, and large fire-cracked rock features of Sites succulents and fire-cracked rock features in the oc-

33 and 34 or even Site 29, but there is little evidence cupational deposits of Site 33 and the actual finding
to suggest that this was the case. of specimens of leaf succulents in some of the fire-

The utilization of leaf succulents as a food cracked rock features would suggest that fire-
resource by various historic Indian groups over cracked rock features of Site 33 and Sites 29 and 34
much of Mexico and adjacent arid areas of the were used in the processing of the hearts and leaf
American Southwest has been noted by many (Base- bases of leaf succulents. Some pits have burned

* hart 1974; Bell and Castetter 1941; Castetter, Bell pieces of leaf succulents in them and may also have
and Grove 1938; Pennington 1963; and others). The been utilized in baking leaf succulents.
parts of these plants which were eaten varies some- The inference that small and large fire-cracked
what with the species concerned and include the rock features and some pits at the archeological sites
young flower stalk, flowers, fruits, seeds, and the of this project were used to process leaf succulents is
leaf bases and heart or central stem or caudex. a tenuous argument when based solely on carbon-
Flower stalks, flowers, fruits, and seeds are de- ized plant remains found in these features or oc-
scribed as being eaten raw or needing little process- cupational deposits. Inasmuch as the intended use
ing prior to storage or consumption. However, the of these features was likely to convert plant
leaf bases and hearts of leaf succulents are most materials into more usable forms, it should not be
often recorded as requiring pit baking with heated expected that large quantities of burned vegetal
stones from one to several days prior to consump- foods would be found in them except possibly as
tion or further processing for consumption or byproducts of consumption or further processing.
storage. Although a number of carbonized pieces of leaf suc-

Soap-tree yucca (Yucca elata) which occurs in culents was found in the fire-cracked rock features
small numbers on Sites 33 and 34 and in nearby ar- and some of the pits of Site 33, other plant materials
royos and on a few nearby sandy ridge-tops, and recovered Lom these features include the previously
sotol (Dasylirion wheeleri) which occurs in the Up- mentioned cactus spine and numerous seeds
per Bajada and Mountain environmental zones, are described in the next section. Thus, it would be
two species whose use by the Mescalero Apache in possible to infer a wide range of activities such as
southern New Mexico and extreme western Texas is the boiling, parching, roasting, and baking of plant
detailed by Basehart (1974). Lechuguilla (Agave materials from the carbonized plant remains found
lecheguilla) which is common in the Upper Bajada in the fire-cracked rock features and pits. Similar
and Mountain environmental zones is also suggested problems in ascertaining from carbonized plant
to have been used by the Mescalero Apache (Matson materials the uses of similar features in open ar-

: and Schroeder 1961), and Agave neomexicana cheological sites of the Hueco Bolson east of El Paso
which is very similar to lechuguilla but found in have been encountered recently by Ford (1977),
fewer numbers and gerenally at higher elevations Gasser (n.d.), Holloway (n.d.), O'Laughlin (1979),
than lechuguilla is reported by Castetter, Bell, and and Wetterstrom (1978; n.d.) whose studies yielded
Grove (1938) to have been used by the Mescalero identifications of small numbers of leaf succulents,
Apache. The Mescalero Apache prepared the hearts native seeds, and introduced cultigens but little
of all of these leaf succulents by pit baking with assurance as to use of features containing fire-
heated stones, and it is likely that the heart of datil cracked rock or burned caliche. Fire-cracked rock
(Yucca torreyi), which occurs principally in the Up- features and pits of the archeological sites of this
per Bajada environmental zone and occasionally in project may well have served many functions, but it
drainages of the Lower Bajada environmental zone, will be suggested from descriptions of these features
was prepared in a similar fashion though the use of and considerations of the regional distributions of
the heart of datil is not reported for the Mescalero these features and leaf succulents in Chapter VIII
Apache. that the most important activity centering par-

: Leaf succulents are relatively well represented in ticularly on the use of fire-cracked rock features was
the charcoal material from Zone 2 at Site 33 while the processing of leaf succulents. This implication
only one questionable piece of a carpel of yucca or has already been alluded to in Chapter III from the
agave was found in a non-feature area of Zone 4. distribution of fire-cracked rock features and leaf
The apportionment of remains of leaf succulents in succulents in the project area.
Zones 2 and 4 of Site 33 parallels the temporal The presentation of identified leaf succulents
distribution of small and large fire-cracked rock from Site 33 in Tables 5 and 6 requires some clar-
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ification because the species which may be repre- found in the Upper Bajada and Mountain en-
sented are not necessarily indicated by the tax- vironmental zones.
onomic headings. The leaf bases and fibers iden- The analysis of charcoal material from Sites 33
tified as being of the genus Yucca are most likely and 34 has made possible some initial statements
from soap-tree yucca which can be found today on about the preference of woods for fuel and house
Site 33 but may include some datil which occurs construction, the occurrence .of woody perennial
infrequently near Site 33. Questionable identifica- species on or near these sites, and the presence of
tions of a leaf base and two leaf fibers to the genus possible subsistence items. Mesquite and perhaps
Yucca are based on morphological grounds. How- tornillo were found to be by far the most abundant
ever, these specimens were too small to insure ac- species represented in the materials from these sites
curacy of identification, and they may also be and are noted as having been used for firewood in
charred remains of sotol or of agave. The leaf base, Zone 2 of Sites 33 and 34 and Zone 4 of Site 33. In
leaf fibers, and pieces of caudex under the category addition, mesquite or tornillo and a number of

.. of Yucca/Agave may be from any of five leaf suc- other small trees and shrubs found today on or near
' culents which include the two above mentioned Site 33 are suggested to have been used in the con-

yucca, sotol, lechuguilla, and Agave neomexicana. struction of the houses of Zone 4 of Site 33. Reeds
Questionable identifications are based on morpho- may also have been incorporated in the roof of one
logical resemblance to parts of these leaf succulents, house of Zone 4 at Site 33. Mesquite, tornillo, and
and it is possible that some questionable specimens the other less well-represented shrubs and trees that
are not even of leaf succulents. Those parts sug- were utilized as firewood or in house construction
gested to be fragments of carpels of a yucca or agave occur on or near Sites 33 and 34 today. The similari-
and certainly not sotol are the least reliable of any ty of the composition of the samples of perennial
of the identifications. woods from the occupational deposits of Zone 2 at

Most of the identifications of leaf succulents from Site 33, which date between 2150-2050 BP and
Zone 2 of Site 33 are leaf bases or fibers of leaves or 550-450 BP, and those from Zone 4 at Site 33, which
portions of the caudex. This could be taken to indi- date to 4450-3750 BP, may indicate that there has
cate the pounding or chewing of leaf succulents been little change in the presence or composition of
after pit baking and the discard of fibers and por- perennial, woody, plant species on or near Site 33
tions of leaves in the open pits. The specimen of for the last 4,000 years. This is generally supported
matter fiber from Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature by the comparability of the less frequently occurr-
3 bears some resemblance to a "quid" which gener- ing species in Zones 2 and 4 of Site 33 which are
ally results with the chewing of the fibrous portions probably less subject to the selective preferences of
of leaf succulents to separate the fleshy portion for the prehistoric inhabitants of this site and thus are
immediate consumption. more reliable indicators of the past vegetation. Rel-

Leaf succulents are reported to be in prime condi- ative stability in vegetation and climate in the proj-
tion, or sweetest, in the spring shortly before to ect area for the last 4,000 or perhaps 5,000 years has
sometime just after the emergence of the inflour- also been inferred from the palynological study of

. escence, although all of the species in the project soils from Site 33 that was presented in Chapter VI.
area could have been collected throughout the year Subsistence items recorded in the charcoal from Site
(Basehart 1974; Bell and Castetter 1941; Castetter, 33 include stem and leaf succulents. Stem succulents
Bell, and Grove 1938). As more information is pro- (cacti) are questionably noted in one sample from
vided on the features and artifacts of Zone 2 at Sites each of Zones 2 and 4, but the importance of these

, 33 and 34 in the following chapters, it will become plants cannot be definitely stated from the meager
increasingly more evident that occupations of Site remains recovered. However, leaf succulents (yuc-
29 and Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34 were intermittent, ca, sotol, and/or agave) were found in the deposits
short, and directed principally towards the process- and features of Zone 2 in sufficient numbers to per-
ing of leaf succulents which probably was a spring mit the suggestion that the processing of these
activity. Any of five leaf succulents could have been plants may have been an important spring activity
processed at these sites, and all five leaf succulents during the occupations of Zone 2 at Site 33. as well
can be found today within 3 to 6 km. However, the as during the occupations of Site 29 and Zone 2 at
discussions of Chapters 1I and III suggest that some Site 34.
of these leaf succulents would have been more im- Seeds
portant than others, and the description of features
in Chapter VIII will include a summary of informa- This section details the analysis of soil samj)les
tion from which it can be suggested that the more from Sites 29, 33, and 34 which were examined

" important leaf succulents would have been those utilizing flotation techniques for the recovery of
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* seeds and other small floral remains. A total of 472 hearth at Site 29 and the sample from Pit 9 of Zone
*soil samples was taken at these sites for the flotation 5 at Site 33. At Sites 33 and 34 flotation samples

reoer fcarbonized plant remains. These in- from features of Zones 2 and 4 were mostly those
eld olsamples from soil cores, hand excavated derived from hand excavation, while non-feature

* features, and arbitrary levels of 1 m square excava- areas were represented primarily by flotation sam-
tions. The soil core samples are comprised of 231 pies taken by soil augering. Flotation samples from
samples from Site 33 and 45 samples from Site 34. non-feature areas were selected to give as wide as
These samples were taken at least every 16 m across psil naelcvrg fteocptoa e
Sites 33 and 34 from the level of greatest discolora- pst fSts3 n 4adi ubr usata
tion with ash and charcoal (see the section on wide enough to not only provide information on non-fea-
interval soil augering in Chapter IV). Soil samples ture areas but to yield sufficient quantities of seeds
from hand excavation are made up of one sample for comparison with those from features. In gener-
from the single, excavated, small fire-cracked rockalcrbnzdpntmeilsnfoainsmls
hearth at Site 29, 187 samples from the excavated alm caronizedant atseral inimflotatio smlst

* features and I m squares of Site 33, and 8 samples frompn-eaeras weigiglshn0 r m minim ai mo
from excavated I m squares and features of Site 34.smlswihn estan01ga n aign
Soil samples from the soil cores generally weighed seeds. The combined flotation samples from Zones 2
between 2 and 4 kilograms, while the hand exca- and 4 from Sites 33 and 34 included 77 samples
vated soil samples often weighed between 4 and 6 from non-feature areas, 17 samples from small fire-
kilograms. cracked rock hearths, 10 samples from large fire-

All of the above mentioned soil samples were pre- cracked rock features, 10 samples from various pits,
pared for analysis in the following manner. The soil and 18 samples from houses.
from each sample was first screened through one The 134 flotation samples selected for further
quarter inch mesh into 2 gallon containers, and processing were thoroughly mixed, and a small por-

*artifacts, pieces of wood charcoal, and rarely small tion of each sample was then scanned under a bi-
*pieces of bone were removed from the screen when nocular microscope at 20 to 40 power for recogniz-

present. Water was then added to the soil, and the able seeds and other plant parts. These specimens
mixture stirred to release the small carbonized plant were separated from the rest of the flotation sample,
materials. After the silt and clay fraction of the soil and additional material from each sample was in-
began settling in the container, the water and float- spected microscopically until one hour had been
ing plant materials were poured from the container spent on each sample. Approximately 50 % to 100 %

mately 0.3 m. Water was once more added to the areas and those samples weighing 0. 1 grams or less
* soil samples and poured through the same cloth were inspected in this manner, while only 2% to

after stirring. This process was repeated until car- 25% of the flotation samples from most of the fea-
bonized plant materials were no longer evident in tures and those samples weighing over 0.1 grams
the soil sample, and the flotation sample was then could generally be viewed in an hour's time. Miscel-

* cleaned of any soil by dipping the folded cloth into laneous plant parts recovered from the flotation
containers of fresh water. The flotation samples samples were few in number, often unidentifiable,
were allowed to air dry and were visually inspected and composed principally of leaf fragments and
for larger pieces of wood charcoal or other plant fibers, bark, and spines. These materials have been
parts before repackaging. The dry weight of flota- included with the charcoal specimens of the pre-
tion samples was often less than 0.1 grams but vious section. Seeds and fruits found in the flotation
ranged as high as 265 grams. samples were categorized to type, and the writer

Given the large number of flotation samples from provided identifications of most seeds and fruits.
Sites 29, 33, and 34, it was not possible under the Paul Minnis, who furnished identifications for some
fiscal constraints and research directives of this proj- of the material in the previous section, aided in the
ect to separate recognizable plant parts from all of identification of some of the more difficult speci-
the samples. Therefore, samples were selected from mens. The identified seeds and fruits from Sites 29,
these sites which would provide information on 33, and 34 are presented in Table 7.
manifest deposits and kinds of features. Twenty-- The identified seeds and fruits enumerated in

*eight percent of the flotation samples were chosen Table 7 are all carbonized with the possible excep-
for further processing from each of the two kinds of tion of the seeds of Turk's cap which may only be
soil samples (e.g. soil core or hand excavation) for a blackened from oxidation. Seeds which were too
total of 134 samples. These flotation samples includ- fragmentary for species determination are included

*ed the sample from the small fire-cracked rock in the category of unidentifiable seeds, and those
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seeds which were complete enough for species rec- aration, and consumption, food plant remains
ognition but could not be identified are subsumed should be relatively common whereas plants used
under the heading of unknown seeds. In addition to for such things as medicine or emetics and in the
the few burned seeds and fruits in some of the flota- manufacture of tools, containers, etc., should occur
tion samples, unburned seeds and fruits were also infrequently in the carbonized floral remains from
recovered from nearly all of the flotation samples. these sites. The use of perennial woods and grass as
Non-carbonized seeds and fruits were most common firewood and tinder has been detailed in the pre-
in the soil samples obtained from near the surface of vious section; the possible utilization as firewood
Sites 29, 33, and 34 but were found in soil samples and tinder of the species represented by burned
taken from over 1 m below the surface at Site 33. seeds and fruits will be taken up later in this section.

An appreciable degree of similarity was observed Food items indicated by the burned seeds and
between the taxa represented in the unburned and fruits from Sites 33 and 34 can be divided into two
burned seeds and fruits from Sites 33 and 34. A groups on the basis of season of peak availability.
large number of species, particularly herbaceous The first group is composed of goosefoot or lambs-
annuals, was noted among the unburned seeds and quarter, pigweed or amaranth, purslane, dock, tan-
fruits of flotation samples, and species occuring to- sy mustard, smartweed, and bulrush which have
day in floodplain environments were recorded only edible seeds and greens that are best gathered from
in the burned seeds and fruits of flotation samples late spring into the summer. Smartweed and bul-
from House 4 of Zone 4 at Site 33. These latter spe- rush also have edible rootstocks that could be
cies include tornillo, smartweed, and bulrush. gathered at the same time. The second group is
Charred prickly pear seeds were also found in comprised of the fruits of prickly pear, Turk's cap,
House 4, and this species is found infrequently near mesquite, tornillo, and acacia (probably Aracia
Sites 33 and 34 and is more important in the Upper constricta. or whitethorn) and the seeds of grasses
Bajada and Mountain environmental zones. A few which become available in late summer and can be
questionably burned seeds of Turk's cap were pres- gathered well into the fall. There are too few seeds
ent in flotation samples from Site 33 and 34, and ad- from Site 34 for a firm statement regarding the
ditional unburned seeds of this species were ob- importance of these possible subsistence items, but
tained from other samples at these sites. Turk's cap both groups of food items are represented in both
has a distribution comparable to that of prickly Zones 2 and 4 of Site 33. The burned seeds and
pear and is a rare species near Sites 33 and 34. The fruits of Zones 2 and 4 at Site 33 could be taken as
charred remains of prickly pear, tornillo, smart- indicative of occupations at least from late spring
weed, and bulrush in flotation samples from House into fall and the use of a wide variety of plant foods.
4 of Zone 4 at Site 33 suggest that these items were In addition, the burned floral remains from Zone 4
accumulated as a result of human activities since at Site 33 suggest the collecting of plant foods from
they are not found on Site 33 today; it is not expec- a number of environmental zones as distant as 3 to 6
table for them to have been present on Site 33 dur- km from the site. However, the evidence for these
ing the Zone 4 occupation. However, all other spe- suppositions is equivocal because of the few burned
cies occur naturally in the soils of Sites 33 and 34, seeds and fruits recovered from the flotation sam-
and the finding of so few burned seeds and fruits of pies and the poor representation or noticeable ab-
these species does not provide unquestionable evi- sence of species which were probably important
dence for their use by the inhabitants of these sites, subsistence items.
The following discussion of plant species present or The number of burned seeds and fruits found in
absent in the flotation samples and the distribution flotation samples is not impressive in view of the
of carbonized seeds and fruits in the deposits and number of samples which were processed and in-
features of Sites 33 and 34 should provide a basis for spected microscopically. Excluding the four
evaluating the significance of these floral remains, samples from House 4 of Zone 4 at Site 33, burned

All of the plants represented by burned seeds and seeds and fruits were encountered in only 23% of
fruits in the flotation samples from Sites 33 and 34 the flotation samples from Sites 29, 33, and 34 for
have ethnographically recorded uses such as food, an average of one burned seed or fruit for every 2.5
medicine, emetics, firewood, and manufactured samples. Charred seeds and fruits did not occur in
articles (Basehart 1974: Kenmotsu 1977; Harring- sufficient numbers in samples from non-feature
ton and Matsumura 1967; Smith 1977). The con- areas or samples frem features other than House 4
cern here, however, is with the possible role these to allow the direct -nferenre of subsistence acti%-
plants may have played in subsistence activities at ities. Once more, with the exc(,ption of the mater-
these sites. That is, since subsistence was a daily ials from House 4, all of the burned seeds and fruits
concern involving food procurement, storage, prep- from Sites 33 and 34 have unburned counterparts in
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the soils of these sites. This suggests that many of the prickly pear (Chapter VI). The high percentages of
seeds and fruits may have been burned accidentally Opuntia pollen in Zone 4 at Site 33 suggest that
or incidentally to other activities at these sites. prickly pear may be underrepresented, in terms of

None of the recorded plant species from Sites 33 its dietary importance, in the flotation samples from
and 34 appears to be better represented than any of Zone 4 at Site 33.
the others if the occurrence of seeds and fruits of Wolfberry (Lycium df. pallidum) is noted as oc-
prickly pear, tornillo, smartweed, and dock in curring as a high percentage in the pollen from one
House 4 of Zone 4 at Site 33 is ignored. One could soil sample of Zone 2 at Site 33 (Chapter VI). This
also infer from these data that subsistence activities species, which produces an edible berry, occurs on
were directed equally toward the various species in the floodplain near Sites 33 and 34 (Harrington and
accordance with their season of availability. Matsumura 1967). Wolfberry also appears to be
However, the poor representation of mesquite and underrepresented in the carbonized seeds from Sites
tornillo also indicate that the occurrence of burned 33 and 34.
seeds and fruits in the soils of Sites 33 and 34 may be Cattail (Typha latijolia) pollen is reported from
explained in ways that do not include their possible the fill of House 2 of Zone 4 at Site 33 by Horowitz,
contribution to prehistoric diets. Mesquite and Gerald, and Chaiffetz (n.d.), but cattail was not
tornillo were widely used by historic Indian groups found in the carbonized floral remains of Sites 33
of the Southwest (Bell and Castetter 1937) and have and 34 although it may have occurred on the
been found with some consistency in Formative floodplain near these sites. The rootstocks, young
period residential sites of the El Paso area (Brook stems, and flowering stalks of cattail are all edible
1966; 1980; Ford 1977; Wetterstrom 1978). The (Harrington and Matsumura 1967).
fruits of mesquite and tornillo are fairly large and Finally, the uncertain occurrence of corn pollen
easily gathered in the fall, and both species occur on in soil samples from Zones 2 and 4 at Site 33 was not
or near Sites 33 and 34. Given the large size of the substantiated by the finding of macrofloral remains
fruits of mesquite and tornillo and the probable im- of corn at Site 33 or Sites 29 and 34 (Chapter VI).
portance of these species to prehistoric populations Carbonized remains of corn are easily identified,
of the El Paso area, it is thought that the fruits of and the absence of corn in the flotation samples
these species should have been well represented in from these sites provides yet another example of ex-
the burned floral remains from Sites 33 and 34. pectable subsistence items that were not found in
Therefore, the recovery of so few seeds and fruits of the carbonized materials from these sites. Unlike
these species lends little credence to any implication some of the naturally occuring plant species which
of subsistence activities from the burned seeds and are potential food items near Sites 29, 33, and 34,
fruits at Sites 33 and 34 other than those which have corn would not be expected to occur with great fre-
been suggested from the materials in House 4. This quency at any of these sites. Corn may well have
is particularly evident when it is realized that the been of only minor or of no importance during the
fruits of tornillo and mesquite are of a large enough Archaic period occupation(s) of Zone 4 at Site 33,
size and of forms distinctive enough to have been and the Formative period occupations at Site 29
recognized during excavation and the preparation and of Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34 are visualized as
of the 472 soil samples and not just during the having been short, intermittent, and aimed at the
microscopic examination of the 134 flotation processing of native plants.
samples which yielded small seeds of these and The value of burned seeds and fruits for deline-
other species. ating subsistence activities and seasons of resource

Some questions have ben raised above concern- procurement for the occupations evidenced at Sites
ing the representativeness of plant species in the 33 and 34 is dubious because of the small number of
burned seed and fruits fron Site 33 and 34 because burned seeds and fruits and the poor representation
of the infrequent occurrence of burned seeds and or absence of potentially important subsistence
fruits in the flotation samples from these sites. Fur- items in the flotation samples from Sites 29, 33, and
ther consideration below of plant species poorly 34. With the exception of some of the species
represented or absent in the flotation samples from recorded in the materials from House 4 of Zone 4 at
these sites will also question the reliability of burned Site 33, it has been noted that species documented
seeds and fruits as indicators of subsistence activities by burned seeds and fruits were also observed in
generally. flotation samples from Sites 33 and 34 as unburned

Although prickly pear seeds were recovered from seeds and fruits. This has prompted the suggestion
House 4 of Zone 4 at Site 33, soil samples from Zone that man) of the burned seeds and fruits may have
4 at Site 33 also yielded substantial percentages of become part of the archeological record for causes
pollen from the genus Opuntia which includes other than their possible utilization as food
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resources. That is, the burning of seeds and fruits were, unfortunately, not among the samples ex-
was probably not the result of human activity. The amined microscopically.
context under which many of these plant materials Burned seeds and fruits in the combined flotation
were burned is not clear and may be related to the samples from Sites 29, 33, and 34 were recovered
natural occurrence of seeds and fruits in the soils of from 16% of the samples from non-feature areas,
these sites. The following description of the 27 % of the samples from pits, 44 % of the samples
distribution of burned seeds and fruits among the from small fire-cracked rock hearths, 50% of the
various features and non-feature areas of Sites 29, samples from large fire-cracked rock features, and
33, and 34 sheds some light on the contexts under 50% of the samples from houses. The lowest fre-
which seeds and fruits may have been burned. quency of occurrence of burned seeds and fruits is in

The number of flotation samples examined the flotation samples from non-feature areas, and
microscopically for Sites 29, 33, and 34 has been the percentage of samples with burned seeds and
given previously in this section, but the distribution fruits is somewhat higher for pits. The proportion of
of these samples among the various features and samples containing burned seeds and fruits is much
non-feature areas of these sites has not been itemiz- larger in those from small fire-cracked rock hearths
ed in the text or in Table 7. Therefore, a brief and large fire-cracked rock features than it is in
description of the flotation samples from these sites samples from pits or non-feature areas. The in-
and the occurrence of burned seeds and fruits in crease in the percentage of flotation samples with
these samples will be given as a preface to a more burned seeds and fruits that is observed as one goes
general discussion of the distribution of burned from non-feature areas and pits to the small and
seeds and fruits at these sites. large fire-cracked rock features corresponds well

One flotation sample was examined micro- with the distribution of wood charcoal. This sup-
scopically from Small Fire-cracked Hock Hearth 1 ports the suggestion that fires were built in these
at Site 29 and was found to contain no burned seeds features. The high frequency of flotation samples
or fruits, and the single sample from Pit 9 of Zone 5 from houses with charred seeds and fruits also ap-
at Site 33 produced similar results. There were 15 pears to be related to the past existence of fires.

*samples examined from Zone 2 of Site 34. The flota- Hearth areas were defined in the two most exten-
tion samples from Site 34 included 11 samples from sively excavated houses and three of the tested
non-feature areas, one sample from each of Pits I houses, and many of the houses seem to have been
and 2, and two samples from the large fire-cracked razed by fire. Thus, it may be concluded that the
rock feature. Two of the samples from non-feature frequency of occurrence of burned seeds and fruits
areas and the sample from Pit 2 yielded burned is correlated with the incidence of fires at these sites.
seeds and fruits, and flotation samples from the Although it could have been intuitively surmised
largely eroded or deflated small fire-cracked rock that fires are necessary to produce burned seeds and
hearths at Site 34 were not examined because of the fruits, the simple notation of burned seeds and
lack of carbonized plant materials in them. Zone 2 fruits at these sites would not have provided the
of Site 33 was represented by 88 flotation samples contextual information needed to evaluate these
which were made up of 56 samples from non- charred materials. In this respect, there are three

feature areas, 16 samples from small fire-cracked contexts under which seeds and fruits could have
rock hearths, 8 samples from the three large fire- been burned. First, seeds and fruits may have been
cracked rock features, and 8 samples from Pits 4, 5, burned accidentally while being processed and
6, and 7. Burned seeds and fruits were recovered prepared for meals or charred accidentally when

* from 8 of the samples from non-feature areas, 7 of stored in houses. The latter case may be true of the
the samples from small fire-cracked rock hearths, 5 seeds and fruits in House 4 of Zone 4 at Site 33, but
of the samples from the large fire-cracked rock the previous discussion of the representation of
features, and one of the samples from each of Pits 4 various species in the flotation samples from Sites 33
and 5. A total of 29 flotation samples from Zone 4 of and 34 and the initial consideration of features at
Site 33 was examined microscopically, and these these sites which will be described in more detail in
samples included 18 samples from Houses 1, 2, 3, 4, the next chapter suggest that many of the seeds and
6, 13, and 16, 10 samples from non-feature areas, fruits may have been burned in contexts other than

* and one sample from Small Fire-cracked Rock those involving the use of these species as food
Hearth 5. Nine of the samples from houses, two of items. Second, the burning of seeds and fruits may
the samples from non-feature areas, and the single have been incidental to their possible use as sub-
sample from the small fire-cracked rock hearth pro- sistence items when they were included with other
duced burned seeds and fruits. Flotation samples plant materials used for tinder, as firewood, and in
from the three excavated pits of Zone 4 at Site 33 the superstructures of houses. A number of the
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species represented by burned seeds and fruits at rock hearths. The construction of the houses and the
Sites 33 and 34 was also recorded in the charcoal spatial arrangement of houses and other features
from features at these sites, and the possibility of the suggest that this was more than a short encamp-
chance inclusion of seeds and fruits with other plant ment and that the occupation probably occurred
materials used for fuel or in house construction during winter months. The carbonized macrofloral
seems real and does not make for unequivocal remains and the pollen spectra from the deposits of
statements regarding the utilization of species this occupation do not document the possibility of
represented by burned seeds and fruits as foods. winter residence but do provide some information
Third and finally, unburned seeds and fruits occur on other seasons and subsistence activities.
naturally in the soils of Sites 33 and 34, and some of The flotation samples from House 4 of the Zone 4
these naturally occurring seeds and fruits may have Archaic period occupation of Site 33 were found to
been burned because of the close proximity of fires contain numerous burned seeds and fruits (62% of
to soils containing these seeds. The comparability of all burned seeds and fruits from Sites 33 and 34)
unburned and burned seeds and fruits of plant which undoubtedly were accumulated as a result of
species found today on Sites 33 and 34 has previous- human activities. These seeds and fruits were
ly been detailed, and it is noted in addition that un-reordfomaInsqrettexvtinfth
burned and burned feces of small rodents and rab- recovr fro ai 1ose ny quared stecvon tofs the
bits occurred in the flotation samples from Site 33.foro hshue ay hpe tn ol n
Inasmuch as the burning of animal feces was prob- numerous prepared cores and flakes struck from the
ably only casually related to subsistence activities at same nodules of stone were obtained from the same
Site 33, it can also be argued that many of the seeds excavation unit. Although many of the houses of the
and fruits were burned in a context which would Zone 4 occupation appear to have been razed by
not lend itself to the definition of subsistence ac- fire, House 4 is the only tested or completely ex-
tivities. cavated house which seems to have burned when it

The lengthy consideration of burned seeds and was occupied. This may account for the large
fruits in this section has not been to suggest that number of burned seeds and fruits on the floor of
many of the plant species were not used as food House 4 and the infrequent occurrence of burned
items at Sites 29, 33, and 34. Rather, the intent of seeds and fruits in other houses of this occupation.
the discussion has been to point out the ambiguity Tornillo, bulrush, smartweed, prickly pear,
of the evidence from burned seeds and fruits found dock, and goosefoot or pigweed are the species
at Sites 33 and 34 for ascertaining the roles of represented in the burned seeds and fruits from
various plant species in subsistence activities at House 4. It is assumed that inferences arising from
these sites. It has also been emphasized that the the presence of these species in House 4 are general-
mere presence of burned seeds and fruits in ar- ly applicable to the Archaic period occupation of
cheological contexts at Sites 33 and 34 is not suffi- Zone 4 at Site 33. Accordingly, it can be reasoned
cient justification for implying subsistence activities from the numerous burned seeds and fruits
and seasons of occupation. This is not to say that the represented on the floor of House 4 that some
burned seeds and fruits from Sites 33 and 34, as well foodstuffs were stored during the Archaic period oc-

*as the other carbonized plant materials from these cupation and that plant foods were gathered from
sites described in the previous section, and the the Riverine, Low~er Bajada, and Upper Bajada en-
pollen from Site 33 detailed in Chapter VI, do not vironmental zones within 3 to 6 km of Site 33. In
hint at the nature of subsistence activities and addition, the seasons of peak availability for the
seasons of occupation at Sites 29, 33, and 34. In- plant species recorded in the burned materials from
ferences that can be drawn from these data with House 4 span the time from late spring to fall and
respect to subsistence activities and seasons of oc- may be taken to indicate the occupation of Site 33
cupation at these sites are summarized below and during these portions of the year. Together, the
rely, in part, on the kinds of features found at these presence in House 4 af seeds and fruits which are
sites. Many of the ideas concerning subsistence ac- most commonly available between late spring and
tivities and seasons of occupation will be expanded fall and the construction of houses in Zone 4 for oc-
in following chapters when the features and ar- cupation probably during the colder portion of the
tifacts from these sites are considered in greater annual cycle could be viewed as illustrative of a
detail. year-long occupation of Site 33. Howev'er, it is also

*The Archaic period occupation of Zone 4 at Site possible to infer from the data presented thus far
33 differs from later occupations at this site and at that the occupation of Zone 4 at Site 33 was prin-
Sites 29 and 34 by the presence of a substantial cipally during the winter months and that the in-
number of houses and very few small fire-cracked habitants of this site were subsisting, in part, on
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stores gathered from other areas and during other involved in subsistence or other activities at some
times of the year. distance from Site 33. The inclusion of corn in the

Additional information bearing on the seasons of diet of the inhabitants of Zone 4 at Site 33 would
occupation and subsistence activities comes from strengthen the possibility of yearly occupation, but
the small fire-cracked rock hearths and pollen more concrete evidence of its presence in the Ar-
record of Zone 4 at Site 33. Although small fire- chaic level is needed before the implications of corn
cracked rock hearths could have been used to bake use can be given serious consideration.
or perhaps roast such items as prickly pear pads, The Formative period occupations of Zone 2 at
green corn, and the rootstocks of cattail, it is Sites 33 and 34 and the probable Formative period
thought that the primary function of these features occupation of Site 29 have been described as short,
was to bake leaf succulents such as soap-tree yucca, intermittent, and principally for the purpose of
lechuguilla, and sotol. There are few of these small processing leaf su culents in the spring. This was al-
fire-cracked rock hearths noted for Zone 4 at Site luded to in the pevious section where it was infer-
33, and this may indicate that there was little red from the presence of numerous small fire-
reliance on leaf succulents which are best processed cracked rock hearths at these sites, the occurrence of
in the spring and are available in small numbers on a few large fire-cracked rock features at Sites 33 and

. or near Site 33. Larger quantities are available in 34, and the finding of some carbonized remains of
the Upper Bajada and Mountain environmental leaf succulents in the deposits and features of Zone 2
zones. The occurrence of these facilities in Zone 4 at at Site 33. However, the best evidence in support of
Site 33 is, however, one of the stronger indicators these inferences is still to be given in following
for the occupation of Zone 4 during seasons of the chapters where the descriptions of fire-cracked rock

* year other than winter. High percentages of Opun- features and the types and spatial distributions of
tia pollen, which is probably from prickly pear, artifacts leave little room to doubt the above
were recorded for soil samples of Zone 4 at Site 33. characterizations of the occupations during the For-
This implies a possible occupation during the late mative period at these sites.

* summer and fall when these fruits ripen and The burned seeds and fruits from Zone 2 occupa-
become available in the Upper Bajada and Moun- tions at Sites 33 and 34 and the pollen record for
tain environmental zones. Zone 2 at Site 33 are of little use in determining

The finding of pollen grains in the soils of Zone 4 which additional plants may have been utilized as
at Site 33 which resemble those of corn may also foods during the Formative period occupations of
give additional evidence of possible occupation dur- these sites, although it is probable that the seeds and
ing the warmer seasons of the year. No carbonized greens of herbaceous plants, the fruits of wolfberry,
remains of corn were recovered from Zone 4 at Site and the young shoots of cattail, and perhaps bul-
33, but it is not unwarranted to suggest that the oc- rush, were of at least minor importance during the
cupants of Zone 4 at Site 33 knew of corn and util- suggested spring occupations of these sites. Mes-
ized it as a food item. Alluvial fans such as that of quite and tornillo beans may also have been
Sites 33 and 34 and the adjacent Rio Grande gathered and processed at Sites 33 and 34 during
floodplain are among those areas considered in infrequent visits to these sites in the late summer
Chapter II where cultigens could have been raised. and fall, and corn pollen is questionably recorded in

The carbonized plant materials, pollen, and a few of the soil samples from Zone 2 at Site 33.
small fire-cracked rock hearths from the Archaic
period occupation of Zone 4 at Site 33 certainly sug- Faunal Remains
gest that a variety of plants was collected from a
number of environmental zones within 3 to 6 km of Faunal remains were not expected to occur in
Site 33, that they were collected during the warm large numbers at Sites 29, 33, and 34 where condi-
growing season, and that plant foods were probably tions were thought not to be good for bone preserva-
stored and processed at Site 33. In turn, the possible tion. In addition, little faunal material was an-
storage of foodstuffs and the construction of what ticipated for the Formative period occupations of
appear to be relatively well-insulated houses does these sites where the primary activity is believed to
imply overwintering at Site 33 during the season of have been the processing of leaf succulents and
non-biotic productivity. Some questions still exist, where hunting, trapping, and fishing were prob-
however, as to whether the Archaic period oc -ipa- ably minor concerns. It was also thought that
tion of Zone 4 at Site 33 was year-long or prin ' faunal remains generally would exhibit the riverine
ly during the winter, and perhaps the spring, v". hunting pattern described by O'Laughlin (1977b)
periods of non-occupation during the growing and would consist principally of cottontail and jack
season when the site's inhabitants may have been rabbit with some fish, spiny soft-shell turtle, and
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migratory water fowl. In many ways, these an- disposed of in smr- fire-cracked rock hearths.
ticipated findings were borne out by the faunal The faunal remains from the Archaic period oc-
materials recovered from Site 33 and reported in cupation of Zone 4 at Site 33 North include two
Table 8. No faunal remains were found at Sites 29 elements of cottontail, one element from a jack rab-
and 34. bit, and 17 bones from animals the size of cottontail

A number of burned and fragmented bones of a or jack rabbit. These bones were found in three
large mammal was found eroding from recent houses and non-feature areas and indicate the hunt-
eolian sands of Site 33 South, and a 7 square meter ing or trapping of rabbits and the possible process-
area was eventually cleared of loose sand to expose ing and consumption of these animal foods in the
many additional bone fragments. This investigation Archaic period houses. Besides the few mammal
was prompted by the hope of recovering faunal bones retrieved from the deposits and features of
material which could help describe prehistoric sub- Zone 4 at Site 33 North, bird eggshell fragments are
sistence activities for Site 33 and which had been recorded for the floors of two houses. These eggshell
encountered infrequently in other areas of Site 33. fragments are too small to suggest the size of the
However, these bone fragments proved to be the eggs or the species represented, and it is assumed
burned and badly broken remains of a single cow that they may be from any of a number of birds that
which apparently had been dumped on Site 33 nest in the area during the spring and summer. The
South in historic times. Several pieces of manganese identification of the species represented by the egg-
or purple glass were associated with these bones shell fragments matters little; however, the
which suggest that this trash deposit dates to the presence of bird eggshells on house floors does fur-
first quarter of this century. The dumping of nish additional information in support of a spring or
modern trash has been and continues to be a fre- summer Archaic period occupation for Zone 4 at
quent activity at Sites 33 and 34. Site 33, if man brought them there.

Recent, intrusive bone was recovered from non- The sparceness nf faunal remains from Zones 2
feature areas of Zones 1 and 2 at Site 33 North. A and 4 at Site 33 North and their absence at Sites 29
spadefoot toad, a kangaroo rat, a small mammal, and 34 were anticipated. The finding of rabbit
and a medium to large-sized mammal are repre- bones or bones the size of those of rabbits at Site 33
sented by these bones of recent origin. North was also expected, but noticeably absent are

Three long bone fragments from small to remains of fish, spiny soft-shell turtle, or migratory
medium-sized mammals were found on the surface water fowl that were anticipated for Sites 33 and 34
of Site 33 North and were probably from Zone 2 because of their proximity to the floodplain. Poor
deposits. A few additional bones of small to bone preservation is probably responsible for the
medAwan-sized mammals were also recovered from small number of bones recovered, for the bias
three of the small fire-cracked rock hearths of Zone towards rabbits at Site 33, and for the absence of
2 at Site 33 North. All of these bones are the size of faunal materials at Sites 34 and Site 39. The relative
similar bones from cottontail or of the larger-bodied importance of animal foods for either the Archaic
jack rabbit; positive species identification was not period occupation at Site 33 or the Formative
possible for the small bone fragments or the non- period occupations at Sites 29, 33, and 34 cannot be
diagnostic caudal vertebra. These few bones (10) inferred from the paucity of animal remains,
from the Formative period occupation at Site 33 however. The bird eggshell fragments from Zone 4
North suggest little more than the probability that at Site 33 complement the evidence from burned
rabbits were hunted occasionally and that the seeds in support of a spring or summer period of oc-
animals were cooked and/or their bones were cupation at least, during the Archaic period.
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TABLE 8

FAU.NAL RF1M@.INS FRDJM SITE 33

Site 33 North Site 33 South

Surface Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 4 Surface Zone 1
Non- Historic
Feature 00Trash

V Area -P Dup

AVES (bird)
Eggshell Fragment 1 22

Scaphiopus sp.
(Spadefoot Toad)
R Radio-ulna - - 1*-- -

. L Radio-ulna - - 1*-- -

L Humerus - - 1*- ----- -- -
L Scapula - - 1*- ----- -- -
R Pelvis - - 1*- ----- -- -
R Femur - - 1*- ----- -- -

cf. Dipodamys sp.
(Kangaroo Rat)
R Dentary -- * ---- -

Sylvilagus sp.
(Cottontail)
*LScapula -- - - - -

R Calcaneum - 1 -

Sylvilagus/Lepus
(7cottontai/jackrabbit)
Phalange- - 1

Small Mammal
Cervical Vertebra 1* ------- -
Caudal Vertebra - -1 - -

Long Bone Fragments 2 - -6 - .

SSmall to Medium Mammal
Skull Fragment - - ------ 5 1 - -
Vertebra Epiphysis - - ---- 2 -- -

Pelvis Fragment .-. . 2-- -

Long Bone Fragment 1 - - 1 3 - 2 1 - -

Medium to Large Mammal
Cancelleous Tissue - - * ---- -

Bos cf. taurus
7DanwstJF Co)

Skull & Tooth Fragment - - -------- 6 128
Mandible Fragment - - ------- - 115
Rib Fragment - - -------- - 14
Flat Bone Fragment - - -------- 26 506
Long Bone Fragment - - -------- - 114

* "*Recent Intrusive Bone.
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CHAPTER VIII

HEARTHS, PITS, AND HOUSES

Numerous and varied kinds of features were 21 provides the spatial distribution of surface
located and identified at Sites 29, 33, and 34 features of the Zone 2 Formative period occupation
through surface survey, soil augering, backhoe tren- at Site 34, and archeological survey and subsurface
ching, and hand excavation. Accounts of these testing suggest that few, if any, features have gone
features are given in this chapter under the unrecognized at Site 34.
categorical headings of large fire-cracked rock
features, small fire-cracked rock hearths, pits, Large Fire-Cracked Rock Features
postholes, hearths of ash and charcoal, and houses.
In general, discussions begin with the later For- There are four large fire-cracked rock features at
mative period features and conclude with the Site 33 and 34. These features are easily distin-
earlier Archaic period houses. Although the
p nhrrguished from small fire-cracked rock hearths by• primary intent of this chapter is to furnish the

descriptive details of features, some attention is also their much larger horizontal dimensions and the
devoted to the functional interpretation of features, greater quantities of associated fire-cracked rock.
their spatial distribution, the assciations between All of the large fire-cracked rock features were par-featurs ditrctizi o the ormtie tially exposed on the surfaces of Sites 33 and 34. It isfeatures, and the characterization of the Formative

and Archaic period occupations as inferred from thought unlikely that additional, large fire-cracked

features at these sites, rock features are buried and unrecognized at Sites

Site 29 is a small (125 square meters) and largely 33 and 34 because of the large size of these features
eroded or deflated site with two loci of fire-cracked and the extensive subsurface testing of these sites by
rock which apparently represent three small fire- soil augering, backhoe trenching, and hand excava-
cracked rock hearths. Archeological testing of Site tion. This is especially true for Site 34 where much
29 failed to disclose the presence of buried deposits of the surface is eroded or deflated and occupational
or of features other than the two loci of fire-cracked deposits are very thin. Each of these large fire-
rock. cracked rock features is reported separately below

The total area of Site 33 is 32,752 square meters and an interpretation follows.
which is divided into northern and southern
segments by a modern arroyo system (Figure 7). Site 33

Two primary stratigraphic zones of occupation Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 1. This fea-
(Zones 2 and 4) are discernible at Site 33, and a ture consists of a dense, roughly ovoid scatter of
limited area of occupation in soil Zone 5 at Site 33 fire-cracked rock that extends over an area of ap-
North is manifest by a single pit and a thin layer of proximately 96 square meters. It is located in a san-
charcoal-stained soil. The spatial distributions of dy area on the western periphery of a large dune of
surface and subsurface features of the Formative Zone 3 deposits in Site 33 South (Figure 19). A
period in Zone 2 at Site 33 North and Site 33 South single 1 m square was excavated near the center of
are shown in Figures 18 and 19. The subsurface the concentration of fire-cracked rock which re-
features of the Zone 4 Archaic period occupation at vealed dark, ashy-gray soil with considerable char-
Site 33 are located in Figure 20. There are many coal to a depth of 45 cm below the surface. Fire-
recorded features for the Zone 2 and Zone 4 occupa- cracked rock was encountered in the upper and
tional deposits of Site 33, and additional ar- lower 10 cm of the excavation and consisted prin-
cheological investigations at Site 33 would un- cipally of limestone with some rhyolite and quart-
doubtedly reveal the presence of other features. The zite. Fire-cracked rocks range in size from 5 to 15
liklihood that additional features exist at Site 33 will cm in maximum dimension and the total weight of
be considered under the description of each feature this rock from the excavation is 13.1 kg. The
type. reconstructed total weight of fire-cracked rock for

Site 34 is also a fairly large site (8,736 square this feature based on the areal extent of this feature
meters) which is divided into northern and southern on the surface and the weight of fire-cracked rock
parts by a small modern arroyo (Figure 7). Figure from the excavated 1 m square is 1,179 kg.
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Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 2. This fea- area of 93 square meters. However, sizable portions
ture was the most extensively studied of the large of this feature are buried by eolian sands to the
fire-cracked rock features. Its investigation was north and south of the exposed fire-cracked rock,
prompted by its imminent destruction during the and the total area of this feature may approach 150
construction of a Public Service Board waterline square meters. Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 3
across Site 33 in the summer of 1979. Large Fire- was tested by a single 1 m square excavation near
cracked Rock Feature 2 is situated on the western the center of the exposed scatter of fire-cracked
edge of a low sand dune of Zone 3 desposits in Site rock. This excavation produced ashy-gray sand and
33 North (Figure 18). The construction of an earlier charcoal to a depth of 55 cm below the surface and
waterline across Site 33 in 1953 had disturbed the two layers of fire-cracked rock which were 15 and
surface and removed the eastern one-third of this 10 cm thick (Figure 24b). Fire-cracked rock was
feature (Figure 22). On the surface, this featue was usually between 5 and 15 cm in diameter but
perceived as an arcing concentration of fire-cracked ranged in size up to 20 cm. Limestone was the
rock that probably once formed a circular ring of predominant rock type, and rhyolite was also corn-
rock before it was disturbed by the construction of mon. The weight of fire-cracked rock from the
the 1953 waterline. The ring of concentrated fire- evacuated 1 m square was 88.1 kg, and the pro-
cracked rock ranges from 2.8 to 3.0 m in width and jected weight of rock for this feature was 13,215 kg.
has a maximum outer diameter of 9.5 m. Smaller

: amounts of fire-cracked rock were observed inside Site 34

" the concentrated ring of fire-cracked rock and Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 1. This fea-
around the periphery of this feature. It is suggested ture sits atop a low sand dune in Site 34 South and
that the ring of concentrated fire-cracked rock may comprises an amorphous area of fire-cracked rock
have been mounded and higher than the center of eroding from the lower slopes of the dune (Figure
this feature or surrounding areas prior to surface 21). Eolian sands cover much of the fire-cracked
disturbance with the laying of the 1953 waterline, rock towards the center of this feature where soil

The excavation of 13 square meters of Large Fire- coring revealed a 30 to 40 cm thick deposit of dark,
cracked Rock Feature 2 revealed a layer of concen- ashy sand with little fire-cracked rock. The margin
trated fire-cracked rock that was 10 to 20 cm thick of this feature was tested with two 1 m square ex-
and some 0.7 to 1.4 m wide and which curved cavations and a large quantity of fire-cracked rock
beneath the surface scatter of dense fire-cracked was found as deep as 30 cm below the surface and
rock for a maximum outer diameter of about 7.5 m following the incline of the dune. Only a few pieces
(Figure 22). The subsurface ring of fire-cracked of charcoal were recovered from the two excavated
rock rested partially upon archeologically sterile 1 m squares where the soil varied from a buff sand
sands of Zone 2 and dipped slightly into a central to a light ashy-gray sand. The average weight of
depression filled with a dark ashy-gray soil and fire-cracked rock from the two 1 m square tests is
numerous pieces of charcoal (Figures 22 and 23). 36.6 kg, and extrapolation from the average weight
The central depression was approximately 6.5 m in of rock per square meter from tests gives 2,013 kg
maximum diameter and had sloping pit walls and a for the entire feature area of 55 square meters. Fire-
nearly level but undulating bottom (Figures 22 and cracked rock ranges in size from somewhat under 5
24a). The dark ashy-gray soil of the central depres- cm to 15 cm in maximum dimension and is made up
sion was 35 to 40 cm thick, and fire-cracked rock mostly of limestone with some rhyolite.
was only occasionally encountered in the fill of this
depression or beneath the surdace and more than I Interpretive Summary of Large
m away from the subsurface ring of dense fire- Fire-Cracked Rock Features

cracked rock. Fire-cracked rock from this feature The large fire-cracked rock features of Sites 33
generally ranged from 5 to 15 cm in diameter and and 34 are similar to one another in that each en-
was made up primarily of limestone with some compasses a large area (55 to 125 square meters),
rhyolite, quartzite, and sandstone. The average contains large amounts of fire-cracked rock
weight of fire-cracked rock per excavated I m (estimated total rock weight 1,179 to 13,215 kg),
square was 38.8 kg, and the projected total weight and has dark carbonaceous soil lenses some 30 to 55

" of rock for this featue was 2,755 kg. cm thick. The fire-cracked rock of these features is
Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 3. This fea- made up mostly of limestone with some rhyolite and

ture is an elongated and irregular area of dense fire- rarely quartzite or sandstone, and the relative
, cracked rock on the south side of a large dune of abundance of rock types in large fire-cracked rock

Zone 3 deposits in Site 33 North (Figure 18). The features is comparable to their representation in

surface scatter of fire-cracked rock encompasses an rocks with 10 to 30 cm diameter on the gravelly
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Figure 23. Stratigraphic proths of Large Firs-cracked Rock Feature 2 of Site 33 North. a. Section A in Figure 22. No concen-
trated fire-cracked rock (right) overlying darker sell of central depression (left). North arrow is 50 cm long. b. Fire-
cracked rock and edge of central depression (center left) detailed in section 8 of Figure 22.
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cavated I m square In Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 3 showing the lower layer of fire-cracked rock. Note the up-
per Isya of rocks protruding from test pit wall:.
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ridges and terraces above Sites 33 and 34. All of the tain southeast of El Paso (Skinner, Steed, and
large fire-cracked rock features are also located Bearden 1974); and two from slopes bordering the
either on or near sand dunes which predate the Hueco Mountains east of El Paso (Greer 1968b;
Zone 2 occupation of Sites 33 and 34, and it will be Whalen 1977:160-161). Additional large circles of
suggested in the section on small fire-cracked rock fire-cracked rock are also documented by Aten
hearths that sites with fire-cracked rock features in (1972) on an alluvial slope below the east flank of
the project area occur predominantly on sandy soils the Franklin Mountains, by Greer (1968b) and

- where subsurface excavation of pits would have Whalen (1977) for alluvial slopes just west of the
been much easier than on other more compact or Hueco Mountains, and by Skinner, Steed, and
gravelly soils of the project area. Bearden (1974) near Sierra Blanca Mountain.

The limited subsurface examination of three of With the exception of Large Fire-cracked Rock
the large fire-cracked rock features did not provide Feature 2 at Site 33 North and the other large fire-
sufficient information to define with certainty the cracked rock features of Sites 33 and 34, all of the
form of these features and their likeness in form to above cited circles of fire-cracked rock are located
the more extensively investigated Large Fire- in or very near plant communities in which the leaf
cracked Rock Feature 2 of Site 33 North. However, succulents lechuguilla (Agave lecheguilla) and sotol
the central area of dark carbonaceious soil and the (Dasylirion wheeleri or texanum) are important
outer dense scatter of fire-cracked rock of Large constituents. The large fire-cracked rock features of
Fire-cracked Rock Feature I at Site 34 South would Sites 33 and 34 are, however, situated only 3 km
seem to resemble the better defined central pit and from the Upper Bajada environmental zone where
ring of concentrated fire-cracked rock of Large lechuguilla is common and where sotol can be
Fire-cracked Feature 2 at Site 33 North. It is also found but is not as frequently encountered as it is in
felt that Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature I of Site the Mountain environmental zone. The presence of
33 South may have a form similar to that of the two the Rio Grande may well have influenced the plac-
above mentioned features although this was not ing of the large fire-cracked rock features at Sites 33
revealed by the surface scatter of fire-cracked rock and 34 at a somewhat greater distance from source
or the profiles of the single excavated I m square of areas of leaf succulents such as lechuguilla and sotol
this feature. Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 3 of than fire-cracked rock circles occurring away from
Site 33 North differs from the other large fire- the river. Thus, a correlation between the spatial
cracked rock features in its larger size and surface distributions of lechuguilla-sotol and large circles of
configuration of fire-cracked rock and does not bear fire-cracked rock can be only tentatively advanced.
evidence of a central area with little fire-cracked More information on the geographical distribution
rock or of a central pit. of leaf succulents and fire-cracked rock features will

Circular or semicircular accumulations of unex- be given in the following section on small fire-
cavated fire-cracked rock which may or may not cracked rock hearths and in support of the covaria-
have a pit in their center have been recorded for tion of leaf succulents and fire-cracked rock

• desert environments of northern Mexico, southern features.
New Mexico, and Transpecos Texas by Greer Ethnographic accounts of the processing of roots,
(1968a), Mera (1938), Sayles (1935; 1936), and hearts, and leaf bases of leaf succulents by Indian
Wilson (1930). These features are referred to as ring groups of northern Mexico and adjacent arid areas
middens, midden circles, mescal pits, and sotol pits. of the United States most often describe the pit bak-
Sayles (1935) and Wilson (1930) note that the ing of species of Agave, Dasylirion, and Yucca in
distribution of these features follows that of the leaf features which seem to be similar to the large fire-
succulent sotol (Dasylirlon spp.) and conclude that cracked rock features of the El Paso area (Basehart
these features were roasting pits used in the pit- 1974; Bell and Castetter 1941; Bye, Burgess, and
baking of sotol. Mera (1938) also infers the roasting Trias 1975; Castetter, Bell, and Grove 1938; Penn-
of agave (Agave spp.) in these features. ington 1963; 1969). The pit baking of leaf suc-

Close to El Paso, four circles of fire-cracked rock culents is commonly said to involve the building of a
have been excavated and have suggested central pits fire on rocks which have been placed in a pit some I
with diameters (2.2 to ca.5m; ca. 4.3 m mean) and to 4 m in diameter and approximately I m deep, the
depth (30 to 60 cm) much like that of Large Fire- placing of leaf succulents on the rocks after the fire
cracked Rock Feature 2 at Site 33 North. These four has burned out and between other plant materials,
excavated circles of fire-cracked rock include ex- and the covering of the pit contents with a layer of
amples from the following areas: one from near earth. Some groups are also known to have built
Campo Grande Mountain southeast of El Paso fires on top of the earth covering or to have layed
(Gerald n.d. a); one from near Sierra Blanca Moun- additional hot stones on top of the leaf succulents.
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The leaf succulents were left in a pit oven for one or gests multiple pits resulting from the reuse of this
more days and then removed for consumption or feature (Figures 22 and 24a). Second, the excavated
further processing. I m squares of Large Fire-cracked Rock Features 1

The archeologically noted circular accumulations and 3 of Site 33 have two recognizable layers of fire-
of fire-cracked rock with large central depressions cracked rock that indicates at least two episodes of
filled with carbonaceous soil of the El Paso area activity (Figure 24b). Although the form of Large
agree with the ethnographically reported pit ovens Fire-cracked Rock Feature 1 at Site 33 South is
used to bake leaf succulents insofar as there is an uncertain, the unpatterned and extensive scatter of
association of quantities of fire-cracked rock with the fire-cracked rock of Large Fire-cracked Rock
pits in which fires were built. However, there is a Feature 3 at Site 33 North would imply that the

*greater tendency for the fire-cracked rock to be repeated use of this feature was not centered on any
found outside of the pit and for the pit excavation to one particular pit area and that the noncongruent
be wider and shallower in the archeological features placement of pits in the area of this feature pro-
than in the ethnographically detailed pit ovens. duced overlapping distributions of fire-cracked
These differences are thought to be related to the rock. Finally, the BC/AD corrected radiocarbon
reuse of the archeological features through time, dates and ceramics from three of these features may
whereas most ethnographically described pit ovens be taken as indicative of long or repeated use of
appear to be ones which were being used for the these features. Large Fire-cracked Rock Features 1

*first time. Castetter, Bell, and Grove (1938) give an and 3 of Site 33 have on their surfaces Mimbres
excellent description of the reuse of pit ovens by the Black-on-white sherds which date between AD 900
Diegueflo of California who used the same ovens and 1100 and have radiocarbon samples taken at
again and again and raked fire-cracked rock away the bottom of these features that date 160 BC ± 220
from the pits to form circular mounds. Mera (1938) and 130 BC ± 230 respectively. A single sherd of a
and Greer (1968a), in interpreting archeological brownware with a black-painted line which pro-

*features, envisage a similar process that resulted in bably dates somewhere between AD 1050 and 1250
the production of circular accumulations of fire- was found on the surface of Large Fire-cracked
cracked rock from the reuse of central pit or surface Rock Feature 2 at Site 33 North, and a radiocarbon
ovens. The tendency toward a larger diameter of sample from the bottom of this feature was dated at

*the central pit or pit area in the archeological AD 380 ± 150. Ceramic materials were generally
features of the El Paso area as compared to the found on the peripheral surfaces and only in the up-
diameter of the ethnographically characterized pit per 10 cm of the excavations of the above three large
ovens is seen as an outcome of the repeated use of fire-cracked rock features and the considerable
the same pit area with the later pits not necessarily differences between radiocarbon dates and dates
located in the exact position of earlier pits. As a suggested from ceramics may indicate a long history
result of the reuse of the same area, the central pit is of activities involving the use of the localities in the
enlarged. The circular accumulation of fire-cracked vicinity of these features.
rock and the large central depression filled with car- There are no radiocarbon dates or associated
bonaceous soil of the archeological features may, ceramics for Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 1 at
therefore, give an impression of pit ovens larger Site 34 South, but this feature is believed to be of an
than any or most that were actually used. The cen- age comparable to that of the other large fire-
tral depressions of the huige fire-cracked rock cracked rock features on the basis of ceramics and
features of the El Paso area are also shallower than radiocarbon dates from other areas of Site 34.
the ethnographic examples of pit ovens, and this The previous exposition of the likeness in spatial
may have to do with the erosion of surface soils distribution of leaf succulents and large circular ac-
which is treated in the next section. cumulations of fire-cracked rock such as Large Fire-

The limited investigation of the large fire-cracked cracked Rock Feature 2 at Site 33 and the similari-
rock features at Sites 33 and 34 has provided several ty, with qualifications of reuse, of the excavated
pieces of information on the probable repeated use large accumulations of fire-cracked rock with cen-
of these features in addition to that of the circular tral depressions to ethnographic examples of pit
accumulation of fire-cracked rock and large central ovens used to bake leaf succulents has led to the
and mostly rock-free depression of Large Fire- tacit assumption that the archeological features
cracked Rock Feature 2 at Site 33 North and were used to pit-bake upland leaf succulents such as
presumably Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 1 at lechuguilla and sotol. A consideration of the spatial
Site 34 South. First, Large Fire-cracked Rock distribution of large scatters or middens of fire-
Feature 2 at Site 33 North has a central depression cracked rock such as Large Fire-cracked Rock

-\with an irregular or undulating bottom which sug- Feature 3 at Site 33 was not attempted, but it is
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believed that the spatial distribution of these forms from the same site (Skinner, Steed, and
features would also have shown a correspondence Bearden 1974). The greater number of documented
with that of upland leaf succulents. Direct ar- large fire-cracked rock features of the Formative
cheological evidence of the baking of leaf succulents period as compared to the Archaic period is a refiec-
in large fire-cracked rock features like those of Sites tion of the greater archeological visibility of the
33 and 34 is lacking from other sites of the El Paso later Formative period sites and an apparent in-
area, but it is noted that small amounts of carbon- crease in population during the Formative period
ized leaf succulents were recovered from Large and is not necessarily an indication of the impor-
Fire-cracked Rock Features 2 and 3 of Site 33. tance of subsistence activities involving the leaf sue-

- These data support the proposition advanced by culents of mountains or slopes below mountains in
this writer and others working in the El Paso area the El Paso area. In addition, archeological surveys
(Greer 1968b; Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin 1977a; 1979; of lower mountain slopes and alluvial slopes below
O'Laughlin and Greiser 1973; Whalen 1977; 1978) mountains where these large fire-cracked rock
that these features were used to pit-bake leaf sue- features occur most commonly have been of very
culents. limited extent and the representativeness of the

Strong support for this proposition also comes temporal distribution of these features is not
from the studies of Castetter, Bell and Grove (1938) known.
and Sayles (1935) who not only note the correlation Use in the baking of leaf succulents has been pro-
of the spatial distribution of archeological features posed as the probable function of large fire-cracked
similar to the large fire-cracked rock features of this rock features comparable to those of Sites 33 and 34
project with that of agave and sotol, but also the in the El Paso area, and as previously noted, other
correlation of the spatial distribution of agave and archeologists working in the El Paso area have ad-
sotol with the pit baking of these plants by historic vanced parallel views. However, there are differing
Indian groups. opinions concerning the part that Formative period

Very little can be said of the temporal distribu- sites with large fire-cracked rock features played in
tion in the El Paso area of large fire-cracked rock the adaptive strategies of the social groups that once

* features similar to those of Sites 33 and 34 other occupied them. Whalen (1977; 1978) sees sites with
than observing their occurrences in sites of both the large fire-cracked rock features of the El Paso phase
Archaic and Formative periods. Large scatters or as special purpose, temporarily occupied camps in
middens of fire-cracked rock like that of Large Fire- which leaf succulents were processed for transport
cracked Rock Feature 3 at Site 33 are known from to permanently occupied residential sites and con-
shelter sites such as La Cueva in the Organ Moun- tends that sites with large fire-cracked rock features
tains (O'Laughlin n.d. a) and White Rock Shelter in of the Mesilla phase have domestic refuse which is
the Franklin Mountains (Green 1971) where ex- typical of residential communities of at least
cavations have revealed long histories of repeated semipermanent occupation. O'Laughlin (1979) and
and probably seasonal occupation and use of fire- Hard (n.d.) agree with Whalen's characterization
cracked reck features. Formative period occupa- of the El Paso phase sites with large fire-cracked
tions of the Mesilla and El Paso phases are rock features and with his observation that Mesilla
represented at both La Cueva and White Rock phase sites with large fire-cracked rock features
Shelter, and an Archaic period occupation is also tend to have a wider variety and greater density of
evidenced at La Cueva. Large circular accumula- artifacts than El Paso phase sites with large fire-
tions of fire-cracked rock or ring middens similar to cracked rock features. Nevertheless, O'Laughlin
Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 2 at Site 33 are and Hard suggest that Mesilla phase sites with large

. not well dated and many have been assigned only to fire-cracked rock features were occupied only inter-
the Formative period without phase designation or mittently for short periods of time and that these
have been included with other sites of unknown sites were as specialized as the El Paso phase sites in
phase and period of occupation (Skinner, Steed, the sense of the major activity being the processing
and Bearden 1974). The few ring middens (12) of leaf succulents. Repeated occupation over a
which have been dated by associated ceramics or period if time of the Mesilla phase sites is seen by

* radiocarbon dates to either the Mesilla or El Paso O'Laughlin and Hard as increasing the density and
phase of the Formative period are equally variety of artifacts, while most El Paso phase sites
distributed between these two phases (Aten 1972; were thought to have been revisited a fewer number

* Gerald n.d. a; Greer 1968b; Skinner, Steed, and of times. While Whalen implies that Mesilla phase
Bearden 1974; Whalen 1977; and this project). On- sites with large fire-cracked rock features are
ly one ring midden is reported which may date to residential sites exhibiting some pernianance of oc-
the Archaic period on the basis of projectile point cupation and diversity of subsistence activities,
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O'Laughlin and Hard argue that these sites are only and 34. These features are easily distinguished from
one of a number of types of Mesilla phase sites that the large fire-cracked rock features of Sites 33 and
were generally occupied for relatively short periods 34 by their smaller size, shallower depths, and
of time and for a limited range of subsistence ac- smaller weights of fire-cracked rock. Each of these
tivities. That is, O'Laughlin and Hard envision attributes of small fire-cracked rock hearths will be
populations throughout most of the Mesilla phase considered shortly after first describing the
changing residence frequently and in accordance representation of these features at Sites 29, 33, and
with seasonal and spatial variability in the 34 and the methods employed in investigating
availability of natural food resources or with condi- them. The number of suggested small fire-cracked
tions amenable to the raising of cultigens. rock hearths at Sites 29, 33, and 34 and their impor-

The large fire-cracked rock features of the For- tant attributes are summarized in Table 9.
mative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 are Small fire-cracked rock hearths are the only
believed to have been in use during the Mesilla features disclosed by the examination of Site 29
phase. Large Fire-cracked Rock Features 1, 2, and where it is thought that three of these hearths are
3 of Site 33 have ceramics on their surfaces which represented by light surface scatters of fire-cracked

*date to the later part of the Mesilla phase, and the rock in two areas of this small site. The investiga-
radiocarbon date from Large Fire-cracked Rock tion of Site 29 and the exposed condition of this Site
Feature 2 at Site 33 is well within the time span of indicate that other small fire-cracked rock hearths
the Mesilla phase. Radiocarbon dates from the bot- or other kinds of features did not go unrecognized.
toms of Large Fire-cracked Rock Features 1 and 3 Two of the small fire-cracked rock hearths were too
at Site 33 have mean BC/AD corrected dates which eroded to obtain estimates of their original size,
are somewhat earlier than the earliest radiocarbon form, and the weight of fire-cracked rock. The third
dated ceramics of this phase at AD 250 ±t 110 hearth was found to be relatively intact although
(Whalen n.d.). However, the beginning date of the the upper portion of this feature had eroded away.
Mesilla phase is not known, and the standard devia- The size distribution, weight, material, and posi-
tion of the radiocarbon dates from Large Fire- tion of the fire cracked rock of this hearth was
cracked Rock Features I and 3 at Site 33 does not recorded, and the soil was saved after screening for

* .'rule out the possibility that these features may ac- the possible recovery of carbonized floral remains
tually have been first used between the first and through water flotation. A radiocarbon sample was
fourth centuries AD (see Chapter V for a more com- not taken from this hearth because of the paucity
plete discussion of these radiocarbon dates). and very small size of charcoal.
Ceramics and radiocarbon dates from Site 34 in- Site 33 has 125 identified localities of fire-cracked
dicate that Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature I at rock which appear to represent 145 small fire-
Site 34 South is of Mesilla phase age. cracked rock hearths (Table 9). As many as 63 small

The presence of large fire-cracked rock features fire-cracked rock hearths of the Zone 2 Formative
at Sites 33 and 34 which are thought to have been period occupation are indicated by 53 separate and
utilized for the processing of leaf succulents and light surface scatters of fire-cracked rock from
which were apparently reused over a period of time either partially weathered and mostly buried
does not, by itself, provide adequate information hearths or completely deflated and eroded hearths
for ascertaining whether the occupations during the (Figures 18, 19, 25a). There are also 28 intact or
Mesilla phase at these sites were temporary or partially eroded small fire-cracked rock hearths at-
relatively permanent and of a specialized or more tributable to the Zone 2 Formative period occupa-
general economic nature. Although the large fire- tion and visible on the surface of Site 33 (Figures 18,
cracked rock features of Sites 33 and 34 do seem to 19, 25b). Seven small fire-cracked rock hearths of
be specialized facilities which were utilized the Zone 2 Formative period occupation and five
repeatedly over a considerable length of time, small fire-cracked rock hearths of the Zone 4 Ar-
additional data on the other kinds of features and chaic period occupation were discovered in backhoe

*artifacts of the Zone 2 occupations at Sites 33 and 34 trenches and 1 m square excavations or in the ver-
are necessary to document the writer's contention tical faces of arroyo cuts, and two Zone 4 Archaic
that these features are but one line of evidence sug- period hearths and as man%, as 40 Zone 2 Fornmative
gesting ephemeral occupation for which the proc- period hearths are suggested by subsurface fire-

* essing of leaf succulents is the most obvious activity, cracked rock and charcoal from 32 locations of soil

Small Fire-cracked Rock Hearths augering (Figures 18, 19, 20).
Although 145 small fire-cracked rock hearths

Small fire-cracked rock hearths are by far the have been recorded for the occupations of Zones 2
most numerous kind of feature found at Sites 29, 33, and 4 at Site 33. other subsurface hearths have
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iqJFigure 25. Surface evidence of small fire-cracked rock hearths at Site 33 North. a. View looking east toward the Franklin

• -- Mountains and across a large surface scatter of fire-cracked rock (Number 34) rprsnting 4 to 6 hearths In a
'. wind deflated interdunal area. b. Small Fire-cracked Rock Hearth 4 eroding from a slope. Arrow points north and
• Is 50 cm long.
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*certainly gone unnoticed because of the field sam- There are 32 light surface scatters of fire-cracked
pling techniques used in this limited examination of rock which indicate the presence of 33 small fire-
Site 33. Only 0.65 % of Site 33 was tested with back- cracked rock hearths at Site 34, and another 15 in-
hoe trenches and 1 mn square excavations, and the tact or partially eroded small fire-cracked rock
placement of backhoe trenches and 1 mn square ex- hearths are evident on the surface of Site 34. Most of
cavations involved considerations other than those the surface scatters are from badly eroded hearths,

probabilistic statements on the number of small have subsurface fire-cracked rock below them.
fire-cracked rock hearths for the Zone 2 and Zone 4 Many of the more intact small fire-cracked rock
occupations at Site 33. In general, backhoe trenches hearths have recently been exposed by slope erosion
and 1 mn square excavations were situated to provide (particularly' in Site 34 South), and even the best
information on the stratigraphy of Site 33 and preserved hearths seem to have been subjected to

* details of the various kinds of identified surface and some weathering such that charcoal was rarely en-
subsurface features. Three small fire-cracked rock countered and onl%. a circular concentration of fire-
hearths which were not manifest by surface scatters cracked rock was discernible in tests of these
of fire-cracked rock or fire-cracked rock in soil cores features. Extensiv'e subsurface tests of Site 34 with
were disclosed by backhoe trenching, but the biased backhoe trenches, 1 mn square excavations, and soil
sampling scheme does not justify the extrapolation cores at 8 mn and 2 in intervals did not reveal the
from the subsurface excavation of less than 1 % of presence of additional small fire-cracked rock
the area of Site 33 to a statement that hundreds of hearths. The weathered surfaces, the limited occur-
these hearths lie buried at Site 33 and un- rence of very thin occupational deposits, the eroded
documented by this study. The subsurface testing of condition of most hearths, and the extensive subsur-
Site 33 by interval soil augering was more extensive face testing at Site 34 suggest that most, if not all,
than that by backhoe trenching and excavated 1 mn hearths have been located. Radiocarbon dates
squares. All of Site 33 was tested at 8 in intervals (Chapter V) and ceramic materials (Chapter IX)
with soil augers, and 7 % uf Site 33 was cored at in- from Site 34 imply primary occupation of this site

* tervals of 2 in. However, the distance between soil during the Mesilla phase of the Formative period.
cores (either 8 in or 2 mn) was not short enough to Because of the eroded condition of Site 34 and the
give a probabilistic measure of the number of few direct associations of hearths with ceramic

-; buried small fire-cracked rock hearths which range materials, it is not possible to state with certainty
in size from 0.7 to 1.8 mn in diameter at Site 33 that all small fire-cracked rock hearths at this site
(Table 9). That is, the intervals of soil augering are date to the Mesilla phase. However, the relatively
larger than the largest noted diameter of a small infrequent occurrence of small fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock hearth and cannot be expected to hearths in the Zone 4 Archaic period deposits of ad-
give reliable estimates of the number of small fire- jacent Site 33 does strengthen the inference that the
cracked rock hearths for the occupations of Zones 2 hearths at Site 34 probably date to the later For-
and 4 at Site 33. Even though the subsurface testing mative period.
of Site 33 was not designed to give a statistically The field methods utilized in investigating the
reliable estimate of the number of small fire- surface and subsurface remains of small fire-
cracked rock hearths at Site 33, it is believed from cracked rock hearths at Sites 33 and 34 that were
the few hearths found in the subsurface tests, the partially described in Chapter IV are further de-
often weathered and relatively shallow deposits of tailed here. The number of fire-cracked rocks, their
Zone 2 in which most of the lwarths occur, the rare size, and their materials were recorded for the sur-

* occurrence of fire-cracked rack in Zone 4 deposits, face of each 4 mn square of the grid system used to
*and the infrequent finding of buried hearths or scat- locate features and artifacts at these sites, and the

ters of fire-cracked rock awvay fromt clusters of small number of fire-cracked rocks were noted for each 1
fire-cracked rock hearths in Zone 2 deposits that a mn square. When encountered, well-defined, small

*major portion of the small fire-cracked rock hearths fire-cracked rock hearths were drawn to provide in-
have been located at Site 33. The total number of formation on the dimensions of these features and
hearths is envisioned, therefore, as being between the positioning of rocks in them. The number, size
200 and 300. In addition, it is also believed that the range, and material of fire-cracked rock in well-
extensive subsurface testing of Site 33 has furnished defined hearths was also recorded, and observations
a good measure of the relative importance of these were made on the condition of surface hearths and
features and their spatial distributions for the oc- the probability of their continuation beneath stir-
cupations of Zones 2 and 4 at Site 33. These factors face soils. The weight of fire-cracked rock for each 4
will be dealt with later in this section. mn grid square was calculated fromt a graphic
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display of measured weights of fire-cracked rock excavated hearths was estimated from the ex-
from excavated samples against their size and for cavated portion. Pollen and soil flotation samples
each of the represented materials. These estimates were taken from all hearths, and charcoal, when
of the weight of fire-cracked rock per 4 m grid present, was collected for radiocarbon dating and
square are included in a factor analysis of surface species identification. All of the excavated soil from
materials from Sites 33 an,' '4 which is outlined in each hearth was screened for the recovery of ar-
Chapter X. tifacts which were generally few in number and of

The number, size, and material of fire-cracked infrequent occurrence.
rock were described for each 25 cm level of soil Small fire-cracked rock hearths were chosen for
cores taken at 8 m and 2 m intervals at Sites 33 and excavation in an effort to obtain a representative
34. The presence of two or more fire-cracked rocks sample of both surface and buried hearths and of all
in a 25 cm level, the co-occurrence of dark car- of the various occupations of Sites 33 and 34.
bonaceous soils and charcoal, and the lack of fire- Although the sample of excavated small fire-cracked
cracked rock at the same level in other nearby soil rock hearths is small (8.8%), the amount of redun-
cores were taken as evidence for a buried small fire- dancy in the attributes of these features (both ex-
cracked rock hearth. The level at which a hearth cavated and non-excavated) did not warrant the ex-
was noted and stratigraphic information from soil cavation of additional hearths as part of the limited
cores or other subsurface tests made possible the investigation of these sites. The excavated hearths
assignment of hearths disclosed by soil augering to included two buried and seven surface hearths of
either the Zone 4 Archaic period occupation or the the Zone 2 Formative period occupation at Site 33

-- : Zone 2 Formative period occupation at Site 33. North, two buried and one surface hearth of the
There were no buried hearths indicated by soil Zone 2 Formative period occupation at Site 33
augering at Site 34. Charcoal from small fire- South, three surface hearths of the Zone 2 For-
cracked rock hearths found in soil augering was mative period occupation at Site 34, and two buried
saved for species identification, and soil samples hearths of the Zone 4 Archaic perioc occupation at
were taken from hearths located by soil augering for Site 33 North.
laboratory processing to recover carbonized floral
remains. Attributes of Small Fire-Cracked

Nine small fire-cracked rock hearths discovered Rock Hearths
by backhoe trenching or observed in the walls of ar- The attributes of small fire-cracked rock hearths
royos at Site 33 were drawn in cross-section, are detailed below and are followed by a discussion
measurements were taken of the widths and of the possible uses of these features and considera-
thicknesses of these features, the position of rocks tion of their temporal and spatial distribution at
was recorded, and the extent of dark carbonaceous Sites 29, 33, and 34. Many of the attributes of small
soil below the fire-cracked rock was noted (see fire-cracked rock hearths are summarized in Table
Chapter V, Figures 11, 12). Three of these hearths 9.
were investigated in greater detail as described The maximum diameter of measurable, small
below. fire-cracked rock hearths ranges from 65 to 180 cm

Seventeen small fire-cracked rock hearths at Site at Sites 29, 33, and 34, and the mean diameters of
." 33 and 34 were either excavated as feature units (9) the hearths at these sites varies from 82.5 to 113.9

or as part of the subsurface testing of these sites by 1 cm (Table 9). Most hearths ranged in diameter from
m squares (8). In most cases excavation proceeded 90 to 130 cm, and there appeared to be unimodal
until a large enough area (50%-70%) of a hearth distribution. Hearth diameters were measured by
was revealed to give information on its form, size, the horizontal extent of fire-cracked rock or, less
and contents. This left intact a portion of most ex- often, by the extent of charcoal and dark car-
cavated hearths for possible re-examination in bonaceous soil. None of the excavated hearths or
future studies. Four surface hearths and one buried hearths visible in arroyo walls and backhoe trenches
hearth which either were disturbed by backhoe had definable pit walls.

" trenching, would have been destroyed by the con- The diameters of small fire-cracked rock hearths
struction of the waterline across Site 33 North in the at Sites 29, 33, and 34 contrast sharply with the
summer of 1979, or were entirely exposed in small large surface scatters of fire-cracked rock and cir-
arroyos, were completely excavated. Plans and cular accumulations of fire-cracked rock with large
cross-sections were drawn of all excavated hearths. central depressions noted in the previous section,
Weight, number, size range, and material of fire- but they are comparable in size to the manv smaller
cracked rock were tabulated for each hearth, and fire-cracked rock features excavated on an alluvial
the total weight of fire-cracked rock for partially fan below the east flank of the Franklin Mountains
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(Aten 1972; Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin 1979; being very shallow and evidently deflated by the
O'Laughlin and Greiser 1973; Thompson 1979). wind erosion of the surfaces (Whalen 1977; 1978;
These latter features range in diameter from 56 to n.d.). The apparent susceptibility of soil surfaces in
270 cm. the El Paso area to wind and slope erosion makes

The depth of small fire-cracked rock hearths at difficult and open to question most conjectures con-
Sites 29, 33, and 34 ranges from 10 to 20 cmn (Table cerning the original depth of pits containing fire-
9). As noted above, pit walls could not be defined cracked rock. However, it is felt that the pits of
for hearths, and this is also true of pit bottoms. The small fire-cracked rock hearths at Sites 29, 33, and
depth of hearths is in actuality the thickness of fire- 34 may have been relatively shallow and that they
cracked rock and/or charcoal in these features. In were rarely deeper than half a meter. This is
many cases the upper pit walls seem to have eroded somewhat supported by the 30 to 55 cm range in
away (Figures 11, 12, 26). However, even the more depth of dark carbonaceous soil and fire-cracked
deeply buried hearths furnish no evidence of pit rock for the large fire-cracked rock features of Sites
walls. This is, in part, because of the sandy texture 33 and 34 described in the previous section.
of soils at Sites 29, 33, and 34, and the probable Although the surfaces of these large fire-cracked
obscuring of pit walls with percolating waters in rock features have probably undergone some ero-
these permeable soils. In addition, these features sion, the substantial quantities of fire-cracked rock
were probably filled with soils similar to those in in these features have probably helped stabilize
which they were dug and following their use which their surfaces. Shortly, it will be suggested that the
involved the layering of rock and fuel for a fire in small fire-cracked rock hearths and large fire-
the bottoms of these features. Charcoal and dark cracked rock features were functionally equivalent
carbonaceous soil which would help delimit pit with differences between these features relating to
walls was not found more than a few centimeters feature reuse and quantity of plant material being
above the fire-cracked rock of these features. Fire- processed. Thus, it is believed that the depth of the
cracked rock, charcoal, and dark carbonaceous soils large fire-cracked rock features is also a close ap-
did aid in demarcating the shape of a number Of pit proximation of the original depth of pits of the small

- - bottoms which were either very shallow basins or fire-cracked rock hearths.
were fiat-bottomed (Table 9). In six cases the All of the small fire-cracked rock hearths at Sites
downward movement of water has carried very 29, 33, and 34 contain some fire-cracked rock
small pieces of charcoal with it and produced basin- (Table 9) and in this respect these features differ
shaped and slightly discolored soils as much as 25 from Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 2 at Site 33
cm below the level of fire-cracked rock and larger North and possibly Large Fire-cracked Rock
pieces of charcoal (Figure 11, Hearth 51; Figure 26, Feature 1 at Site 34 South which have very little
Hearths 5 and 7). rock in their centers and large amounts of rock on

The depths of small fire-cracked rock hearths at their peripheries. However, the weight of fire-
Sitcs 29, 33, and 34 given in Table 9 do not approx- cracked rock in small fire-cracked rock hearths (6.9
imate the original depths of these features and only to 110.8 kg) is considerably less than that estimated
provide a measure of the thickness of fire-cracked for the four large fire-cracked rock features of Sites
rock and charcoal. The erosion of occupational sur- 33 and 34 (1,179 to 2,755 kg). Differences in weight
faces, the probable filling of these features with soils and positioning of fire-cracked rock between the
similar to those in which they were excavated, and small fire-cracked rock hearths and the large fire-
the obscuring of pit outlines with percolating water cracked rock features is thought to be related to the
have made it impossible to define pit walls and reuse of the larger features, while the small fire-
estimate with certainty the original depths of these cracked rock hearths are believed to have been used
features. A similar problem exists with the small once or only a few times. This inference will be
fire-cracked rock features excavated on an alluvial dealt with specifically when the spatial distribution
fan below the east slope of the Franklin Mountains of fire-cracked rock features at Sites 33 and 34 is
where slope erosion has apparently removed the up- discussed later in this section.
per portions of many of these features (Aten 1972; There is a slight tendency for the weight of fire-
Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin 1979; O'Laughlin and cracked rock to covary with the maximum diameter
Greiser 1973; Thompson 1979). Measured pit of small fire-cracked rock hearths. This followvs
depths of these small fire-cracked rock features from the definition of most hearth diameters by the
generally range from 10 to 25 cm and occasionally horizontal extent of fire-cracked rock and the rather
reach 30 to 55 cm. In the Hueco Bolson east of the narrow range of observed depths of fire-cracked
Franklin Mountains, numerous small hearths con- rock in hearths. Hard (n.d.) has also noted a direct
taining burned lumps of caliche are also noted as and positive relationship between the maximum
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diameter and weight of fire-cracked rock for 16 ex- rock hearths from these sites was sufficiently intact
cavated small fire-cracked rock hearths on an to ascertain the original placement of rock in these
alluvial slope on the east flank of the Franklin features. However, it is not certain whether these
Mountains and finds hearth diameters and the few hearths accurately reflect the distribution of
weights of fire-cracked rock comparable to those for hearth types at Sites 33 and 34, and it is suspected
the hearths of this project. Observed variation from that hearths of the dispersed rock type are under-
the pattern in which fire-cracked rock weight in- represented and that hearths ringed with larger
creases with the enlargement in hearth diameter at rock are over-represented in the small sample of 25
the sites of this project is partially attributable to hearths. This is suggested by the numerous surface
the apparent erosion of many hearths and the scat- hearths and a few of the subsurface or partially

* tering of hearth stones such that some stones were eroded hearths which have weights and sizes of fire-
not necessarily included in the measured weights of cracked rock comparable to hearths of the dispersed

* fire-cracked rock. Other factors that have con- rock type but whose diameters and original place-
* tributed to variability in weight of fire-cracked rock ment of rock could not be precisely defined (Figure
* for recorded hearth diameters include the density or 27a).

packing of fire-cracked rock in hearths and the Small fire-cracked rock hearths of the dispersed
possible intentional removal of rock from some rock type are those hearths with a dispersed or ran-
hearths which will be considered momentarily. dom placement of rock in them and are the more

The materials and size range of rock for small common type of hearth encountered at Sites 29, 33,
fire-cracked rock hearths parallels that of the large and 34 (Figure 26, Hearth 1; Figure 27b). These
fire-cracked rock features. Limestone is the hearths usually have a mixture of hearth stones
predominant rock type found in the small fire- ranging in size from 5 to 15 cm in largest dimension,
cracked rock hearths although small amounts of but a few hearths were noted in which the hearth
rhyolite occur in most hearths. Quartzite and sand- stones were all of a similar size with modes ap-
stone are comparatively rare and are found infre- proaching either 5 cm or 15 cm. Most of the rock in

* quently in the small fire-cracked rock hearths. The these hearths is fire-fractured, and the rock is
* size range of the fire-cracked rock in hearths generally closely spaced without noticeable ar-

generally varied in largest dimension from 5 to 15 rangements of differently sized rocks. In some cases
cm, but smaller rocks or larger rocks of up to 30 cm the outermost rocks show some alignment which
in maximum dimension were recorded for some followed the presumed curvature of pit walls
hearths. As with large fire-cracked rock features, (Figure 26, Hearth 1).
the relative abundance of rock types in small fire- There are two examples of the lined class of small
cracked rock hearths parallels the relative abun- fire-cracked rock hearths which have a layer of
dance of rocks of 10 to 30 cm diameters on the large rock in them (Figure 26, Hearth 2; Figure
gravelly ridges and terrances above Sites 29, 33, and 28a). The bottoms of these hearths have stones
34. which range in size from 15 to 30 cm in largest

Diversity in the weight, size, and positioning of dimension and manifest little evidence of fracture
rock in the small fire-cracked rock hearths of Sites by heat. On top of and between these larger stones
29, 33, and 34 is subsumed in Table 9 under the were found some smaller and more frequently fire-

* categorical heading of "placement of rock" which fractured stones. The total weight of rock in each of
has four descriptive classes of hearths: dispersed, these two hearths was somewhat higher than the
lined, ringed, and emptied. The dispersed class of weight of rock for hearths of the dispersed rock class

hatsincludes those hearths which contain with comparable diameters. As with hearths with
* numerous fire-cracked rocks and which exhibit no dispersed rock, there was no discernible pattern

particular arrangement of the various sized rocks; relative to the arrangement of rocks in the bottoms
this does not include hearths whose stones have of these hearths.
been dispersed by erosion. The class of hearths Small fire-cracked rock hearths of the ringed class
described as being Lined are those with large and of hearths are similar to hearths of the dispersed

* mostly unfractured rock on their bottoms, and the rock class in the weight, size distribution, and fire-
ringed class of hearths encompasses those that have fracturing of hearth stones. However, there is a
large rocks on the outer edges and small fire-cracked tendency for the larger rocks to be found on the
rock in the centers. The emptied class of hearths outer edge of the ringed class of hearths (Figure 26,
comprises those in which very little fire-cracked Hearths 5 and 7, Figure 28b). The outer ring of rock
rock was found. All of these classes of hearths will generally includes hearth stones of 10 to 15 cm in
be described in more detail later. A total of 25 largest dimension, though occasional rocks of
surface-mapped or excavated small fire-cracked greater size were also recorded. Smaller and more
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Figure 27. Excavated small fire-cracked rock hearths at Sits 34. Arrow points north and Is 50 cm long. a. Partially eroded Heartha 21. b. Undisturbed rocks o Hearth 4. Note the random arrangement and 5-15 cm size of rocks.
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Figure 28. Exeevated small fire-cracked rock hearths at Site 33. Arrow points north and is 50 cm long. a. Large and mostly un-
fractured rock lining the bottom of Hearth 2. b. 10-15 cm sized rock In Hearth 7 which was bisected by a backhoe
trench. Note carbonaceous soil below hearth stones.
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fire-fractured hearth stones were most common in and had fire-cracked rock outside of them appear to
the center of this class of hearths. be hearths for which the stones were removed either

The last, emptied, class of small fire-cracked rock for use in other hearths or in the prc'ess of retriev-
hearths includes two hearths which are very ing items that had been baked in them. It is also
different from the above mentioned kinds of possible that the fire-cracked rock around these
hearths. These hearths contain only very small hearths may be diagnostic of repeated use and
amounts of highly fire-fractured rock (Figure 26, maintenance. In this respect, it is noted that none of
Hearth 94). The hearth stones are scattered the other classes of small fire-cracked rock hearths
throughout the fill of these hearths and are less than had much fire-cracked rock scattered outside and
10 cm in largest dimension. In addition, significant around them (except in the cases of partially
amounts of fire-cracked rock which ranged in size deflated or eroded hearths); this may reflect the
up to 15 cm in maximum dimension were found ad- one-time use or limited reuse of these hearths. Oh-
jacent to and at the same level as these buried viously, much work still needs to be done in order to
hearths. This suggests that the stones of these clarify the conditions necessary to produce heat-
hearths may have been intentionally removed and fractured rock and the results observable as a conse-
disposed nearby. Thus, the heading for this class of quence of the reuse of these features or the hearth
hearths in Table 9 is "emptied." stones.

Reasons for the differences between the four
classes of small fire-cracked rock hearths in the size, Possible Uses of Small
amount, and placement of hearth stones are not Fire-cracked Rock Hearths
completely understood but appear to relate to the It is the writer's contention that small fire-
reuse of these features or hearth stones and perhaps cracked rock hearths are functionally equivalent to
to the intensity of the heat from fires in the features. the previously described large fire-cracked rock
The hearths with linings of large and mostly unfrac- features and that the principal use of both was for
tured stones are visualized as having been used the pit-baking of leaf succulents. In the following
once, and either the temp~erature from fires in these discussion, small fire-cracked rock hearths will be
hearths was not high enough to fracture most of the compared with ethnographically recorded examples
rock or the lowermost rock in these hearths was not of pit ovens and with the large fire-cracked rock
subjected to a wide enough range of temperatures features of Sites 33 and 34. The geograhical
in a short period of time to cause fracturing of the distribution of small fire-cracked rock hearths and
rock. Hearths with a dispersed or random arrange- leaf succulents will also be considered.
ment of rock generally contain numerous and Ethnographic accounts of the processing of roots,
highly fractured rocks. Temperatures from fires in hearts, and leaf bases of leaf succulents such as
these hearths were apparently of sufficient agave, sotol, and yucca by Indian groups of north-
magnitude or variable enough to fracture the rock emn Mexico and adjacent arid areas of the United
but is is not clear whether the numerous fire- States have beeni presented in the previous section
fractured rocks in these hearths are a result of one or on large fire-cracked rock features. The most corn-
stoneesoom o e erheayhae bieenficr-d suclescrietailsthoemldgofe aion iglad
mtores epiode ofe uearh whethaer firefracurd mcunt derid mthoudmlding aiong lafd

porated in these hearths. In some cases the stones among rocks that have been placed in a pit some 1
were fractured but remained largely intact such to 4 mn in diameter and approximately 1 m deep, the

*that the size of the original stones was readily deter- placing of leaf succulents on the rocks after the fire
mined (Figure 27b). In most cases, however, the has burned out and between other plant materials,
fire-fractured rock was not articulated with other the covering of the pit contents with a layer of
pieces from the same stone. This may be indicative earth, and finally the removing of the leaf suc-
of the use of fractured stones from other hearths or culents after one or more days of baking for con-
the movement of hearth stones while retrieving the sumption or further processing.
items that were processed in the hearths. The small fire-cracked rock hearths of Sites 29,

Hlearths with outer rings of large stones and 33, and 34 have diameters generally within the
*highly fractured rock in their centers appear to be range of the ethnographical ly reported pit ovens,

intermediate between the two above mentioned though some hearths were measured at less than 1 m
hearth types in the possible incorporation Of frac- in diameter. Most small fire-cracked rock hearths
tured and unfractured stones, the fracturing of also have considerable fire-cracked rock in them,

- some of the rock with heat from fires, or perhaps the and charcoal and carbonaceous soil fromi fires occur
*use of these hearths more than once but not many in all hearths with the exception of the exposed and
*times. The two hearths which contained little rock more weathered ones. The major discrepancy in at-
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Ftributes between the small fire-cracked rock hearths cracked rock hearths of Sites 29. 33, and 34 appear
at Sites 29, 33, and 34 and the ethnographically to be comparable to the ethnographic examples of
described pit ovens is the much shallower depth of pit ovens being used for the first time. That is, the
the small fire-cracked rock hearths. The hearths at small fire-cracked rock hearths seem to be small and
Sites 29, 33, and 34 had recorded depths of only 10 spatially discrete features which were used once or
to 20 cm, and other small fire-cracked rock hearths only a few times. This has been inferred principally
in the El Paso area were previously noted as rarely from the interior layer of rock and the small size of
reaching depths of 55 cm. The erosion of soil sur- small fire-cracked rock hearths and partially from
faces and the difficulty encountered in defining pit the infrequent occurrence of hearths which appear
walls at Sites 29, 33, and 34 have been suggested as to have been emptied of stone and which provide
factors affecting the preservation and measurement the only evidence of the possible reuse of these
of pit depths. However, it has also been inferred features. Although dissimilarity in formal attributes
that pit depths of the small fire-cracked rock hearths between the large fire-cracked rock features and the
only occasionally exceeded 50 cm. The small fire- small fire-cracked rock hearths is thought to be
cracked rock hearths, therefore, do not match ex- referrable to the reuse of the larger features (and
actly the ethnographic accounts of pit ovens used to perhaps to the bulk processing of materials), inter-
bake leaf succulents. The disagreement in formal pretations of these features have varied. Those ar-
attributes between these features leaves open to cheologists working in the El Paso area who have
question an argument from ethnolographic analogy advanced propositions on the use of the large fire-
that leaf succulents were baked in the small fire- cracked rock features infer the baking or roasting of
cracked rock hearths. Clearly, other kinds of infor- leaf succulents in these features (Greer 1968b; Hard
mation must be presented to support the supposi- n.d.; Whalen 1977; 1978; this report). However,
tion that the most important activity involving the implied functions of the small fire-cracked rock
use of small fire-cracked rock hearths was the pro- hearths include the roasting or baking of leaf sue-
cessing of leaf succulents. culents and/or a more general usage relating to

Differences in formal attributes between the meal preparation and body warmth (Hard n.d.;
large fire-cracked rock features at Sites 33 and 34 O'Laughlin 1979; O'Laughlin and Greiser 1973;
and the ethnographic examples of pit ovens have Wetterstrom 1978; n.d.; Whalen 1977; 1978; n.d.).
been attributed to the apparent more frequent These alternative propositions for the function of
ethnographic observation of pit ovens being used small fire-cracked rock hearths are considered in
for the first time and the probable repeated use of some detail in the ensuing discussion.

* the archeological features or feature areas. The Small fire-cracked rock hearths like those of Sites
- large fire-cracked rock features seem to be of two 29, 33, and 34 and other sites on the east side of the

types, neither of which bears much resemblance to Rio Grande in the project area (Chapter III) are
the more frequently recorded ethnographic pit oven also found on the lower alluvial slopes of the east
of I to 4 m in diameter and with a layer of stones in flank of the Franklin Mountains (Aten 1972; Gerald
its bottom. The first type of large fire-cracked rock n.d. c; Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin 1979; O'Laughlin
feature shows repeated use of the same pit which and Greiser 1973; Thompson 1979) and on alluvial
created a large and generally rock-free central slopes below the western escarpment of the Hueco
depression surrounded by substantial accumula- Mountains (Whalen 1977). In addition, small
tions of fire-cracked rock. The second type of large hearths which average near 1 m in diameter and
fire-cracked rock feature bears evidence of the contained burned lumps of caliche (calcium car-
repeated use of an area such that the noncongruent bonate) rather than fire-cracked rock are scattered
placement of pits produced a very large and throughout lowland areas of the Hueco Bolson be-
overlapping distribution of fire-cracked rock. The tween the Franklin and Hueco Mountains and on
former type of large fire-cracked rock feature is the La Mesa surface west of the project area (Lynn,
represented by Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 2 Baskin, and Hudson 1975; Sudar-Murphy and
at Site 33 North and possibly Large Fire-cracked Laumback 1976; Whalen 1977; 1978).
Rock Feature 1 at Site 34 South, and the latter type Whalen (1977:164) combines the hearths with
of large fire-cracked rock feature is represented by burned caliche and the smaller of the small fire-
Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 3 at Site 33 North cracked rock hearths and calls them "small
and possibly by Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 1 campfire-sized hearths." He (Whalen 1977; 1978)
at Site 33 South. suggests from the wide spatial distribution of this

Whereas the large fire-cracked rock features are class of small hearths in various environmental
suggested to have resulted from the recurrent zones of the El Paso area that these features are
utilization of the same pit or pit area, the small fire- general purpose facilities used in the performance
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of dail, activities. Whalen (1978:24) also recognizes have been exceedingly sparse and infrequently en-
a second and less numerous class of hearths which countered. Wetterstrom (n.d.) implies from the few
are larger than the first class of small hearths, but carbonized seeds found in these features that the
apparently smaller than large fire-cracked rock processing of foods was not an important activity
features which have large central depressions involving the use of these features and that small
ringed with fire-cracked rock and are located on or fire-cracked rock hearths and hearths with burned
near the lower slopes of mountains in the El Paso caliche were primarily utilized for warmth.
area. The class of larger hearths is thought by The above simplified rendering of alternative in-
Whalen (1978:24) to be outdoor hearths associated terpretations of small fire-cracked rock hearths and
with the performance of more particular tasks than similar hearths with burned caliche illustrates the
the small class of hearths. He (Whalen 1977; 1978) difficulty of ascertaining the functions of these
interprets the large fire-cracked rock features as features, as well as the ambiguity of meanings
task-specific facilities used in the processing of leaf assigned definitionally to these features. The
succulents. Whalen's definitions of general purpose different approaches taken by Wetterstrom, Hard,
and more functionally-specific facilities are based and Whalen in the study of these features are com-
principally on the size of the fire-cracked rock and mented on below, and this is followed by a discus-
burned caliche features although some considera- sion of the spatial distribution of these features and
tion is given to the spatial distribution of large fire- particular plant resources which provide the foun-

* cracked rock features in an effort to further delimit dation for the writer's interpretation of these
their use. He (Whalen 1977: 1978) also notes that features.

. the small class of hearths occurs on different kinds of Attempts at recovering carbonized plant
sites including those he describes as special activity materials from small fire-cracked rock hearths and
sites and residential sites, and this is taken by hearths with burned caliche have been successful in
Whalen as evidence of the general uses to which the the sense of demonstrating that little, if anything,
small class of hearths were put. will be found in these hearths which would provide

Hard (n.d.), in a study of small fire-cracked rock information on the uses of these features (Aten
features located on an alluvial fan on the east side of 1972; Ford 1977; Gasser n.d.; Holloway n.d.; Lynn
the Franklin Mountains and adjacent to slopes with 1976; O'Laughlin 1979, O'Laughlin and Greiser
lechuguilla and sotol, concludes from an in-depth 1973; Thompson 1979; Wetterstrom 1978; n.d.).
comparison of these features with ethnographically Gasser (n.d.) and O'Laughlin (1979) suggest that
described pit ovens that small fire-cracked rock the burning of plant foods being processed in these
hearths with rock weights of approximately 13 kg or features would be unintentional and should not be
more and diameters of approximately 1 m or more expected to have been a frequent happening. In ad-
were used to bake or roast leaf succulents. Thus, dition, it can also be suggested that the probability
Hard suggests that some of the small fire-cracked of accidental burning of plant fools would be in-
rock hearths which would be included in Whalen's versely related to the size of the plant part being
class of small hearths on the basis of their size are processed. Thus, features utilized in the parching or
not general purpose facilities but, rather, roasting of seeds and the cooking of porridges or
functionally-specific features. However, Hard breads made from seeds would be more likely to
places small fire-cracked rock hearths with contain evidence of these activities than would
diameters of less than I m and rock weights of less features used in baking the much larger hearts of
than 13 kg in the same category as small hearths leaf succulents. It has also been suggested in
with burned caliche because of their comparability Chapter VII that the presence of burned seeds in
in size and weight of rock or caliche and their in- small fire-cracked rock hearths and hearths with
ferred dissimilarity to ethnographically reported pit burned caliche may often be an outcome of their
ovens. As with Whalen, Hard proposes that these natural occurrence in soils and their close proximity
smaller fire-cracked rock or burned caliche hearths to fires in these features or their incidental place-
were used for more general purposes such as for ment in hearths along with fuel or tinder. The few
body warmth and meal preparation. burned seeds found may indicate that the process-

Ford (1977) and Wetterstrom (1978; n.d.) have ing of seeds was not routinely performed with these
analyzed carbonized plant materials from num- features, as Wetterstrom (n.d.) implies. This, how-
erous small fire-cracked rock hearths and hearths ever, does not negate the possibility that these
with burned caliche in the Hueco Bolson east of the features were used to process other plant foods, and
Franklin Mountains. Other than wood charcoal, it is important to note the finding of some charred
carbonized plant parts which might help define the remains of leaf succulents in small fire-cracked rock
nature of activities conducted with these facilities hearths which include two hearths on the lower
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alluvial slope of the west side of the Hueco Moun- Hard (n.d.) has suggested that hearths with sub-
tains (Ford 1977), two hearths on the lower alluvial stantial amounts of fire-cracked rock or burned
slopes of the east side of the Franklin Mountains caliche and diameters of 1 m or more are similar
(Holloway n.d.), and two hearths of the Zone 2 oc- enough to the ethnographically reported pit ovens
cupation at Site 33 (Chapter VII). Carbonized re- to infer their use as facilities to bake or roast leaf
mains of leaf succulents were also recovered from succulents. Hard (n.d.) also implies that hearths of
two of the large fire-cracked rock features at Site 33 smaller size and with smaller amounts of fire-
(Chapter VII). These few fire-cracked rock features cracked rock or burned caliche are dissimilar
with carbonized remains of leaf succulents are enough from the ethnographically described pit
situated in or near areas with relatively abundant ovens to suggest their use as general purpose hearths
leaf succulents such as sotol and lechuguilla, and for heating or cooking. Although Hard relies heavi-
this adds some credence to the supposition that at ly on ethnographic accounts for assigning a specific
least some of the fire-cracked rock features were function to larger hearths with larger amounts of
used to process these plants. Nevertheless, the fire-cracked rock, he makes no mention of ethno-
paucity of carbonized plant parts in small fire- graphic accounts detailing smaller hearths with
cracked rock hearths and hearths with burned lesser weights of fire-cracked rock or burned caliche
caliche does not allow for a.rm statements on the used as general purpose facilities. A survey by the
uses of these features at this time from these kinds of writer of the ethnographic literature of historic In-
data. In general, quantities of burned remains of dian groups using pit ovens to bake leaf succulents
potentially edible parts of native plants or cultigens has also failed to disclose general purpose hearths
have been retrieved only from the occupational incorporating rock or other similar materials. Thus,
refuse of sites with architectural remnants where Hard's division of hearths with fire-cracked rock or
plant processing and consumption was apparently burned caliche into two functionally distinct groups
more routinely performed (Brook 1966; 1980; Ford would appear questionable and unsubstantiated. In
1977; Wetterstrom 1978) or from deposits in caves addition, ethnographic accounts of pit ovens used to
where preservation of plant materials is much bet- bake leaf succulents leave much to be desired. Ac-
ter than in the open sites with fire-cracked rock or tual dimensions of pit ovens, the amount of rock in
burned caliche hearths (Cosgrove 1947; O'Laughlin pit ovens, the reuse of pit ovens or of the hearth
1977a). stones, and the appearance of these features follow-

As noted in this and the previous section, ing their use are either not given or are broadly
ethnographic examples of facilities used to bake leaf generalized in these ethnographies. Formal analyses
succulents differ in formal attributes from the large of ethnographic p-t ovens and archeological
fire-cracked rock features and the small fire-cracked features of the El Paso area have only pointed up
rock hearths of Sites 29, 33, and 34 and other sites in the deficiencies in the description of pit ovens in the
the El Paso area. Differences between the large fire- ethnographic literature and the necessity of pursu-
cracked rock features and the ethnographically ing other lines of inquiry into the possible uses of the
recorded pit ovens have been attributed to the archeological features.
repeated use of the large fire-cracked rock features, Wetterstrom (n.d.) and Whalen (1977; 1978)
and the small fire-cracked rock hearths are sug- have suggested that the smaller fire-cracked rock or
gested to have been consistently shallower than the burned caliche hearths are general purpose facilities
pit ovens of ethnographic accounts. The small used for preparing meals and/or body warmth.
hearths with burned caliche are also thought to Assuming some benefit is to be gained by incor-
have been shallower than the ethnographically porating rock or lumps of caliche in hearths used for
described pit ovens, but the erosion or deflation of warming or for cooking, it is to be expected that
most excavated hearths with burned caliche does these hearths would be widely distributed with
not permit an accurate assessment of the original respect to spatial variability in th- L ronment and
depths of these features. Although the ethnographic that they could be commonplace features of sites in
literature can be a valuable source for ideas con- which warming and cooking activities probably
cerning the possible activities performed with these took place. However, this does not seem to be the
fire-cracked rock and burned caliche features, any case. For example, small fire-cracked rock hearths
analogy drawn simply from the comparison of for- occur very infrequently and in small numbers in
mal attributes should be viewed with skepticism. sites situated above the alluvial slopes flanking the
This is especially true of the fire-cracked rock and Franklin Mountains (Way n.d.), and fire-cracked
burned caliche features of the El Paso area which rock and burned caliche hearths are not common

- do not agree totally with the descriptions of pit features of lowland residential sites which have
ovens used by historic Indian groups. been excavated in the El Paso area (Brook 1966;
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1980; Kegley 1979; Lehmer 1948; O'Laughlin n.d. Small and large site . with few or many small fire-
b; Whalen 1979; and others). The conclusions to be cracked rock or burned caliche hearths and with
drawn from these two examples are that hearths of relatively light surface scatters of artifacts are the
fire-cracked rock or burned caliche are not ubi- most common kinds of sites recorded for the
quitous features of sites in the El Paso area, that lowlands and flanks of mountains in the El Paso
these features are not necessarily well represented at area. These sites are viewed as special activity sites
some types of sites, and that the distribution of these which were occupied seasonally for short periods of
features does not accord well with their proposed time (O'Laughlin 1979). It is also suggested that the

S.use as general purpose facilities for regularly per- most important activity conducted at sites %vith
formed activities. Hearths found in or adjacent to small fire-cracked rock hearths was the processing
excavated surface rooms or pithouses where cooking of lechuguilla, sotol, and occasionally soap-tree
and fire-building for warmth would certainly have yucca and that the processing of soap-tree yucca
taken place are reported to be devoid of rock or and various seed plants is evidenced at sites with
caliche lumps (see the above references), and this burned caliche hearths. The ephemeral and spe-
contradicts the presumption of any advantage to be cialized nature of activities performed at sites with
gained by the incorporation of these materials in fire-cracked rock or burned caliche hearths is in-
features which are thought by Whalen and Wetter- ferred, in part, from a comparison of artifact den-
strom to be general purpose facilities. Whalen sities, tool assemblages, and features of these sites
(1979) also details the spatial distribution of houses, with those of other types of sites in the El Paso area
burned caliche hearths, and other features for two (O'Laughlin 1979). Added to this is the proposal
Mesilla phase pithouse villages that have been that subsistence activities at special activity sites

* tested in the Hueco Bolson, observes that the which were occupied for short periods of time will
burned caliche hearths are located on the be more directly referable to nearby resources than
peripheries of these sites, and implies that the will the more generalized activities of more per-

S"burned caliche hearths are roasting pits used to manently occupied residential sites. Thus, it has
process leaf succulents. Whalen's (1979) inference been possible to demonstrate the probability that
that the hearths in the two above mentioned the more important uses of the fire-cracked rock or
villages are roasting pits used to process leaf suc- burned caliche hearths are related to their spatial
culents differs from his earlier interpretation of co-variation with leaf succulents (O'Laughlin
similar features in other sites as general purpose 1979).
facilities (Whalen 1977; 1978). However, Whalen's In the following discussion, many of these obser-

. (1979) recording that hearths with burned caliche vations (O'Laughlin 1978; 1979) on the spatial
do not occur in or near houses where routine ac- distributions of leaf succulents and fire-cracked rock
tivities requiring heat would be performed and that or burned caliche features are reiterated for an in-
the burned caliche hearths which he views as infre- terpretation of the archeological features at Sites
quently used facilities occur away from houses, sup- 29, 33, and 34. Much of this information has
ports this writer's contention that hearths contain- already been introduced in Chapter III where
ing fire-cracked rock or burned caliche are task- settlement patterns in the project area have been
specific facilities. The alternative proposition that described and in the previous section detailing the
small fire-cracked rock hearths and hearths with distribution of large fire-cracked rock features and
burned caliche are general purpose hearths used for leaf succulents in the El Paso area. In addition, the
cooking or body warmth has not been developed in correlation of the spatial distribution of leaf suc-
a satisfactory fashion by Wetterstrom and Whalen culents with the pit baking of these plants by
and does not account for the above noted examples historic Indian groups and with archeological
of the distributions of these features. In addition, it features containing fire-cracked rock by Castetter,
should also be pointed out that hearths lacking fire- Bell, and Grove (1938) and Savles (1935) for arid
cracked rock or burned caliche are not as visible ar- areas of northern Mexico and adjacent parts of the
cheologically or are less often preserved intact than United States has been noted in the previous section
features incorporating these materials. This bias in and will not be related again here.
visibility and preservation has resulted in a tenden- Although burned caliche hearths were not found
cy for many archeologists not to fully consider the at the sites of this project, the above mentioned
possible functions of features with fire-cracked rock similarities and distinctions dravn between these
or burned caliche and the more likely wide spatial features and those with fire-cracked rock bv others
distribution of simpler hearths without these necessitate some consideration of their spatial
materials in different types of sites of various en- distribution and implied use. That is, it is suttgested
vironmental zones of the El Paso area. that fire- icked rock and burned caliche hearths
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are special purpose facilities which differ primarily ures containing heat-reteitie imaterials f ound
in the materials being processed in them and that away from the Rio Grande in lowland areas wsere
these features are not general purpose facilities for used principally to bake soap-tree yucca.
meal preparation or warmth. Thus, any attempt to It is envisioned that the heart ad leaf bases of

show that the small fire-cracked rock features of this soap-tree yucca would most often be cooked in
project are not general purpose facilities must also burned caliche hearths and that the slender floser-
demonstrate that burned caliche hearths were also ingstalks of soap-tree yucca were less often baked or
not used for such general purposes. roasted with these features and more lrbal.I

Hearths containing burned lumps of caliche are eaten raw or after roasting over the coals of simpl.er
widely scattered throughout the lowlands of the El hearths without caliche. The crown of soap-tree

Paso area away from the Rio Grande. These hearths yucca is in its best condition or "sweetest in the
are found in areas where rock does not occur and spring, though it could be gathered and baked
where caliche occurs just beneath the surface or is throughout the year. The processing of soap-tree

- exposed on weathered surfaces. Occasionally rock is yucca at sites with burned caliche hearths can.
found incorporated in hearths of lowland areas at therefore, be suggested to have been seasonal and
some distance from source areas (Lynn 1976), and principally in the spring. A number of sted plants

. some hearths on the La Mesa surface west of the also becomes available in the spring and into the
project area contain volcanic rock from nearby lava summer, and many' of these plants have a spatial
flows of very limited distribution (Hunter-Anderson distribution comparable to that of soap-tree %ucca
1979). However, the overwhelming number of (O'Laughlin 1978). In addition, ground stone tools
hearths in lowland areas away from the Rio Grande which could be useful in the processing of seeds are
have only burned caliche, and this is thought to be a a common attribute of sites with burned caliche
reflection of the availability of materials which hearths (O'Laughlin 1979). Howeer, the parchling
could be incorporated in features such as these and or roasting of seeds or the cooking of foods pre-ared
not an indication of a basic functional difference be- from seeds would not require facilities incor-
tween the burned caliche hearths and those con- porating caliche or the length of cooking time sug-
taining rock. That is, hearths with either lumps of gested by hearths with caliche. Although a number

caliche or rock are envisioned as being more effec- of different subsistence activities may have been
tive in the cooking of thick, fleshy plants which carried out at sites with burned caliche hearths,
would require heat over a period of time, than these features would probably have seen use for a
would simpler hearths without caliche or rock. purpose other than the cooking of the crow ns of
Although the heat-retentive properties of caliche soap-tree yucca only occasionally. The suggested
and various kinds of rocks probably differ, the warm weather occupation of sites with burned

" distribution of hearths with these materials appears caliche hearths also lessens the possible use of these
to reflect the availability of these materials and not features to produce body warmth.
any strict preference by aboriginal groups for cer- Hearths with burned caliche are generall\ %mall
tain materials for particular kinds of features. and characteristically have diameters of about I in.

The burned caliche hearths of lowland areas are These hearths are often smaller than hearths located
numerous but are not randomly distributed about at the edges of mountainous areas and containing
the landscape. Indeed, Lynn, Baskin, and Hudson fire-cracked rock and certainly are smaller than the
(1975), Sudar-Murphy and Laumback (1976), and large fire-cracked rock features of the El Paso area.
Whalen (1977: 1978; n.d.) note a tendency for sites It would seem that little soap-tre yucca was proc-
with these features to be situated near playas essed in these hearths with burned caliche as con-
(shallow depressions) which may contain some pared to the large fire-cracked rock features found
water seasonally. The spatial distribution of these on the peripheries of mountainous areas and that
sites conforms well with the modern distribution of the processing of soap-tree yucca may have been for
soap-tree yucca (Yucca data) which is generally immediate consumption rather than for storage and
more bundant in playas and more widely scattered later use. Basehart (1974) notes a preference for cer-
in mesquite dune areas or the few remaining areas tain agaves and sotol over soap-tree yucca h% the
of grassland away from playas (O'Laughlin and Mescalero Apache whose territory included the El
Crawford 1977; O'Laughlin 1978). Soap-tree yucca Paso area. Assuming the same prehistoric aboriginal
is also the only naturally occurring and potentially preference for agave and ;otol over soap-tree yucca.
edible plant known to occur presently in lowland it could be reasoned that the larger fire-cracked
areas away from the Rio Grande which would re- rock features on the edges of mountains are in-
quire baking before consumption or further process- dicative of the bulk processing of leaf suceulenits
ing for storage. Thus, it can be proposed that fea- other than soap-tree yucca for storage and later use
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and that the smaller burned caliche and fire- can be found on rocky alluvial soils flanking moun-
cracked rock hearths of similar size are indicative of tainous areas, and all three of these upland leaf suc-
the processing of small amounts of leaf succulents culents are found at higher elevations in the larger
for immediate consumption rather than for later mountains such as the Franklin Mountains, the
use. Hueco Mountains, and the southern and lower por-

Whalen (1979) notes a few large, burned caliche tions of the Sacramento Mountains.
hearths of at least several meters in diameter on the Most often, fire-cracked rock features are situated
peripheries of two Mesilla phase sites with pithouses just within or below plant communities containing
in the interior of the Hueco Bolson. In addition to the upland leaf succulents and on the lower alluvial
inferrring the processing of leaf succulents in these slopes originating in mountains. The employment
features, Whalen also implies that these facilities of fire-cracked rock in the features certainly reflects
were used to process large quantities of leaf suc- the local availability of rock materials for such uses.
culents by social groups larger than that of a single Fire-cracked rocks are rarely encountered in
household which he infers to be a nuclear family. hearths in areas at a distance from the environs of
The smaller burned caliche and fire-cracked rock upland leaf succulents, although rock materials
hearths may be suggested, therefore, to have been may be locally available. For example, and as noted
used to process small amounts of leaf succulents by in Chapter III, small fire-cracked rock hearths are
small groups of a size similar to that of a household rarely encountered along the Rio Grande above or
but not necessarily of similar composition. It could below the project area although they are numerous
also be argued that the larger fire-cracked rock on the east side of the Rio Grande in the project
features on the edges of mountainous areas may area which is relatively close to the Upper Bajada
have been used to process larger amounts of leaf environmental zone where upland leaf succulents
succulents by social groups larger than that of a occur. It was also observed in Chapter III that the
single household or perhaps by task groups com- spatial distribution of these features does not follow
posed of members from several households. that of potentially edible plant resources of the

The suggestion that small fire-cracked rock floodplain and adjoining margins of the valley or of
hearths and large fire-cracked rock features were soap-tree yucca in the project area. Thus, it is pro-
used to pit-bake leaf succulents is also founded on posed that fire-cracked rock features are heat-
the parallel spatial distributions of these features retentive faclities principally used to bake leaf suc-
and leaf succulents other than soap-tree yucca. culents other than the lowland soap-tree yucca
Although burned caliche hearths and fire-cracked when they are found in or near plant communities
rock features both are envisioned as having been of upland rocky slopes. As with burned caliche

- . used to bake leaf succulents and some small hearths hearths, facilities containing rock are thought to be
containing rock are noted for areas where soap-tree more appropriate for the temporally extended bak-
yucca is the only leaf succulent present, the greater ing of thick, fleshy plants and are suggested to havc
number of small fire-cracked rock hearths and all of been used to pit-bake the crowns of lechuguilla,
the large fire-cracked rock features are found in or sotol, and occasionally soap-tree yucca. The proc-
near plant communities where leaf suc':lents other essing of these leaf succulents most probably took
than soap-tree yucca are relatively abundant place in the springtime when these leaf succulents
(O'Laughlin 1979). The most common of these leaf are in prime condition and beginning to flower.
succulents is lechuguilla which occurs on soils de- Again, the suggested warm weather use of the fire-
rived from limestone in small and large mountain cracked rock and burned caliche features argues
masses of the El Paso area. North and west of the against their use as facilities to produce body
project area lechuguilla disappears as limestone is warmth.
replaced by other rock types. Agave neomexicana is Fire-cracked rock features whose primary func-
another leaf succulent that is very similar to tion is thought to have been the pit-baking of leaf
lechuguilla and could have been processed in the succulents such as lechuguilla and sotol may also
fire-cracked rock features but it generally is found have been used to process other plants on occasion.

" at higher elevations than lechuguilla in the larger Castetter and Underhill (1935) report the pit baking
" mountains of the El Paso area. The last leaf suc- in stone-filled ovens of the stems of cholla (Opuntia
* culent to be considered is sotol which is also found sp) by the Papago, and other cacti are mentioned as

in the larger mountains of the El Paso area and has having been similarly baked in other ethnographic
* a much wider geographical distribution than or ethnobotanical accounts. Cacti may have been

lechuguilla in that it is not restricted in occurrence baked in the fire-cracked rock features of the El
to soils derived from limestone. Either lechuguilla Paso area, and these stem succulents have a
or a mixture of these three upland leaf succulents geographical distribution comparable to that of
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upland leaf succulents. The baking of stem sue- with many fire-cracked rock hearths on sandy soil is
culents in fire-cracked rock features is thought to interpreted as evidencing the greater ease of digging
have been an infrequent or comparatively unimpor- holes for pit ovens as contrasted with the greater

. tant activity compared to that of baking upland leaf difficulty of excavating the shallow and gravelly
" succulents. However, this supposition is based soils of most ridges and terraces of the Lower Ba-

primarily on descriptions of Mescalero Apache sub- jada environmental zone.
sistence activities for the wider El Paso area which The inference that the placement of sites with
note only the gathering of fruits of cacti and not the many fire-cracked rock hearths along the east side
baking of stems of cacti (Basehart 1974; Matson and of the Rio Grande is conditioned by the occurrence
Shroeder 1957). The flowering stalks of soap-tree of sandy soils in the same area is also paralleled by
yucca, the fruits of datil (Yucca torreyi), and the non-random distribution of Zone 2 fire-cracked
rootstalks of cattail (Typha latijolia) may also have rock features at Sites 33 and 34. The numerous large
been processed in the fire-cracked rock features, but sand dunes of Site 33 North and South are evident in
these items could just as easily have been roasted on Figure 7 which shows the topography of Sites 33
coals in hearths without stone. and 34, but areas of some duning sands at Site 34

are not readily apparent from Figure 7. As noted in
Spatial and Temporal Distribution oJ the previous section, large fire-cracked rock features
Small Fire-cracked Rock Hearths of Zone 2 at Site 33 and 34 are located either on top

It has been proposed that the principal function of or on the edge of some of the larger dunes of
of small fire-cracked rock hearths of Sites 29, 33, earlier deposits. Small fire-cracked rock hearths of
and 34 and of the large fire-cracked rock features of Zone 2 at these sites also exhibit a tendency to be
Sites 33 and 34 was the pit baking of upland leaf located in dune areas of earlier deposits, and neither
succulents such as lechuguilla and sotol. However, a large fire-cracked rock features nor small fire-
comparison of Figures 5 and 6 shows that sites of the cracked rock hearths are located on the gravelly
project area with many fire-cracked rock hearths soils between Site 33 South and Site 34 North or on
are generally situated 2 to 5 km from the Upper Ba- the nearby gravelly ridges and terraces north and
jada environmental 7one where upland leaf suc- east of Sites 33 and 34.
culents are found. This distance is much greater Three or four clusters of small fire-cracked rock
than that observed for other sites of the El Paso area hearths are easily defined at Site 34 (Figure 21).

where the processing of upland leaf succulents is Small sand dunes are located in the south central,
thought to have occurred, but these other sites are western, and northern portions of Site 34 North and
located near the bases of mountains some distance in the northern portion of Site 34 South. Unfor-
from the Rio Grande (see Skinner, Steed, and tunately, recent arroyo cutting and slope erosion
Bearden 1974 and Whalen 1977; 1978 for general have removed much of the sands overlying the
spatial distributions of these features). The situating gravels of Site 34 such that the clustering of hearths
of most sites of the project area with many fire- on larger accumulations of sands at Site 34 cannot
cracked rock hearths at a distance of 2 to 5 km from be demonstrated with certainty but is suggested by
the nearest source of upland leaf succulents is at- the occurrence of hearths in the northern portion of
tributed, in part, to the close proximity of the Rio Site 34 North and the southern portion of Site 34
Grande whose reliable source of water and added South where they are found on some of the deeper,
attraction of other resources not found away from remaining sands. The distribution of Zone 2 hearths
the river have apparently biased the locating of ac- at Site 33 South has a random appearance (Figure
tivities concerned with the processing of upland leaf 19). However, nearly all of Site 33 South has large
succulents. In addition, sites of the project area dunes of Zone 3 deposits, and the distribution of
with many fire-cracked rock hearths are located on hearths is not as localized as it is at Site 34 or for
sandy ridges and alluvial fans. The presence of Zone 2 at Site 33 North. At Site 33 North, there are
soap-tree yucca in taese sandy areas may also have four clusters of Zone 2 hearths which are located on
conditioned the placement of sites with fire-cracked the edges of large dunes of Zone 3 deposits (Figure
rock hearths, but this resource would quickly have 18). These include, but are not limited to, Small
been exhausted judging from the large number of Fire-cracked Rock Hearths 35-40, 41-44, 61-67, and
fire-cracked rock hearths observed on these sites and 105-109. Additional hearths are located along the
the spotty distribution and small numbers of soap- sandy north ridgeline of Site 33 North (Small Fire-
tree yuccas near these sites on the east side of the Rio cracked Rock Hearths 69-90); otherwise few hearths
Grande as compared to the relative greater abun- are found in inter-dunal areas or near the three ad-
dance of soap-tree yucca on the west side of the Rio ditional and fairly large dunes of Zone 3 deposits.
Grande in the project area. The occurrence of sites The non-random distribution of Zone 2 hearths at
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Site 33 North and their occurrence primarily on the initial observations on the temporal distribution of
edges of some of the larger dunes of Zone 3 deposits these features can be advanced for consideration by
contrasts sharply with the more nearly regular others working in the El Paso area.
distribution of small fire-cracked rock hearths and There are only seven small fire-cracked hearths
other features of Zone 4 at Site 33 (Figure 20). This recorded for the Zone 4 Archaic period occupation
accords well with the stratigraphy of Site 33 of Site 33, and it can be suggested from the subsur-
(Chapter V) which suggests that the alluvial fan face testing of deposits that the total number of

*sloped gently to the south and west during the Zone hearths for this occupation may be only as high as
4 occupation and that dunes did not begin to form 15. The presence of small fire-cracked rock hearths
until sometime after the first Zone 3 deposits were implies that some processing of leaf succulents was
laid down and before the Zone 2 occupation. done at Site 33 during this occupation and that the

The small fire-cracked rock hearths of Formative Zone 4 Archaic period occupation(s) included the
period occupations at Site 33 and possibly Site 34 possible habitation of this site during the spring.

*appear to be clustered on or restricted to the looser The spatial distribution of small fire-cracked rock
eolian sands of these sites where the excavation of hearths and other features for the Zone 4 occupa-
pit ovens may have been facilitated. In addition, tion does hint at the special-purpose nature of the
the tendency for Formative period hearths to be small fire-cracked rock hearths, but this will be

*clustered at these sites helps explain the suggested dealt with later after a description of the houses of
repeated use of Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 3 this zone.
and perhaps 1 at Site 33 where the overlapping The few hearths associated with the sizable Zone

* .distributions of fire-cracked rock from multiple pit 4 Archaic period occupation of Site 33 follows the
ovens are thought to have resulted in large surface observation that few hearths occur on other large
scatters and multiple subsurface layers of fire- and presumably Archaic period sites of the project

*cracked rock. This is certainly indicated for Large area (Chapter III). In addition, only a few fire-
Fire-cracked Rock Feature 3 at Site 33 North where cracked rock hearths were recorded for a large Ar-
numerous small fire-cracked rock hearths adjoin the chaic period site near Las Cruces, New Mexico
larger feature and extend into a large dune north of (Greiser 1973); only one large fire-cracked rock

* ULarge Fire-cracked Rock Feature 3 (Figure 18). The feature near Sierra Blanca, Texas, has been sug-
clustering of Formative period hearths at Sites 33 gested to date to the Archaic period (Skinner, Steed,
and 34 may simply reflect local topographic condi- and Bearden 1974); and the Archaic period levels of
tions and a preference for the excavation of pit La Cueva in the Organ Mountains north of the proj-

- -. ovens in the loose sands of dunes. However, the ect area contained little fire-cracked rock while For-
clusters of Formative period small fire-cracked rock mative period levels contained quantities of fire-
hearths, as well as the inferred repeated use of large cracked rock (O'Laughlin n.d. a). Although Ar-
fire-cracked rock features, may also be indicative of chaic period sites are difficult to identify in the El
long-term uses of particular portions of these sites Paso area and a number of small fire-cracked rock
by different social groups. The variability in size of and burned caliche hearths have been radiocarbon
the small fire-cracked rock hearths and the greater dated to the Archaic period in the Hueco Bolson to
size of the large fire-cracked rock features may in the east of the project area (Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin
addition reflect variability in the amounts of leaf 1979; Whalen n.d.), the impression of the writer
succulents that were processed in these features from the relatively few known fire-cracked rock

7- and/or the variability in the size of the group using features of the Archaic period is that leaf succulents
*these features. The composition of groups utilizing may have been of less importance to Archaic period

*these features may also have varied from single populations than they were to later Formative
nuclear families to larger social groups or task period populations. It is also possible that the fewer
groups composed of members of individual known fire-cracked rock features of the Archaic
domestic units. The means and organization of pro- period as compared to the Formative period may
duction for Formative period populations, only reflect changes in population density for the El
however, are not well enough understood at present Paso area.
to assess the significance of the variability in the The small number of radiocarbon dates from fire-
fire-cracked rock features of Sites 33 and 34. cracked rock features and the few ceramics of

The temporal distribution of small fire-cracked known and limited temporal distribution that were
*rock hearths at Sites 29, 33, and 34 is not fully associated with fire-cracked rock features of the

known, and there is some question as to the dates of Zone 2 occupations at Sites 33 and 34 allow only a
the presumably repeatedly used large fire-cracked general discussion of the relative popularity of these

*.rock features of Sites 33 and 34. Nevertheless, some features during portions of the Formative period.
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Radiocarbon dates from fire-cracked rock and other tributed to Dona Ana and El Paso phase occupation
features at Sites 33 and 34 are presented in Chapter of that site. Other sites in the project area with fire-
V, and ceramic materials from these sites are cracked rock features exhibit a similar pattern in
described in Chapter IX. The two radiocarbon that most sites with these features (especially the
dates and ceramic materials from Site 34 suggest large sites with many hearths) date to the Mesilla
that the 47 small fire-cracked rock features and the phase and that few of the small fire-cracked rock
single large fire-cracked rock feature of that site hearths can be assigned to earlier Archaid period or
date to the Mesilla phase (perhaps as early as AD 1 later El Paso phase occupations (Chapter III). The
to AD 1100). There may be as many as 200 to 300 apparent greater abundance of these features for
small fire-cracked rock hearths for Zone 2 at Site 33. the Mesilla phase as compared to the Archaic period
The majority of ceramic materials at Site 33 is or El Paso phase is substantiated by similar findings
ascribed to Mesilla phase occupations, and it is from studies of sites with small fire-cracked rock
thought that most of the small fire-cracked rock hearths on an alluvial fan at the east base of the

* hearths date to sometime during this phase. Two of Franklin Mountains (Aten 1972; Gerald n.d. b; n.d.
the large fire-cracked rock features at Site 33 have c; Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin 1979; O'Laughlin and
radiocarbon dates (160 BC ± 220, 130 BC ± 230) Greiser 1973; Thompson 1979). This pattern also
which can be attributed to either a very late Ar- seems to be duplicated below the Hueco Mountains
chaic period or early Mesilla phase occupation of and on the east side of the Hueco Bolson (Hard n.d.;
Zone 2 (see Chapter V for a more complete discus- Whalen 1978).
sion of these dates). In either case, some of the small The greater abundance of small fire-cracked rock

o " fire-cracked rock hearths of Zone 2 at Site 33 prob- hearths for the Mesilla phase as compared to the Ar-
ably are of similar age, although none were radio- chaic period has been interpreted as indicative of a
carbon dated earlier than AD 550 ± 120. Although greater reliance on upland leaf succulents during
eight small fire-cracked rock hearths at Site 33 have the Mesilla phase, although it has also been sug-
near them Mimbres Black-on-white or plain cor- gested that the differences in the number of small
rugated ceramics which are dated at approximately fire-cracked rock hearths between the Mesilla phase
AD 900-1100, these few associations of intrusive and the Archaic period may only be referrable to an
pottery types are probably not indicateive of the increase in population density during the Mesilla
number of hearths which were in use during the phase in the El Paso area. The smaller number of
later part of the Mesilla phase. One small fire- small fire-cracked rock hearths assignable to the El
cracked rock hearth at Site 33 North is radiocarbon Paso phase as compared to the Mesilla phase cannot
dated at AD 1200 ± 110 which suggests some use of be explained by a decrease in population density
Site 33 North during the Dona Ana phase (AD 1100 during the El Paso phase, however, because it ap-
to 1200). However, only two sherds from Site 33 pears that the El Paso area experienced the greatest
North can be assigned to the Dona Ana phase and prehistoric density of population during the El Paso
imply at best a limited use of that site during this phase (Chapter III; Whalen 1977; 1978). In addi-
time period. Indigenous and intrusive ceramics of tion, the smaller number of small fire-cracked rock

* the El Paso phase (approximately AD 1200-1400) hearths recorded for the El Paso phase as compared
are more numerous than those of the Dona Ana to the Mesilla phase does not seem to be proportion-
phase but are found in only three small areas of Site ate to the shorter duration of the El Paso phase. It
33 and are associated with a single, small fire- can, therefore, be suggested that upland leaf suc-
cracked rock hearth. It does not seem likely that culents were not as important to El Paso phase pop-
more than a few of the small fire-cracked rock ulation as they were to Mesilla phase population.
hearths at Site 33 were in use during the El Paso The large fire-cracked rock features of Sites 33
phase. and 34 are thought to have been in use during the

The larger portion of small fire-cracked rock Mesilla phase. It has been suggested that two of
hearths at Site 33 are believed to date to the Mesilla these featues (Large Fire-cracked Rock Features 1
phase, and the radiocarbon dates and ceramic and 3 at Site 33) are the result of substantial ac-

. materials from Site 33 indicate that this site was oc- cumulations of rock from the close spacing of a
. cupied throughout the Mesilla phase. The fire- large number of small fire-cracked rock hearths,

cracked rock features of Site 34 are also inferred to and the radiocarbon dates and ceramics from these
have been in use during the Mesilla phase. There is two features also indicate a long use of these two
some question as to whether any of the Zone 2 small areas during the Mesilla phase. This adds further
fire-cracked rock hearths may be from a late Ar- evidence to the above inferred greater popularity of
chaic period occupation of Site 33, and only a small small fire-cracked rock hearths for the Mesilla

number of small fire-cracked rock hearths can be at- phase. The other two features (Large Fire-cracked
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Rock Feature 2 at Site 33 and possibly Large Fire- and the low density of artifacts imply that the For-
Scracked Rock Feature I at Site 34) are large features mative period occupations of Sites 29, 33, and 34
* which are often referred to as ring middens. The were probably of short duration and oriented

temporal distribution of ring middens in the El Paso primarily towards the processing of upland leaf sue-
area is not well known, but the few dated ones are culents. Comparable sites on the east side of the
equally distributed between the Mesilla and El Paso Franklin Mountains have also been similarly inter-
phases (see the section on large fire-cracked rock preted by Hard (n.d.) and O'Laughlin (1979).
features). The temporal distribution of numbers of
ring middens does not parallel that of small fire- Pits, Postholes, and Ash and Charcoal Hearths
cracked rock hearths. Although the contribution of
upland leaf succulents to the diet may have been of Pits, postholes, and ash and charcoal hearths are
less importance during the El Paso phase than dur- few in number and recorded only for Sites 33 and
ing the Mesilla phase, there appears to be evidence 34. The attributes and possible uses of pits at Sites
that the processing of these plants during the El 33 and 34 are given in Table 10. They, along with
Paso phase often involved large quantities of the the postholes and ash and charcoal hearths of Site
plants and perhaps the cooperation of social groups 33 North, will be briefly described and estimates of
larger than a single household. That is, the the total numbers of similar features will be
technology for processing upland leaf succulents re- presented for each of the zones of occupation at
mains basically the same for the Mesilla and El Paso Sites 33 and 34. The functions of most of these
phases, but the relatively greater importance of ring features are more ambiguous than that of the fire-
middens during the El Paso phase is suggestive of a cracked rock features of Sites 29, 33, and 34 because
fundamental change in the organization of produc- the limited available information on similar
tion; i.e., in the relationship between producers. features in formal attributes leaves open a number

Additional implications which can be drawn of possible uses. Therefore, no attempt will be made
- from the relative abundance and temporal distribu- to narrowly delimit the possible uses of most of
S. tion of small fire-cracked rock hearths and large these features and particularly the uses of small pits

fire-cracked rock features are detailed in Chapter without fire-cracked rock and the ash and charcoal
III while presenting an overview of the culture hearths. With the exception of Pit 8 of Zone 4 and
history of the El Paso area and describing settle- Ash and Charcoal Hearth 1 of Zone 2 at Site 33
ment patterns of the project area. Because the infor- North, all of these features were tested or complete-
mation obtained from the study of fire-cracked rock ly excavated either as feature units or by the excava-

' features at Sites 29, 33, and 34 does not alter the tion of I m squares. The techniques employed in ex-
writer's interpretation of the archeological record, cavating these features and the kinds of samples
that material is not repeated here and the reader is taken from these features are identical to those
referred to Chapter III. described for the small fire-cracked rock hearths in

The fire-cracked rock features of Sites 29, 33, and the previous section. In most casc . a portion of the
34 have been interpreted as special purpose facili- investigated feature was left intact for possible re-
ties for processing upland leaf succulents. It has also examination in future studies.
been suggested that the processing of upland leaf The Zone 2 Formative period occupation of Site
succulents would have been a seasonal activity 34 South has two basin-shaped pits without rocks
which most probably took place in the spring, which were visible on the surface (Figure 21). These
There is a large number of these fire-cracked rock pits have been subjected to s( ie slope erosion, and
features for the Formative period occupations at the slope erosion or wind uiation of most of the
Sites 33 and 34, while very few other kinds of surface of Site 34 allows the suggestion that other
features are known for occupations of this period at similar features may once have been present. These
these sites. Small fire-cracked rock hearths are also pits are about 80 cm in diameter and contain only
the only features found at Site 29, and it can be carbonaceous soil and some charcoal (Table 10).
reasoned from the large number of Formative The recorded depths are 9 and 21 cm, but erosion of
period fire-cracked rock features in the project area the upper portions of these features makes it prob-
that the hearths at Site 29 are more likely to date to able that they were originally of greater depth.

: the Formative period than to the Archaic period. In The function of the two pits at Site 34 South is
Chapters IX and X it will be shown, among other conjectural. However, the excavation of these pits

" things, that the artifacts are few in number and some distance into the ground surface implies that
seemingly distributed with respect to fire-cracked these features may have been used more for special
rock at these sites. The dominance of fire-cracked purpose than for general or routinely performed ac-
rock features, the lack of other kinds of features, tivities such as meal preparation or warmth. Simple
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surface hearths wou!dl have accommodated the lat- which Haury (1957) suggests were used as wells
ter activities, while the former and more specialized (Figures 16 and 18, Table 10). Pit 4 has a maximum
activities may have included the baking or roasting diameter of 84 cm at its orifice and tapers to 35 cm
of such items as the crowns of leaf succulents, datil in diameter at its bottom. It is also 1.26 m deep and
fruits, and cactus stems. The use of pits without bears no evidence of ever having had a fire built in
rock for the processing of the above food items has it. This feature has, by far, the greatest depth of any
been infrequently cited for historic Indian groups of of the features investigated at Sites 29, 33, and 34,
northern Mexico and adjacent portions of the and it is thought that the most likely function of this
United States (Bell and Castetter 1941; Castetter feature would be as a well. Wells would not be
and Bell 1942; Castetter, Bell, and Grove 1938) and unexpected for the El Paso area where rainfall can

*this, together with the finding of only two basin- be spatially and temporally quite variable and
shaped pits without rock at Site 34, indicates that where permanent sources of water are restricted to
the use of these features and perhaps some of the ac- mountain springs and the Rio Grande. However,

*tivities which would be associated with them were the possible occurrence of a well at a site in close
of little importance. proximity to the Rio Grande is not so expectable.

The Zone 2 Formative period occupation at Site Although the Rio Grande is a generally reliable
33 is comparable to that of Site 34 in that there are source of water, the river would change course
very few features other than the numerous fire- within the valley or on occasion be dry before the
cracked rock facilities. These include four pits, two construction of dams upstream (see the section on
possible postholes, and a single ash and charcoal surface water in Chapter 11). Thus, the presumed
hearth. Unlike Site 34, other similar features have well at Site 33 may have been dug at a time when
undoubtedly gone undocumented for the Zone 2 oc- either the river was dry or located as much as 3 km
cupation at Site 33 because of the limited subsurface away (as it is today).
testing of the deposits of this occupation which are Whether or not the alluvial fan of Site 33 could
thicker and of greater extent than those of Site 34. have served in the past as an aquifer for wells is
Unfortunately, it is not possible to provide a reliable uncertain. The soils of the alluvial fan are generally
estimate of the total number of these kinds of sandy and quite permeable, but heavier soils which
features from the techniques employed to in- could retard the downward movement of water and
vestigate this site, and similar difficulties in perhaps raise the water table within the alluvial fan
estimating the number of small fire-cracked rock include the floodplain soils which underlie portions
hearths for Zones 2 and 4 at Site 33 have been of Site 33 and possibly the clay loams of Zones 3A
detailed in the previous section. The diameters of and 5A which are south and west of Pit 4 and at ap-
pits, postholes, and the ash and charcoal hearth are proximately the same elevation as the bottom of this
less than the intervals between soil cores (either 8 m feature (Chapter V). Today the water table is
or 2 m) at Site 33, and the number of these kinds of several meters below the surface of floodplain soils

*features found through soil augering cannot be ex- just to the west of Site 33, but the construction of
pected to give an accurate estimate of the total dams on the Rio Grande and the use of modern
number of similar features for either Zone 2 or Zone wells which tap subsurface water have lowered the
4 at Site 33. In addition, the subsurface testing of water table of the valley. In addition, recent arrovo
Site 33 with the excavation of backhoe trenches and cutting of the alluvial fan of Site 33 has probably
I m squares was not designed to provide an estimate contributed to a general dessication of the alluvial
of the number of small or even large features pres- fan and a lowering of the water table below its sur-

7ent at this site. There was also the added difficulty face. In the past, and during periods in which the
of recognizing, through soil coring, features alluvial fan was not dissected by arroyos, runoff
without fire-cracked rock whose matrix was often from the Franklin Mountains may have periodically
only slightly darker than the surrounding soil. It recharged the ground water of the alluvial fan and
can only be suggested from the extensive subsurface temporarily produced a water table higher than
testing of the often weathered and shallow deposits that of the nearby floodplain. Thus, it is possible

*of Zone 2 that small features such as these are not that the water table of the alluvial fan may have
common for the Formative period occupation at been high enough at times in the past to have served
Site 33 and that the total number of these kinds of as a source of water for the occupants who ex-
features may be somewhere between two to five cavated wells similar to Pit 4.

*times the number of recorded examples. Pit 7 of Zone 2 at Site 33 North was detect .. dur-
Pit 4 of Zone 2 at Site 33 North was discovered ing the course of 8 m interval soil coring at this site,

during 2 m interval soil augering and is of par- and pits 5 and 6 and two possible postholes were
*ticular interest because it is similar to features found during the excavation of 1 m squares around
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Pit 7 (Figures 18, 29). Pits 6 and 7 are similar to one size, similar elevations, and close proximity to one
another and are fairly large and moderately deep, another (2.5 m apart) suggest that the) may have
basin-shaped pits, while Pit 5 has a small diameter contained posts for a ramada, lean-to, or some
of 45 cm and is approximately half the depth of Pits other kind of temporary structure. It is also possible
6 and 7 (Table 10). Parts of the upper portions of that these features may have held posts for a rack to
these pits have been distrubed by vehicular traffic, dry fish or meat, but there is no evidence that either
but it is thought that the original depth of these fishing or hunting were of any importance in the
features was not much more than that recorded. Zone 2 subsistence strategy of Site 33. It has been

Pit 5 contained dark carbonaceous soil and much suggested that the occupations of this time period
charcoal, the small diameter and shallow depth of were probably emphemeral and took place during
which suggests that it is a hearth used for general the spring for the purpose of processing leaf suc-
purposes. However, numerous fibers of a species of culents; therefore, the erection of temporary
Yucca were recovered from the fill of this feature shelters for shade or as windbreakers would not be
(Chapter VII) which could be taken as evidence of 4 unexpectable. Similar features, however, have not
more specific function. These fibers may be from been found in other excavated sites where the oc-
the leaves of soap-tree yucca which grows on Site cupations are also thought to have been similar
33. When dry, the leaves of this species make an ex- (Aten 1972; Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin 1979;
cellent tinder. These leaf fibers may also have been O'Laughlin and Greiser 1973; Thompson 1979).
burned during the roasting of either a crown of Pit 5 has been radiocarbon dated at AD 1500 ±
soap-tree yucca or possibly the young flowering 110 and overlies one of the possible postholes and a
stalks of this species. The evidence is equivocal with small portion of Pit 6. Pit 5 would, therefore, be of
respect to ascribing a specific or more general func- more recent age than Pit 6, the one posthole, and
tion for this feature. perhaps also the second posthole and Pit 7. Never-

Pits 6 and 7 both contain carbonaceous soil and theless, the finding of large pieces of charcoal in Pits
large pieces of charcoal. The charcoal and the 5, 6, and 7 and the rather clear definition of the pit
darker carbonaceous soils are generally found in the walls and the two possible postholes would indicate
bottoms of these features, but they slope up one side that all of these features are of similar and recent
of Pit 7 and are dispersed in the upper fill of Pit 6. It age. Charcoal is often small and pit walls indistinct
seems as though ash and charcoal were scooped out or undefinable for other presumably older features
one side of Pit 7, and Pit 6 also seems to have had its and for features which have been radiocarbon
contents moved about. Little fire-cracked rock was dated to earlier times at this site. The close prox-
found near the bottoms of these features, but a large imity of Pits 5, 6, and 7 and the two possible
number of fire-cracked rocks were found in the up- postholes allow the suggestion that these features
per fill of Pits 6 and 7. It is not clear whether the are related to one another and may be the results of
fire-cracked rock has been washed into these pits several episodes of use of the same area of Site 33 by
from Small Fire-cracked Rock Hearth 81 or the same social group. The rather late radiocarbon
whether the contents of these pits were removed date of Pit 5 raises again additional questions as to
and deposited nearby to be recorded as Small Fire- whether these features date to the El Paso phase or
cracked Rock Hearth 81, and then later washed whether they may be the remains of later hunter-
back into these pits (Figure 29). These pits may, gatherers in the El Paso area.
therefore, be comparable to the small fire-cracked The single ash and charcoal hearth of Zone 2 at
rock features described in the previous section as Site 33 North consists of a thin layer of dark car-
possibly having been emptied of fire-cracked rock. bonaceous soil and scattered charcoal in an area of
The large size and depth of these pits certainly sug- approximately 1.5 m in diameter (Figure 18). This
gest that they may have been used for roasting or feature is exposed on the surface of Site 33 North
baking foodstuffs, and the possible special purpose and was not tested. It is interpreted as having been
use of these facilities may also be suggested by the the locus of a surface hearth which has been
finding of leaf fibers of a leaf succulent in Pit 6 deflated and dispersed by winds. Other surface
(Chapter VII). hearths of the Zone 2 occupation at Site 33 may

The two possible postholes of the Zone 2 occupa- have gone unrecorded, and still others of the Zone 2
tion at Site 33 North are located near Pits 5, 6, and 7 occupation at Sites 33 and 34 may have been com-
(Figure 29). These possible postholes have straight, pletely weathered away. These features would have
vertical sides and slightly rounded bottoms, are 12 been more subject to wind deflation and slope ero-
and 15 cm in diameter and 11 and 7 cm in depth, sion and would have a lower probability oif survival
and were filled with dark carbonaceous soil. These in the archeological record than the subsurface
features are not rodent burrows, and their small features. These features may also have gone in-
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recognized in portions of Site 33 where the Zone 2 other kinds of features of Zone 2 at Site 33,'t is not

deposits are fairly dark and contain small, dispersed possible to give an accurate estimate of the total
pieces of charcoal. Surface hearths, as opposed to number of small features, such as pits and ash and

many of the subsurface features, are considered to charcoal hearths, for the Zone 4 occupation of Site
be general purpose facilities used for 33. In addition, the often dark soils of Zone 4 made

daily or frequently performed activities such as difficult attempts, by soil coring, to locate small

meal preparation and the warming of persons. features which did not contain fire-cracked rock,

The small number of recorded pits, postholes, and the differentiation of houses from small features

* and ash and charcoal hearths of the Zone 2 occupa- which might be located immediately adjacent to
tions at Sites 33 and 34 follows the proposition that houses could not be done by soil coring alone. For

these sites were intermittently occupied for short example, Pit 3 was not suggested by the 2 m interval

periods of time and that these occupations probably soil coring of the area around House 2 even though

occurred during the spring and were oriented to- one of the soil cores was located within this ex-

wards the processing of upland leaf succulents. tramural feature. It is also noted that the subsurface
Most of the pits have suggested uses which overlap testing of Zone 4 deposits with 1 m squares and

that of the fire-cracked rock features at these sites, backhoe trenches was limited and often biased to-

and the pits and the single ash and charcoal hearth wards concerns other than th. I -f locating small

are taken to indicate that some other activities may features. An effort was made to place backhoe

have been performed at these sites besides that of trenches away from suspected houses where small

processing upland leaf succulents. However, the features may be more common for Zone 4, and

rarity of these features implies that the activities many of the 1 m square excavations were situated
performed with them were of little importance. The within suspected houses in order to evaluate their
finding of two possible postholes hints that tempo- occurrence in Zone 4.
rary shelters may have been constructed occasional- Although a reliable estimate of the number of

* ly. small features without fire-cracked rock cannot be

Although little is known of the spatial and tem- provided for Zone 4, it can be suggested that pits
poral distribution of pits without fire-cracked rock closely associated with houses are probably much

or burned caliche and of ash and charcoal hearths more common than the few recorded examples

which could help define the nature of activities per- would imply. This is partially substantiated by the

formed, it is noteworthy that extramural features of finding of four pits in the limited and biased testing

sites with either pithouses or pueblos are different of Zone 4, and this number is equal to or greater

from those of Sites 33 and 34 and include deep than the number of documented pits for the Zone 2

storage pits (Lehmer 1948) and amorphous, refuse- occupations of Sites 33 and 34 which together are
filled pits (Brook 1966; 1980; Whalen 1977; 1978; more extensive than that of Zone 4 at Site 33. Pits

n.d.). The differences between the kinds of features are also proportionately more important than small

found at Sites 33 and 34 and those of sites with fire-cracked rock hearths for Zone 4 at Site 33 than

pithouses or pueblos indicate fundamental they are for Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34.

differences in the types of activities performed at Pit 8 of Zone 4 at Site 33 is located 4.5 m north-

* them, in the treatment of trash, and in the per- west of possible House 9 and may be associated with

* manence of occupation. These factors become im- this house (Figure 20). This feature was not tested
portant in a discussion of the pits of Zone 4 at Site but was sectioned by Backhoe Trench 2. This basin-

33 which are generally more like those of sites with shaped pit has a diameter of approximately 70 cm

pithouses or pueblos than they are of those of Zone 2 and a depth of 20 cm, and the matrix of the fill is a

* at Sites 33 and 34. dirk carbonaceous soil with a single observed piece

The Zone 4 Archaic period occupation of Site 33 of fire-cracked rock (Table 10). Pit 8 is similar in

* has four recorded pits (Figure 20, Table 10) and a dimensions to Pits 1 and 2 of Zone 2 at Site 34 and

single identifiable ash and charcoal hearth (Figure the former pit has at least one piece of fire-cracked
20). The ash and charcoal hearth was discovered rock while the latter contained no fire-cracked rock.

during the course of 8 m interval soil coring, and Although Pit 8 is smaller than Pits 6and 7of Zone 2

one of the pits (Pit 8) was sectioned in one of the at Site 33, all three of these pits apparently con-

* backhoe trenches. One Pit (Pit 1) was encountered tamned some fire-cracked rock. It is suggested that

during the excavation of I m square test excavations the use of Pit 8 was comparable to these other pits

of Site 33 South, and the remaining two pits (Pits 2 and that Pit 8 was most likely a special purpose

and 3) were uncovered during the excavation of two facility used to bake or roast plant foods. The loca-

of the houses of Zone 4. For the reasons previously tion of Pit 8 is comparable to that of the small fire-

outlined for the small fire-cracked rock hearths and cracked rock hearths of Zone 4 at Site 33 where
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these features tend to be situated on the periphery or permanently occupied sites with houses in the El
of the occupied area and generally some distance Paso area (Brook 1966; 1968; Lebmer 1948; Whalen
from houses (Figure 20). This compares with the in- 1977; 1978; n.d.).
ference that Pit 8 and the small fire-cracked rock The single ash and charcoal hearth of Zone 4 at
hearths were special purpose facilities which were Site 33 was discovered while soil coring this site,
not used for daily or frequently performed ac- and was tested with a I m square excavation
tivities. Such activities would probably have oc- (Figure 20, Ash and Charcoal Hearth 2). This
curred closer to the houses of Zone 4. feature is a thin lens of carbonaceous soil with some

Pit 2 of Zone 4 at Site 33 is a small, shallow pit scattered charcoal and appears to be somewhat over
which is 11 cm in diameter and 6 cm deep (Table a meter in diameter. This feature is also thought to
10). This pit is of unknown use and is located very be a surface hearth whose use is envisioned as hay-
close to House 3 (see Figure 32). It has the ap- ing been general in nature. As with Pit 8 and most
pearance of a posthole but may also be a rodent of the small fire-cracked rock hearths, this surface

* .burrow. Additional work around House 3 would be hearth is located near the outer edge of the Zone 4
required to clarify whether this pit is the result of occupation. Given the difficulty in recognizing
rodent distrubance or part of some extramural these features and their apparent poor preservation,
facility such as a rack or ramada. others may have been present in the Zone 4 occupa-

Pits 1 and 3 of Zone 4 at Site 33 are similar (Table tion at Site 33 and were probably distributed both
10). They are irregular in form and bear no near and far from houses, depending on the tasks in-
evidence of having had fires built in them. Pit 1 is volving their use. That is, more specific activities in-
rather deep and appears to have been refilled short- volving some length of time or freedom from the in-
ly after excavation, and Pit 3 is shallow and is filled terference of more routinely performed activities
with soils indistinguishable from the overlying are envisioned as probably having occurred away
deposits of Zone 4. Both of these pits contained a from houses which were probably the loci of daily
few artifacts which consisted principally of chipped or frequently performed activities. Comparable
stone. Artifacts were rarely found within other pits features were also recorded within the houses of
and fire-cracked rock features of Sites 33 and 34. Pit Zone 4.
3 is located next to House 2 (see Figure 31), and the The pits of Zone 4 at Site 33 are generally of a
finding of two pieces of roofing clay in Pit I may in- different nature than those of Zone 2 at Sites 33 and
dicate that Pit 1 was also near a house which was 34, and the pits, small fire-cracked rock hearths,

*not disclosed by 8 m interval soil coring around this and even the houses have a spatial distribution
pit. The function of Pits 1 and 3 is uncertain, but it unlike that of the features of Zone 2 at Sites 33 and
can be presumed from their irregular form, con- 34. There is some evidence to suggest facilities for
tents, and close proximity (or suggested proximity) trash disposal and storage near the Zone 4 houses,
to houses that these features may have been used for and special purpose facilities tend to be located
trash disposal or perhaps storage in the case of the away from houses and on the periphery of the Zone
deeper and slightly undercut Pit 1. It has been sug- 4 occupation. Taken together, the features of Zone
gested in the previous chapters and will be discussed 4 imply some organized use of space and occupa-
further in the next section that the Zone 4 Archaic tions that were of longer duration than those of
period occupation(s) of Site 33 was of longer dura- Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34. These inferences will be
tion, though possibly intermittent and seasonal, pursued at greater lengths in the following section.
than those of Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34. The fairly The only remaining pit to be discussed is Pit 9 of

*substantial investment in housing also implies that Zone 5 at Site 33. This pit was sectioned during the
the Zone 4 occupation(s) of Site 33 was longer-lived summer of 1979 as a result of the excavation of a
than that of the ephemeral and intermittent oc- deep trench across Site 33 for a waterline. Pit 9 was
cupation of Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34. Given the uncovered in the trench below Large Fire-cracked
fixed locations of houses and the longer duration of Bock Feature 2 at Site 33 North (Figure 18). This
occupation(s), it is probable that trash disposal and basin-shaped pit has a diameter of approximately
storage were of greater concern to the Zone 4 Ar- 55 cm, is 15 cm deep, and was filled with carbona-
chaic period occupation(s) of Site 33 than for the ceous soil (Table 10). The function of this feature is
Zone 2 Formative period occupations of Sites 33 presumed to have been comparable to that of Pits 1
and 34. Although few features were found which and 2 at Site 34 and was probably a special purpose

*could have been used for storage or trash disposal, it facility used to bake or roast plant foods. This pit
has been suggested that these kinds of features may and an associated, thin layer of carbonaceous soil of
be common around the houses of Zone 4. This is a limited extent are the only evidence for an occupa-
pattern documented for inferred semi-permanently tion of Site 33 before the Zone 4 occupation. The
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limited extent of this occupation and apparent low cupation at Site 33 for archeological studies of Ar-
6. density of artifacts (none were found in the limited chaic period social organization should be readily

examination of this pit and associated stain) suggest apparent in the following description of houses and
that the Zone 5 occupation was of very short dura- the spatial distribution of houses and other kinds of
tion and by a small group. features.

Before proceeding to a description of the Zone 4
Houses houses at Site 33, some description of how these

houses were located, an estimate of the total
The survey of Site 33 by Gerald (n.d. d) and later number of houses, and the particular evidence for

visits to this site by the writer suggested that ar- each of these houses needs to be given. These in-
* tifacts and fire-cracked rock features were few in terests are briefly considered below.

number, widely dispersed, and that they probably The houses of Zone 4 were located in a number of
were the product of ephemeral occupations during ways. Cross-sections or partial sections of four

*. the Mesilla phase. One possible pithouse was houses (Houses 2, 10, 20, 21) were observed in the
* observed by Gerald and the writer in one wall of an walls of recent arroyos, and the outline of one house

arroyo, but it was thought that few houses would be (House 1) was clearly visible on the surface.
found at Site 33 and that they would also date to the Backhoe trenches produced evidence of four houses
Mesilla phase. In many respects, these perspectives (Houses 3, 9, 11, 15), and eight houses (Houses 1, 4,
on the later occupations at Site 33 were upheld with 5, 6, 10, 16, 18, 23), including one of the houses cut
the limited examination of this site as part of this by an arroyo and the single house visible on the sur-
project. However, it was not anticipated that a face, were suggested by the 8 mn interval soil coring
large number of houses would be found in the of Site 33. Another eight houses (Houses 7, 8, 12,
deeper levels at Site 33 nor that they would date to 13, 14, 17, 19, 22) were discovered while coring Site
such an early time period. 33 at 2 m intervals. With the exception of one house

There is a total of 23 loci of known or suspected (House 22), all of those located by coring at 2 mn in-
houses for the Zone 4 occupation at Site 33. tervals were identified while attempting to better
Radiocarbon dates from Zone 4 suggest that the define the location and form of houses suggested by
Zone 4 occupation pertains to the Archaic period 8 mn interval soil coring or profiles in arroyo cuts.
and that it dates between 4450 BP and 3750 BP Soil coring at 2 mn intervals, combined with some
(Chapter V). The earliest house previously recorded selectively placed cores, proved very effective in
for the El Paso area is radiocarbon dated to the For- delineating the form and size of many of the houses.
mative period and sometime between 1550 BP and Nearly all of the houses contain a dark car-
1250 BP (Whalen 1977). Thus, the houses from the bonaceous soil which was generally much darker
Zone 4 Archaic period occupation are the earliest than surrounding soils in Zone 4. By noting
knows examples for the El Paso area, and this cer- differences in the soil color of Zone 4 deposits from
tainly adds a new dimension to the local ar- soil cores it was then often possible to suggest house
cheological record. Although there are numerous outlines and dimensions. In some cases the pattern

* recorded houses for about 2000 BP or later in the of dark carbonaceous soils from soil cores is ir-
American Southwest, there are only a handful of ex- regular or amorphous in shape and may be at-

* cavated houses which date before 2000 BP and as tributed to the presence of extramural features and
early as the houses at Site 33 (these will be men- work areas around these houses (Figure 10).
tioned later). In addition, only one or two of these However, many of the houses inferred from soil cor-

* earlier houses have been excavated at any given site, ing appear to be circular in outline and approx-
and nothing is known of the relationship between imately 3 mn in diameter. This pattern was substan-
houses and extramural features in those sites where tiated by the partial or complete excavation of
a number of houses are suggested to be present Houses 1, 2, and 3. As an added note, every attempt

* (Sayles 1945). The preservation of a large number was made to leave undisturbed the floors of houses
of houses and other kinds of features in the Zone 4 by limiting the depth of soil cores to the upper car-
deposits of Site 33, therefore, afford a rare oppor- bonaceous fills of these features.
tunity to pursue questions of social organization Twelve of the 23 suspected or known houses were
during the Archaic period in one portion of the excavated or tested by hand excavation. All excava-
Southwest. Characterizations of social organization tions were by 1 mn squares using natural levels or ar-

* during the Archaic period in the El Paso area and bitrary levels within a natural level as described in
elsewhere in the Southwest have most often been by Chapter IV. Arbitrary levels of excavation were
direct reference to the ethnographic literature of generally 10 cm thick, hut the soil in the fill of two
hunter-gatherers. The importance of the Zone 4 oc- houses (Houses 1 and 2) was removed in arbitrary 5
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14
cm levels when natural levels were more than 5 cm Houses 4 and 5 were also tested with I m square ex-
thick. Most soils were screened through a 1,4-inch cavations near the east side of these features. Both
mesh for the recovery of artifacts and floral or tests hinted that there may be two floors in these
faunal remains. The deposits on the floors of Houses houses and possible shallow hearths that were dug
1, 2, 3, and 4, however, were screened with either some 4 to 7 cm into the upper floor and down to the
1/8-inch or 1/16-inch mesh. Pollen and soil samples lower floor. However, this is not certain because of
were frequently taken from the fill and floors of the limited testing of Houses 4 and 5 and because
houses, and great care was taken to recover macro- the floors were not completely cleaned off so as to

* -floral remains for identification or use in radiocar- leave largely intact the floors of these features for
bon dating. possible later and more extensive examination. The

The houses of Zone 4 are easily distinguished testing of Houses 4, 5, and 6 also produced burned
from other features of that level. They average roofing clay (Table 11).
about 3 m in diameter (as evidenced by soil coring,
profiles in arroyo cuts and backhoe trenches, and Hue2

excaatin) nd ae mch argr thn te oherThis feature seemed from 2 m interval coring to

kinds of features noted for Zone 4. They also differ be circular in outline and approximately 3 m in

from the small fire-cracked hearths of Zone 4 in diameter. Two 1 m square tests in this house also

containing either no fire-cracked rock or, rarely, revealed that the floor slopes gently toward the

small pieces of fire-cracked rock which appear to center of the house where there was a hearth that
have been moved downward through the soil from ws9 mi imtrad1-5c ep n

overyin smll ire-raced ockhearhs.Man ofpiece of roofing clay was revealed from the tests of

the houses of Zone 4 appear to have burned, and the ti etr Tbe1)
presence of numerous fragments of fire-hardened Houses 12, 16, 18, 19

-~ rofig cay i on ofthe orenotbleThe 2 m interval soil coring of these features
characteristics of houses (Table 11). The particularshwdaireurorcclrptenofa-

kind ofevidnceusedto nferthepresnceandbonaceous soil some 2 to 4 m in width or diameter,
describe the attributes of houses are given below for and each of these features was tested with 1 m
each of the houses. Seven of these features are con-

sideed o b defnit hoses Houes thrugh7),square excavations near their centers. The floors of
sierd toe einit1 eaoues (Houesai1 though 7), these features were not well preserved but were in-

and he emanin 16 eatresaresaidto e qes-dicated by an even layer of dark carbonaceous soil
tionable houses only in that they were either not sm o1 mtikta rddqikyit

tessome 3y ton 10aato cm thick thate grde qucl intotestd b had ecavaionor eretestd t a eiylighter colored sands below. Roofing clay was also
limied dgre (Fiure 0).recovered from Houses 12, 16, and 18 (Table 11).

Houses 1, 2, 3 Houses 9, 11, 15, 17
These three houses were either completely ex- These features were sectioned or partially un-

cavated or were tested sufficiently to describe their covered with backhoe trenches. House 9 was evi-
form, depth, size, and some of the interior and ex- dent in both walls of Backhoe Trench 2 as a 10 cm
tramural features. Figures 30, 31, and 32 illustrate deep saucer-shaped depression with sloping walls.
the circular plan of these structures which were 2.2 The exposed section was 1.95 m long, and the
to 2.8 m in diameter and 10 to 20 cm deep. A more depression contained dark carbonaceous soil. House

*detailed description of these houses will be I1I was partially sectioned in Backhoe Trench 4
presented shortly. where it was shown as an approximately 20 cm deep

Houss 4 5, , 7depression with a sloping wall and dark car-
House 4, 5 6, 7bonaceous soil. This trench (Figure 11I top) exposed

These four houses were suggested on the basis of 2 only one wall and 1.5 m of the floor of House 11.
m interval soil coring to be circular in outline and Houses 15 and 17 were indicated by several meters
approximately 3 m in diameter; the circular outline of dark darbonaceous soils in the bottom and at one
of House 7 became apparent with the removal of end of Backhoe Trenches 7 and 9. These features, as
some of the upper fill of this house during the ex- well as Houses 9 and 11. were not tested, and one
cavation of House 1 (Figure 30). House 6 was tested piece of burned roofing clay was found in an 8 m in-
with a 1 m square excavation which was located on terval soil core that p~enetrated House 15 (Table 11).

* the edge of this feature. This excavation revealed
the circular outline of House 6 and the sloping walls Houses 10, 20, 21
of the shallow excavation (ca. 12 cm in depth) that These houses were sectioned or partially see-
produced the saucer-shaped floor of this house. tioned by recent arroyos. House 10 was cut by a
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~-.* 2 TABLE 11
ROOFING CLAY FROM SITE 33

I0 U)

Zone 2 Non-Feature Areas 1 - -

Pit 4 14 3 5 2
Pit 6 1 2 -

Pit 7 2 8 1 8

Zone 4 Pit 1 2 16 1 12
House 1 19 4-13 14

-14 1-23
House 2 716 2-14 311 Ave.5.1

N = 18

2-13
House 3 85 2-10 56 Ave.7.3

N= 7

House 4 103 3-6 34
House 5 3 - 2
House 6 23 3-6 7 20,25
House(?) 12 7 3-6 5 7
House(?) 15 1 - 1 -

House(?) 16 13 4-9 1 1
House(?) 18 2 - - -

House(?) 20 1 3 -

House(?) 22 1 - -
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small arroyo and was seen as a 3 m wide saucer- area of the Zone 4 occupation is approximately
shaped depression filled with dark carbonaceous 25,600 square meters, and houses were suggested

* soils. Tbe outer walls of this feature sloped gently from eight (2%) of the 400 soil cores taken at 8 m
* toward the center where the depth was approx- intervals. Assuming that the percentage of houses

i mately 10-15 cm. Soil coring at 2 m intervals suggested by 8 mn interval soil coring is a goad
revealed a circular form about 3 m in diameter for measure of the proportion of the area of the Zone 4

* House 10. Houses 20 and 21 were suggested by dark occupation covered by houses and that houses are
carbonaceous soils in the north bank of the 1978 ar- randomly distributed, then 512 square meters of the

* royo. Too little of these features remained to ascer- Zone 4 occupation could be covered by houses. In
tamn their original form and size, and additional ar- that the area of dark carbonaceous soil of houses is
royo cutting in 1979 has since removed all evidence rarely less than 3 m in diameter and that houses oc-
of these houses. One piece of roofing clay was cur no closer to one another than 1 m (Figure 30),
recovered from the 1,1ll of House 20, but none of the area occupied by each house would be 4.0 m in
these features were tested. diameter. This gives an area of 12.57 square meters

occupied by each house and an estimate of 40.7
Houses 8, 13, 14, 23 houses when the area covered by houses (512 square

The only evidence for these houses was a pattern meters) is divided by the individual house area
of dark carbonaceous soils that was 2 to 4 mn in (12.57 square meters). Most of the houses of Zone 4
diameter as revealed by 2 m interval soil coring, were found to be clustered in groups of 2 to 3 houses
None of these features were tested. (Figure 20). The houses of Zone 4 are, therefore,

not randomly distributed, and it is more likely that
Other Houses there are fewer than 41 houses at Site 33 and that

The possible presence of other houses at Site 33 is the number of houses is closer to 23, the number for
* suggested by the finding of burned pieces of roofing which some evidence exists.

clay in contexts other than house fill (Table 11). The attributes of the Zone 4 houses at Site 33 are
Most of these pieces of roofing clay come from Pits summarized below under the categorical headings

* 4, 6, and 7 (Figure 18) and a nearby non-feature of floor, superstructure, hearth, and entry.
area of Zone 2. These pits and the non-feature area Floor. The houses of Zone 4 consist of shallow,
are located just below and south of the north 10 to 20 cm, excavations into the sandy soils of
ridgeline of Site 33 North where soils have been sub- Zones 5 and 5A (Houses 1-3, 6, 9-11) (Figures 11
jected to some slope erosion recently and in the past top, 30-33, 34a). In the case of House 3, soils from
(Chapter V). Slope erosion, particularly of Zone 4 the excavated area were deposited in a low ridge

* deposits, may have obliterated most evidence of around the periphery of the house (Figure 32), but
houses in this area. Two pieces of fire-hardened this was not noted for other houses. House floors are
roofing clay were found in Pit 1 of Zone 4 at Site 33 simply the sandy botom of the excavation and are
South (Figure 20), and this may indicate the sometimes compact but are more often loose. The

presence of a nearby house which was not disclosed floors are also nearly level or slope gently to the

Although only seven of the above mentioned (Figures I11 top, 30-32). As previously noted, Houses
houses have been noted as definite houses, there is 4 and 5 may have second, upper floors. These later
considerable evidence that many of the other floors appear to be compact, sandy loams which
features are also houses. Because of the limited cover the refuse of earlier occupations and are some
testing of Site 33, some of these features are more 1 to 3 cm thick. Artifacts were common on both the
questionable than others. However, other houses original and possible later floors of Houses 4 and 5.
are probably present at Site 33 and have gone House 2 may also have a second floor, but there was
unrecorded because of the limited examination of no clearly definable floor separating an upper and

4 this site. Thus, the 23 known or suspected loci of thin layer of artifacts from those on the excavated
houses may be taken as a good estimate of the floor of the house. The walls of house excavations

* minimum of houses at Site 33. are not vertical and slope quickly to house floors
Estimates of the total number of houses cannot be (Houses 1-3, 6, 9-11) (Figures 11 top, 30-33).

derived from the I mn square excavations or the 2 m Houses 1, 2, and 3 are circular in form (Figures
interval soil coring because these subsurface tests 30-33a), and a curving outline was noted for Houses

4 centered largely on the suspected loci of houses of 6 and 7 (Figure 30). Soil coring has also suggested
* Zone 4 rather than on a probabilistic sampling of that other houses are of similar form. The diameters

Zone 4 deposits. The most extensive coverage of Site of the depressed floors of Houses 1 and 2 are 2.8 and
33 was achieved by soil coring at 8 m intervals. The 2.75 m respectively (Figures 30, 31), and the areas
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Figure 34. House 2 at Sits 33 North and plant Impressed roofing clay, a. View of House 2 before excavation of pit-hearth and
possible postholes. Note the extent of the general hearth area. Arrow points north and Is 50 cm long. b. Branch and
grass-Inipressed roofing clay. Specimen In lower center Is 13 mm wide.
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of the depressed floor of these houses are 6.2 and 5.9 were not substantial and that they probably con-
square meters respectively. The projected diameter sisted of relatively small leaners which may or may
of the depressed floor of House 3 is 2.2 m, and the not have been socketed.
projected diameter of House 3 to the outer edge of Although many of the houses may have burned
the ridged area is 2.75 m (Figure 32). The floor area and contain dark carbonaceous soil and fire-
of House 3 probably lies between 3.8 and 5.9 square hardened roofing clay, very little charcoal was
meters. found in houses which might indicate the materials

Superstructure. Roof supports are suggested by used in the superstructures of houses. The preserva-
questionable postholes for Houses 1, 2, and 3. tion of charcoal in Zone 4 is not good, and it can on-
House I has two questionable postholes which lie 18 ly be noted that the species represented in charcoal
to 36 cm from the perimeter of the depressed floor from houses occur on or near Site 33 today and that
(Figure 30, 33a). These questionable features have mesquite and perhaps tornillo are the most fre-
tapered walls and are 11 and 14 cm in diameter and quently identified species (Chapter VII). One
10 and 12 cm deep respectively. They were not pollen sample from the floor of House 2 contained

* clearly defined and may be the result of rodent or an appreciable amount of cottonwood and willow
. plant disturbance. The distance of these two pollen, and from this one may infer the use of these

features from the depressed floor and the absence of species in the construction of superstructures
* . similar features around House 1 suggest that these (Chapter VI).

features are not postholes to support the roof of The presence of fire-hardened roofing clay in
* House 1 or that they may relate to an extramural many of the houses indicates that most were
* feature such as a ramada or rack. The postholes of covered with a layer of clay (Table 11). The

House 3 are equally questionable and may also be thickness of the clay layer was measured on those
the result of rodent or plant disturbance (Figure pieces exhibiting smooth outer surfaces and impres-
32). These features were about 11 and 14 cm in sions of plant materials on their inner surfaces.
diameter and 8 cm deep. The walls of these features These thicknesses ranged from 2 to 16 mm and im-
could not be accurately defined. Although they are ply that the clay coating of houses was relatively
fortuitously located on the perimeter of the de- thin. A number of the pieces of burned roofing clay
pressed floor, it is probable that these two features shows impressions of small branches which, in the
are not postholes. The four questionable postholes two largest samples from Houses 2 and 3, range in

- of House 2 range from 5 to 8 cm in diameter and 7 diameter from I to 25 mm and averaged 5.1 to 7.3
* to 8 cm in depth and are located near the perimeter mm respectively (Figure 34b). In addition, there

of the depressed floor (Figures 31, 33b). These are numerous impressions of grass stems and leaves
. features taper slightly to their bottoms and were from most of the houses with roofing clay (Figure

clearly defined by their dark carbonaceous fill. 34b). Besides the use of grass stems and leaves and
Plants, however, have disturbed the soil in the area branches of woody plants, some small fragments of

. of these features, and it is possible that they may be reed (Phragmites communis) were recovered from
the result of such disturbance. the fill of House 3 and suggest some use of this plant

The evidence for the nature of roof supports is not for roofing material (Chapter VII).
particularly good. Questionably identified postholes From the above evidence, house construction can
may be the result of plant or animal disturbance, be visualized as having involved the following steps.
and small features such as these may not preserve First, a shallow, saucer-shaped depression was
well in the loose, sandy soils of Site 33. The ques- excavated. Second, small leaners were probably
tionable postholes of House 3 could suggest an in- placed on the periphery of the excavation and
terior arrangement of vertical post supports but this joined near the center of the house. These leaners

' seems unlikely because of their shallow depth. The may or may not have been socketed. Third, the
postholes of House 1 have been questioned because leaners were covered with small branches and then

* of their distance outside the depressed floor but still a layer of grass. Finally, the whole superstructure
- they may have been sockets for leaners joining was covered with a thin layer of clay.

above the center of the house. The possible Hearth. Hearths appear to be the only floor
postholes of House 3 may also have served as sockets features and probably occur in most, if not all, of
for small poles which served as leaners to support the houses. In House 1 a general hearth area is

* the roof. The absence of postholes well within the recognizable and consists of a 5 cm thick lens of
interior of these three houses, the shallow depth of dark carbonaceous soil and some charcoal over an

" the suspected postholes, and the finding of these area of approximately 1 square meter on the floor
features near the perimeter of these houses suggest near the east wall (Figure 30). A second general
that superstructures supporting roofing material hearth area occurs over much of the central portion
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of the floor of House 2 and is made up of a 10 cm Interpretive Summary of Houses
layer of dark carbonaceous soil and some charcoal
which dips into a central pit (Figures 31, 33b, 34a). Archaic period houses at Site 33 are estimated to
This central pit measures 58 by 67 cm in horizontal number between 23 and 41 and are perhaps the
dimensions and is 10 cm deep. This pit was not most significant class of archeological data detailed
lined and probably served as a hearth. The relation- in this report. Few houses have been reported for
ship of the general hearth area and the pit-hearth of this time horizon from elsewhere in the American
House 2 to one another and to a possible second Southwest, and the houses from Site 33 predate by
floor in this house is unclear. It may be that the gen- more than two-thousand years other previously
eral hearth area is associated with the second floor described houses for the El Paso area. More impor-
of the house excavation. It is also possible that ash tant than the documented antiquity and large
and charcoal were not regularly removed from the number of houses at Site 33 is the spatial arrange-
house and were allowed to build up in the central ment and excellent preservation of these houses and

*. pit and spread over a considerable area of the floor, other features, and the associated archeological
House 22 has a central pit-hearth which is 95 cm materials and information which, with additional

in diameter and 10 to 15 cm deep, and Houses 4 and archeological research, would afford a rare occasion
5 were previously noted as possibly having pit- to undertake a study of social organization during
hearths some 4 to 7 cm in depth and over 50 cm in the Archaic period in the El Paso area of the
diameter. These latter possible hearths are Southwest.
associated with the questionable second, later floors Attributes of the Archaid period houses at Site 33
of Houses 4 and 5. As with House 1, these hearths include small size (ca. 3 m diameter), shallow depth
were also unlined and contained dark carbonaceous (ca. 10 cm), unplastered and circular floors, un-
soil and some charcoal. substantial construction of mud plaster over a dome

The two recorded general hearth areas of houses of brush and grass, informal hearths, and probable
are comparable in attributes to the ash and charcoal east entries. These attributes are not unexpected of
hearths of Zones 2 and 4 at Site 33, and the four pit- this time horizon and environment and are coin-
hearths documented for houses overlap some of the parable to those reported for other houses dating
pits of Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34 in depth and between about 3000 B.C. and 500 B.C. in the
diameter (see the previous section). Whereas many Southwest (Eddy 1958; Irwin-Williams 1973; Mar-

* of the pits of Zone 2 at Sites 33 and 34 are inferred tin and Rinaldo 1950; Sayles 1945). However, only
to have been used principally for special purposes, one or two houses have been noted for sites in the
the use of the general hearth areas and pit-hearths Southwest other than Site 33 which predate the
of houses is probably more like that of the ash and Christian era. The nearest examples of sites with
charcoal hearths of Zones 2 and 4 at Site 33 which numerous houses and ages similar to that of the Ar-
are thought to have functioned as general purpose chaic period occupation at Site 33 include several
hearths. The general hearth areas and pit-hearths of sites with inferred wattle-and-daub houses of about
houses could have been used for warmth, meal 2000 B.C. in the state of Tamaulipas, Mexico
preparation, and perhaps light. (MacNeish 1958), and the Stall Site near Little

Entry. Possible entryways or doors can be sug- Lake, Nevada, which has at least seven houses
gested for the east sides of four houses. In House 2 dating between 2000 B.C. and 1000 B.C. (Harring-
the sloping pit wall of the house was slightly ton 1957). Although only a small number of sites
depressed on the east perimeter of the house where with one or two houses and dating before 500 B.C.
traffic may have worn the soil away from the has been documented in the Southwest, it is prob-
original surface of the excavation (Figure 31). The able that some of these same sites contain additional
location of a possible entry is inferred for House I houses and that other sites will be found with

* by location of the general hearth area near the east evidence of houses as archeological investigations
wall (Figure 30), and possible east entries are sug- continue in sites of the Archaic period. Thus, Site 33
gestable for Houses 4 and 5 where the questionable with its numerous houses is not considered a unique

* second floor pit-hearths are situated near the site in the sense of evidencing a previously unknown
eastern limit of the carbonaceous soils of these level of social development for the Archaic period
houses. East to southeast entries have been noted for but, rather, is presently viewed as unique in the for-
Mesilla phase pithouses with or without excavated tunate and excellent preservation of so man houses.
ramp entries in the El Paso area, and general hearth Mesilla phase houses of the Formative period in
areas or pit-hearths have most often been found in the El Paso area date between A.D. 400 and A.D.
front of and near these entires (Hard n.d.; Lehmer 1100 and have been referred to by others as "huts"
1948; Whalen 1977; 1978; n.d.). or "pithouses" (Aten 1972; Hard n.d.; Lehiner
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1948; Whalen 1977; 1978; 1979; n.d.). With the ex- and Devore 1968). Social groups during the Archaic
ception of some post A.D. 900 Mesilla phase houses period have been envisioned as being relatively
which tend to be rectangular in shape and some- small (family to band), flexible in composition and
what larger and deeper, and which occasionally group membership, mobile, and loosely integrated
have plastered floors and pit-walls, the Archaic through effective kin and communication networks
period houses of Site 33 are similar to most known (Brethauer 1977; Eck 1979; Thompson 1979;
houses of the Mesilla phase which are also small in Whalen 1978; n.d.). Little is known of Archaic
size, circular in form, shallow in depth, flimsy in period subsistence-settlement patterns because of
roof construction, and generally lacking in floor the difficulty in recognizing archeological materials
features. Differences between the Archaic period of this period in the El Paso area (Chapter III).
houses of Site 33 and Mesilla phase houses dating However, the little that is known of Archaic period
before A.D. 900 are primarily in the number and subsistence-settlement patterns suggests that there is
arrangement of postholes or sockets for leaners no marked divergence in these patterns between the
which are temporally quite variable and in the Archaic period and the Mesilla phase of the For-
presence of mud plaster over roofing material which mative period and that changes in the subsistence-
is recorded for the Archaic period houses at Site 33 settlement system presumably occurred in a gradual
but not for roofs of Mesilla phase structures. fashion over a long period of time. At present, the

O'Laughlin (1979) and Hard (n.d.) suggest that Mesilla phase is known to differ, by definition, from
the minimal investment of energy in housing during the Archaic period principally in the use in the
most of the Mesilla phase is a reflection of a greater Mesilla phase of ceramic vessels and the bow and
degree of residential mobility of small social groups arrow and in the possible greater reliance on

- - during this time than during the later part of the cultigens. Houses were also once included in the list
Mesilla phase when more substantial pithouses were of elements distinguishing the Mesilla phase from
being built and during the El Paso phase when the Archaic period, but the identification of Archaic
multi-room, adobe pueblos were being constructed. period houses at Site 33 now negates the incorpora-
This interpretation differs from that of Whalen tion of houses in trait lists which would discriminate
(1977; 1978; 1979; n.d.) who infers from the these time periods. In addition, the houses and
presence of houses that Mesilla phase communities other features of the Archaic period occupation at
were occupied on a semipermanent or permanent Site 33 raise some questions concerning social
basis. O'Laughlin and Whalen do agree in in- organizations and subsistence-settlement patterns
ferences derived from the spatial arrangement of during the Archaic period in the El Paso area and
houses and other features that Mesilla phase com- call attention to the ambiguity of meaning assigned
munities were composed of basic social units to houses of the Mesilla phase with respect to
(households) and that kinship provided the means residential mobility, permanence of occupation,
for a loose, intracommunity integration of these and social organization. In the remainder of this
basic social units. Contiguous room pueblos (among section the nature of the Archaic period occupation
other things such as nonrandom spatial distribution at Site 33 is approached through a summary
of pueblos and intrusive ornaments and ceramics) description and alternative interpretation of the
are taken by Whalen (1977; 1978) as evidence for a houses and other features.
greater degree of intracommunity integration of The Archaic period houses of Site 33 are
households during the El Paso phase than during estimated to number between 23 and 41, and this
the Mesilla phase. He does not hesitate to label this number is more than twice that documented for
a tribal level of social organization. Although much later Mesilla phase sites (Aten 1972; Hard n.d.;
of the detail and many of the arguments have been Lehmer 1948; Whalen 1977; 1978; 1979; n.d.). If
omitted for brevity, it sould be apparent that Hard, all of the houses at Site 33 were occupied contem-
O'Laughlin, and Whalen place some emphasis on poraneously, then a considerable number of people

' the investment of energy in housing and on the (ca. 60 to 200) would be indicated. Although sizable
spatial arrangement of houses and other features winter encampments have been recorded for
when approaching questions of residential mobili- hunter-gatherers along the Rio Grande below El
ty, permanence of residence, and level and Paso in early historic times (Everitt 1977), a com-
mechanism of social integration. munity of hunter-gatherers with 60 to 200 people

Characterizations of Archaic period technology might be considered unusually large for populations
" and social organization have often relied on with comparable means and organization of pro-

generalities drawn from the ethnographic literature duction in arid environments similar to that of the
on contemporary hunter-gatherers such as that El Paso area. Indeed, some doubt exists as to the
found in the "Man The Hunter Symposium" (Lee contemporaneity of the houses at Site 33 because
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the radiocarbon dates from features of the Archaic help delimit relationships between households. It is
period occupation only suggest that the best dates of also noted that many of the houses had burned and
this occupation are between 2500 B.C. and 1800 that the houses may have been intentionally razed
B.C. and not that the houses were necessarily in- by fire following occupation of the site. If houses
habited at the same time (Chapter V). Thus, the Ar- were intentionally fired, then it could be reasoned
chaic period occupation at Site 33 may have been that clusters of houses represent portions of the site
intermittent, though possible over a short period of repeatedly occupied by the same household over a
time as hinted by the apparent non-superposition- short period of time. That is, the use of the site by a
ing of houses and the thinness of deposits. Clarifica- household could have been followed by intentional
tion of the contemporaneity of houses must await burning of a house and the construction of a new
the recovery of additional information from Site 33. house near the previous one when the site was next
It can be added, however, that a single, large oc- occupied by the same household. This would imply
cupation with 23 to 41 houses should not be dis- the recognition of the habitual use and right to use
counted and that natural resources of the project the same area of the site by a social group and that

* area are presumably sufficient to support sizable houses may have been burned to prevent their use
populations of hunter-gatherers for short periods of by other potentially competitive social groups.
time (Chapter II). Although much of this is conjectural, it does serve to

The houses of the Archaic period occupation at emphasize the point that once discussions extend
Site 33 are not distributed randomly throughout the beyond a single house and its small number of in-
25,600 square meters of this occupation (Figure 20). habitants, there are numerous possibilities with
Although some isolated houses were observed, most respect to the number of houses in use at the same
of the identified houses occur in groups or clusters of time and the relationships between those inhabiting
two to perhaps five houses. The isolated and these structures.
clustered houses may represent individual and tem- Thus far, this discussion has illustrated the poten-
porally different occupations of Site 33 during the tial for pursuing questions of social organization
Archaic period, and it is remarked that the few during the Archaic period at Site 33. Attention will
radiocarbon dates are from isolated features or now be focused on questions of permanence or
different clusters of features and that they differ seasonality of occupation. Factors suggestive of per-
enough from one another to suggest temporally manent occupation will be considered first. These
distinct occupations (Chapter V). In fact, the will be followed by a presentation of information

* earliest and latest MASCA corrected radiocarbon which may indicate seasonal and intermittent oc-
dates (2790 B.C. ± 310 and 1590 B.C. ± 210) do cupation.
not overlap one another at two standard deviations As previously mentioned, the houses of the Ar-

* from the mean. Unfortunately, there are too few chaic period occupation at Site 33 are not randomly
radiocarbon dates to partition the houses into distributed and occur as isolated houses and clusters
groups of contemporaneously occupied houses or to of houses. In addition, other features of this occupa-
be certain that more than one occupation is in- tion exhibit some spatial patterning (Figure 20).
dicated for the Archaic period. Amorphous, trash-filled pits are thought to have

Inferences on social organization are general in been located in close proximity to houses, and the
nature and subject to debate. The Archaic period single identified pit which may have been used for
houses of Site 33 average about 3 m in diameter and storage purposes is also thought to have been near a
are small enough to infer their use by nuclear house. In contrast to these features, small fire-
families Or small extended families. Clusters of cracked rock features and other pits presumably

* houses may be referable to large extended families used for baking or roasting of plants are generally
or possibly small bands should the clusters of houses situated some distance from houses and on the
not be contemporaneous. Assuming contemporanei- periphery of the area occupied during the Archaic
ty of all of the houses, a social group on the order of period. Whalen (1979) describes similar spatial pat-
a large band might be indicated. Although it is not terns in houses, pits, and fire-cracked rock features
unreasonable to assume that individual houses may for two Mesilla phase sites east of El Paso and infers
be attributable to families, there is little informa- from these patterns that space was partitioned in
tion other than the size and spatial distribution of these sites with respect to the nature, duration, and
houses to suggest that groups of houses may repre- frequency of activities performed with or near these
sent larger social groups such as extended families features and that the organized use of space
or bands. With the limited testing of houses no centered on households and extended to an entire
regularities in architectural details within or be- community for which he implies some permanency
tween clusters of houses were found which might of occupation. Given the similarity in features and
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their relative positioning within the two Mesilla gatherers) of six defined environmental zones and
phase sites and the Archaic period occupation of important resources of the project area (Chapter
Site 33, it would be tempting to also conclude per- II). Taken together, the above mentioned factors
manency of residence for the Archaic period occu- provide some credence to a supposition of year-long

*pation of Site 33. However, the contemporaneity of residence.
*the features for this occupation at Site 33, as well as The possible intermittent and seasonal occupa-
*those for each of the two Mesilla phase sites, is un- tion of Site 33 during the Archaic period can be in-
*certain, and it is possible that their spatial distribu- ferred primarily from the architectural details of
*tion may relate more to activities associated with in- houses. Whalen (1977: 1978; n.d.) divides sites of

dividual households of possible different ages and the El Paso area into residential sites with houses
not necessarily to the organized use of space at the and camps and special activity sites which lack

*community level. That is, activities differing in structures and implies that residential sites were the
kind, duration, and frequency may not be tempo- loci of semipermanent or permanent occupation.

.2rally or spatially compatible and some allocation of However, Whalen does not take into consideration
space to these activities may be traceable to spatial the amount of energy invested in houses when
patterns in features for individual households as discussing the mobility of social groups and the per-
well as entire communities. It is difficult, therefore, manence of residential sites. In this respect it is seen

-without better chronological control, to ascertain that the houses of the Archaic period occupation at
whether observed spatial patterns in features are at- Site 33 exhibit shallow and unplastered floors of
tributable to a single "planned" community or are small area, flimsy roof construction, informal
simply a composite of temporally distinct patterns hearths, and no floor features other than hearths.
of features from individual households or small The relatively small investment of energy in these
clusters of households. houses contrasts sharply with that envisioned for

The observation that houses and other features of the larger, deeper, and occasionally plastered
*the Archaic period occupation at Site 33 exhibit houses of the later part of the Mesilla phase and the

*nonrandom and patterned relationships does not, in adobe pueblos of the El Paso phase when residential
* itself, provide convincing evidence of the per- sites may have been occupied on a semipermanent

manency of occupation. However, there are other or permanent basis. Hard (n.d.) and O'Laughlin
kinds of information which do lend themselves to (1979) interpret houses in the El Paso area such as
such an interpretation. First, the presence of trash- those at Site 33 as temporary facilities used by social
filled pits near houses may indicate some concern groups who changed residence fairly often in
for the disposal of trash and suggest more than an response to seasonal and spatial availability in
ephemeral occupation. Second, the finding of one resources. The intermittent and perhaps seasonal
possible storage pit and the burned remains of occupation of Site 33 during the Archaic period is
foodstuffs in one house which were probably certainly hinted at by the previous discussion of the
gathered at different seasons and stored on the floor burning of many of the houses and, more impor-
of this house would imply an occupation of some tantly, by the suggestion of two floors in three of the
duration (Chapter VII). Third, grinding im- houses which appears to be the result of adding a
plements and chipped stone materials refer to a layer of sand to the floor of these houses after some
wide range of supportive and maintenance ac- period of disuse. A substantial number of artifacts
tivities that would be associated with residential was found on both floors of the houses with two
sites inhabited for a longer period of time (Chapters floors, as well as on the floors of other houses. An
IX and X). There is also some evidence for the cura- average of 18 artifacts per square meter with a
tion of stone tools which is not typical of ephemeral range of 4 to 128 artifacts per square meter of floor
and special activity sites in the El Paso area. Final- space was recovered. The finding of so many ar-
ly, year-ogocptoofSt33drnthA- tif acts on the floors of houses suggests that trash was

*chaic period could be argued from the use of mud in not always removed from houses and that the inter-
the roof construction of houses which can be viewed mittent Archaic period occupations of Site 33 may
as evidence for winter residence, the occurrence of a have been of short duration.
few fire-cracked rock features which have been in- If occupations were both intermittent and
terpreted as facilities used to process leaf succulents seasonal, the most probable season of occupation
principally in the spring, and the recovery of floral would have been the winter when there were a

*and faunal materials which would be available number of plant foods available along the river and
seasonally from spring to fall (Chapter VII). It is per'laps less in areas away from the river (Chapter
also noted that Site 33 is situated within 6 km (the II). The use of mud in the roof-wall construction of
daily foraging range of some contemporary hunter- houses and the increased insulating qualities it
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affords suggests a winter occupation. It was re- Site 33 and the later Formative period occupations
marked in the section on small fire-cracked rock of Sites 33 and 34. There is considerable evidence to
hearths that these features are relatively unimpor. suggest that Formative period occupations were
tant for the Archaic period occupation as compared ephemeral, seasonal, and directed principally
to later Formative period occupations at Site 33 and toward the processing of leaf succulents in the spr-
that this may indicate only occasional spring oc- ing. The interpretation of the Archaic period
cupation of Site 33 during the Archaic period, features has not been so simple. The difficulty is
Although floral and faunal remains from the Ar- largely attributable to the ambiguity of meaning
chaic period deposits include resources which are given by the writer and others to similar features in
best available from spring to fall (Chapter VII), this the El Paso area. It would appear that Site 33 was

* does not necessarily mean that Site 33 was occupied probably occupied on more than one occasion be-
when these resources were collected. That is, some tween 2500 B.C. and 1800 B.C. and primarily in
storage of foodstuffs was probably practiced and the winter. Site 33 may also have served as a base
these same foodstuffs may have been cached at Site camp from which social groups foraged during the
33 while populations traversed the countryside dur- warmer months. Supportive and maintenan~ce ac-
ing the warmer, biotically productive months of the tivities are indicated by the lithic assemblage and
year. A pattern of restricted wandering during the features which correlate well with the presumed
warmer months with Site 33 serving as a base camp lengthy but intermittent occupations of Site 33 dur-
could be envisioned, therefore, and would comple- ing the Archaic period. Houses are viewed as having

* ment the evidence for the winter occupation of Site been inhabited by nuclear families. The spatial
33. relationships between the many Archaic period

Throughout this chapter attention has been houses may reflect both kin and communication
drawn to the differences in kind and number of networks larger than those of a nuclear family as
features between the Archaic period occupation of well as temporally distinct occupations.
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CHAPTER IX

CERAMICS, GROUND AND PECKED STONE, HAMMERSTONES AND ORNAMENTS

Chapter IX is the first of two chapters describing wares. Various attempts to refine the ceramic
the artifacts recovered from Sites 33 and 34. This chronology for the El Paso area have centered on
chapter sets forth the attribute analysis of ceramics, analyses of temper texture, tempering materials,
ground and pecked stone, hammerstones, and or- surface finish and decoration, and rim forms (LNynn.
naments, and discussions touch upon such topics as Baskin, and Hudson 1975; O'Laughlin 1977b; 1979;
the temporal and spatial distribution, raw material Whalen 1977; 1978; n.d.). These attributes provide
procurement, production, and use of these ar- the basis for the division of ceramic materials from
tifacts. Chapter X deals specifically with chipped Sites 33 and 34 into 23 ceramic groups (Table 12).
stone artifacts and elaborates on the temporal and In some cases the ceramic groups correspond to
spatial distribution of much of the material in- named ceramic types, and in many cases they repre-
troduced in Chapter IX and the relative importance sent variations in named types. There are also some
of activities inferred from these materials for the groups which could not be identified with known
Zone 2 Formative period occupations at Sites 33 types.
and 34 and the Zone 4 Archaic period occupation at The study of ceramic materials from Sites 33 and
Site 33. There were no artifacts found in the in- 34 involved the monitoring of the following de-
vestigation of Site 29 or of Zone 5 at Site 33. scribed attributes. Temper texture was noted as be-

ing fine, medium, or coarse if the tempering par-
Ceramics ticles were, respectively, smaller than 0.25 mm,

0.25 mm to 1.0 mm, or larger than 1.0 mm in
Ceramic materials of the Zone 2 occupations at diameter. Tempering materials were not identified

Sites 33 and 34 are not abundant-only 683 sherds through petrographic analysis of thin sections, and
were found. Average surface densities for ceramics only the most conspicuous types of tempter were
at Site 33 and 34 are, respectively, 0.015 and 0.004 recorded with the aid of a 10 power hand lens.
sherds per square meter. These low densities of Thus, the temper of sherds was most often assigned
sherds on the surfaces of these sites are comparable to general classes of material such as sand or igneous
to those of sites with fire-cracked rock features on an rock. The occurrence of biotite mica in the paste of
alluvial fan at the east base of the Franklin Moun- some sherds %kas the single case in which a more
tains (Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin and Greiser 1973; specific identification of possible tempering

' O'Laughlin 1979; Thompson 1979). These latter materials was made. Observations were made on
sites have been interpreted by O'Laughlin (1979) as the core and surface colors of sherds, and descrip-
ephemerally and intermittently occupied sites for tions of the surface finish of sherds included nota-

- processing leaf succulents. This is also suggested to tions on the texturing, smoothing, polishing, slipp-
be the case for the Zone 2 occupations at Sites 33 ing, and painting of surfaces. Slip and paint colors
and 34, and the low density of sherds on the surfaces were also recorded. The profiles of rim sherds are
of these sites certainly implies that the Zone 2 oc- shown in Figure 35 for all ceramic groups in which
cupations were of short duration. In addition, very rim sherds occur with the exception of rim sherds
few sherds were found below the surface and in the from one short-necked jar and two neckless jars or
Zone 2 deposits of Sites 33 and 34. The density of hemispherical howls of Group 1 and one bowl of

* " ceramic materials was found to be between 3 and 4 Group 17 which are similar to those shown.
sherds per cubic meter of soil at Site 33 and less than

* . 0.5 sherd per cubic meter of soil at Site 34. Group I
The analysis of ceramic materials is aimed prin- This group is considered a variant of El Paso

cipally at providing information on the variability Brown (Lehmer 1948) which is the diagnostic
in attributes of ceramics which might help to better ceramic type for the Mesilla phase and includes 442
define the local ceramic chronology for the For- sherds or 65', of the ceramics from Sites 33 and 34.

. mative period and especially for the long-lived Group 1 sherds are medium to coarse tempered
Mesilla phase with its rather nondescript brown- with sand as the most obvious tempering material.
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JAR SHORT-NECKED JAR NECKLESS JAR BOWL
OR

GROUP4~HEMISPHERI CALBBOW7

GROUP 4

GROUP 2

GROUP 2

GROUPI5

- GROUP 12

GROUP 8
%A

GROUP 17

GROUP 21

Figure 35. Rim profiles of ceramic groups from Zone 2 of SItes 33 and 34.
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Surface color is generally brown but ranges from necked jar. The profile of this rim is comparable to
light gray to reddish brown, and the majority of those of short-necked jars of Groups I and 2 and
sherds exhibit a gray or black core. The surfaces of unlike the thickened and everted rims of El Paso

"-. Group I sherds are smoothed but not polished. Polychrome jars (Figure 35). Whalen (1977; 1978;
Temper particles are often visible on the surface of n.d.) refers to sherds such as these as painted El
sherds, and the inside surface of jars and the outside Paso Brown or bichrome. The suggested time range
of bowls exhibit scraping marks. Deep bowls, for sherds with simple, direct rims and one-color
hemispherical bowls or neckless jars, and short- decoration is A.D. 1050-1250, and the two bi-
necked jars are represented by the rim sherds of this chrome sherds from Site 33 may indicate some oc-
group (Figure 35). cupation of this site during the Dona Ana phase.

Group 2 Group 5
Group 2 sherds are identical to those of Group 1 Included in Group 5 are five sherds from Site 33

with the exception that the surfaces of Group 2 which are indistinguishable from those of Group 1
sherds are very smooth with occasional polishing save for the conspicuous presence of biotite mica in
marks and, rarely, marks from the scraping stage of the paste of Group 5 sherds. Both Group 5 and
vessel construction. Hemispherical bowls or Group 1 are medium to coarse, sand-tempered
neckless jars are the only vessel forms suggested by brownwares with dark cores and smoothed surfaces
rim sherds (Figure 35). The 37 sherds of Group 2 that show scraping marks. Vessel forms of Group 5
make up 5% of the ceramic material from Site 33; are illustrated by two rim sherds which are from a
none were found at Site 34. short-necked jar and a hemispherical bowl or

neckless jar (Figure 35).
. Group 3

This group includes sherds with weathered sur- Group 6

faces which could not be placed in either Group I or Group 6 is represented by one sherd from Site 33
Group 2. That is. the temper texture, tempering which differs from Group 2 sherds only in temper-
materials, and core color of Group 3 sherds are like ing material. Group 2 sherds are sand-tempered,
those of Groups 1 and 2, but the erosion of the sur- while the Group 6 sherd has biotite mica in addition
faces of Group 3 sherds made it impossible to assign to sand as tempering material. As with the sherds of
these sherds to either Group I or Group 2 on the Group 2, the Group 6 sherd is a medium to coarse
basis of surface finish. The 50 sherds of Group 3 ac- tempered brownware with a black core and very
count for 7%, of the pottery from Sites 33 and 34. smooth surfaces that exhibit a few polishing marks.

Group 4 Group 7

Group 4 is composed primarily of brownware The 25 sherds of this group make up 4% of the
sherds which are thinner (averaging 3.3 mm) than ceramics from Sites 33 and 34 and are similar to
most sherds (4-7 mm) at Sites 33 and 34 and show Alma Plain (Haury 1936). Group 7 sherds are of a
parallel polishing marks. Some of these sherds also fine sand-tempered brownware and have light gray
bear red and black painted designs which are com- cores and surfaces which range in color from light
posed of solid and stepped lines. The paste of these brown to reddish brown. The surfaces of these
sherds has a medium to coarse sand temper and sherds are smoothed and occasionally show
black core. These 43 (;roup 4 sherds comprise 6% polishing marks like those of Groups 2 and 6.
of the ceramics at Site 33 and are of El Paso
Polychrome (Stallinirs 1931) which is the dominant Group 8
locally-made ceralnic type (f the El Paso phase Sherds of Group 8 are identical to those of Group
(about A.D. 1200-1400). The two jar and one bowl 7 except that Group 8 sherds have well-polished and
rim profiles of these G.roup 4 sherds are similar to lustrous surfaces, whereas Group 7 sherds are only

- those noted for El Paso Polvchrome( (Figure 35) smoothed and have few polishing marks. The 21
(Whalen 1977, 175. r.d.). sherds of Group 8 account for 3% of the ceramics

In addition to the ahove mentioned sherds of from Sites 33 and 34, and the single rim sherd is
Group 4, there arc ako, two, sherds of Group 4 from a jar with an everted rim (Figure 35).
which differ from the otliis in being somewhat

4 thicker (4,5 mnm) and in not having polishing marks Group 9
which are parallel. Tlhes two sherds have decora- Group 9 includes four sherds from Site 33. The
tions which consist of a single thick line of black single diffurence between Group 9 and Group 7 is in
paint. One ,,f these sirds is the rim of a short- tempering material. Group 9 sherds are pre-
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dominantly sand-tempered with some biotite mica Site 33. Group 15 is a fine sand-tempered and plain
as a noticeable inclusion in the paste, while Group 7 corrugated brownware.
sherds are tempered only with sand.
Group 1Group 16
Group 10 Group 16 is an indented corrugated, brownware

The 12 sherds of this group comprise 2% of the sherd from Site 33. This sherd has a medium to
pottery from Site 33. They vary from the sherds of coarse sand temper, a light gray core, and a light
Group 8 in the presence of biotite mica in the paste brown surface color. The coils of this sherd have
of sherds of this group. Both groups 10 and 8 are, been rubbed over.
otherwise, sand-tempered. Groups 7, 8, 9, and 10
are very similar in being fine sand-tempered brown- Group 17
wares. Differences between these groups are found Group 17 accounts for 3% of the ceramics from
in the surface finish and in the presence of biotite Site 33 and is comprised of 20 sherds of Mimbres
mica inclusions. Groups 7 and 9 exhibit smoothed Boldface Black-on-white pottery (Cosgrove 1932).
and occasionally-polished surfaces, and Groups 8 Only bowls are represented (Figure 35), and the
and 10 are well-polished and have lustrous surfaces. bowl interiors have a white slip which rarely ex-
Groups 9 and 10 sherds show some biotite mica tends beyond the rim to the outer surface. Design
while Groups 7 and 8 sherds do not. elements include solid triangles, wavy lines, and

Group 11 scrolls. There are no encircling, parallel lines below
the rims of bowls, and designs are carried to the lips

Group 11 is represented by one sherd from Site of vessels. Exterior surfaces range in color from
33. This sherd is similar to those of Group 8 with the brown to light gray, and all sherds have a fine sand

- exception that the Group 11 sherd has a thick, dark temper. Surfaces are also well-polished and occa-
red slip and a dark gray core. This sherd is from a sionally show polishing marks.
bowl, is a fine sand-tempered and red-slipped
brownware, and has smoothed surfaces which show

* : no polishing marks. This sherd compares favorably
with San Francisco Red (Haury 1936). This group includes only one sherd from Site 33

which is buff-colored and contains medium-sized
Group 12 temper of sand and dark igneous rock. The surface

This group is known by one sherd from Site 33 is well-polished and lustrous. Polishing marks are

*:.'i which is a rim sherd from a bowl (Figure 35). This clearly visible, and the core is of the same color as
sherd is like that of Group 11 except that the red slip the surface. This sherd is a fragment of a perforated

of the Group 12 sherd is more like a thin wash. disk which was approximately 5.3cm in diameter.
The center hole is about 0.8 in diameter, and both

Group 13 the center hole and outer edge of this disk have been

Group 13 includes one bowl sherd from Site 33. ground to shape. Portions of both faces of this disk.:. ~~~~~ as Group som abrasion.ol hedfrm ie 3
Other than the presence of some biotite mica in the also show some abrasion.
paste and a core that is not markedly different in
color from the unslipped exterior surface, the Group 19

Group 13 sherd is indistinguishable from that of Group 19 is very much like Group 18 in surface
Group 12. In addition to the above, the Group 13 and core color and surface finish. Sherds of Group
sherd differs from the Group 11 sherd in having a 19 are not as well-polished as that of Group 18, but
thin red slip rather than a thick, dark red slip. they do exhibit polishing marks. The temper of

these sherds is coarse and composed of sand and
Group 14 crushed rock. The crushed rock is dark-colored and

This group is comprised of one plain corrugated appears to be igneous in origin. The 10 sherds of
brownware sherd from Site 33. The coils of this Group 19 comprise 2'/, of the pottery from Site 33.
sherd have been rubbed over, and the core is only
slightly darker than the surface which is light Group 20
brown in color. This sherd also has a medium to Group 20 is made up of one sherd from Site 33
coarse temper of sand. which is lustrous and highly polished. Polishing

marks are numerous, and the surface color is uncer-
Group 15 tain because the sherd had been burned. The sur-

Group 15 differs from Group 14 only in the size of face color appears to have been dark brown, hat it
tempering material and includes one sherd from may have been gray. The core is black, and the
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paste is heavily tempered with crushed rock. This direct with rounded lips. Whalen (1978; n.d.)
tempering material appears to be of igneous origin. associates the latter rim profiles with El Paso Brown

dated between A.D. 800-1000 and notes that rims
Group 21 of the earlier variety of unsmoothed El Paso Brown

This group is similar to Group 17 in all attributes are pinched or thinned near the lip. Thus, most of
except that the sherds of Group 21 are not slipped the rim profiles of Groups 1 and 2 are comparable to
and painted. The sherds of this group all belong to El Paso Brown which Whalen dates to A.D.
the same bowl which is unusual in having a broad 800-1000, while the surface finish of the relatively
rim that joins the lower portion of the side of the abundant Group 1 sherds is more like that of the El
vessel at an angle (Figure 35). Seven sherds of this Paso Brown which Whalen dates before A.D. 800.
vessel were found at Site 33. Because of the small numbers and the weathered

Group 22 surfaces of the sherds from Sites 33 and 34, it is
2 u i e apossible that the conflicting indications from the

Group sa prim profiles and surface finish of Groups 1 and 2 are
is tempered with crushed rock. This group has a
green glaze on a white slip and includes two sherds merely a reflection of the small sample of sherds

from Site 33 of Rio Grande Glaze F or 6 (Kidder from these sites and the mixing of ceramic materials

and Shepard 1936; Mera 1933). of different ages. It is also possible that the ceramic
chronology which Whalen has developed for the

• •Group 23 Hueo Bolson east of the Franklin Mountains does
This group is represented by one sherd of upper not apply to ceramic materials west of the Franklin

Grop 3ueooMounan ast aofg the Fi rannMonansd.
Rio Grande glazeware from Site 33. This sherd has Mountains and along the Rio Grande.
a black glaze on a red slip and is tempered with Groups 5 and 6 are of rare occurrence at Site 33
crushed rock. Group 23 is classified as Rio Grande and were not found at Site 34. The rim profiles of
Glaze A or 1 (Kidder and Shepard 1936; Mera Group 5 are comparable to those of Groups 1 and 2,
1933). and Groups 5 and 6 differ from Groups 1 and 2,

respectively, in the presence of some biotite mica in
Groups 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 are closely related and the paste of Groups 5 and 6. The poor representa-

are considered variants of El Paso Brown-the tion of Groups 5 and 6 at Sites 33 and 34 and the
diagnostic ceramic type for the Mesilla phase. presence of biotite mica suggest that these groups
Group I is the dominant ceramic group at Sites 33 may be of non-local manufacture. Sherds with
and 34, and this attests to the long and principally biotite mica are of infrequent occurrence in the El
Mesilla phase occupations of Zone 2 at these sites Paso area (Lynn, Baskin, and Hudson 1975;
(Chapter V). Groups 2 and 3 are also well- O'Laughlin 1977b; 1979) but have been observed
represented at Site 33, but only a few sherds of with greater frequency by the writer north of the
Group 3 were recovered from Site 34. A very project area along the Rio Grande and particularly
smoothed and somewhat polished surface (an at- near Hatch, New Mexico.
tribute of Group 2) does not appear to be a common Groups 7 through 13 may represent a second class
attribute of what are otherwise identical sherds of of ceramic groups which is characterized by fine
Groups 1 and 2. Group 3, of course, includes sand-tempered brownwares or redwares. Groups 7

" weathered sherds of either Group 1 or 2. Whalen to 10 are similar to Alma Plain, and Groups 11 to 13
(1978; n.d.) suggests that sherds of El Paso Brown resemble San Francisco Red. Alma Plain and San
dating to about A.D. 800-1000 generally show a Francisco Red have been considered intrusive pot-
smoother surface finish than sherds of El Paso tery types to the El Paso area from west central New
Brown which date prior to A.D. 800. Given the Mexico or possibly northern Mexico (Lehmer 1948).
relatively small number of well-smoothed and However, Sudar-Murphy and Laumbach (1976)
somewhat polished sherds of Group 2 as compared have noted a frequent occurrence of fine-tempered
to the less well finished Group 1 sherds, this could brownwares similar to Alma Plain on the La Mesa
be taken as evidence for a considerable occupation surface west of the project area, and the writer has
of Sites 33 and 34 before A.D. 800. However, the observed sites near Las Cruces, New Mexico, vhere
profile of rim sherds contradicts this inference, the ceramic assemblage is made up almost entirely

The profiles of rim sherds of Groups 1 and 2 are of ceramic materials similar to Alma Plain, San
shown in Figure 35 and include examples both from Francisco Red, and Alma Scored. Thus, Groups 7
the surface and excavation. With the exception of through 13 may be indigenous to the Rio Grande
one direct and flattened rim of a bowl of Group 1, Valley in or just above the project area and may not
all rim profiles of Groups 1 and 2 are simple or be intrusive at Sites 33 and 34. Although Alma Plain
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and San Francisco Red have a long temporal distri- Site 34 has ceramic materials of only Groups 1, 3,
bution, ceramic assemblages consisting only of 7, and 8 which suggests that the Zone 2 occupations
Alma Plain, San Francisco Red, and Alma Scored at this site probably date before A.D. 700-800 and
are characteristic of sites before about A.D. 700-800 during the earlier part of the Mesilla phase. The
in west central New Mexico (Leblanc 1976; Wheat two radiocarbon dates from Site 34 also support
1955). It is possible, therefore, that Groups 7 such a contention (Chapter V). Ceramic Group 17
through 13 could be relatively more abundant in is a common intrusive in sites occupied during the
the project area before A.D. 700-800 and perhaps of later part of the Mesilla phase in the El Paso area,

greater importance than Groups 1-3, 5, and 6 of ElanGru4istedmatwreothElPo
Paso Brown for the earliest occupations with phase. Sherds of Groups 4 and 17 or other infre-

ceraicsquently found sherds at Site 33 which date after
Geroupcs7truh1 nraesihlfo 3 about A.D. 700-800 were not found at Site 34. This

of the sherds from the surface of Site 33, to 10.5% as uprstespoiinta hsst a rb
of the sherds below Level 1 at Site 33. The smallabyocpe bfreAD 70-0.Hwv,

sherds were few in number at Site 34, and it is possi-
and nearly equal percentages of these groups for the ble that other later occupations may have occurred
surface and subsurface of Site 33 do not substantiate tee
a supposition that they may be early and indigenous Thee ai aeil fZoe2a ie3 n

Themic cermi maeral ofoec Zone. 2oevr athite33in
ceraicsin te pojec ara. Hwevr, tesedicate a long use of this site throughout the Mesilla

percentages are larger than those of similar phase, a possible occupation during the Dona Ana
ceraicsprevousy rcordd fr alateMesllaphase, and a limited use during the El Paso phase.

phase site in the project area (O'Laughlin 1977b) This follows the radiocarbon dates for Zone 2 at Site
and Mesilla phase sites east of the Franklin Moun- 33 which range from 160 B.C., which is perhaps
tains in the Hueco Bolson (Lynn, Baskin, and Hud- slightly before the Mesilla phase, to A.D. 1500,
son 1975; O'Laughlin 1979). Future archeological which is either the end of the F1 Paso phase or short-
investigations at Site 33 or in the project area ly afterwards.
hopefully will pursue the question of the temporal Although it has been possible to suggest the tem-
distribution of these ceramics. poral distribution of Zone 2 occupations at Sites 33

Groups 14 through 17 and 21 are intrusive and 34 through an analysis of ceramic materials, it
ceramics which date to the later part of the Mesilla has not been possible to refine the local ceramic
phase and after about A.D. 700-800. These groups chronology. The ceramics from Site 34 are few in
are largely restricted to the surface of Site 33, and number and are restricted primarily to the
those sberds of Groups 17 and 21 occurring beneatb weathered surfaces of this site. The shallow and
the surface are portions of the same vessels weathered deposits of Zone 2 at Site 34 and the in-
represented by sherds found on the surface of Site ability to provide good temporal control over the

* 33 and immediately below. ceramic material (other than that suggested by the
Groups 18 through 20 are intrusive ceramics ceramics themselves) did not permit an evaluation

which cannot be associated with named types and of the local ceramic chronology. It is also unlikely
whose temporal distribution is not known. Sherds of that such pursuits would be possible with additional
these groups were found only on the surface of Site investigations of this site because of the few sherds
33, and it is presumed that they date to the later that are likely to be recovered with additional ex-

-- part of the Mesilla phase or thereafter. cavation. Zone 2 of Site 33 has a high potential for
Groups 4, 22, and 23 include indigenous and in- refining the local ceramic chronology. Deposits of

trusive pottery types of the Dona Ana or El Paso this zone are relatively thick in some areas and
phases. Group 4 is composed primarily of sherds of evidence a lengthy occupation during the For-

El Paso Polychrome which is the dominant in- mative period. Unfortunately, the presently
digenous ceramic type of the El Paso phase (about reported investigation of Site 33 was inadequate to
A.D. 1200-1400). Group 4 also contains two sherds obtain samples of ceramics associated with
with one-color decoration which may date to the radiocarbon dates with which to evaluate the

* Dona Ana phase (about A.D. 1100-1200). Groups ceramic chronology proposed by Whalen (1977;
22 and 23 are glazewares which are intrusive pot- 1978; n.d.). Sherds occurred in small numbers in

* tery types during the later part of the El Paso phase. the largely undifferentiated deposits of Zone 2 at
Sherds of these groups were found principally on Site 33, and it was not possible to correlate by ver-
the surface of Site 33, and the few subsurface sherds tical positioning the few sherds from widely
of Group 4 came from an area where most of the separated excavation units with each other or with

* Group 4 sherds occurred on the surface. radiocarbon dates from some of these sanmc units of
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excavation. This is the reason for the rather gross specimens range from 12.0 to 15.6 cm in length and
division of ceramic materials from Zone 2 at Site 33 5.5 to 9.5 cm in width. There is also one ovoid sherd
into surface, Level 1. and below Level 1 in Table which has been partially ground into shape and
12. shows evidence of the abrasion of edges from use

As previously mentioned, the low density of (Figure 36a, left). This latter specimen measures
ceramics on the surfaces and in subsurface excava- 16.0 by 9.8 cm in size. The association of worked
tions at Sites 33 and 34 is suggestive of ephemeral sherds with fire-cracked rock features is interpreted
and intermittent occupations of tiese sites over a as evidence that the abraded edges and corners are
considerable period of time durnn, the Formative the result of their having been used in the excava-
period. Although sherds are few in number, they tion of pits for fire-cracked rock features, in main-
are not randomly distributed or at least not so on taining these features, or in some other activity
the surfaces of these sites. Small occupations during associated with the processing of plant foods with
the El Paso phase are noted on the surface of Site 33 these features. Similar associations of worked sherds;
where sherds of Groups 4, 22, and 23 representing with fire-cracked rock features have been noted by
three or fewer vessels were iound close together in Hard (n.d.), O'Laughlin (1979), and O'Laughlin
three small areas. The two Group 4 sherds which and Greiser (1973).
may date to the Dona Ana phase were also located Besides the above mentioned worked sherds and
near one another on Site 33 and appear to be from the previously mentioned perforated disk of Group
the same vessel. Ceramic Groups 17 and 21 which 18, the only other sherds exhibiting modification are
date to the later part of the Mesilla phase were also five sherds; from Site 33 which have small holes
not widely distributed but rather were located in drilled from both sides of the sherds near one edge.

*relatively few small areas of Site 33. The same is These modifications were apparently for bindings
also true of Group 19 at Site 33 and Group 7 at Site that were used to mend cracks in vessels.
34. Usually only one and never more than two
vessels were indicated for any of the localized areas Ground and Pecked Stone
of Group 7, 17, 19, and 21 sherds. It was more
difficult to identify individual vessels of undeco- Twenty-seven ground and pecked stone items
rated brownwares such as Groups 1, 2, 4, and 8, which include manos, metates, a palette, pestles,
but the pattern of few vessels being represented by and anvils were found on the surface of Sites 33 and

*sherds scattered over small areas also seems to hold 34 or in excavations at Site 33. The attributes of
for these groups. Thus, the spatial distribution of these implements are given in Table 14.
some of the ceramic groups and individual vessels The materials used in manos and metates are
implies that the Formative period occupations of sandstone, quartzite, and limestone. A distinct
the sites were generally by small groups using few preference is noted for sandstone for use in manos
vessels. It can also be inferred that the occupations and metates. Sandstone occurs in small amounts in
were of short duration, otherwise the discrete the gravels of terraces and ridges near Sites 33 and
spatial distributions of ceramic groups and vessels 34 but is not of the type used at Sites 33 and 34. In
would probably not have been as apparent as they addition, the sandstone near Sites 33 and 34 is not
seem. well-suited for grinding implements because of its

In addition to the suggested non-random small size and very friable and unconsolidated
distribution of ceramic groups and sherds from in- nature. The sandstone used in grinding implements
dividual vessels, it was observed during the collec- at Sites 33 and 34 was most likely obtained in the

*tion of artifacts from the surfaces of these sites that Franklin Mountains east of the project area.
* *ceramic materials tended to be most common near Although quartzite and limestone are abundant in

fire-cracked rock features. The association of the gravels of terraces and ridges adjacent to Sites
sherds, and notably of worked sherds, with fire- 33 and 34, they were not used as frequently as sand-

*cracked rock is demonstrated in Chapter X, and it is stone for grinding implements. In addition,
* .only mentioned here that vessels and worked sherds although limestone is much more abundant in the

were apparently used in conjunction with activities gravels than quartzite, quartzite implements out-
involving the use of fire-cracked rock features which number those of limestone. Rhvolite, which is
are assumed to have been facilities for processing almost as common as limestone in the gravels near
upland leaf succulents. Sites 33 and 34, was apparently not used for grind-

The attributes of worked sherds are given in ing implements. The preference of sandstone and
Table 13. These are mostly sherds with edges and quartzite over the locally abundant limestone and
corners that have been rounded from use (Figure rhyolite is certainly related to the ease of marnufac-
36a, right). The complete or nearly complete ture and suitability of these materials for use as
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S..
Figure 36. Worked sherds, pestle, and manos. a. Worked sherds. Length of left specimen Is 16.0 cm. b. Quartzite pestle (left),

quartzite manos (upper), and sandstone manos (lower). Length of pestle Is 14.5 cm.
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grinding implements. Similar preferences for sand- permanent or permanent occupation (Lehmer

".- stone and quartzite over locally abundant materials 1948) and for sites in mountainous areas where

have been noted for other sites in the vicinity of the bedrock mortars occur (Green 1971).
Franklin Mountains (O'Laughlin 1977b; 1979). In addition to manos, metates, and pestles, there

With the exception of two unaltered stones, are also one quartzite palette and two limestone an-
manos and metates were shaped by grinding and vils at Site 33. The palette is a thin slab of quartzite
pecking. Grinding surfaces were also rejuvenated which has been chipped to a rectangular form and
by pecking, and parallel striations on many of the shows abrasion on one surface. The two anvils con-
grinding surfaces suggest that most uses involved a sist of unaltered limestone rocks each of which has
reciprocal (as opposed to a rotary) motion of manos one flat surface that exhibits pecking or battering
on metates. The finding of mostly small fragments marks. The use of the palette was probably com-
of metates at Site 33 suggests that metates may have parable to that of metates, but the use of the
been recycled into manos or perhaps hearth stones presumed anvils is unknown.
after they had lost their usefulness as metates, but Grinding implements (including the palette and
there is no direct evidence for this. pestles) are few in number and make up 4.8 to

. Little is known of the temporal distribution of 12.5% of the combined total of chipped stone tools
forms of manos and metates in the El Paso area and grinding implements and 0.4 to 0.8% of the
although they probably vary temporally and with combined total of grinding implements and chipped
the nature of activities being performed. Small and stone tools and debitage from the Archaic and For-
often circular manos and basin or flat metates seem mative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34.
to be earlier or more common in ephemerally oc- The low percentage of grinding implements from
cupied sites for specialized activities, and two-hand the Zone 2 Formative peri '. occupations at Sites 33
manos and trough or open-ended basin metates and 34 is consistent witt. the proposition that these
seem to be characteristic of late Formative period occupations were ephemeral and oriented toward
sites of semi-permanent or permanent occupations. the processing of upland leaf succulents. The
The fragments of metates at Site 33 are too few in presence of grinding implements suggests that some
temporal distribution or form, but examples of these sites, but the low percentage of grinding im-

basin and flat metates are noted from this site. The plements implies that these activities were of little
Archaic period or mixed Archaic period and Mesilla importance. Comparably low percentages of grind-
phase manos at Sites 33 and 34 are generally ing implements are noted for other sites in the El
smaller, lighter, and sub-circular to oval in shape Paso area where the processing of upland leaf suc-
(Figure 36, upper right) while those of the Mesilla culents is presumed to have been the most impor-
phase or mixed Mesilla, Dona Ana, and El Paso tant activity, and higher percentages of grinding
phases tend to be larger, heavier, and sub- implements are noted for seasonally occupied sites
rectangular in shape (Figure 36, lower right). It is where #hc pr,,cessing of seeds is thought to have
not known, however, whether this pattern relates to been an important activity (O'Laughlin 1979).
stylistic or functional differences between Archaic The low percentage of grinding implements sug-
and Formative period manos at Sites 33 and 34. gested for the Arachic period occupation at Site 33

There are two pestles at Site 33. One comes from is comparable to that for the Formative period oc-
mixed Archaic period and Mesilla phase materials cupations at Sites 33 and 34. but the rationale for
and is elliptical in cross-section and made of biotite the low percentage is somewhat different. It has
schist. The other is of less certain identification but been suggested that the Zone 4 Archaic period oc-
it is a tapered quartzite rod which exhibits a possi- cupation(s) at Site 33 was of longer duration,
ble battered or crushed surface at the larger end though probably intermittent, than that for the

* (Figure 36, left). This latter specimen was found Zone 2 Formative period occupations at Sites 33
near House 2 of the Archaic period occupation at and 34. The low percentage of grinding implements

- Site 33. A third pestle was observed by the writer on for the Archaic period occupation is interpreted as
, the surface of Site 33 but was removed with the cut- probably resulting from the curation of these tools

ting of the 1978 arroyo across Site 33 North before and not from the relative unimportance of activities
this project had begun. This pestle was approx- involving these tools. That is. tools are apt to be
imately 30 cm long, 8 cm in diameter, and made of curated and reused at sites of longer occupation
limestone. As with manos and metates, the tem- than at those of ephemeral occupation where they
poral distribution of different types of pestles is not may be cached and forgotten or abandoned before
known in the El Paso area, but they are they had lost all usefulness. Thus, most stone tools
documented for Formative period sites of semi- can be expected to occur as a smaller percentage of
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the total chipped and ground stone assemblage (in- portant for the Archaic period as for the later For-
cluding manufacturing debris) at longer occupied mative period when corn is of some importance.
sites than at ephemerally occupied sites. Obviously, a larger sample of chipped stone tools

Chipped stone tools and grinding implements and grinding implements from the Archaic period
make up a larger percentage of the total chipped occupation is needed to accurately delimit the im-
stone and ground stone assemblage for the For- portance of activities involving the use of grinding
mative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 than implements.
they do for the Archaic period occupation at Sites
33 (Chapter X), and this follows the suggested Hammerstones
longer duration of the Archaic period occupation as:]!"A total of 10 hammerstones of quartzite and
compared to the inferred shorter occupations for A otas of quarTzite and
the Formative period at these sites. However, the rhyolite was found at Site 33 (Table 15). These are
relative percentages of chipped stone tools and mostly round or oval stones of some 5.0 to 10.5 cm
grinding implements differ for the occupations with in maximum dimension. These specimens exhibit
the highest percentage of grinding implements substantial battering while other hammerstones
(12.5 %) occurring in the excavated materials of the which were not used as extensively may have gone
Archaic period. This pattern of chipped stone tools unnoticed. Limestone does not appear to have been

and grinding implements comprising a small used for hammerstones even though it is abundantnear Sites 33 and 34. However, the surfaces of
percentage of the chipped stone and ground stone nites 33d 34. wever, ace of
assemblage and of grinding implements being a
substantial percentage of the combined total of hammerstones of limestone may not have been
grinding implements and chipped stone tools has recognized for this reason. Limestone is a much
been documented for other, non-ephemerally oc- softer rock than rhyolite or quartzite and would

cupied sites of the Formative period in the El Paso probably not have been used as often as these othermaeilnorthavemersens.amtontesomay

area where activities are visualized as having been materials for hasmerstones. Hammerstones may• . eneal i naure O'Lughln 179; ~d.b).have been used as percussion implements in work-
general in nature (O'Laughlin 1979; n.d. b). .n chpe stn ori .hpn ndrjvntn

." * However, grinding implements may comprise 50% ing chipped stone or in shaping and rejuvenating
or more of the combined total of grinding im- the surfaces of grinding implements.
plements and chipped stone tools in these other
sites. The lower percentage of grinding implements Ornaments
for the Archaic period occupation at Site 33 may Only two ornaments were found, and both of
simply reflect the small number of grinding im- these are from Site 33. One is a disk bead of shell
plements and chipped stone tools found in the which is approximately 4 mm in diameter. The

. limited excavation of Zone 4 deposits and not other is an Olivella sp. bead made by grinding
necessarily the importance of activities involving down the spire. The disk bead came from the sur-
grinding implements. It should be noted, however, face of Zone 2 deposits, and the olivella shell bead
that similar percentages of grinding implements came from deposits which could not be placed for
and chipped stone tools were found at an Archaic certain in either Zone 2 or Zone 4. Shell jewelry is
period site near Las Cruces, New Mexico, where oc- neither a common nor frequent attribute of
cupations may also have been of some duration prehistoric sites in the El Paso area and probably
(Greiser 1973). Thus, the processing of some plant functioned within the realm of personal adornment
foods (presumably seeds) may not have been as im- rather than as a status symbol (Whalen 1977; 1978).
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CHAPTER X

CHIPPED STONE AND SPATIAL ANALYSES

The analysis of chipped stone materials recovered intensive than those of the Zone 2 Formative
from Sites 33 and 34 is the focus of this chapter, and period. No chipped stone artifacts were recovered
discussions of chipped stone artifacts center on three from Site 29 although one flake had been observed
topics which help characterize and discriminate Ar- in a previous survey (Gerald n.d. d).
chaic and Formative period occupations at these In this section, analyses of chipped stone artifacts

- Sites: raw material selection, reduction technology, are directed toward delimiting the criteria for the
and tool function. Description and interpretation of selection of raw materials, the processes of chipped
chipped stone assemblages at Sites 33 and 34 are stone tool production, and the functional attributes
followed in the closing section of this chapter by an of chipped stone tools. Before proceeding, a few
analysis of the spatial distribution of chipped stone, definitions are in order and will facilitate later
other artifacts, and fire-cracked rock on the surfaces discussions of the above interests. These definitions
of these sites and a brief consideration of the spatial delimit reduction categories, are principally
distribution of chipped stone and ground stone ar- technological rather than functional in nature, and
tifacts from these sites and other selected sites of the provide one of many ways of partitioning the
El Paso area. These analyses of the spatial distribu- variability in chipped stone artifacts.
tions of chipped stone and ground stone artifacts (1) Cores. A core is any piece of parent

* within and between sites provide some insight into material from which smaller pieces are
the nature of Archaic and Formative period oc- detached through the application of force to
cupations at Sites 33 and 34 and regional patterns in some portion of the larger piece. The smaller
the relative importance of chipped stone tools and pieces are termed flakes or flake debitage.

* ground stone implements. The attribute analysis of Materials used prehistorically in this area oc-
* chipped stone artifacts and spatial analyses of cur principally as weathered nodules or peb-

chipped stone and ground stone assemblages are bles, and quarried materials are practically
-. oriented principally toward an assessment of the nonexistent (Lynn, Baskin, and Hudson 1975;

duration of Archaic and Formative period occupa- O'Laughlin 1977b). Thus, unaltered pebbles
tions at Sites 33 and 34 and the roles these occupa- or nodules, partially worked cores, and the
tions played in prehistoric adaptive strategies. dorsal surfaces of the first flakes removed from

a core have a cortex which may be of a
Chipped Stone different color or texture than the rest of the

parent material because of weathering
*Chipped stone is the most common category of through geologic time.

- artifacts recovered from Sites 33 and 34 and encom- (2) Core Tools or Utilized Cores. These are
passes 4,594 items. The surface density of chipped cores which exhibit wear patterns and occa-
stone materials is relatively light and only 0.08 and sionally marginal retouch along one or more
0.01 pieces of chipped stone per square meter were edges. Wear patterns are similar to those of
found at Sites 33 and 34 respectively. Subsurface utilized flakes, and retouching is comparable

4 densities, however, vary considerably from 56.73 to that of marginally retouched flakes.
*- pieces of chipped stone per cubic meter of soil at (3) Flake Debitage or Unutilized Flakes. These

Site 33 to 0.29 pieces of chipped stone per cubic are pieces of material removed from cores or
meter of soil at Site 34. The surface densities of other flakes. They may or may not have cortex
chipped stone are quite expectable for the inferred on their dorsal surfaces, and a complete

* ephemeral occupations of the Formative period at specimen is characterized by the presence of a
* Sites 33 and 34, and the relatively high density of striking platform, and a bulb of percussion
* chipped stone for subsurface deposits at Site 33 is and conchoidal fracture patterns on its ventral

largely attributable to the Zone 4 Archaic period oc- surface. Those piece -vthu stikngpl
cupations which are visualized as having been more forms and bulbs of percussion are easily is
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tinguished from cores by the conchoidal frac- may have required an expenditure of energy in an
ture patterns on their ventral surfaces and activity that may not have correlated with others.
their overall thinness and size. Therefore, an opposite conclusion to that of Whalen
(4) Non-Diagnostic Schatter. These are and Thompson can be reasoned for the pattern of
angular pieces of stone which exhibit no ven- variety in chipped stone materials for the Mesilla
tral face and bulb of percussion like that of and El Paso phases.
flake debitage and no striking platform as Populations during the Archaic period are
would be found on flake debitage or cores. generally visualized as having been highly mobile,

- They may, however, show occasional con- and there is some evidence of a decrease in mobility
choidal fracturing patterns, through the Mesilla phase and into the El Paso
(5) Utilized Flakes. These are flakes which phase (Whalen 1977; 1978; n.d.). If the variety of
evidence use along one or more edges. Utilized chipped stone materials varies with the mobility of
flakes do not exhibit retouch, and use is seen as populations in the El Paso area, then it would be ex-
either macroscopic or microscopic wear pat- pected that the variety of chipped stone materials
terns in the form of small feather flakes, small would decrease from the Archaic period occupation
step fractures, and/or edge rounding and at Site 33 to those of the later Formative period at
polish. Sites 33 and 34. In an attempt to evaluate this pro-
(6) Marginally Retouched Flakes. These are position, a random selection of 1,376 (30% of the
flakes whose margins have been modified by total) chipped stone artifacts including tools and de-
intentional retouch on one or both faces. bitage was made, and the rock type variations in
Presumably, edges have been modified to pro- color, texture, and inclusions were noted. Color
duce edge forms and angles for specific pur- designations follow those of Smithe (1975). A total
poses. Retouch refers to the process of of 39 varieties of eight different rock types was re-
detaching small flakes from an edge, and corded; they are described in Table 16. The distri-
utilization is noted by wear patterns similar to bution of these varieties of rock types for the various
those seen on utilized flakes, occupations of Sites 33 and 34 are shown in Table
(7) Bifaces. These are flakes or cores that 17 where it is noted that the variety of materials va-
have both faces extensively modified by ries directly with the size of the sample. In addition,
retouch. Twenty-eight percent of this it is also noted that varieties of rock types represent-
category is classified by form as projectile ing 5 % or more of the materials for any sample do
points for the arming of spears or arrows, not vary greatly between any of the samples and

that the most obvious differences can be attributed
Raw Material Selection to the small size of some of the samples.Thus, the

Whalen and Thompson (n.d.) have noted a supposition that the variety of chipped stone ma-
greater variety and generally a finer texture of terials varies temporally and with mobility is not
chipped stone materials for sites of the Mesilla phase substantiated by the findings at Sites 33 and 34.
as opposed to sites of the El Paso phase in the El The increase in the variety of chipped stone
Paso area. They interpret this pattern as evidence of materials with sample size at Sites 33 and 34 is at-
a greater expenditure of energy on the procurement tributed to the abundance and variety of these
of chipped stone materials during the Mesilla phase. materials in the gravels of the terraces and ridges
However, Whalen and Thompson fail to recognize adjacent to Sites 33 and 34. All of these rock types
the probability that the procurement of chipped and most of the varieties of rock types were noted in
stone materials was incorporated into schedules of these gravels, particularly those comprising 5% or
other activities and that a greater variety of more of the samples. Thus, the variety of chipped
materials does not necessarily imply a greater ex- stone materials is a reflection of their local
penditure of energy for their procurement. That is, availability. It is thought that sites more distant
populations for most of the prehistoric era have from resource areas would provide more informa-
been visualized as highly mobile and moving about tion on the possible correlation of variety of chipped
the landscape in response to seasonal and spatial stone materials with mobility patterns than would
variability in resources (O'Laughlin 1979). Thus, sites near resource areas such as Sites 33 and 34.
the procurement of raw materials for chipped stone The above consideration of the temporal
tools could be incorporated easily into the mobility distribution of varieties of rock types at Sites 33 and
patterns of these groups. Only during the El Paso 34 %%as extended to a study of materials represented
phase is there any evidence of semisedentary or in reduction categories of all chipped stone artifacts
sedentary populations, and the procurement of raw -ecovered from these sites. Reduction categories
materials for chipped stone tools during that phase have been defined at the beginning of this chapter,
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'ABLE 16

DESCRIPTION OF MATER1 L.' USED FOR CHIPPED STONE

Material Number Description

Obsidian 1 Light to blackish gray, transparent or
translucent obsidian

2 Blackish gray, opaque obsidian

Chert 1 Ranges fron a blocky blackish gray chert
with fissures to a banded light gray and
light brown chert with a thick buff
colored cortex. Both the blackish gray
chert and the banded form can occur
together in the same nodule

2 Ranges from hazel to maroon or red in
color, often banded chert. Coarse textured
with a dull luster

3 Banded anber and light gray colored
chert

4 Translucent to white chalcedony. Often
with dendritic or mossy black
inclusions

5 Coarse textured, cream colored, and
nearly opaque chalcedony

6 Cream to buff-yellow colored chert

7 Salmon to cinnamon colored chert

8 Netted red and light gray colored chert
with a waxy luster

9 Banded grayish olive, maroon, and cream
chert

10 Banded scarlet, medium gray, and brown
chert

11 Ranges from maroon to red chert. Similar
to number 2 but finer textured and more
lustrous

12 Brown to light gray petrified wood

13 White to ivory chert

14 Light gray chert with a waxy luster

15 Smoke gray chert with small dark
colored inclusions

16 Mottled light and dark gray colored
chert
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TABLE 16--Continued

Material Number Description

Chert 17 Coarse textured, light gray chert

18 Coarse textured, salmon colored chert
" 19 Mottled buff and medium gray chert

i 20 Mottled olive-brown, nedium gray, and
russet chert

21 Light brown silicified sandstone (?)
22 Grayish brown chert (possibly a shale)

Limestone 1 Light gray to blackish gray liiestone

2 Grayish olive linestone

Rhyolite 1 Blocky brown to reddish brown rhyolite
with numerous phenocrysts. Very
coarse textured

2 Brown to chestnut, fine grained rhyolite
with few phenocrysts

3 Medium gray, fine textured rhyolite
with numerous quartz grains

Quartzite 1 Medium gray to blackish gray quartzite
with a fine to mediun texture

2 Cinnamon to brown colored, medium to
coarse textured quartzite

3 Light gray quartzite with a mediua to
coarse texture

4 Cream to salmon colored quartzite with
a coarse texture

5 Chestnut to cinnamon-brown colored
quartzite with a fine texture

6 Grayish olive, fine textured quartzite

7 Mottled light gray and cinnamon, coarse
textured quartzite

Sandstone 1 Reddish brown, fine grained sandstone

Quartz 1 Clear to milky white quartz

Granite 1 Coarse grained, mottled or speckled buff
to light gray (includes some andesite)

16
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TABLE 17

DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAIS USED FOR CHIPPED STONE

33 33N 33N 33S 33N 34 33N
Material No. AE AME NE E MS ME&S MPE Total Percent

Obsidian 1 4 5 1 - 4* - - 14 1.02
2 - 2 2 - 4* - - 8 0.58

. ert 1 45* 25* 64* 3 10* 5* 15* 167 12.14
2 15 8 15 6* 3 9* 7* 63 4.58
3 3 7 10 - 1 1 4* 26 1.89
4 57* 32* 42* 3 8* 5* 4* 151 10.97
5 19 6 10 6* 2 1 2 46 3.34
6 5 2 4 - - 4 - 15 1.09
7 3 2 5 - - - 10 0.73
8 1 3 2 1 - 1 - 8 0.58
9 6 - 2 - - 3 1 12 0.87

10 - - 1 - - - - 1 0.07
11 14 8 18 5* 2 6* 1 54 3.92
12 1 1 3 - - - - 5 0.36
13 - 2 1 - - - - 3 0.22
14 - - 1 .- 1 0.07
15 4 6 3 - - - 2 15 1.09
16 2 1 4 - - - 1 8 0.58

7. 17 3 1 3 - - - 2 9 0.65
18 1 - - 1 - - - 2 0.15
19 17 11 17 3 4* 4 1 57 4.14
20 12 3 6 - 1 - - 22 1.60
21 2 3 2 1 1 1 - 10 0.73
22 1 . . . . . . 1 0.07

Limestone 1 39* 37* 63* 10* 9* 10* 17* 185 13.44
2 1 - 1 - - - - 2 0.15

Phyolite 1 50* 32* 77* 21* 18* 25* 7* 230 16.72
2 6 9 17 6* 2 1 5* 46 3.34
3 1 - 1 1 - - - 3 0.22

Quartzite 1 30* 11 13 6* 4* 4 2 70 5.09
2 18 1 8 - 1 5* 2 35 2.54
3 8 4 24* 3 - 2 - 41 2.98
4 1 2 1 - - 1 - 5 0.36
5 14 7 - - - - 1 22 1.60
6 1 2 1 - - - - 4 0.29
7 1 - 1 1 2 5* - 10 0.73

Sandstone 1 - 1 2 - 2 1 - 6 0.44

Quartz 1 - - 2 1 - - - 3 0.22

Granite 1 - 1 2 - 1 1 1 6 0.44

Total 385 235 429 78 79 95 75 1376 100.00

No. of
Materials
Represented 32 30 36 17 19 21 18 39

a
33 = Site 33 North and South AM = Mixed Archaic period and tiesilla

33N = Site 33 North phase
33S = Site 33 South M = Mesilla phase
34 = Site 34 Y = Mixed Mesilla, Dona Ana, and
E = Excavated materials El Paso Phases
S = Surface materials * = 5% or more of period or phase
A = Archaic period materials
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and the distribution of chipped stone items among or tabular form with a cortex and generally do not
reduction categories for Sites 33 and 34 is given in exceed 8 cm in maximum dimension. Cherts exhibit
Table 18. The principal interest here is whether a good conchoidal fracture, are easily worked, and
some rock types were preferred over others for keep an edge fairly well.
chipped stone tools. This involves considerations of The last material to be considered is obsidian
the relative local abundance of raw materials, how which is of rare occurrence in the gravels near Sites

-: easily the different materials are worked, and the 33 and 34. Obsidian occurs in small nodules less
qualities of the different materials that make some than 5 cm in size with a distinctive cortex. Obsidian
more applicable for certain kinds of tools than exhibits a very good conchoidal fracture, is easily
others. These attributes of rock types represented in worked, but does not keep a cutting edge as long as
chipped stone artifacts at Sites 33 and 34 are chert.
described below and followed by a discussion of the The distribution of the above common materials
relative importance of rock types for the reduction for reduction categories and the various occupations
categories of chipped stone artifacts found at Sites at Sites 33 and 34 are given in Table 19, and all
33 and 34. chipped stone items from Sites 33 and 34 are

* Extremely small amounts of sandstone, granite, enumerated in Table 19 with the exception of the
and quartz are represented in the chipped stone ar- few artifacts (45) of sandstone, granite, and quartz.
tifacts at Sites 33 and 34, and these materials are The relative abundance of materials represented in
rare in the gravels near these sites. A total of 45 the chipped stone artifacts does not follow their
chipped stone artifacts of sandstone, granite, and relative abundance in the gravels near Sites 33 and
quartz was found at Sites 33 and 34, and artifacts of 34. Cherts are far more common in the artifacts of
each of these materials account for less than 1% of these sites than they are in nearby gravels. Some
the total number of pieces of chipped stone from preference is also noted for rhyolite over limestone
these sites. Therefore, these materials will not be in the artifacts of these sites, while rhyolite is not as
considered further in this section. The more com- common as limestone in nearby gravels. Quartzite,
mon materials represented in the artifacts at these which is not as common as limestone or rhyolite in
sites and generally in the gravels near these sites are local gravels, is as well represented as limestone in
limestone, rhyolite, quartzite, chert, and obsidian. the lithic samples from Sites 33 and 34. Only small

Limestone is the most abundant rock in the amounts of obsidian were found at Site 33, and this
gravels near Sites 33 and 34 and occurs as small to follows its rare occurrence in gravels adjacent to
large rocks with a maximum diamension of 5 to 20 this site.
cm and an outer cortex. Limestone flakes rather The prevalence of cherts in the chipped stone ar-
easily, but it is very difficult to thin flakes or cores tifacts at Sites 33 and 34 follows the suggested
by percussion or pressure flaking without producing greater ease of reduction and generally sharper and
unmanageable hinge fractures. The edges of flakes more durable edges of cherts than of rhyolite,
and cores also wear quickly. limestone, or quartzite. Although obsidian has

Rhyolite also occurs as small and large rocks with many of the desirable characteristics of cherts, its
a maximum dimension of 5 to 20 cm but is not as rare occurrence in the area precludes any extensive
abundant as limestone in the gravels near Sites 33 use of this material.
and 34. Rhyolite varies from a fine-textured stone In general, cherts are relatively more common
exhibiting conchoidal fracturing to a coarse stone and rhyolite and limestone are less common in sam-
which tends to fracture or shatter into irregular pies containing Archaic period artifacts than in
blocks. those consisting of Formative period artifacts of the

Quartzite is much less abundant than limestone Mesilla, Dona Ana, and El Paso phases. This re-
and rhyolite in the gravels near Sites 33 and 34 and flects the relatively greater number of small flake
occurs as nodules which rarely exceed 10 cm in tools as compared to larger flake or core tools for the
diameter. Quartzite varies from fine to coarse Archaic period as compared to the Formative per-
grain, has a distinctive cortex, generally does not iod. As noted in Table 19, utilized flakes, margin-
exhibit a good conchoidal fracture, and does not ally retouched flakes, and projectile points and bi-
keep an edge well. faces are made principally from cherts, while util-

Cherts, as used here, include all silicaceous cryp- ized cores are nearly equally represented among
tocrystalline stones and include agate, chert, jasper, cherts, limestone, rhyolite, and quartzite. Cherts
chalcedony, petrified wood, and silicified sand- occur as small nodules which are most often smaller
stone. Cherts are not particularly abundant in the in size than those of limestone, rhyolite, or quart-
gravels near Sites 33 and 34, but they may be nearly zite. Thus, tools of chert are often smaller than tools
as abundant as quartzite. Cherts occur in nodular of these other materials. The Archaic period
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chipped stone tool assemblage, therefore, would cortex, and absence of striking platform or type of
' have a greater percentage of small tools than would platform present. These attributes were chosen par-

" that of the later Formative period at these sites on tially for their ease of observation and measurement
the basis of the relatively greater percentage of and because the particular constraints of time and
chert items in the Archaic period deposits. This will money for this preliminary investigation of Sites 33
be demonstrated in a clearer fashion later. The and 34 precluded the enumeration of many

. point of concern here is that there is an apparent variables.
preference for chert for the manufacture of small Although only a limited number of variables
tools because of the ease with which it is worked relating most directly to reduction technology could
and because of its generally more durable and be examined as part of this project, the above men-
sharper edges than those of limestone, rhyolite, and tioned variables were selected in anticipation of the

•quartzite. high information content they might carry with
Obsidian is represented mostly by unutilized respect to the nature of Archaic and Formative

cores and flakes and utilized flakes. The rare occur- period occupations at Sites 33 and 34. These
rence and small size of obsidian nodules in the El variables have also previously been found to give in-
Paso area do not allow an extensive use of this teresting patterns of reduction technology for
material or its use for larger stone tools. Obsidian limited activity and residential sites in the El Paso
has been found to have been used primarily for pro- area (Lynn, Baskin, and Hudson 1975; O'Laughlin
jectile points in the El Paso area (O'Laughlin 1979). 1977b; 1979; O'Laughlin and Greiser 1973). In

From the above discussion, it is apparent that previous chapters (particularly Chapter VIII),
chert was preferred over other materials for tools Formative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 are
other than core tools and that chert was far better characterized as having been ephemeral with ac-
represented in the chipped stone artifacts than it is tivities being somewhat specialized and directed
in the gravels near Sites 33 and 34. Quartzite also principally toward the probable processing of leaf
appears to be better represented in the chipped succulents, while the probable intermittent Archaic
stone artifacts of Sites 33 and 34 than would be ex- period occupation of Site 33 is seen as being of
pected from its relative abundance in nearby longer duration and evidencing a wider range of
gravels, and artifacts of rhyolite and limestone were both maintenance and supportive activities. Aside
found in fewer numbers than anticipated from their from some purely technological considerations such
common occurrence in the gravels near Sites 33 and as the relationship between the size of the parent
34. Few artifacts of obsidian were recovered, and material and the size distribution of reduction
this is consonant with its rare occurrence in the categories and the connection between the process
project area. The differential selection of these of chipped stone reduction and percentages of
materials has been related to their local abundance, reduction categories exhibiting cortex and plat-
ease of reduction, and applicability for certain forms, there are a number of expectations for the
kinds of tools. Technological and functional con- archeological record which will reflect the specifici-
siderations of these materials will be pursued fur- ty of activities and duration of occupation and
ther in the following two sections. discriminate the Archaic and Formative period oc-

cupations of Sites 33 and 34 if the above generaliza-
Reduction Technology tions of these occupations are correct.

The lithic assemblages of Sites 33 and 34 are The local availability of stone materials suitable
"7 characterized by the prevalence of flake and core for chipped stone tools makes possible the manufac-
- tools and few finished or formed tools such as ture of tools at Sites 33 and 34 without the importa-

bifaces aud projectile points (Table 18), and this tion of raw or processed materials. The suggested
suggests art expedient manufacture of most tools. ephemeral and specialized nature of the Formative
That is, the reduction of raw materials for chipped period occupations would imply that most tools of

* stone tools may be viewed as having relatively few these occupations would be produced with a
steps, and the reduction technology can be envi- minimum of expenditure of energy and discarded
sioned as a striving toward the production of usable following use and that relatively few tools would be
flakes and the removal of flakes from cores such that produced elsewhere or curated and removed from
cores will have surfaces and edges which are also Sites 33 and 34. Inasmuch as the Formative period
usable. In an effort to further describe the reduction occupations are thought to have focused on the

* of parent materials into usable tools and temporal processing of leaf succulents, then chipped stone
patterns in this activity, three attributes of chipped tools should be comparable to those of similarly in-
stone items have been monitored for materials and terpreted sites of the El Paso area and should be

S"reduction categories: size, presence or absence of comprised of appreciable numbers of large core and
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flake tools and few bifacially retouched tools chert. Thus, larger flakes are generally used for
(O'Lauglin 1979). The inferred more lengthy and tools, and the larger flake tools are often made of
generalized, though intermittent, occupation of the rhyolite, limestone, and quartzite whose parent
Archaic period at Site 33 should exhibit patterns in materials occur in larger nodules than those of chert
the reduction of chipped stone materials and in the or obsidian.
curation of chipped stone tools and raw materials The distribution of size classes for reduction
like those of other sites in the El Paso area which categories and the various occupations at Sites 33
have houses and have been occupied for more than and 34 is summarized in Table 21 where all chipped
a brief period of time (O'Laughlin 1979; n.d. b). stone artifacts recovered from these sites have been
Thus, the chipped stone items from the Archaic enumerated. There is some tendency for unutilized
period occupation are anticipated to show the ex- cores to be smaller for the Archaic period than for
tensive reduction of stone materials, some curation the Formative period, and this is partially ac-
of unutilized cores and flakes and utilized items, counted for by the greater preference of chert as a
some maintenance of tools, and a variety of small core material for the Archaic period. Chert cores
and large flake, core, and bifacially retouched are generally smaller than those of rhyolite, quart-
tools. It is expected that the Archaic period lithic zite, and limestone, and again, this reflects the
assemblage can be distinguished from that of later general smaller size of chert nodules. Utilized cores
Formative period occupations in: (1) showing a tend to be large with the exception of those from the
greater reduction of stone materials as seen in mixed Archaic period and Mesilla phase materials.
smaller percentages of items with cortex on their Once more, utilized cores are mostly of limestone,
striking platforms and other surfaces, more inten- rhyolite, or quartzite, and there appears to be a
sively worked and smaller cores, and more evidence selection for utilized cores with a large mass. The
of the preparation of platforms and bifacial tool poor representation of utilized cores in materials of
production; (2) exhibiting a greater number of the Archaic period and the large size of utilized
resharpening flakes indicative of maintenance ac- cores of the Formative period will be considered at
tivities; and (3) having a wider variety of tools in- greater length in the section on tool function.
cluding proportionately fewer large flake and core Unutilized flakes and non-diagnostic shatter tend
tools and more small flake and bifacially retouched to be small for all of the occupations, and projectile
tools. The following discussions of the size of points and bifaces are generally of moderate size.
chipped stone items, the presence or absence of cor- Utilized flakes and marginally retouched flakes,
tex on chipped stone items, and the absence of strik- however, are generally somewhat smaller for the
ing platforms or the type of platform present Archaic period or mixed Archaic period and Mesilla
elaborate on these expectations while providing the phase materials than they are for those not contain-
details of reduction technolgy. ing Archaic period materials. This is partially a

Size. The size distribution of chipped stone reflection of the greater percentage of chert flake
items for the five common materials (excluding tools for the Archaic period, but the general small
sandstone, granite, and quartz) and the various oc- size of Archaic period tools also appears to reflect
cupations at Sites 33 and 34 is shown in Table 20 differences in the nature of activities performed
where the maximum dimension of chipped stone ar- during the Archaic period as opposed to those per-
tifacts is broken down into four size classes: 0.1 to formed during the Formative period at Sites 33 and
2.0 cm, 2.1 to 4.0 cm; 4.1 to 6.0 cm; and over 6.0 34. This will also i. come inire apparent in the sec-
cm. Obsidian is restricted to the smaller size classes, tion on tool function.
and this is consonant with the small size of the Cortex. Cortex (the outer geologically
iodules of the parent material. Unutilized and weathered surface of nodules) was recorded as be-

utilized cores of chert tend to be smaller than those ing either present or absent on the dorsal surface of
of rhyolite, limestone, and quartzite, and this unutilized, utilized, and inarginally retouched
follows from the smaller size of chert nodules as flakes and on any surface of unutilized and utilized
compared to those of rhyolite, limestone, and cores, nondiagnostic shatter, and hifaces and pro-
quartzite. Unutilized flakes and non-diagnostic jectile points. The percentage of items vith cortex
shatter tend to be restricted to the smaller size for each of the common materials (excluding the 45
classes for all materials. Utilized flakes, marginally items of sandstone, granite, and quartz) and the
retouched flakes, and projectile points and bifaces reduction categories is given in Table 22. Table 23
are often larger than unutilized flakes and non- summarizes the percentage of items of each reduc-
diagnostic shatter for all materials, and limestone, tion category with cortex for the various occupa-
rhyolite, and quartzite utilized and marginally tions at Sites 33 and 34 and includes all chipped
retouched flakes are generally larger than those of stone artifacts found at hese sites.
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TABLE 21

PERIEM=YAGES OF SIZE CLASSES
FOR CHIPPFD STONE REDUCTION CATEGORIES

BY PERIOD AND PHASE FOR SITMS 33 & 34

Size* 33 33N 33N 33S 34 33
Class AE AME&S ME&S ME&S NE&S ME&S

Unutilized Cores 1 - - 4.6 6.7 - -

2 28.6 43.3 25.3 13.3 - 12.5
3 57.1 33.3 43.7 53.3 50.0 50.0
4 14.3 23.3 26.4 26.7 50.0 37.5

Utilized Cores 1 - 20.0 - - - -

2 - 40.0 6.7 - - 100.0
3 - 20.0 6.7 14.3 50.0 -

4 - 20.0 86.7 85.7 50.0 -

Unutilized Flakes 1 68.8 54.8 43.5 34.7 36.2 49.5
2 28.6 38.6 44.8 51.1 46.4 43.0
3 2.7 5.9 10.2 10.5 13.0 5.6
4 -- 0.7 1.6 3.7 4.3 1.9

Non-Diagnostic 1 81.9 58.9 50.1 39.7 28.6 39.1
Shatter 2 18.1 36.4 42.3 54.8 52.4 47.8

3 - 4.3 5.7 1.4 19.0 13.0
4 - 0.4 1.9 4.1 - -

Utilized Flakes 1 20.0 29.7 19.1 - 15.4 20.0
2 60.0 53.1 59.1 70.0 53.8 60.0
3 20.0 10.9 17.3 30.0 23.1 20.0
4 - 6.2 4.5 - 7.7 -

Marginally 1 - - - - -

Retouched Flakes 2 100.0 53.8 42.1 - - 33.3
3 - 30.8 42.1 50.0 50.0 66.7
4 - 15.4 15.8 50.0 50.0 -

Bifaces and 1 - - - - - -

Projectile Points 2 50.0 70.0 70.0 100.0 - 100.0
3 50.0 30.0 30.0 - 100.0 -

4.....

Total No. of Item 414 1349 2269 298 116 148

*1 = MayximuAm dimension of 0.1 to 2.0 cm 3 = Maximum dimnsion of 4.1 to 6.0 cm
2 = Maximum dimension of 2.1 to 4.0 cm 4 = Maximum dimension over 6.0 cm

33 = Site 33 A = Archaic Period
33N = Site 33 North AM = Mix.ed Archaic Period and Mesilla
33S = Site 33 South Phase

34 = Site 34 M = Mesilla Phase
E = Excavation MP = Mixed Plesilla, Dona Ana, and
S = Surface El Paso Phases
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TBLE 23

PEE.EAGES OF CORTEX FOR CHIPPED STONE REDUCTION CTGORIES
BY PERIOD AND PASE FOR SITES 33 AND 34

33 33N 33N 33S 34 33
AE A":&S E&S MIS ME&S MPE&S

Unutilized Cores 100.0 90.0 93.1 93.3 100.0 100.0

Utilized Cores - 80.0 93.3 100.0 100.0 100.0

Unutilized Flakes 34.2 34.8 42.5 45.8 60.9 40.2

Non-Diagnostic
Shatter 34.9 51.4 59.1 65.8 81.0 52.2

Utilized Flakes 50.0 43.7 54.5 90.0 69.2 80.0

Marginally10. 
00 100Retouched Flakes 0.0 84.6 73.7 100.0 100.0 100.0

Bifaces and
Projectile Points 0.0 30.0 50.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

Total No. of Itens 414 1349 2269 298 116 148

33 = Site 33 S = Surface
33N = Site 33 North A = Archaic Period
33S = Site 33 South AM = Mixed Archaic Period and Mesilla Phase

34 = Site 34 M = Mesilla Phase
E = Excavaticm NP = Mixed mesilla, Dona Ana, and

El Paso Phases
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Unutilized and utilized cores invariably show Archaic period and of the mixed Archaic period and
some cortex for all materials and occupations Mesilla phase have smaller percentages with cortex
(Tables 22, 23). This indicates that cores were rare- than do those of only the Formative period (Table
ly exhausted or so extensively worked that no cortex 23).
could be found on them. It was observed, however, Platform. Platforms (remnants of the striking
that unutilized and utilized cores of the Archaic platforms of cores) for unutilized flakes, utilized
period or mixed Archaic period and Mesilla phase flakes, marginally retouched flakes, and projectile
often showed more extensive use than cores of only points and bifaces were noted as either being absent
the Formative period, and this is taken as some in- or one of four types: cortex, single-facet, multiple-
dication of the curation and continued working of facet, and crushed. Items of these reduction
cores during the Archaic period occupation at Site categories which were struck from corticate sur-
33. faces of cores exhibit cortex platforms, and those

The percentages of unutilized flakes with cortex items detached from a flat surface prepared by the
are relatively small for all materials, and the removal of a single flake have single-facet plat-
percentages of chert, rhyolite, and quartzite pieces forms. Multiple-facet platforms on flakes are the
of non-diagnostic shatter with cortex are somewhat result of the removal of flakes from cores which
higher than those for unutilized flakes (Table 22). have striking platforms prepared by the detachment
The somewhat higher percentages of non-diagnostic of a series of flakes. Crushed platforms are those
shatter with cortex may indicate that more shatter platforms which have been oblitereated beyond

" is produced when first testing or preparing cores recognition during the detachment of flakes from
. than during the later removal of primary or see- cores. The percentages of platform types for

ondary flakes. In Table 23, it is noted that the unutilized flakes, utilized flakes, marginally
percentages of unutilized flakes and non-diagnostic retouched flakes, and projectile points and bifaces
shatter with cortex are much lower for the Archaic are given in Table 24 for the various materials (ex-
period and the mixed Archaic period and Mesilla cepting the few items of sandstone, granite, and
phase items than they are for items of only the quartz) and occupations at Sites 33 and 34. Cores
Formative period. This implies that materials are will be treated later, and non-diagnostic shatter has
being worked more intensively during the Archaic not been included in Table 24 because these items
period occupation at Site 33 than during the Form- do not have platforms or other attributes of flakes.
ative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34. Projectile points and bifaces rarely exhibit plat-

The percentages of utilized flakes and marginally forms, but the presence of a few platforms does
retouched flakes with cortex vary somewhat with show that some of these were produced from flakes
material (Table 22). In general, the percentages of rather than from the extensive modification of
these items of chert with cortex are smaller than cores. The few platforms found on these items
those of the other materials and are suggestive of the follow the expectation that few would be found on
more intensive working of cherts as compared to the highly modified and shaped items.
other materials. However, the percentages of util- Multiple-facet and crushed platforms are not
ized flakes and marginally retouched flakes with particularly common. The relatively few multiple-
cortex are commonly higher than those of unutil- facet platforms are indicative of the general unim-
ized flakes and non-diagnostic shatter of the same portance of preparing platforms to any extent
material. Insofar that utilized flakes and marginally before removing flakes. The few multiple-facet
retouched flakes are often larger than unutilized platforms and the absence of ground platforms are
flakes and non-diagnostic shatter, this is not also suggestive of the unimportance of thinning ac-
unreasonable and reflects the less extensive working tivities relating to the production of bifaces and
of cores and flakes during the Formative period projectile points. Only marginally retouched flakes
than it does for the Archaic period. This is seen in of chert and unutilized flakes of obsidian have
Table 23 where the percentages of utilized flakes substantial percentages of multiple-facet platforms.
and marginally retouched flakes with cortex for the The multiple-facet platforms of obsidian suggest

. Archaic period and the mixed Archaic period and that some platform preparation is necessary for the
Mesilla phase are most often less than those of effective removal of flakes from small nodules of ob-
Formative period items only. sidian which is scarce in the El Paso area. The

Projectile points and bifaces generally do not ex- relatively high percentage of marginally retouched
hibit cortex (Table 22), and this follows the greater flakes of chert with multiple-facet platforms may
working of materials in order to produce these also reflect platform preparation for the removal of
items. As with most of the other reduction flakes from cores which have characteristics suitable
categories, the bifaces and projectile points of the for certain kinds of stone tools. However, this pat-
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tern is not duplicated in utilized flakes of chert or in apparent pattern is the greater percentages of
utilized flakes and marginally retouched flakes of multiple-facet platforms for the Archaic period and
limestone, rhyolite, and quartzite. Crushed plat- the mixed Archaic period and Mesilla phase. This
forms are of some importance only for unutilized relatively high percentage of multiple-facet plat-
and utilized flakes of obsidian and marginally forms for utilized flakes of the Archaic period or
retouched flakes of limestone. The presence of mixed Archaic period and Mesilla phase is taken as
higher percentages of this platform type for these an indication of some preparation of platforms for
materials is thought to relate to the particular the removal of flakes from cores which is not as ob-
characteristics of the stone which are glass-like in vious for the Formative period or other reduction
the former and soft and friable in the latter. Crush- categories.
ed platforms of obsidian probably relate to the Marginally retouched flakes have relatively large
bipolar cores to be discussed shortly. percentages of missing platforms in all of the

In general, the percentages of cortex platforms do samples from the different occupations at Sites 33
not differ markedly for materials and for the reduc- and 34, and the percentages of missing platforms
tion categories of Table 24, but there are somewhat are higher for marginally retouched flakes than they
higher percentages of rhyolite, quartzite, and are for unutilized or utilized flakes. This accom-
limestone with cortex platforms. Single-facet plat- panics the modification of marginally retouched
forms and missing platforms vary more than cortex flakes, and missing platforms are even more evident
platforms, and cherts, obsidian, and quartzite tend in projectile points and bifaces which are generally
to have higher percentages of missing platforms much modified and have no platform. There is a
while rhyolite and limestone have relatively high very high percentage of marginally retouched flakes
percentages of single-facet platforms. These data with crushed platforms for the mixed Mesilla, Dona
are interpreted as possibly suggesting the more ex- Ana, and El Paso phases. The representation of
tensive working of obsidian, chert, and perhaps materials in this sample is not markedly different
quartzite and the greater breakage of flakes or the from other samples (Table 19), and it can only be
more frequent and intentional removal of platforms presumed that either a different technology for

* .. commensurate with the more extensive working of reducing stone materials is indicated or that a bias
these materials. The percentage of flakes without has been introduced with the small size of this sam-
platforms also increases from unutilized flakes to ple.
utilized flakes to marginally retouched flakes and In addition to noting whether platforms were of
finally to projectile points and bifaces for chert, ob- the cortex, single-facet, multiple-facet, and crushed
sidian, and quartzite. This, of course, is the general types or missing for unutilized flakes, three other at-
order for the modification of chipped stone tributes were monitored on all recovered unutilized
materials and the extent of modification. flakes from Sites 33 and 34 which include two addi-

Table 25 presents the percentages of platform tional platform types and which probably relate
types for the above mentioned reduction categories either to the rejuvenation of working edges or biface
and non-diagnostic shatter for the occupations of production (Table 26). A total of five sharpening
Sites 33 and 34 and enumerates all items of these flakes was found, and these flakes exhibit the round-
reduction categories found at Sites 33 and 34. The ed and polished edge, from use, of a multiple-facet

--: percentages of missing platforms are almost iden- platform and retouch flake scars on the dorsal sur-
tical for unutilized flakes for all of the samples, and face. These flakes appear to be more important
this pattern is not altered by considering non- from the Archaic period and were found in only one

: diagnostic shatter. Thus, it would seem that the of the samples of the Formative period. These flakes
breakage of flakes and the production of non- suggest some rejuvenation of edges of chipped stone
diagnostic shatter is common to the earlier and later tools, and the maintenance of chipped stone tools
chipped stone reduction technologies and to the may have been more important during the Archaic
materials being reduced. Smaller percentages of period. However, the sample of sharpening flakes is
cortex platforms and larger percentages of single- too small for a definite statement. There are two
facet platforms for unutilized flakes of the Archaic flakes with lipped platforms which are usually
period and the mixed Archaic period and Mesilla associated with the thinning of tools, especially
phase as compared to those of only the Formative bifaces. These two lipped platforms would suggest
period imply the more extensive reduction of cores that bifacial thinning activities were of little impor-
and the corresponding increase in secondary and tance during the occupations at Sites 33 and 34.
tertiary flakes. This is also implied by the relatively few thinning

The percentages of platform types on utilized flakes from the various occupations at these sites.
flakes are temporally quite variable, and the only Thinning flakes are flakes which exhibit on their
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TABLE 25

PEREAGES OF PLATFORM TYPES
FOR CHIPPED STONE REDUCTION CATEGORIES OTHER THAN CORES

BY PERIOD AND PHASE FOR SITES 33 AND 34

Platform 33 33N 33N 33S 34 33
Type* AE ANE&S ME&S NE&S IE&S MPE&S

Unutilized 0 26.2 28.5 25.5 26.3 27.5 28.0
Flakes 1 26.2 24.2 29.3 33.2 52.2 24.3

2 45.2 44.7 43.0 38.9 18.8 43.9
3 1.0 1.2 0.6 0.5 - 3.7
4 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.1 1.4 -

Unutilized Flakes &
Non-Diagnostic Shatter 0 42.2** 43.2 41.0 46.8 44.4 40.8

Utilized Flakes 0 25.0 42.2 28.2 20.0 15.4 40.0
1 40.0 17.2 23.6 60.0 61.5 20.0
2 15.0 35.9 43.6 10.0 23.1 40.0
3 15.0 1.6 0.9 - - -

4 5.0 3.1 3.6 10.0 - -

m'rginally Retouched 0 100.0 46.2 31.6 50.0 25.0 66.7
Flakes 1 - 23.1 26.3 50.0 50.0 -

2 - 30.7 36.8 - 25.0 -

Bifaces and Projectile 0 100.0 100.0 90.0 100.0 - 100.0
Points 1 - - 10.0 - - -

2 .... 100.0

Total No. of Iteus 407 1314 2167 276 108 139

*0 = Platform absent
1 = Cortex platform
2 = Single facet platform
3 = Multiple facet platform
4 = Crushed platform

**Percentage of combined total of unutilized flakes and non-diagnostic
shatter without platforms.

33 = Site 33 A = Archaic Period
33N = Site 33 North AM = Mixed Archaic Period and Mesilla Phase
33S = Site 33 South M = Mesilla Phase
34 = Site 34 MP = Mixed Mesilla, Dana Ana, and
E = Excavation El Paso Phases
S = Surface
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PERI=AGES OF THINNING AND SHARPENING FLAKES

AND LIPPED ILATFORM FOR UNUTILIZED FLAKESi'" BY PER IOD AND PHASE

33-AE 33N-AME&S 3-S 3-ES 3ME 3ME&
No % No % No % N % No % o %

T hninning Obsidian 2 0.7 1 0.1 - - - - - - - -

- Flakes ert 8 2.7 7 0.7 11 0.7 - - 1 1.4 1 0.9

Limestone - - - - - - 1 0.5 - - - -

Total 10 3.4 8 0.8 11 0.7 1 0.5 1 1.4 1 0.9

Sharpening Chert 1 0.3 1 0.1 3 0.2
Flakes

Lipped Chert - - 1 0.1 1 0.1
Platfonrs

Total No. 301 - 974 -1605 - 190 - 69 - 107
Flakes

33 = Site 33 A = Archaic Period
33N = Site 33 North AM = Mixed Archaic Period and Mesilla Phase
33S = Site 33 South M = Mexilla Phase

34 = Site 34 NP = Mixed Mesilla, Dona Ana, and
E = Excavation El Paso Phases
S = Surface

.1

-J
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dorsal surface scars of flakes which were removed percentages of core types and platform types for all
from a direction opposite that of the platform and combined materials are similar for unutilized and
within 45 degrees on either side. As can be seen utilized cores. The kind of core type or platform
from Table 26, most of these flakes are of obsidian type would, therefore, seem to have no obvious
or chert which are two of the two most commonly bearing on whether a core was used or not. It can
used materials for bifacial tools in the El Paso area. only be observed that ridged-platform and double-
In addition, thinning flakes are relatively more im- platform cores are not preferred for core tools and
portant for the Archaic period. This provides some that obsidian was not used for core tools. It would
evidence for the greater frequency of production of appear that obsidian cores were treated much
bifacial tools during the Archaic period occupation differently from the other materials and that the
at Site 33 than for the Formative period occupations reduction of obsidian was probably aimed at the
at Sites 33 and 34. This is not evidenced by a greater production of specific classes of tools such as projec-
frequency of projectile points and bifaces for the tile points.
Archaic period, but these were probably highly The temporal distribution of core types for all
curated items whose eventual loss location may not cores found at Sites 33 and 34 is summarized in
relate to that of their production. Table 28. Half of the samples are %very small, and

Percentages of core types and platform types for considerable variation is noted between the
cores are provided for the various materials (excep- samples. Comments are best left to the general

ting two cores of sandstone and granite) and oc- popularity of core types, and it is noted once more
cupations at Sites 33 and 34 in Table 27. Five core that single and multiple-platform cores are the bet-
types have been recognized and include single, dou- ter represented core types for both unutilized and
ble, ridged, and multiple-platform cores and utilized cores.
bipolar cores. Single-platform cores are cores from The above discussion of size classes, presence or
which flakes have been struck from one cortex or absence of cortex, and platform types has served to
single-facet platform, and double-platform cores emphasize the inferences drawn in the section on
are noted as having two cortex and/or single-facet raw material selection to the effect that raw

*platforms which are most often on opposite ends of materials used in chipped stone tools were, for the
the core. Ridged-platform cores are similar to those most part, locally available and that some materials
of the double-platform core type in having two were preferred over others for certain kinds of tools
striking platforms but the platforms adjoin one because of differing characteristics of the parent
another on the ridged-platform cores to form an materials. In addition, it is also possible to
acute-angled edge. Multiple-platform cores exhibit characterize differences between the Zone 4 Archaic
three or more converging platforms such that they occupation at Site 33 and the Zone 2 Formative
are usually polyhedral or globular in shape. Striking period occupations at Sites 33 and 34. The Archaic
platforms on multiple-platform cores include cor- period occupation is distinguished from the For-
tex, single-facet, and prepared multiple-facet plat- mative period occupations at these sites in: (1) has'-

*forms. Bipolar cores are cores which have been split ing more items of chert; (2) having no observed core
by striking a nodule resting on an anvil and show a tools; (3) having more small Hlake tools; (4) having
positive or negative bulb of percussioai on one end smaller and more intensively worked cores; (5) ex-
and a battered or crushed edge on the opposite end. hibiting a greater reduction of stone materials as

The bipolar technique for reducing cores is noted seen in the smaller percentages of items with cortex
only for obsidian and is the primary technique used on their platforms and other surfaces; (6) showing
to initially reduce obsidian cores. Ridged-platform some preparation of platforms as seen in the
cores occur infrequently, and double-platform multiple-facet platforms of utilized flakes; (7)
cores are not well-represented on most materials of perhaps having relatively more resharpening flakes
which utilized cores are made. Double-platform indicative of maintenance activities; and (8)
cores that were utilized are best represented by displaying a greater importance of bifacial tool pro-
quartzite, and in most cases only one of the two duction. On the whole, the chipped stone
platform areas of the double-pafr oe a assemblage for the Archaic period occupation looks

used. Single and multiple-platform cores are the very much like that of a relatively long-occupied
best represented core types. However, no multiple- site where maintenance and supportive activities
platforms are noted for utilized cores of limestone are important, where stone materials are curated
and quartzite, and the percentage of multiple- and worked intensively, and where stone tools are

*platform and utilized , wes is somewhat less for probably curated also. Just the opposite could he
*rhyolite than for chert. In general, cortex platforms reasoned for the Formative period occupations

outnumber single or multiple-facet platforms. The where tools are generally large and apparently non-
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TABLE 28

PERI=~AGES OF CO)RE TYPES
FOR UNU.ILIZED AND UTILIZED ORES

BY PERIOD AND PHASE FOR SITES 33 AND 34

33 33N 33N 33S 34 33

Core Type AE AME&S ME&S ME&S ME&S MPE&S

Unutilized Single Platform 42.9 46.7 34.5 53.3 50.0 50.0
Cores Double Platform 42.9 16.7 31.0 13.3 16.7 12.5

Ridged Platform - 3.3 - - - -

Multiple Platform 14.3 30.0 32.2 26.7 33.3 37.5

Bipolar - 3.3 2.3 6.7 - -

Utilized Single Platform - 60.0 46.7 28.6 50.0 -

Cores Double Platform - - 26.7 42.9 - -

Ridged Platform - - 6.7 - - -

Multiple Platform - 40.0 20.0 28.6 50.0 100.0

Total No.
of Itens 7 35 102 22 8 9

33 = Site 33 A = Arcaic Period
33N = Site 33 North AM = Mixed Archaic Period and Mesilla Phase
33S = Site 33 South M. Mesilla Phase
34 = Site 34 MP Mixed Mesilla, Dona Ana, and
E = Excavation El Paso Phases

- - S = Surface
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*.- curated, and where materials do not appear to be similar to these two points is poorly known.
intensively worked. In addition, it is also noted that However, projectile points with concave bases are
the percentage of chipped stone tools (utilized cores suggested to be more common during the Archaic
and flakes, marginally retouched flakes, and projec- period in the El Paso area (O'Laughlin and Greiser
tile points and bifaces) are smaller for the Archaic 1973; O'Laughlin 1979; n.d. a).
period occupation than for the Formative period The last two projectile points were excavated
occupations. This also follows the supposition that from Zone 4 deposits at Site 33 North and are con-
the Archaic period occupation was of some duration tracting stem points with moderate to weak
with the curation of tools and that the Formative shoulders (Figure 37 f and g). These points are 3.2
period occupations evidence ephemeral occupation and 4.5 cm in length and made of chert. One of
and the more frequent abandonment of tools these points (Figure 37 g) came from the fill of
following their use. Many of these patterns have House 2 which has a corrected BC/AD radiocarbon
been pursued at greater length by O'Laughlin date of 2790 BC ± 310, and both points are from
(1979) for similar sites in the El Paso area. deposits which are suggested to best date between

Projectile Points. Very few (25) finished or 2500 BC and 1800 BC (Chapter V). The finding of
formed artifacts of chipped stone were recovered two projectile points with contracting stems in the
from Sites 33 and 34. These extensively modified Zone 4 Archaic period deposits of Site 33 is
pieces of stone include 18 ovate or lanceolate shaped somewhat anomalous because projectile points with
bifaces which are 7-23 mm thick and seven contracting stems are of infrequent occurrence in
stemmed projectile points which are 3-9 mm in the El Paso area and Archaic period projectile
thickness. All seven projectile points were found at points of the El Paso area are generally quite varied
Site 33 and are shown in Figure 37. Little is known in form (Beckes 1977a; Chapter III in this report).
of the temporal distribution of projectile points in Projectile points with contracting stems are known
the El Paso area, and the following discussion of the from Archaic period and Mesilla phase sites of the
small sample of projectile points from Site 33 fur- El Paso area, but they appear to be more frequent
nishes some information on this subject. on Archaic period sites and perhaps recycled points

Three projectile points were recovered from the from earlier times on Mesilla phase sites (Greiser
surface of Zone 2 deposits at Site 33. Two of these 1973; O'Laughlin 1979; n.d. a).
points (Figure 37a and b) are made of chert and are Projectile points with contracting stems and ages
side-notched with moderate barbs, expanding comparable to those of Site 33 are widely
stems, and convex bases. The third point (Figure distributed throughout the Great Basin, Southwest,
37c) is made of obsidian and may be corner-notched and Transpecos Texas of the United States and
with an expanding stem and moderate barbs. These southward into the highlands of southern Mexico.
points are fragmentary but have projected lengths To the west of the project area in southwestern New
of 2.5 to 4 cm. Corner and side-notched points of Mexico and southeastern Arizona, projectile points
moderate size are known for the Mesilla phase of with contracting stems are associated with the
the Formative period (Green 1971; Lehmer 1948; Chiricahua stage of the Cochise culture which dates
O'Laughlin and Greiser 1973; O'Laughlin 1979; roughly between 4000 BC and 1000 BC (Dick 1965;
n.d. a), and it is probable from the radiocarbon Sayles 1945). In central New Mexico points with
dates (Chapter V) and ceramic materials (Chapter contracting stems are infrequently found in Archaic
IX) of Zone 2 that these projectile points are from sites of the San Jose and Armijo phases which are
Mesilla phase occupations at Site 33. Although there dated between 3000 BC and 800 BC (Irwin-

. is evidence that Site 33 was intermittently occupied Williams 1973). In Transpecos Texas contracting
throughout the Formative period, no small stem points are characteristic of the middle Archaic

*i triangular projectile points which are most typical dating about 4000 BC to 2000 BC or somewhat later
of the later part of the Mesilla phase and the ensu- (Marmaduke 1978), and points with contracting
ing Dona Ana and El Paso phases were found. stems are typical of Archaic assemblages in

Two projectile points came from mixed Archaic Coahuila and Tamaulipas, Mexico, and are sug-
period and Mesilla phase materials of Site 33 North. gested to be of similar age (but possibly occurring
One was found on an eroded surface and is the base somewhat earlier and later) to those of nearby
of a point with an expanding stem and concave base Transpecos Texas (MacNeish 1958; Taylor 1966).
(Figure 37 d), and the other was excavated from soil Farther south in Mexico, contracting stem points
disturbed by vehicular traffic and is a fragment of a are the dominant form of projectile points from
point with a straight stem and base (Figure 37 e). 8000 BC or 7000 BC to about 2000 BC in the
Both of these points are made of chert. The tem- Tehuacan Valley of Puebla (MacNeish et al. 1967).
poral distribution of projectile points with stems Although the full significance of projectile points
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with contracting stems from the Archaic period oc- 70 power binocular microscope for evidence of
cupation of Site 33 must await additional investiga- wear, and three types of wear patterns were ob-
tion of Site 33, the finding of two contracting stem served: feather scars, step fractures, and edge
points in deposits of the Zone 4 Archaic period oc- rounding and polish. No evidence of striations
cupation at Site 33 is not at odds with the suggested which would indicate the direction of use was
date of 2500 BC to 1800 BC for this occupation and noted. Feather scars are morphologically similar to
is supported by the comparable ages of similar scars produced by retouching tbe edge of an item
points to the west and north in New Mexico and to but are consistently smaller in overall size. The
the southeast in Transpecos Texas. The recovery of distal and lateral portions of these scars feather out
other projectile points with the future investigation to meet the surface of the item and distinguish
of Site 33 would certainly provide much needed in- feather scars from step fractures which terminate at
formation on temporally diagnostic artifacts for the their distal ends in abrupt steps or cleavages. Edge
Archaic period in the El Paso area. rounding and polish is the result of the abrasion of

an edge from use and was observed as the rounded
Tool Function and lustrous margins of utilized edges.

Thus far, discussions have centered on the pro- There are many factors whiich can condition the
*curement and reduction of raw materials. In this kinds of wear patterns produced on chipped stone

section, attention will be directed to the possible tools. These include the material of the tool, the
1. functions of chipped stone tools or, most specifical- resiliency of the medium being worked, the amount

ly, the actions involving their use. In recent years and angle of applied force, the duration of tool use,
emphasis in the study of chipped stone tools has and the mode of tool usage (scraping, sawing, etc.)
shifted from considerations of stylistic or (Chapman 1977). It is, therefore, difficult to at-
mechanistic variability to attribute analysis of tribute, a priori, particular wear pattern on tools to
utilized edges and surfaces (Semenov 1964; particular tasks. For this reason, little significance is
Wilmsen 1970). Although many advances have attached to wear patterns in this study with respect
been made in the techniques used to study chipped to ascribing specific usages to morphological altera-
stone tools, there is still considerable debate over tions of utilized edges. Instead, the analysis of wear
the meanings which can be ascribed to such things patterns is directed simply toward the description of
as wear patterns, edge angles, edge outline, etc. assemblage variability.
(Hayden and Kamminga 1979). Therefore, the Wear patterns were observed on 365 edges of
following study of chipped stone tools may be chipped stone artifacts at Sites 33 and 34. These in-
reviewed as an intuitive analysis based, in part, on dlude 29 utilized edges on 29 utilized cores, 293
the suggested differences in kinds of tools associated utilized edges on 222 utilized flakes, and 43 utilized
with each of the occupations at Sites 33 and 34 from edges on 34 utilized and marginally retouched
the previous discussions of raw material selection flakes. No projectile points or other bifaces were
and reduction technology, found to have observable wear patterns. In the

The intent of this section is to provide a measure following analysis, each utilized edge is treated
Nof the differences in activities between the Archaic analytically as a distinct and separate tool. Thus,

and Formative period occupations of Sites 33 and the 285 utilized chipped stone artifacts have 365
34 and not specific functions of chipped stone tools. edges which are reported as 365 individual tools.
That is, the attribute analysis of chipped stone tools Additional attributes monitored on utilized
is aimed at delimiting general classes of activities chipped stone artifacts are the direction of utiliza-

* performed with these tools such as scraping, shred- tion, the length and shape of a utilized edge, tool
ding, cutting, sawing, and chopping. The assigna- weight, and utilized edge angle. These attributes
tion of functional labels to chipped stone tools, such and wear patterns are common to many studies of
as knive, denticulate, plane, and burin, is of little chipped stone artifacts where there is a concern for
concern here because of the ambiguity of function the definition of the kinds of motor activities per-
connoted by such labels which have often been formed with tools and the contexts of tool use
defined by others using only form or reduction stage (Chapman 1977; Hayden and Kamminga 1979;
of an artifact. Semenov 1964; Wilmsen 1970). Other attributes

A chipped stone tool is defined as any chipped could have been recorded, but the above mentioned
stone it-,m exhibiting patterns of use or wear along variables and their distribution among reduction
one or more edges. The only exception to this defini- categories proved to be sufficient for this
tion is projectile points which showed no wear pat- preliminary study of lithic assemblages at Sites 33
terns but whose form allowed the inference of their and 34 in terms of suggesting general classes of ac-
use. All chipped stone items were examined under a tivities performed with chipped stone tools and pro-
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*viding information on chipped stone assemblages tools and are considered more reliable and simpler
which can help give direction to analyses of chipped estimates of tool sizes than those founded on max-
stone artifacts in future, more intensive, investiga- imumn length, width, and thickness measures. It was
tions of these sites. anticipated that tool weights would show a weak

The direction of utilization for edges exhibiting positive correlation with the lengths of utilized
wear patterns is described as being unidirectional if edges but that tools within a limited range of
wear patterns extend from the margin outward over weights might have a considerable range of utilized

oeface of the edge or bidirectional if wear patterns edge lengths or vice versa. Tool weights are an im-
extend from the margin outward over both surfaces portant consideration for those activities (such as
of the edge. Unidirectional wear patterns are chopping) in which the mass of the tool is used in
generally thought to be the product of the delivering considerable force to the medium being
transverse movement of an edge against a medium worked. Tool weight is also the only attribute
(such as scraping), while bidirectional wear pat- monitored which would necessarily be the same for
terns may be the result of the longitudinal move- different utilized edges of the same chipped stone
ment of an edge against a medium (such as sawing) artifact. All other attributes were recorded in-

*(Semenov 1964; Wilmensen 1970). Bidirectional dividually for utilized edges and need not be the
wear patterns may also be produced when an edge same for utilized edges of the same chipped stone
is struck against a medium in a chopping fashion. artifact.
Besides noting unidirectional or bidirectional wear The last attribute recorded is the angle of the
patterns on the margins of chipped stone tools, a utilized edge which is the angle formed by the pro-
third type of directional wear was observed on ac- jected intersection of the unutilized surfaces of the
cessory projections of two utilized flakes and two artifact at the utilized margin of the artifact. The
utilized and marginally retouched flakes. These angle produced by the morphological alteration of

*projections showed rotary wear patterns which an edge with use was not measured. Studies by
were evidenced as a slight edge rounding and polish Semenov (1964) and Wilmsen (1970) indicate that
and some feather scars on both sides of all edges of certain specific ranges of edge angles are more effec-
the shafts. Rotary wear patterns are taken as tive or efficient for certain general categories of tool
evidence of the use of projections for drilling or per- function than are other edge angles. Wilmsen sug-
forating materials, gests that an edge angle between 26 and 35 degrees

The length of a utilized edge was taken to be only is efficient for cutting meat and skin, that an edge
that portion of an edge with observable wear pat- angle between 46 and 55 degrees is useful in skin-
terns and was measured by following the contour of ning, hide scraping, sinew and plant fiber shred-
the utilized edge. In general, wear patterns were ding, and heavy cutting of wood, bone, or horn,
found to be distributed continuously, or nearly so, and that an edge angle between 66 and 75 degrees
along the edges of utilized items. Rarely were items implies wood working, bone working, and heavy
encountered with discontinuous and widely spaced shredding.
wear patterns which made measurement of the General classes of activities performed with
length of the utilized edge difficult but not impossi- chipped stone tools were demarcated through the
ble by considering the shape of the utilized edge and successive consideration of the observed variability
the material of the tool. in each of the above described attributes of chipped

The shape of a utilized edge was recorded as be- stone tools. A multivariate statistical analysis of the
ring straight, convex, concave, or sinuous when attributes of chipped stone tools was not undertaken

viewed from above and at an angle perpendicular because of the constraints of time and money for
to the plane passing through or near the major edges this preliminary investigation of Sites 33 and 34
of an artifact. A sinuous edge is one that bends in which did not permit the monitoring of many
and out in a serpentine fashion. Most sinuous edges variables or the difficult and time consuming
have been produced by edge retouch, but there are statistical discrimination of tool classes from a mix-
also some utilized flakes whose edges exhibit natural ture of discrete and continuous variables. Instead,
sinuousity. Often sinuousity is accompanied by pro- the attribute analysis of chipped stone tools pro-
jections which give the edge a serrated appearance. ceeded in a step-wise manner with the progressive
This is found principally on marginally retouched inclusion of attributes whose relative importance
flake and core tools where retouched is intentionally and order was intuitively reasoned. The accompa-

*spaced to give deep flake scars with intervening pro- nying discourse outlines the analytical process
jections. followed in defining the kinds of activities per-

The weights of chipped stone tools were noted to formed with chipped stone tools, presents descrip-
provide a relative measure of the size or mass of tive data for each of the attributes and reduction
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categories, and gives the proportional importance tool weights of 60 g or less. Large tools have utilized
* of uses of chipped stone tools for each of the occupa- edge lengths of 50 mm or more and/or have tool

tions at Sites 33 and 34. weights of 60 g or more.
The angle of a utilized edge has been suggested to Inasmuch as the edge angles of all tools show a

be more indicative of general categories of tool use normal distribution (Figure 38), small tools were
than any of the other recorded attributes of chipped arbitrarily divided into those with edge angles of
stone tools (Semenov 1964; Wilmsen 1970). That is, less than 55 degrees and those with edge angles of
specific ranges of edge angles have been associated more than 55 degrees. This follows a previous
with particular kinds of tool usage, and no other analysis of chipped stone tools by O'Laughlin (1979)
single variable of chipped stone tools has been from sites in the El Paso area. O'Laughlin suggests
similarly interpreted. As a starting point in the that lighter activities will be reflected in tools with
search for patterns in attributes of chipped stone edge angles of less than 55 degrees and that these

* tools which might be referrable to activities per- tools would be used on relatively yielding materials
formed with these tools, the edge angle of tools was with only a small or moderate application of force
plotted against the number of utilized edges (Figure to the object being worked. Heavier activities are
38). This showed no obvious break in the distribu- implied for edge angles over 55 degrees and prob-
tion of edge angles which otherwise appeared to ex- ably involve relatively non-yielding materials, a
hibit a normal distribution for edges showing both greater application of force to the object being
unidirectional and bidirectional utilization. Thus, worked, and generally less precisely controlled ac-
edge angles could not be used by themselves to par- tivities.
tition chipped stone tools into manageable and, Means and standard deviations for weight, util-
hopefully, meaningful classes. ized edge length, and utilized edge angle are given

As mentioned in the previous section, chipped for the two classes of small tools and large tools in
stone tools tend to be smaller for the Archaic period Table 29. Small tools with edge angles less than 55
occupation at Site 33 and larger for the Formative degrees have small weights, generally small lengths
period occupations at Sites 33 and 34. Thus, it was of utilized edges, and edge angles averaging be-
thought that a division of chipped stone tools into tween 44 and 52 degrees. Marginally retouched
small and large tools would help delineate the flakes are poorly represented in this small class of
differences between these occupations. A com- tools, core tools do not fall in this class, and utilized
parison of utilized edge lengths and weights of chip- flakes are well represented. Small tools with edge
ped stone tools was then performed; the results are angles over 55 degrees have weights which range
shown in Figure 39. The use of tool weight as a larger than the first class of small tools but smaller
measure of tool size should be comprehensible, but than large tools, have edge lengths which lie be-
the relationship between length of a utilized edge tween the other two classes of tools, and have edge
and tool size is not as clear. Here, the distinction is angles larger than the first class of small tools and
not simply being drawn between tools of small or overlapping that of large tools to some extent.
large size, but also between tools with small weights Utilized flakes, marginally retouched flakes, and
and lengths of utilized edges which are inferred to core tools are all represented in the small tools with

-J have been manipulated in precision activities and edge angles over 55 degrees. Core tools, however,
those tools in which the large weights and lengths of are not as common as they are for the large tools.
utilized edges are suggested to have been used in less Large tools have the largest tool weights, the largest
precisely controlled actions requiring greater ap- utilized edge lengths, and some of the larger edge
plications of force. Tools having large lengths of angles. Neither utilized flakes nor marginally
utilized edges are, therefore, considered to be more retouched flakes are well-represented by large tools,
indicative of the latter kind of activity even though and core tools are a major constituent of large tools.
their weights may be relatively small. Although the In many respects, these three classes of chipped
distribution of tool weights against utilized edge stone tools follow the division of chipped stone tools
lengths in Figure 39 is nearly continuous, it is ap- by reduction categories.
parent that there are many more tools with small In Table 29 the shape of the utilized edge and the
utilized edge lengths and weights than there are direction of utilization are also noted for the three
tools with large utilized edge lengths and weights. derived tool classes as well as for three reduction
The first obvious break in the distribution of tools in categories. The data from Table 29 are expanded in
Figure 39 as one moves away from smaller values of Table 30 where wear patterns are enumerated for
utilized edge length or tool weight was chosen as the the three tool classes and 12 categories which incor-
demarcation of small tools from large tools. Small porate both utilized edge shape and reduction
tools have utilized edge lengths of 50 mm or less and category. Bidirectional utilization is also noted.
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Bidirectional utilization shows no marked distribu- piy scraping or shredding activities, and that
tion toward particular wear patterns, shapes of bidirectional wear patterns may' reflect cutting,
utilized edges, reduction categories, or tool classes, sawing, or chopping activities. These activities are
It seems to vary simply with the number of items indicated in Table 31 for each of the tool classes and
represented by a tool class, wear pattern, etc. There utilized edge shapes of reduction categories. The
is a tendency for tools with convex edges to have a relative importance of cutting, sawing, or chopping

slightly disproportionate number of bidirectionally for each of the tool classes is also based on a con-
utilized edges, and bidirectional utilization is pro- sideration of the weight and edge angle of tools with
portionately higher for small tools with edge angles bidirectional wear patterns. Cutting or sawing is in-
greater than 55 degrees (31 %) as compared to the ferred for small tools with edge angles less than 55
other two classes of tools (21 % and 23 %). Wear degrees, cutting, sawing, or chopping is suggested
patterns are generally of three forms: feather use for small tools with edge angles greater than 55
retouch (feather scars), feather and step use retouch degrees, and only chopping is proposed for large
(step fractures), and edge rounding and polish with tools. Light, medium, and heavy activities are
feather and step use retouch. Large tools can be thought to be indicated by the wveights and edge
distinguished from the two classes of small tools by angles of tools and correspond to the three defined
proportionately fewer items having only feather use classes of tools. That is, larger weights and edge
retouch (18 % as opposed to 41 % and 38 %), fewer angles are believed to be indicative of heavier ac-
items exhibiting only feather and/or step use tivities involving the mass of the tool, and smaller
retouch (51 % as compared to 61 % and 59 %), and weights and edge angles are thought to be in-
m ore items showing rounded and polished edges dicative of lighter activities involving the manipula-
(49 % as opposed to 39 % and 41 %). It should be tion of tools. In addition, two more activities have
noted that large tools include relatively more items been suggested. These are drilling or perforating
of rhyolite, quartzite, and limestone and fewer and hunting or protection which are founded on

* items of chert than the small tools (see the section on flakes with accessory projections showing rotary
raw material stlection) and that the observed wear patterns and projectile points which exhibit no
differences in wear patterns might also pertain to wear patterns.
differences in materials between tool classes. The activities suggested for the chipped stone
Straight and convex edges are the predominant edge tools in Table 31 have been transposed in Table 32
shapes for small tools with edge angles less than 55 to show the relative importance of the different ac-
degrees, straight edges are well represented among tivities for the various occupations of Sites 33 and
small tools with edge angles greater than 55 34. Some biases in the relative importance of ac-
degrees, and sinuous edges are characteristic of tivities have probably been introduced into those
large tools. Intentional retouch of edges is probably assemblages with 27 or fewer utilized edges and
related to the greater occurrence of sinuous edges on projectile points. However, some trends can be

* large tools which are comprised mostly of marginal- noted in the distribution of suggested activities.
ly retouched flake and core tools. Larger weights, Heavy activities are more important for
utilized edge lengths, and utilized edge angles and assemblages of the Formative period but do not ap-
more step use retouch, rounded and polished edges, pear to be important for the Archaic period
and edge sinuousity differentiate large tools from assemblage. Some heavy activities were probably
small tools and hint at the use of large tools in ac- performed during the Archaic period occupation,
tivities possibly involving an application of greater but they, are not believed to have been of much im-
force with generally coarse-grained materials to portance as judged from their small percentage for
relatively non-yielding mediums and the use of mixed Archaic period and Mesilla phase materials.
small tools in more precisely controlled activities on The percentages of medium activities vary' con-
relatively yielding mediums with mostly fine- siderably but are always larger than those for either
grained materials. light or heavy activities. These activities either do

In light of the near random distribution of wear not vary much temporally and with the nature of
patterns, direction of utilization, and utilized edge occupations or are somewhat less important for the

* shapes with respect to the three classes based on tool Archaic period occupation. In p~articuilar, scraping
weight, length of the utilized edge, and edge angle, or shredding and chopping, cutting, or sawing are
recourse was taken to the earlier studies of Semenov of relatively less importance for the Archaic period
(1964) and Wilmsen (1970) and the suggestion that assemblage. Light activities appear to be somewhat
unidirectional wear patterns of non-sinuous edges more important for the Archaic p~eriod occupation
may be indicative of scraping activities, that than for later Formative period occupations, but
unidirection wear patterns of sinuous edges may im- the percentages of light activities also vary xvith
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sample sizes. Light scraping or shredding may be of Comparable analyses of lithic materials which
somewhat less importance for the Archaic period as delimit the nature of activities performed with
compared with Formative period materials. Ac- chipped stone tools are lacking for the El Paso area

tivities of hunting and protection may have been of with the exception of that by O'Laughlin (1979) for
greater concern during the Archaic period, but the five sites on an alluvial fan below the east flank of

relative importance of these activities varies con- the Franklin Mountains. These sites are suggested

siderably with the small number of projectile points by O'Laughlin to have been ephemerally occupied

found and were not likely of any great significance principally during the Mesilla phase of the Form-
for any of the occupations at Sites 33 and 4 ative period for the purpose of processing leaf sue-

The mixed materials of the Archaic period and culents such as lechuguilla and sotol which are con-
Mesilla phase are mostly from restricted surfaces of stituents of nearby upland plant communities.
Mesi3awher are mostly O'Laughlin differentiates light and heavy activities
Site 33 where both Zones 2 and 4 are deflated. adctig aig rcopn n c~mgo
Gie h lwdnit flticmtral • o h and cutting, sawing, or chopping and scr.aping or

. Given the low densit of lithic materials for the shredding activities on the basis of utilized edge
Formative period occupations at Sites 33 and 4 angle, shape of the utilized edge, and direction of
and the high density of lithic materials for the Ar- utilization for utilized edge of chi -pe stone tools
chaic period occupation at Site 33, it is probable defined by the resence of wear tterns. The heavy

that most of the lithic materials of the mixed Ar- activities defined by OLaughlin encompas the

chaic period and Mesilla phase are from the Archaic medium to heavy activities described in this report
period occupation at Site 33. Thus, the Archaic for the lithic assemblages of Sites 33 and 34, while
period and mixed Archaic period and Mesilla phase his light activities are identical in definition to those
lithic assemblagt can be combined for a con- of this report. The relative Importance of general
parison with the combined lithic assemblages of the activities performed with chipped stone tools from
Formative period. If so done, light activities would the five sites (noted as the El Paso Community Col-
be most important for the Archaic period by about lege sites) studied by O'Laughlin (1979) are com-
7% medium activities would be comparable for pared with those of Mesilla phase components of

both periods, and heavy activities would be more Sites 33 and 34 in Table 33 where cutting, sawing,
important for the Formative period by about 8%. or chopping and scraping or shredding have been
This is also the pattern suggested from a comparison similarly distinguished in both studies. The relative
of the smaller and uncombined lithic asmmblages. contributions of the various activities are com-

The relative greater importance of light activities parable for these two groups of sites with discrepan-
for the Archaic period occupation at Site 33 follows cies noted in the higher percentage of light scraping
the contention that this occupation was of some or shredding and in the lower percentage of
duration and more generalized or involving a medium to heavy chopping, cutting, or sawing for
greater variety of activities than the later Formative the Community College sites. Both groups of sites
period occupations at Sites 33 and 34. Light ac- have somewhat small percentages of light activities
tivities are more indicative of tool manipulation (19.7% and 25.5%) and high percentages of
than heavy activities, and the greater importance of medium to heavy activities (79.0% and 71.6%).
light activities for the Archaic period occupation of The Formative period occupations of Sites 33 and
Site 33 would correspond to the inferred greater ira- 34 and those of the above mentioned El Paso Com-
portance of maintenance and supportive activities munity College sites have been characterized as
for this occupation. ephemeral occupations for which the processing of

The relative greater importance of heavy ac- leaf succulents is indicated by the preponderance of
tivities for the Formative period occupations at Sites fire-cracked rock features, the low density of lithic
33 and 34 than for the Archaic period occupation of artifacts, and the proximity of plant communities
Site 33 reinforces the contention that the Formative having upland leaf succulents. The near cor-
period occupations were specialized in the sense of respomndence in general activities performed with

K being oriented toward the processing of leaf sue- chipped stone tools between these sites may,
culents. That is, heavy activities may be associated therefore, be taken as evidence in support of the in-
with the processing of leaf succulents before baking ferred sameness of tasks performed at these sites.
or roasting or with their continued processing after However, it is alA observed that the percentages of
roasting or baking. This is not to imply that heavy light and medium to heavy activities for the Coin-
activities are only referrable to the processing of leaf munity College sites arc intermediate between those
succulents but that the processing of leaf succulents of the Mesilla phase components of Sites 33 and 34
appears to be the more important heavy activity at (Table 33) and those of the prt.sumed longer and
these particular sites. more generalized Archaic period occupation at Site
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33 (Table 32). Although no heavy activities are sug- typified by more specialized, extractive activities.
*gested by the chipped stone tools of the Archaic The validity of these inferences is pursued further in

period occupation at Site 33 and even though the the following two analyses of spatial patterns in
relative contributions of activities performed with features and artifacts. The first of these analyses

*chipped stone tools for the Archaic period occupa- looks at the distribution of features and artifacts on
tion of Site 33 and the Formative period occupa- the surfaces of Sites 33 and 34, and the second

*tions; of Sites 33 and 34 are substantially different, analysis compares and contrasts chipped and
the intermediacy of the spectra of activities per- ground stone assemblages from these sites and other
formed with chipped stone tools for the Community selected sites of the El Paso area.
College sites does question the utility of describing
the activities performed with chipped stone tools in Surface Artifacts and Features of
the fashion presented here. Certainly, a larger Sites 33 and 34
number of sites of the El Paso area for which the Gerald (n.d. b), O'Laughlin and Greiser (1973),
chipped stone tools have been similarly studied are and O'Laughlin (1979) have investigated six small
needed in order to fully evaluate the inference to large Formative period sites on an alluvial fan at
drawn herein on tool function. In the next section the base of the east side of the Franklin Mountains.
added attention is given to other means of These six sites were described as having low surface
discriminating the Archaic and Formative period densities of lithic and ceramic materials, and fire-
occupations of Sites 33 and 34 through the analyses cracked rock features were the only features noted
of spatial patterns in features and artifacts for these on the surfaces of these sites. O'Laughlin (1979) sug-
and other selected sites of the El Paso area. gests; that these sites were ephemerally occupied for

specialized activities centering on the procurement
Spatial Analyses and processing of upland leaf succulents and bases

this interpretation on the proximity of upland leaf
The earlier portion of this chapter has been con- succulents to these sites, the common occurrence of

cerned with characterizing the Archaic and Form- fire-cracked rock features which are presumably
ative period occupations of Sites 33 and 34 through well suited for baking or roasting leaf succulents,
the description and interpretation of chipped stone the presence of substantial percentages of large tools
artifacts found at these sites. The selection and indicative of extractive activities, and the nonran-
reduction of locally available raw materials for dom distribution of fire-cracked rock features and
chipped stone tools has been remarked as being artifacts on the surfaces of these sites.
similar for the Archaic period and Formative period Chi-square statistics were performed by Gerald
occupations of Sites 33 and 34, and the Archaic (n.d. b), O'Laughlin and Greiser (1973), and
period occupation has been distinguished from the O'Laughlin (1979) on the presence or absence of
Formative period occupations by the apparent fire-cracked rock features and artifacts for over two
more extensive working of materials, the seemingly thousand 5x5 m grids which were surface collected
larger importance of bifacial thinning and tool and mapped at the above mentioned sites. Signifi-
resharpening activities, and the evident greater cant, positive associations were found between fire-
curation of cores and tools. The Archaic period tools cracked rock features and ceramic materials, be-
have been noted as generally being small and of tween ceramics and chipped stone artifacts, and be-
fine-grained materials, while those of the Formative tween utilized flakes, marginally retouched flakes,
period occupations have been observed to include and bifaces. Chipped stone artifacts were noted as

*large tools of coarse-grained materials. It has also being independently distributed with respect to
been suggested that light activities involving the fire-cracked rock features, and ceramic materials
controlled manipulation of chipped stone tools are were found to be significantly more numerous near
proportionately more important for the Archaic fire-cracked rock features. Ground stone im-
period occupation and that heavy activities using plements; and worked sherds showing abraded or
the size or mass of a tool in less precisely controlled worn edges from use were also suggested to be
actions are proportionately more important for the found more often near fire-cracked rock features,

*Formative period occupations. Taken together, but sample sizes were too small in some cases for
these observations support the argument that the valid tests of association with the Chi-square
Archaic period occupation was of some duration, statistic.

0although probably intermittent, and characterized The patterned relationships for sparsely
by generalized, maintenance and supportive ac- distributed fire-cracked rock features and artifacts
tivities and that the Formative period occupations of the above related sites are informative because
were more ephemeral and intermittent and were they provide some evidence of discrete activity
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areas which might be referrable to the individual, number of worked sherds (exhibiting abraded or
intermittent occupations of these sites and different rounded edges from use), the number of pieces of
kinds of tasks being performed. The constellation of ground stone implements, the number of ham-
fire-cracked rock features, ceramics, worked sherds, merstones, the number of flakes (unutilized flakes
and possibly grinding implements may represent and non-diagnostic shatter), the number of
tasks oriented toward the processing of leaf suc- unutilized cores, the number of chipped stone tools
culents. The associations of chipped stone tools, for each of the three classes of tools defined in the
other than core tools, presumably reflect distinct previous section, and the number of bifaces
loci away from fire-cracked rock features where the (unutilized bifaces and projectile p'oints). There

*. preparation of leaf succulents for roasting or baking are, then, 11 variables recorded for each of the
in the fire-cracked rock features, the continued pro- 2,593 4x4 m grid squares of Sites 33 and 34 which
cessing of leaf succulents after cooking, or other can be analyzed statistically for spatial patterns in

. supportive activities may have been performed. In- the distribution of artifacts and features on the sur-
dependent distributions of fire-cracked rock faces of these sites. Satistical analyses of the subsur-
features and chipped stone indicate that stone face distribution of artifacts and features for the Ar-
reduction activities were not centered on the fire- chaic period and Formative period occupations at
cracked rock features. Sites 33 and 34 have not been attempted because of

The Formative period occupations of Sites 33 and the small number and biased locations of test ex-
. 34 are thought to be very similar to those of the cavations (Chapter IV).

above described sites. That is, they are also believed Sites 33 and 34 are located on the same alluvial
to have been intermittent and ephemeral occupa- fan at the mouth of a large drainage which begins in
tions with activities oriented principally toward the the Franklin Mountains and empties onto the
processing of leaf succulents. The Formative period floodplain of the Rio Grande. These sites are de-
occupations of Sites 33 and 34 are noted as having fined by the discontinuous distribution of ar-
fire-cracked rock features as the most numerous cheological materials on the surface of the alluvial
type of feature and as having low surface and sub- fan and are separated by an arroyo and a low ridge
surface densities of ceramic and lithic materials. (Figure 7). The Formative period occupations at
Casual observations during the course of surface Sites 33 and 34 show considerable temporal overlap
collecting and mapping at Sites 33 and 34 suggest (Chapters V and IX), and Formative period
that artifacts might not be randomly distributed features and artifacts at these sites are comparable
with respect to the fire-cracked rock features of (Chapters VIII and IX and the previous section).
these sites for the Formative period occupations. The surface distribution of artifacts and features for
Therefore, the question is raised as to whether pat- each site appears to be a composite resulting prin-
terned relationships between artifacts and features cipally from repeated and short-lived occupations
are discernible for the Formative period occupa- by small groups during the Formative period.
tions of Sites 33 and 34 and comparable to those Although the surface distribution of archeological
recorded by Gerald (n.d. b), O'Laughlin and materials is discontinuous, it is probable that the
Greiser (1973) and O'Laughlin (1979) for the above present definition of two archeological sites has lit-
mentioned sites. The following spatial analysis of tie bearing on the Formative period use of the
fire-cracked rock features and artifacts on the sur- alluvial fan and that Sites 33 and 34 are referrable
faces of Sites 33 and 34 pursues this query. to Formative period occupations of one general

The entire surfaces of Sites 33 and 34 were grid- locality. For this reason, Sites 33 and 34 are not
ded into 4x4 m squares for a total of 2,593 grid treated as separate entities in the following de-
squares, and collections of all surface artifacts and scribed statistical analysis.
estimates of the total weight of fire-cracked rock Coefficients of correlation between the 11
were made for the grid squares (Chapter IV). It was variables recorded for 1,205 of the combined 4x4 m
not always possible to identify individual fire- grid squares of Sites 33 and 34 are given in Table 34
cracked rock features because of the scattering of with only those correlations significantly different
fire-cracked rock on deflated or eroded features or from zero at the 0.01 probability level reported.
the overlapping distributions of fire-cracked rock Only 1,205 or 46% of the grid squares have been
from closely spaced features (Chapter VIII). Thus, used in deriving the correlation coefficients because
the total weight of fire-cracked rock for each grid the remaining 1,388 grid squares contained no fire-
square was taken as a measure of the relative impor- cracked rock or artifacts. The inclusion of so many
tance of fire-cracked rock features. Artifacts from empty grid squares in the calculation of correlation
each of the grid squares were partitioned into 10 coefficients was unwarranted and would have bi-
analytic categories: the total number of sherds, the ased the statistics and raised the values of correla-
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TABLE 34

SIMPLE CORRELATION CCEFFICIETS BEIWEEN THE CONTENTS OF
* "-" 4X4M SURFACE COLLECTICN GRID LNITS FOR SITES 33 AND 34

49i

Fcrwt - 0.13* 0.10 - - 0.09 - 0.08 -

Totshrd 0.13 - 0.18 0.10 - 0.48 0.17 0.09 0.11 0.21

Wkshrd 0.10 0.18 - - - 0.13 - - - -

Grndst - 0.10 - - 0.14 0.15 0.09 0.21

Hanuerst - - - 0.14 - 0.07 0.19 0.30 - 0.11 -

Flakes 0.09 0.48 0.13 0.15 0.07 - 0.32 0.20 0.20 0.27 0.08

Cores - 0.17 - 0.09 0.19 0.32 - 0.30 - 0.08 -

Lrgtool - 0.09 - 0.21 0.30 0.20 0.30 - - - -

Smtol 1 0.08 0.12 - - - 0.20 - - - 0.31 -

Smtool 2 - 0.21 - - 0.11 0.27 0.08 - 0.31 - -

Biface . . . . . 0.08 - -

*Only correlation coefficients significantly different from zero at the 0.01
level are reported; n equals 1205.

, Fczwt = Weight of fire-cracked rocks in kg.
.Totshrd = Total nmber of sherds

oWkshrd = Total number of worked sherds

Grnst = Total nunber of pieces of ground stone
Hammerst = Total number of hammerstones
Flakes = Total number of unutilized flakes and non-diagnostic shatter
Cores = Total nunber or cores
Lrgtool = Total nutber of chipped stone tools weighing over 60g and/or

having utilized edge lengths over 5.0cm
Smtool 1 = Total number of chipped stone tools weighing less than 60g,

having utilized edge lengths less than 5.0an, and utilized
edge angles less than 55 degrees

Smtool 2 = Total number of chipped stone tools weighing less than 60g,
having utilized edge lengths less than 5.0cm, and utilized
edge angles over 55 degrees

Biface = Total number of bifaces and projectile points
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tion coefficients without providing an), additional loadings of 0.4 or more and that these constellations
information. As it is. there are many significant and of variables are complemented by the groups of
positive correlations which give the impression of variables with their highest loadings on the same
covariation between the variables and a simple pat- factor. Factor I includes hammerstones, cores, and
tern of few or many artifacts and fire-cracked rocks large chipped stone tools and may be indicative of
in the grid squares. There are also no significant and stone reduction activities and perhaps heavy sup-
negative correlations which might help differentiate portive or extractive activities. Ground stone has its
groups of variables corresponding to spatially highest loading on Factor 1, but the importance of
dis crete activities. Some of the correlation coeffi- ground stone for this factor is not clear. The two
cients are, however, fairly large and hint at rela- classes of small chipped stone tools have high
tionships between some of the variables. The largest loadings on Factor 2, and this association beseaks
correlations are noted between flakes and sherds, of discrete areas where most activities involving
flakes and cores, large chipped stone tools and chipped stone tools were performed. Factor 3 is
hamnimerstones, large chipped stone tools and cores, distinguished by high loadings for worked sherds
and the two classes of small chipped stone tools. In and total sherds, and fire-cracked rock has its
addition, there are relatively few significant cor- highest loading on Factor 3. Together, these three
relations between the weight of fire-cracked rock variables suggest that activities involving the use of
and other variables. The weight of fire-cracked rock ceramic vessels or fragments of vessels and fire-
is reported as having significant correlations with cracked rock features were segregated from ac-
the total number of sherds, worked sherds, flakes, tivities incorporating the use of stone tools (Factors
and one class of small chipped stone tools. Flakes 1 and 2) or activities relating to the production of
and sherds have the highest number of significant stone tools (Factors 1 and 4). Unutilized flakes and
correlations with other variables, and this is not non-diagnostic shatter, by-products of chipped
unexpected in that they are the most common stone tool production, have a high loading on Fac-
classes of artifacts at Sites 33 and 34. tor 4. Areas of stone reduction are apparently

The raw correlation matrix for the 11 variables reflected by Factor 4. Projectile points and other
recorded for the 1,205 4x4 m grid squares of Sites 33 bifaces have their highest loading on Factor 4, but
and 34 which contained fire-cracked rock and/or do not appear to be an important variable for this or
artifacts was next treated to a principal factor any other factor.
analysis (Nie 1975). This involved 25 iterations in The analysis of relationships between the II
which diagonal elements of the correlation matrix variables recorded for the surfaces of 4x4 m grid
were replaced with improved estimates of com- squares at Sites 33 and 34 has, thus far, revealed
munality (the total variance of a variable accounted some patterns which are probably referrable to
for by the combination of all common factors). different kinds of activities performed at these sites
Four principal factors were extracted by this and the spatial division of these activities. High cor-
method which retained only those factors account- relation coefficients have been noted between large
ing for at least the amount of the total variance of a chipped stone tools and hammerstones and unuti-
single variable, as indicated by eigenvalues of 1.0 or lized cores and between the two classes of small
greater. The orthagonal or uncorrelated factor axes chipped stone tools. These two sets of variables also
were then rotated to simplify the columns of the have high loadings on the first two factors of the
factor matrix and the overall factor structure. This rotated factor matrix. Unutilized flakes and non-
factor analysis was performed using the Varimax diagnostic shatter have a high correlation with total
program of the Statistical Package for the Social sherds, and these variables are reported as having
Sciences (Nie 1975). The resulting communalities significant correlations with many of the other
and factor loadings for each of the 11 variables and variables. Moderate to high loadings for unutilized
the percentages of the total common variance of all flakes and non-diagnostic shatter and total sherds
11 variables accounted for by each of the four ex- are recorded for the four extracted factors of the
tracted factors are given in Table 35. Also recorded rotated factor matrix, although total sherds has its
in Table 35 are those variables for each factor highest loading on Factor 3 and unuitilized flakes
which have factor loadings of 0.4 or more (values and non-diagnostic shatter have their highest
generally considered significant), as well as the fac- loading on Factor 4. Weight of fire-cracked rock
tor on which each variable has its highest loading, and projectile points and other bifaces have few
Although only 52.7 %7 of the total common variance significant correlations with other variables and low
of all variables has been accounted for by the four loadings on the four extracted factors of the rotated
extracted factors, it is interesting that the four fac- factor matrix. Weight of fire-cracked rock,
tors have different constellations of variables with however, (toes seem to be associated with total
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sherds and worked sherds. These manifest relations small portion (20% of the total area) of the surfaces
between variables in the correlation and rotated of these sites.
factor matrices are presumed to be attributable to Total sherds, worked sherds, and weight of fire-
the patterned behavior of the prehistoric occupants cracked rock appear to covary with one another and
of Sites 33 and 34 durii~g the Formative period. The decrease in mean value from their highest values for
variety and spatial division of activities conducted Group 3 to sequentially lower values for Groups 2,
at Sites 33 and 34 during the Formative period are, 1, 4, and 5 (Table 36). This group order is,
nevertheless, not easily rendered from these data. therefore, taken to be a measure of the relative
The following statistical treatment draws upon the distance from fire-cracked rock features - weight of
results of the rotated factor analysis to provide a fire-cracked rock decreases in the scatter away from

more simplified form of the relations between the the center of a feature - which have been described
recorded variables, as being nonrandomly, distributed and clustered on

The 1205 4x4 m grid squares of Sites 33 and 34 the surfaces of Sites 33 and 3 (see Chapter VIII and

were partitioned into five groups through a con- Figures 18, 19, and 21). Group 3 with its sig-

sideration of the four factor scores for each gridnicatyhgevlusfrwgtofie-akd
sqae atrsoe o ec ftegi qae rock and counts of total sherds and worked sherds is
sqare.acor sce for each ofateorid sqresm considered to be composed of those grid squares

and achof te fur etrated actrs wre om-containing fire-cracked rock features and closely
puted by multiplying standardized values of the 11asoitdrifc.Gous21,nd4reug
variables of each grid square times a factor-score gse orpeetatvt ra ticesn

* coefficient matrix which is a product of the distance from fire-cracked rock features and are
transpose of the rotated factor structure matrix noted by significantly different mean counts and
times the correlation matrix of the I1I variables (Nie combinations of chipped and ground stone tools and
1975). Grid squares with their highest positive fac- chippxd stone debitage and a low mean weight of
tor score for Factor 1 were placed in Group 1, and fire-cr tcked rock. Group 5 is characterized by low
Groups 2, 3, and 4 included those grid squares with mean counts of total sherds and unutilized flakes

* highest positive factor scores respectively for Fac- and nondiagnostic shatter and a low mean weight
* tors 2, 3, and 4. Group 5 was comprised of those of fire-cracked rock. Group 5 would appear to be

grid squares which had negative factor scores for all monitoring grid squares which are peripheral to
four factors. The mean values for the I1I variables those including fire-cracked rock features and those
recorded for the surfaces of these grid squares were typified by chipped and ground stone tools and
then subjected to an analysis of variance test to chipped stone debitage. That is, Group 5 may be
distinguish significant differences in the means of envisioned as exhibiting light surface densities of ar-
the I1I variables for the five groups of grid squares. tif acts and fire-cracked rock comensurate with the
Group size, means of the I I variables for each outer limits of activity areas and the lateral spread

* group, and significant differences between the of artifacts and fire-cracked rock from activity areas
means of each group at the 0.01 probability level with the erosion and deflation of some soil surfaces.
are given in Table 36. Little importance is attached to Group 5 in terms of

Previous mention has been made of the relatively defining the kinds and spatial division of activities
low percentage (46%) of the grid squares which carried out at Sites 33 and 34 during the Formative
contained artifacts and/or fire-cracked rock, and it period.

* is noted from Table 36 that a substantial number Group 3 is comprised of 151 grid squares which
(671 or 26%) of the grid squares (Group 5) have a make up 6% of the total number of 4x4 m grid
low diversity of artifacts, small mean counts for squares. The mean weight of fire-cracked rock for
total sherds and unutilized flakes and non- Group 3 is 10.77 kg per grid square and is
diagnostic shatter, and a low mean weight for fire- significantly higher than the mean weight of fire-
Cracked rock. Thus, less than half of the surfaces of cracked rock for the other four groups. The total

* Sites 33 and 34 exhibit artifacts and/or fire-cracked weight of fire-cracked rock for Group 3 also
* rock and approximately one-fourth of the surfaces represents 49% of the weight of all fire-cracked

of these sites have very little cultural material. The rock from the surfaces of Sites 33 and 34. This
first four groups of grid squares also have com- disproportionate amount of fire-cracked rock for
paratively low mean values for artifacts and fire- Group 3 distinguishes this group from the other four
cracked rock. Taken together, these data reflect the groups and calls attention to the presence of fire-
sparse distribution of cultural materials on the sur- crackedi rock features in the grid squares of this
faces of Sites 33 and 34 and the tendency for group. A considerable variety of information has
cultural materials to be located in only a relatively been brought to bear (in the interpretation of these
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TABLE 36

COMPARISON OF MEAN VALUS FOR THE CXTflENS OF
FIVE GROJUPS OF 4X4m SURFACE COLLEC2TION GPJP) UNITS

BASED ON FACTrOR SCORES FOR EACXi GRID UNIT

K' Grou
No.

1 2 3 4 5 Item

(Factor 1) (Factor 2) (Factor 3) (Factor 4)

n=76 n=75 n=151 n=232 n=671

Fire-cracked

rock weight (Kg) 2.80* 4.16 10.77 1.35 1.30 -
Total Sherds 0.49 0.87 1.82 0.45 0.08 532

Worked Sherds 0.00 0.03 0.24 0.01 0.00 39

Ground Stone 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 20

Hamimerstones 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9

Flakes and non-
diagnostic shatter 2.70 3.81 2.01 6.08 0.26 2378

Cores 0.75 0.11 0.08 0.12 0.00 105

Large Tools 0.50 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 42

Small Tool Class 1 0.01 0.55 0.00 0.01 0.00 45

Small Tool Class 2 0.18 - - - 1.32 .0.05 0.05 0.00 131

Bifaces and
projectile points 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 14

*Means not significantly different at the 0.01 level are underscored
by the same solid line.

Large tools = Chipped stone tools weighing over 60g and/or
having utilized edge lengths over 5.0cm

Small tool class 1 = Chipped stone tools weighing less than 60g,
having utilized edge lengths less than 5.0m,
and utilized edge angles less than 55 degrees

-: . Small tool class 2 = Chipped stone tools weighing less than 60g,
having utilized edge lengths less than 5.0cm,
and utilized edge angles over 55 degrees
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features in Chapter VIII where it has been argued wide range of tight to medium activities involving
that these features are most probably facdities prin- both precision and less exact uses of tools. This
cipally used for baking or roasting the crowns and group would, therefore, seem to represent activity
leaf bases of leaf succulents. Associated with these areas centering on or immediately adjacent to fiee-
facilities are the highest mean counts of total sherds cracked rock features where small chipped stone

i and worked sherds. The mean counts of total sherds tools were used in the processing of leaf succulents
and worked sherds for Group 3 are significantly or other supportive or maintenance activities. It has
different from those of the other groups. A also been mentioned in the previous section that
statistically significant association of ceramics with most of the two classes of chipped stone tools are

fire-cracked rock features has been recorded for composed of utilized flakes and marginally re-
Formative period sites by Gerald (n.d. b), touched flakes. O'Laughlin and Greiser (1973)
O'Laughlin and Greiser (1973), and O'Laughlin describe a significant association of utilized flakes
(1979) who interpret these features as facilities used with fire-cracked rock features, and significant
in Processing upland leaf succulents. Hard (n.d.) associations are given by O'Laughlin (1979) be-
and O'Laughlin (1979) also note a tendency for tween utilized flakes, marginally retouched flakes,
worked sherds to be located near fire-cracked rock and bifaces which are reported not to be significant-
features. Sherds associated with the fire-cracked ly associated with fire-cracked rock features or core
rock features of Sites 33 and 34 may be from tools. Thus, the significant high mean counts of
ceramic vessels used in the processing or consump- small chipped stone tools for the grid squares of
tion of leaf succulents or in auxiliary supportive ac- Group 2 which are adjacent to or included fire-
tivities connected with fire-cracked rock features, cracked rock features of Sites 33 and 34 suggest a
Some of these same sherds, as well as the worked distribution of these tools which resembles that
sherds exhibiting edges worn from use, may also be described by O'Laughlin and Greiser (1973) and
portions of scoops formed from large fragments of O'Laughlin (1979) for similar kinds of chipped
vessels and utilized in the construction, use, and stone tools at sites that are comparable to Sites 33
maintenance of fire-cracked rock features. Almost and 34 and believed to have been ephemerally oc-
no ground stone implements are recorded for Group cupied for the purpose of processing upland leaf
3. However, O'Laughlin and Greiser (1973) and succulents. Group 2 is also noted as having the see-
O'Laughlin (1979) report associations of mostly ond highest mean count per grid square of unutil-
broken ground stone implements with fire-cracked ized flakes and non-diagnostic shatter which may be
rock features at Formative period sites similar to the indicative of some activity relating to the reduction
Formative period components of Sites 33 and 34 of stone for chipped stone tools. However, Group 2
and infer that most ground stone implements were does have the highest mean counts of small chipped
used as hearth stones after they had lost their stone tools which are comprised mostly of utilized
original usefulness. Thus, grinding implements do flakes, and the relatively high mean count of
not appear to be directly involved in activities unutilized flakes and non-diagnostic shatter may
centered on the fire-cracked rock features of Sites 33 have included a number of flakes which had been
and 34 or other comparably interpreted sites. All used as tools without the production of observable
other classes (of artifacts for Group 3 do not differ wear patterns.
significantly in mean count per grid square from Group 1 is made tIp of 76 grid squares which ac-
most other groups. count for 3% of the total number of grid squares at

There are 75 4x4 m grid squares included in Sites 33 and 34. The relatively small mean weight of
Group 2, and these grid squares are 30/,, of the total fire-cracked rock and small mean count of total
number of grid squares for Sites 33 and 34. The . ds for Group I are attributed to the more dis-
mean weight of fire-cracked rock and the niean tant relationship of Group 1 grid squares to fire-

i count of total sherds from Group 2 are somewhat cracked rock features than either of the grid squares
less than half those of Group 3 and larger than those of Group 3 or Group 2. Group I is discriminated
of Groups 1, 4. and 5. Group 2 grid squares might from the other groups by significant and high mean
include some fire-cracked rock features, but most counts of ground stone implements, hammerstones,
are probably located in close proximity to grid unutilized cores, and large chipped stone tools. This
squares containing fire-cracked rock features, group seems to be reflecting a number of activities
Group 2 is distinguished front all other groups by which are independent of those more closely
significantly higher mcan counts per grid square for associated with fire-cracked r(ok features. Ground
the two classes of small chipped stone tools. In the stone implements are thought to have been used
lrevious section, the twolasses of small chipped primarily to process seeds, an activity which ap-
stone tools have been ealuated as evidencing a pears to be of little imlportancc for the Formative
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period occupations of Sites 33 and 34 in view of the true of those activities involving unutilized cores,
few grinding implements recovered from tile sir- large chipped stone tools, and hanimerstones.
faces of these sites. As previously mentioned, Group 4 is comprised of 232 grid squares which
ground stone implements have been reported as are 9 % of the total number of grid squares. Group 4
possibly having been used as hearth stones in fire- is comparable to Group 5 in having a low mean
cracked rock features at sites similar to Sites 33 and weight of fire-cracked rock and low mean counts for

34 (O'Laughlin and Greiser 1973; O'Laughlin 1979). most artifact classes. The little importance of fire-

However, this does not seem to be the case for Sites cracked rock, ceramics, and the majority of other
33 and 34. The apparent distribution of ground classes of artifacts suggests that the grid squares of

stone implements away from fire-cracked rock Group 4 are located away from areas with fire-

features at Sites 33 and 34 would suggest, as is in- cracked rock features and generaliy more distant

ferred from the floral remains discussed in Chapter from fire-cracked rock features than the grid

VII, that the processing and consuming of seeds squares of Groups 1, 2, and 3. Projectile points and
other bifaces have their highest mean count for

were not activities associated with fire-cracked rock Group 4, but the mean counts of this artifact class
features and that grinding activities were located do not differ significantly between the five groups of
some distance from these facilities. Hammerstones grid squares. Projectile points and other bifaces
might have been utilized as pounding implements have previously been noted to have the fewest
for processing subsistence items or as percussion in- number of significant correlations with other
struments for shaping or rejuvenating the surfaces variables recorded for the surfaces of grid squares
of ground stone implements and reducing stone for and are, therefore, independently distributed with
chipped stone tools. This latter activity is suggested respect to fire-cracked rock and most classes of ar-
by the high mean count of unutilized cores for tifacts. Projectile points and other bifaces, unlike all
Group I but is contradicted by the low mean count of the other variables, do not help discriminate be-
of unutilized flakes and non-diagnostic shatter for tween the five groups of grid squares. Group 4 is
Group 1. Large chipped stone tools are noted for distinguished from the other groups by having the
Group 1 and are described in the previous section as highest mean count of unutilized flakes and non-
tools used in heavy activities oriented principally diagnostic shatter, and it is presumed that this
toward supportive or extractive activities. Large reflects the greater importance of activities relating
chipped stone tools are also reported in the previous to the reduction of stone for chipped stone tools for
section as being composed of a substantial number Group 4 than for the other groups. Again, this ac-
of core tools. Therefore, unutilized cores of Group I tivity is suggested for grid squares which are some
might in actuality encompass some cores which had distance from fire-cracked rock features. Gerald
been utilized without producing observable wear (n.d. b), O'Laughlin and Greiser (1973), and
patterns. The separation of small and large chipped O'Laughlin (1979) have reported a similar and in-
stone tools respectively into Groups 2 and 1 follows dependent distribution of unutilized flakes with
the observation by O'Laughlin (1979) that utilized respect to fire-cracked rock features for sites which
flakes, marginally retouched flakes, and bifaces appear comparable to Sites 33 and 34 in the density
were not significantly associated with core tools at and kind of artifacts and features. Although it is
sites similar to Sites 33 and 34. Group 1 appears to believed that the Group 4 grid squares largely
be monitoring a variety of activities which are not represent areas where stone was reduced for
compatible with those involved in the use of fire- chipped stone tools, it is noted that grid squares of
cracked rock features (Group 3) or those performed this group include weathered surfaces of Site 33

. in close proximity to fire-cracked rock featurts where both Archaic and Formative period materials
(Group 2) and include the apparent grinding of are exposed. Thus, Group 4 is compqosed of grid
seeds, some reduction of stone for chipped stone squares with relativcly high densities of unutilized
tools, the possible production and maintenance of flakes and non-diagnostic shatter from the Form-
ground stone implements, and the use of large ative period occupations of Sites 33 and 34, as well
chipped stone tools in activities requiring the ap- as those grid squares where high densities of
plication of force and not the manipulation of tools. unutilized flakes and non-diagnostic shatter are at-
The significant and high correlation coefficients tributable to the mixing of Archaic and Formative
noted previously between sone of the artifact period materials on the surface of Site 33.
classes which have significant and high mean counts The foregoing analysis of the distribution of the
for Group 1 suggest that a number of the activities weight of fire-cracked rock and the counts of 10
inferred for Group I were not performed in- classes (f artifacts on the surfaces of 2593 4x4 m grid
dependently of one another. This is particularly squares (of Sites 33 and 34 has resulted in the defini-
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tion of five groups of grid squares which contain chipped stone tools of Group 2. Finally. Group 4 is
fire-cracked rock and/or artifacts and are made up of grid squares located in areas away from
characterized by significant differences in mean fire-cracked rock features. Group 4 is noted as hay-
values of the 11 recorded variables. One of these ing a significantly higher count of unutilized flakes
five groups (Group 5) is composed of grid squares and non-diagnostic shatter which are indicative of
with a low diversity and density of artifacts and a the reduction of stone for chipped stone tools.
low weight of fire-cracked rock and is believed to The spatially patterned relationships bet\s een
include those grid squares where archeological fire-cracked rock features and the 10 classes of ar-
materials are lightly dispersed on the outer limits of tifacts of the Formative period and on the surfaces
activity areas. The other four groups are visualized of Sites 33 and 34 are not unlike those recorded by
as representing different kinds of task areas which Gerald (n.d. b), Hard (n.d.), O'Laughlin and
embrace the fire-cracked rock features of Sites 33 Greiser (1973), and O'Laughlin (1979) for Form-
and 34 and three types of activity areas found at in- ative period sites located on an alluvial fan at the

. creasing distances from these features, as measured base of the east flank of the Franklin Mountains.
' by decreasing weights of fire-cracked rock. There Fire-cracked rock features are the most common

are 132 loci of small and large fire-cracked rock and numerous features at these latter sites which ex-
features on the surfaces of Sites 33 and 34, and these hibit significant associations of worked and un-
conspicuous, abundant, and generally clustered worked sherds with fire-cracked rock features, an
features appear to be the foci of many of the Form- independent distribution of fire-cracked rock
ative period activities at these sites. Fire-cracked features and by-products of chipped stone tool
rock features, facilities presumed to have been used manufacture, and a tendency for small chipped
principally in the processing of leaf succulents, are stone tool', to be found near one another and apart
an important constituent of Group 3 vhich is dis- from fire-cracked rock features. These sites have
tinguished from the other groups by a significantly been interpreted by O'Laughlin (1979) as intermit-
higher weight of fire-cracked rock and by tently and ephemerally occupied sites where ac-
significantly higher counts of total sherds and tivities were somuevhat specialized and centered on
worked sherds. The association of ceramic materials the procurement and processing of upland leaf suc-
with the fire-cracked rock features of Group 3 is culents. The similarity in the spatial dist'ibution of
taken as evidence for the use of vessels and scoops in fire-cracked rock features and artifacts at these sites
the processing or consumption of leaf succulents or and Sites 33 and 34 certainly suggests some corn-
other auxiliary supportive activities connected with parability in the tasks performed at these sites and
fire-cracked rock features. The marked distribution adds to the inference drawn from the discussion of
of worked sherds towards the fire-cracked rock chipped stone tools from some of these sites in the
features of Group 3 appears to reflect the utilization previous section, the consideration of the attributes
of scoops or large sherds in the construction, use, and regional distribution of fire-cracked rock

. and maintenance of fire-cracked rock features, features in Chapter VIII, and the accounting of the
Group 2 is made up of grid squares which incor- abundance and intra-site distribution of ceramics
porate a few fire-cracked rock features or are and ground stone implements at Sites 33 and 34 in

* located in close proximity to grid squares containing Chapter IX, that the Formative period occupations
fire-cracked rock features. Group 2 is differentiated of Sites 33 and 34 were intermittent. ephemeral.
from the other groups by significantly higher counts and oriented toward the processing, of upland leaf
of small chipped stone tools which are interpreted succulents.
as reflecting a wide range of li'.ht to medium ac- The intermittent and ephemeral occupation of
tivities which include the prcreessing of leaf suc- Sites 33 and 34 during the Formative period has
culents and other supportive (,r maintenance ac- been argued from such evidence as the discrete
tivities. More distant from fire-cracked rock clusters of fire-cracked rock featur's and ceramics.

o features are the grid squares of Group 1 which have the suggested reuse of fire-cracked rock features and
significantly higher counts of rtiund stone im- areas of fire-cracktd rock features. the ilow deinsit\

I lements. hammerstones. unntilized cores, and of artifacts, and the apparent miniinal \%sIrkini. ,4
large chipped stone tools. Activities monitored by chipped stone and littic ci iratiin I i,, Is. Alth twi

. Group I do not appear to be conpatible with those the spatial anal\sis presttnttd hre \ as , nt aimed at
involving the use of fire-cracked rock features and delintitinig, indi\ idual I iccr|lati n, If tht Ft ,rniali is
are comprised of some grinding of seeds, the possi- perio d at thlu'se sites. the d(in ust rati,,n (if pa terili

S ble production of ground stone and chipped stone rclatinships bhctseIi.n htl c'aftcrted ,iirfac. ai
" . tools, and the use of large chipped stone tootls for tifacts and firt,-cracke.d r(,, k h-aftinres for rc'lalil\

heavier activities than those suggested f rr the small large. 4x4 IL tr aI s, llar"i at t list' Nites d ,is tildttaft*
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that the Formative period occupations were visualized as having been ephemeral and intermit-
ephemeral and possibly infrequent. That is, the tent with somewhat specialized, supportive ac-
recognized spatial patterns of artifacts and features tivities oriented toward the seasonal processing of
at Sites 33 and 34 are not unexpected for sites where upland leaf succulents. The analysis of chipped and
the facilities, tools, and by-products of different ground stone assemblages from Sites 33 and 34 and

kinds of activities are spatially separated, where other selected sites of the El Paso area is directed

reoccupation is relatively infrequent and does not toward the evaluation of the inferred duration of

obscure spatial patterns with overlapping distribu- habitation and the relative importance of activities

tions of features and artifacts of the different oc- involving the use of either chipped stone tools or

cupations, and where occupations are of short dura- ground stone implements for the Archaic and Form-

tion such that little concern for the accumulation or ative period occupations of Sites 33 and 34.

disposal of trash, the curating of tools, or the Regional patterns in raw material availability, the

maintenance and modification of facilities results in reduction of stone for chipped stone tools, and

the spatial patterning of cultural materials which is specific uses of chipped stone tools are beyond the

directly attributable to the tasks undertaken at intent of this particular analysis, but have been

these kinds of sites. discussed by Lynn, Baskin, and Hudson (1975) and

The purpose of the analysis of the distribution of O'Laughlin (1977 b; 1979) in their account of

Formative period artifacts and features on the sur- chipped and ground stone assemblages from the

- faces of Sites 33 and 34 has been to ascertain if sites selected for a comparison with Sites 33 and 34,

spatial relations exist between fire-cracked rock as well as other sites from the El Paso area.
features and the various classes of artifacts and Chipped and ground stone assemblages from

whether these patterns are like those of similarly in- Sites 33 and 34 and other selected sites of the El Paso

terpreted sites. Spatial patterns in fire-cracked rock area are enumerated in Table 37. Chipped stone ar-

features and artifacts at Sites 33 and 34 are discerni- tifacts from these sites are recorded according to the

ble and have been taken to be referrable to four reduction categories of core, flake (including non-

different types of activities. These spatial patterns in diagnostic debitage), marginally retouched flake,

fire-cracked rock features and artifacts of Sites 33 and biface. Utilized cores and flakes have been
and 34 are also similar to those of sites presumed to separated from their unutilized counterparts, andhave been intermittently and ephemerally occupied bifaces are noted as including projectile points.
for thseenint of processing upland leaf succulents. Marginally retouched flakes and bifaces which have
In the follfowing analysis of chipped stone and been used as tools were not distinguished from

ground stone assemblages of selected sites of the El unutilized, marginally retouched flakes and

Paso area, interests are shifted from a study of the unutilized bifaces for the assemblages of the Public
relationships between classes of cultural material Free School Land Sites and the sites of Whalen's

within sites to a study of patterns exhibited in cer- Hearth Study. For this reason, the count and

tain classes of artifacts between sites. This approach percentage of chipped stone tools for each site or

provides additional information on the nature of group of sites subsume all utilized cores, utilized

Formative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34, as flakes, marginall, retouched flakes, and bifaces as a

well as on the Archaic period occupation at Site 33. measure of the relative abundance of chipped stone
tools at these sites. Ground stone implements are
reported as a percentage of the total chipped and

SChipped and Ground Stone Assemblages ground stone assemblage and as a percentage ( f the
of the El Paso Area chipped and ground stone tools for each si~e or

The remaining portion of this chapter is devoted group of sites. These data provide indices (.f the
to the description of chipped and ground stone relative popularity of chipped stone tools and
assemblages of the Archaic and Formative period ground stone implements at these sites, as well as
occupations at Sites 33 and 34 and other selected the proportional abundance of chipped and ground
sites of the El Paso area in an effort to furnish sup- stone tools with respect to the ly-products of
plementary data in support of the characterization chipped stone tool production for these sites.
of the Archaic and Formative period occupations at The abundance of chipped and ground stone
Sites 33 and 34 in this and preceeding chapters. The tools at sites is believed to reflect the duration of oc-
Archaic period occupation of Site 33 is pictured as cupation and the degree of curation and mainte-
having been of some duration, though possibly nance of tools. Ephemerally occupied sites, as con-
seasonal and intermittent, with a wide range of trasted with sites of longer-lived habitation, arte ex-
generalized, supportive and maintenance activities. pected to exhibit larger percentages of chipped
Formative period occupations of Sites 33 and 34 are stone tools com niensurate with a greater tendency
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to discard expediently manufactured tools follow- Paso phase of the late Formative period is there any
ing their use and a lesser attention paid to the cura- support for the semipermanent or permanent oc-
tion and maintenance of tools for short-lived oc- cupation of residential sites. This is imputed by the
cupations. It is also anticipated that ground stone apparent reliance of El Paso phase occupations on
implements will show a pattern of being more com- cultigens which is evidenced principally by the
mon on ephemerally occupied sites than on sites of locating of residential sites in areas most amenable
longer habitation when the relative importance of to horticultural pursuits and the presence of
activities involving the use of chipped stone tools or substantial amounts of carbonized cultigens in some
ground stone implements is comparable for both of of the residential sites of this phase (Brook 1966;
these kinds of sites. Thus, sites where activities in- 1980; Ford 1977; O'Laughlin 1979; Whalen 1977;
volving the use of grinding implements were of 1978). Residential sites of the Archaic period or the
minor importance can be expected to have low Mesilla phase of the Formative period are not

- .. percentages of grinding implements with respect to known to exhibit such spatial patterning or abun-
the total number of chipped and ground stone ar- dance of carbonized cultigens (Whalen 1977; 1978;
tifacts and the total number of chipped and ground Chapter III of this report).
stone tools. However, sites where activities involv- Finding an operational definition of a residential
ing the use of grinding implements were of some im- site is not easy because no single variable can always

*portance can be anticipated to show high percent- differentiate residential sites from camps. However,
ages of grinding implements with respect to the the concurrent consideration of a number of
total number of chipped and ground stone tools and variables can discriminate most residential sites
higher or lower percentages of grinding implements from camps. Among the more important variables
with respect to the total number of chipped and are site size, density of artifacts, presence or absence
ground stone artifacts for shorter or longer-lived oc- of structures, variety of facilities, and presence or
cupations. absence of distinct trash areas. Whalen (1977; 1978)

Three types of sites are represented by the sites has furnished sumnmary statistics onl many of these
selected for comparison with the Archaic and Form- variables for a large number of sites located in the
ative period occupations of Sites 33 and 34: residen- Hueco, Bolson east of El Paso, Texas, and
tial sites, camps oriented toward the processing of O'Laughlin (1979) has commented on the applic-
upland leaf succulents, and camps occupied for the ability of these variables for differentiating residen-
purpose of processing seed plants and some lowland tial sites from camps. In general, residential sites
leaf succulents. Each of these site types will be can be distinguished from camps by their large size
briefly defined in the following discussion and il- (often over 0.1 hectare), greater density of surface
lustrated by the chipped and ground stone assem- artifacts (commonly over five artifacts per square
blages from the sites enumerated in Table 37. No at- meter), the presence of houses and a variety of ex-
tempt will be made to furnish all of the known tramural features (frequently disclosed only with
details of the sites selected for comparison with Sites excavation), and the presence of distinct refuse
33 and 34, and the reader is referred to the noted mounds or middens. In most cases, sites have been
sources of information on these sites for additional described as being either residential sites or camps
data. In particular, these three site types have been solely on the basis of their size and density of surface
defined previously and discussed at length by artifacts. However, O'Laughlin (1979) has demon-
O'Laughlin (1979). With the exception of the Public strated that geographical and temporal patterning
Free School Land Sites and the sites of Whalen's of natural resources for the El Paso area makes some
Hearth Study, the sites chosen for a comparison locales more suitable for habitation than others and
with Sites 33 and 34 have been documented by the that the ephemeral and frequently repeated oc-
writer. This alleviates some of the problems in- cupation of some locales can result in archeological
herent in the classification of chipped stone artifacts sites with site areas and densities of surface artifacts
by different researchers. overlapping those of residential sites. As previously

Residential sites are simply defined as sites in- mentioned, populations appear to have been fairly
*habited on more than a short-term basis. The mobile and changed residence frequently with

habitation of a residential site could be for a season, respect to spatial and temporal variability in
a year, or a number of years. For most of the natural resources throughout most of the prehistorv
prehistory of the El Paso area, it appears that social of the El Paso area. Early, to middle Formative
groups changed residences frequently in accordance period houses of the El Paso area and the Archaic
with seasonal and spatial variability in the period houses of Site 33 show only a minimal invest-
availability of resources or conditions suitable for ment of energy and can be described as huts or, in

- . ~ horticulture (O'Laughlin 1979). Only for the El Some cases, as shallow pithouses. It ii, therefore,
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not surprising that Formative period structures of Camps are defined as sites of ephemeral, short-
the Mesilla phase have been reported from sites lived occupation. In contrast to residential sites,

* which are best described as ephemerally occupied camps are noted as generally having small site areas
camps (Aten 1972; Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin 1979). (typically less than 0.1 hectare), light surface scat-
Although exceptions can be found to the above ters of artifacts (commonly less than 5 artifacts per

. characterizations of residential sites, problems in square meter), a limited variety of facilities, and
differentiating residential sites from camps have on- rarely sizable accumulations of trash or houses
-ly occasionally been encountered when sizable (O'Laughlin 1979; Whalen 1977; 1978). Activities"" populations of sites have been considered, conducted at camps are also thought to be more

Three Lakes Pueblo and the Sandy Bone Site are restricted or specialized than those for residential

believed to be good examples of Formative period sites. This is certainly reflected in the lack of diversi-

residential sites. Three Lakes Pueblo is an El Paso ty in features within given types of camps, two of-" which are considered below.
phase site with adobe surface structures, extramural
and trash-filled pits, and small refuse mounds and is Camps thought to be oriented toward the spring-
located east of El Paso, Texas, near a number of to-summer processing of native seed plants and

. o tsome lowland leaf succulents are represented by the
small playas on the eastern side of the Hueo Bolson Public Free School Land Sites and the sites of
(O'Laughlin n.d. b; 1977b). Remains of corn, Whalen's Hearth Study (O'Laughlin 1978; 1979).

' beans, and cueurbits were recovered from this site These particular camps are located in lowland areas
and are reported by Ford (1977). Chipped and of the Hueco Bolson of El Paso County, Texas, and
ground stone artifacts from Three Lakes Pueblo are characteristically situated in close proximity to
were obtained by the collection of all surface ar- playas (Lynn, Baskin, and Hudson 1975; Whalen
tifacts over much of the surface of the site and the 1977; 1978). Hearths containing burned caliche, or
extensive subsurface testing of structures, pits, and rarely, fire-cracked rock, are the only features
trash areas. The Sandy Bone Site is a late Mesilla noted for these sites, and artifacts are thinly scat-
phase site situated on the west bank of the Rio tered around and between these features. The
Grande and opposite Sites 33 and 34 (O'Laughlin hearths have been interpreted as facilities used prin-
1977b; 1979). This site was tested by the excavation cipally for roasting or baking the edible parts of
of 32 square meters of a refuse midden located in soap-tree yucca (O'Laughlin 1978; 1979; Chapter
the right-of-way of a paved road. One burial is VIII of this report). The chipped and ground stone
known for this site, and houses are probably present assemblage for the Public Free School Land Sites
on this site but were not disclosed by the limited ent merated in Table 37 is a composite of 11 Form-
testing of the refuse area. Chipped stone assem- ative period sites from which 10 or more chipped
blages from Three Lakes Pueblo and the Sandy stone artifacts were "selectively" collected (Lynn,
Bone Site are noted as having high percentages of Baskin, and Hudson 1975). It is thought that bifaces
unutilized cores and flakes (97.3% and 98.3%) and and marginally retouched flakes may be over-
low percentages of chipped stone tools (2.6% and represented and grotmd stone implements utider-
1.6%) (Table 37). This follows the expectation for represented in the chipped and ground stone
low percentages of chipped stone tools with their assemblage for these sites because of the biased
curation and maintenance at sites of long-lived oc- sampling technique. It is not known if any of the
cupation (i.e. residential sites). The importance of reported cores from these sites were utilized as tools.
activities involving the use of grinding implements The sites of Whalen's Hearth Study include 53
at these sites is indicated by the high percentages of Mesilla phase hearths containing burned caliche
grinding implements (52.7% and 50.0%) with (Whalen 1978:169ff). Artifacts were collected from
respect to the total number of chipped stone tools within a 5 m radius of each of these hearths.
and ground stone implements. The grinding of corn Whalen provides density figures for chipped stone
was presumably a prominent activity at these par- artifacts and ground stone implements (Table 37),
ticular sites, as judged by the proximity of these sites but the composition of the chipped stone as-
to lands suitable for horticulture and the presence of semblage is not given. Ground stone implements
carbonized corn at Three Lakes Pueblo. Even may be over-represented as a result of Whalen's col-
though grinding implements appear to have been of lection technique. Although the data on chipped
some import at these sites, they are only a small and ground stone assemblages for this type of camp
percentage of the total number of chipped stone and is not the best one could hope for, there are some
ground stone artifacts (2.9% and 1.6%). This sug- patterns for these assemblages which contrast with
gests that ground stone implements were also those of the residential sites. The percentage of
curated and maintained at residential sites, grinding implements with respect to the total
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number of chipped and ground stone tools for the blage from the Transmountain Campus Sites in-
Public Free School Land Sites is 30.0%, a figure not cludes all materials collected from the surfaces of
too far removed from those of the two above men- these sites, as well as a small number of artifacts
tioned residential sites. Grinding activities appear recovered from extensive testing of these sites. As
to have been of some significance at these camps noted in Table 37, the percentages of ground stone
and were probably oriented toward the processing implements (0.6% and 3.9%) with respect to the
of seeds of native plants which abound today in the total chipped and ground stone assemblage and the
playas of the Hueco Bolson (O'Laughlin 1978; total number of chipped and ground stone tools for
1979). The percentages of grinding implements the Transmountain Campus sites are very small and
with respect to the total number of chipped and smaller than those for the aforementioned residen-
ground stone artifacts for the Public Free School tial sites and camps of the first type. Similar percen-
Land Sites (4.2 %) and the sites of Whalen's Hearth!' ~Study (13.8%) are, however, much higher thantaeofgunsoeimletsheasobn
S 1 r e c ereported for one other camp close to the Trans-
those of the two residential sites, where grinding' mplment wee aparetly uraed ad min-mountain Campus Sites (O'Laughlin and Greiser

implmens wee aparetlycuraed nd min-1973; O'Laughlin 1979). Tasks involving the use of
tained. This, it is believed, is because of the cach- 1973 n imple n are T aks oflittl e of
ing, discarding, or losing of grinding implements at grinding implements are apparently of little impor-
these presumed ephemerally occupied camps. The tance at sites of this second type of camp. The

percentage of chipped stone tools with respect to the percentage of chipped stone tools with respect to the

total number of chipped stone artifacts for the total number of chipped stone artifacts for the

Public Free School Land Sites is 9.9%. This figure is Transmountain Campus Sites is 14.8%. This figure
also much higher than those for the two residential is higher than those reported for the residential sites
sites and is taken to be a reflection of the expedieit and sites of the first type of camp and follows the ex-
manufacture and discard and not the curation and pected high percentage of chipped stone tools on
maintenance of chipped stone tools at these short- ephemerally occupied sites. The presumed expe-
lived camps. dient manufacture and discard of many chipped

The second type of camp is one at which tasks are stone tools at camps of this second type is also
assumed to have been directed toward the process- substantiated by the finding of 30.2 % chipped stone
ing of upland leaf succulents. This type of camp is tools with respect to the total number of chipped
illustrated by the composite chipped and ground stone artifacts at a site considered to be a camp of
stone assemblage from five Formative period sites the second type and located adjacent to the Trans-
referenced in Table 37 as the Transmountain Cam- mountain Campus Sites (O'Laughlin and Greiser
pus Sites (O'Laughlin 1979). These particular sites 1973; O'Laughlin 1979).
and other nearby sites which have been mentioned Residential sites have been differentiated from
throughout this and preceeding chapters are located camps, by definition, as sites of long-lived or, at
on an alluvial fan at the base of the east flank of the least, seasonal occupation. In addition, residential
Franklin Mountains and in proximity to plant com- sites have been distinguished from camps by con-
munities with the upland leaf succulents, lechu- sideration of site size, density of surface artifacts,
guilla, and sotol. Sites on this alluvial fan are gener- variety and kind of features present, and presence
ally small but range in size from less than 0.1 hec- of discrete trash disposal areas. Some of the ac-
tare to over 30 hectares (Aten 1972; Gerald n.d. c). tivities performed at these sites have also been sug-
The larger sites are evaluated by O'Laughlin (1979) gested by auxiliary information such as the en-
as having resulted from repeated and short-lived oc- vironmental setting of these sites and the presence
cupations of the same area over a long period of or absence of substantial amounts of carbonized
time. Fire-cracked rock features, facilities pre- cultigens, the nature and diversity of features, and
sumed to have been used to process upland leaf suc- the relative importance of chipped stone tools and
culents, are the only features recorded for most ground stone implements at these sites. Chipped
sites, yet small huts or shallow pithouses have been and ground stone assemblages from residential sites
discovered at two sites (Aten 1972; Gerald n.d. c; and the two types of camps are noted as conforming
Hard n.d.; O'Laughlin and Greiser 1973; to certain expectations based on the length of
O'Laughlin 1979). Artifacts are lightly and exten- habitation and the greater tendency for tools to he
sively scattered on the surfaces of these sites and ex- curated at sites of long-lived occupation. That is,
hibit well-defined spatial patterns with respect to residential sites were expected to exhibit lower
fire-cracked rock features (Gerald n.d. b; percentages of chipped stone tools than camps and

SO'Laughlin and Greiser 1973; O'Laughlin 1979). to have lower percentages of ground stone im-
The composite chipped and ground stone assem- plements than camps when activities involving the
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use of grinding implements were of comparable im- Site 33. Fire-cracked rock features are abundant
portance at these kinds of sites. Similar patterns for features of the Formative period occupations at
percentages of chipped and ground stone tools have Sites 33 and 34 and far outweigh in importance the
been reported by O'Laughlin (1979) for other sites few recorded pits, most of which are comparable to
in the El Paso area, and Wimberly and Rogers the fire-cracked rock features in the majority of
(1977) write of finding higher percentages of details but generally contain little or no fire-cracked
chipped stone tools in ceramic and lithic hearth sites rock. The geographical distribution of fire-cracked
(camps) than in ceramic village sites (residential rock features of the El Paso area corresponds closely
sites) in the Three Rivers Drainage of the Tularosa to that of upland leaf succulents and supports the
Basin which adjoins the northern portion of the inference that fire-cracked rock features were prin-
Hueco Bolson in New Mexico. In addition, atten- cipally used to roast or bake upland leaf succulents,
tion should be directed to the lower percentages of an activity of some importance for the Formative
unutilized and utilized cores and the higher per- period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 as judged by
centages of unutilized flakes for the residential sites the large number of fire-cracked rock features at
than for the camps of this study (Table 37). This these sites. There is some evidence for the reuse and

S suggests that cores are also being curated for further clustering of fire-cracked rock features which hints
reduction at sites of long-lived occupation. at the intermittent nature of occupations and

Differences between residential sites and camps perhaps some of the individual occupations during
-"-' in the percentages of cores, chipped stone tools, and the Formative period at Sites 33 and 34. These sites

ground stone implements have been attributed to have a low density of surface and subsurface
differences in curate behavior at sites of long-lived ceramics which is comparable to other ephemerally
or ephemeral occupation. Patterns recognized in occupied sites. The spatial distribution of sherds
the chipped and ground stone assemblages from the from the same vessels and ceramic types of limited
above mentioned residential sites and camps, temporal range furnishes additional evidence of in-
therefore, provide comparative data for evaluating dividual and small occupations. Lithic materials
the inferred duration of Archaic and Formative are also thinly scattered on the surfaces and in the
period occupations at Sites 33 and 34. Chipped and deposits of Sites 33 and 34. It has been noted that
ground stone assemblages for the Formative period fire-cracked rock features and ceramic and lithic ar-
occupations at Sites 33 and 34 and the Archaic tifacts of Sites 33 and 34 show well-defined spatial
period occupation at Site 33 are detailed in Table patterns that are comparable to those recorded for
37. The Formative period materials from Sites 33 other sites which have been interpreted as short-
and 34 include all items assignable to the Formative lived camps where the processing of upland leaf
period that were recovered from the surfaces and succulents took place. Few grinding implements are
extensive subsurface tests of these sites. The Archaic recorded for the Formative period occupations at
period materials from Site 33 are comprised of those Sites 33 and 34. Chipped stone tools are made of
items from subsurface test excavations associated locally available materials and tend to be large in
only with the Archaic period deposits. Surface or size for use in heavy activities. The occurrence of
subsurface items which could not be assigned with few grinding implements and the tendency toward
certainty to either the Archaic period or the Form- large chipped stone tools are likewise recorded for
ative period occupations of Site 33 are not con- other sites which were presumably ephemerally oc-
sidered here (see Table 18). cupied for the purpose of processing upland leaf

The Formative period occupations of Sites 33 and succulents. Finally, the transitory nature of Form-
- 34 occurred over a long period of time and are ative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 is sug-

characterized as having been intermittent, gested by the minimal working of materials for
ephemeral, and directed toward the somewhat chipped stone tools and the lack of importance of
specialized task of seasonal processing of upland biface thinning and of chipped stone tool

* leaf succulents. This characterization of the Form- resharpening activities.
ative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 is based It has been inferred that the Formative period oc-
on numerous observations, of which only the more cupations of Sites 33 and 34 were ephemeral and
important are reiterated below. Radiocarbon dates oriented toward the processing of upland leaf suc-
and ceramics from these sites suggest that Form- culents. If this inference is correct, then the chipped
ative period occupations may have occurred over a and ground stone assemblage of the Formative
period of 1,500 years, or more. Carbonized period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 should be

, macrofloral remains are not very informative on comparable to those of camps of the second type
these occupations, but it is noted that remains of which appear to have been sites of short-lived oc-
leaf succulents were found in some of the features of cupations for the purpose of processing upland leaf
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Ksucculents. Chipped and ground stone assemblages some duration. Taken together, the evidence leaves
Vof camps of the second type are illustrated by the little doubt that the Archaic period occupation of

chipped and ground stone assemblage of the Trans- Site 33 was lengthy, but questions still persist as to
mountain Campus Sites, and it is remarked from whether there was one large occupation or a
Table 37 that the chipped and ground stone assem- number of smaller and intermittent occupations
blage of the Formative period occupations at Sites and whether occupation was yearlong or seasonal.
33 and 34 resembles that of the Transmountain Carbonized macrofloral remains from the Archaic
Campus Sites with the exception of smaller percent- period deposits at Site 33 include a variety of poten-
ages of the various classes of chipped stone tools for tial foodstuffs which are available from late spring
the Formative period occupations at Sites 33 and to fall and within 3 to 6 km of Site 33. Warm
34. The percentages of chipped stone tools with weather occupation of Site 33 during the Archaic
respect to the total number of chipped stone ar- period may also be indicated by fragments of bird
tifacts is, however, fairly high for the Formative eggs found in two houses. A few, small fire-cracked
period occupations at Sites 33 and 34, higher than rock features for processing upland leaf succulents
those noted for the two residential sites (Three imply some occupation of Site 33 in the spring, but
Lakes Pueblo and Sandy Bone Site), and close to this activity appears to be of little importance for
that for camps of the first type (Public Free School the Archaic period occupation of Site 33 as com-
Land Sites). The percentages of unutilized and pared to the later Formative period occupations of
utilized cores for the Formative period occupations Sites 33 and 34. The presence of small, relatively
at Sites 33 and 34 are also higher than those for the well-insulated houses suggests that the Archaic
two residential sites and comparable to those of period occupation of Site 33 included the colder
both types of camps. The relatively high percent- winter months. The macrofloral and faunal re-
ages of cores and chipped stone tools for the Form- mains, fire-cracked rock features, and houses can be
ative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 are in- evaluated as evidence in support of a yearlong oc-

*dicative of a lesser concern for the maintenance and cupation of Site 33 during the Archaic period.
curation of chipped stone tools and for the curation However, the few fire-cracked rock features re-
of cores for futher reduction as compared to corded for this occupation can also be taken to

residential sites and support the contention that reflect the occasional inhabitation of this site during
these occupations were of an ephemeral nature, the spring. In addition, most of the carbonized
Although the percentage of chipped stone tools for macrofioral remains came from one house. The co-
the Formative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 occurrence in one house of plant foods which
is somewhat smaller than those tabulated for other become available at different seasons suggests their
camps in Table 37, this may only be a reflection of storage and leaves open the possibility that this site
the removal of surface artifacts from Sites 33 and 34 served as a base camp and was largely uninhabited
by nearby residents and the character of subsurface during the warmer, biotically productive portion of
excavations which were dispersed throughout these the year when foraging populations would have
sites but not designed for unbiased estimates of the been moving about the landscape in response to the
relative proportions of classes of chipped stone ar- geographical and seasonal availability of resources.
tifacts. The percentages of ground stone im- A large number of houses has been documented for
plements with respect to the total number of the Archaic period occupation of Site 33, and
chipped and ground stone artifacts and of chipped besides the fire-cracked rock features, there are
and ground stone tools are small, comparable to other extramural features which include storage
those of the Transmountain Campus Sites, and and refuse-filled pits, hearths, and baking or
denotative of the lack of importance of grinding ac- roasting pits without rock. In addition to the vaie-
tivities at Sites 33 and 34 during the Formative ty of recorded features, it is observed that houses
period. On the whole, the chipped and ground and extramural features exhibit spatial patterns
stone assemblage of the Formative period occupa- which intimate the organized use of space and some
tions at Sites 33 and 34 is most like that of the Trans- community planning. Furthermore, houses and

*mountain Campus Sites and lends credence to the associated extramural features occur in clusters that
*supposition that Sites 33 and 34 were ephemerally may be referrable to individual and intermittent oc-

occupied during the Formative period for purposes cupations. The spatial patterning of houses and ex-
which involved few activities utilizing grinding im- traniural features bespeaks of a long-lived occupa-
plements. tion, and thr re is some evidence for storage facilities

The Archaic period occupation of Zone 4 at Site and the rc !.oval of trash from house areas which
33 is believed to have taken place between 2500 BC would not be expected for ephemerally occupied
and 1800 BC and has been viewed as having been of sites. In contrast to these observations, it is also
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noted that there is no great investment of energy in grinding activities and the greater curation of
houses, that many of the houses have burned, that grinding implements for the Archaic period occupa-
some houses have more than one floor, and that tion of Site 33 than for the Formative period oc-
considerable refuse occurs on the floors of some cupations of Sites 33 and 34.
houses. The latter recordings are more along the The percentage of chipped stone tools with
line of an intermittently and perhaps ephemerally respect to the total number of chipped stone ar-
occupied site. The chipped stone artifacts of the Ar- tifacts and the percentage of grinding implements
chaic period occupation at Site 33, as opposed to with respect to the number of chipped and ground
those of the Formative period occupations at Sites stone tools for the Archaic period occupation of Site
33 and 34, show a more extensive working of 33 are between those of residential sites (ThreeS materials for chipped stone tools, a tendency for Lakes Pueblo and Sandy Bone Site) and camps
these tools to be smaller and of finer-grained (Public Free School Land Sites and Transmountain
materials, and for biface thinning and tool Campus Sites). Although the percentage of chipped
resharpening activities to be of greater importance. stone tools for the Archaic period occupation of Site
Chipped stone artifacts of the Archaic period oc- 33 is much lower than those of camps, it is still
cupation at Site 33 manifest generalized mainte- higher than those for the two residential sites. This
nance and supportive activities that might be ex- would seem to suggest that chipped stone tools were
pected for long-lived occupations. Given the above not as well curated for the Archaic period occupa-
information, the cultural remains of the Archaic tion of Site 33 as they were for the two residential
period occupation at Site 33 would best seem to in- sites or that the chipped stone assemblage of the Ar-
dicate a number of intermittent occupations which chaic period occupation of Site 33 is the composite
probably were of some length and occurred prin- of a number of long-lived and ephemeral occupa-
cipally during the colder portion of the year. tions. The percentage of grinding implements with

The At'chaic period occupation of Site 33 is respect to the number of chipped and ground stone
presumed to have been of some duration, though tools for the Archaic period occupation of Site 33
possibly intermittent, and it was expected that the also does not approach the high percentages of

" chipped and ground stone assemblage of this oc- grinding implements noted for the two Formative
cupation would be similar to those of other long- period residential sites and the lowland camps
lived sites. That is, the chipped and ground stone where grinding activities appear to be of some im-
assemblage of the Archaic period occupation at Site portance. It is possible that the lower than an-
33 was anticipated to have a low percentage of ticipated percentage of grinding implements, as
chipped stone tools with respect to the total number well as the higher percentage of chipped stone tools,
of chipped stone artifacts and a high percentage of for the Archaic period occupation of Site 33 are only
grinding implements with respect to the number of a reflection of the relatively small sample of chipped
chipped and ground stone tools. From Table 37 it is and ground stone artifacts and the biasing of sub-
seen that the chipped and ground stone assemblage surface tests toward houses. However, it is also
of the Archaic period occupation at Site 33 does ex- possible that the differences in chipped and ground
hibit patterns which contrast with those of the stone assemblages between the Archaic period oc-
chipped and ground stone assemblage of the more cupation of Site 33 and the later Formative period
ephemeral occupations of the Formative period at residential sites are attributable, in part, to
Sites 33 and 34. The Archaic period assemblage has differences in the relative contributions of sub-
lower percentages of unutilized and utilized cores sistence items to the diet and attendant subsistence
and chipped stone tools than the Formative period activities. Cultigens. for example, are thought to
assemblage of Sites 33 and 34, and this suggests the have made a larger contribution to the diet during
greater curation of cores for further reduction and the Formative period than during the Archaic
the greater curation and maintenance of chipped period, and the high percentages of grinding im-
stone tools for the Archaic period. The percentages plements for the two Formative period residential
of ground stone implements with respect to the total sites may be reflecting the importance of corn grind-
number of chipped and ground stone artifacts are ing activities at these later sites. However, Archaic
comparable for the Archaic and Formative period and Formative period subsistence strategies are not
occupations of Sites 33 and 34, but the percentage known well enough to evaluate fully the differences
of grinding implements with respect to the number in chipped and ground stone assemblages in these

* of chipped and ground stone tools is higher for the terms.
* Archaic period occupation of Site 33 than for the In summary, the chipped and ground stone as-

Formative period occupations of Sites 33 and 34. semblages of the Archaic period occupation at Site
This implies a somewhat larger importance of 33 do have some of the aspects of assemblages from
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long-lived sites which include the curation of cores Formative period residential sites. These latter
for further reduction and some curation of chipped observations question differences in subsistence
and ground stone tools, but chipped stone tools do strategies between the Archaic and Formative
not appear to be as well curated and grinding ac- periods and intimate that the Archaic period oc-
tivities seem to be of lesser importance for the Ar- cupation of Site 33 may have included intermittent,
chaic period occupation of Site 33 than for the later long-lived and ephemeral inhabitations of the site.
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U CHAPTER X1
SUMMARY

The results of Phase 11 Archeological Investiga- been reconstructed insofar as conflicting evidence

-* tions by the El Paso Centennial Museum of The or interpretations permit. Environmental parame-
University of Texas at El Paso of the cultural re- ters that have a direct bearing on the evaluation of
mains that will be affected by the El Paso Flood archeological materials from the prehistoric sites of
Control Project, Northwest Area, El Paso, Texas, of the study area have been considered in detail with
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are reported in respect to their spatial and temporal variability.
the foregoing pages. This project will encompass A variety of stone suitable for use in chipped
the construction or enlargement of a series of five stone tools and ground stone implements occurs on
flood control dams and associated diversion ditches the terraces and in the arroyos near the sites in-
and outflow channels. The focus of this study is the vestigated by this project. Limestone, rhyolite,
large Archaic and Formative period site known as quartzite, and chert are the most common materials
the Keystone Dam Site. It is identified by the site near these sites. Small nodules of obsidian are of
number EPCM 31:106:2:33 which has been ab- rare occurrence in the alluvium of the project area
breviated as "Site 33" in this report. A large arroyo and were little used by the prehistoric occupants of
and a low ridge separate the Keystone Dam Site these sites. Sandstone which can be found in the
from the adjacent Formative period site, EPCM nearby Franklin Mountains was also utilized for
31:106:2:34, which was also tested extensively. A ground stone implements and is the only known in-
third site, EPCM 31:106:2:29, was examined, and trusive material to these sites.
sufficient data were collected from this site to Soils suitable for flood water, rainfall and runoff,
mitigate the loss of the balance of the resource. In- and dry-land farming techniques respectively in-
vestigations of five other sites, EPCM 31:106:2:31, dlude soils of the Rio Grande floodplain, soils of
32, 35, 36, and 37, were limited to brief visitations some of the shallow drainages and alluvial fans of
for the purpose of augmenting available informa- slopes bordering the Rio Grande, and playa-
tion from an earlier survey of the area. associated soils on the plain west of the Rio Grande.

The objectives of this study were: (1) to char- The availability of water is the principal factor
acterize the cultural remains of the project area limiting the farming of soils. The Rio Grande is the
and, in particular, the three tested sites; (2) to only large, dependable source of water in the study
elucidate the cultural context in which these re- area, but farming of the floodplain would have en-
mains were deposited; and (3) to evaluate the direct tailed risks attendant with uncertain magnitude of
and indirect impacts of the proposed action on the river flow and river course. Dry-land farming of the

cultural resources for the purpose of designing an plain west of the Rio Grande would apparently
efficient program to 'mitigate the loss of the have been possible only under conditions of greater
resources. The first objectives have been covered in than present rainfall. At present, about half of the
the corpus of this report and are summarized here. annual precipitation falls during the summer
The third is discussed in Appendix A where it is months and occurs as monsoonal thunderstorms of
recommended that two sites (Sites 31 and 35) short duration. Runoff from summer thunderstorms

-~ located on the periphery of the project be fenced may have made possible the farming of some of the
and left undistrubed, that adequate data have been drainages and alluvial fans bordering the Rio
recovered from one site (Site 29) to disclaim the Grande. In addition to the Rio Grande, sources of
need for additional investigation, and that the re- water include ephemeral accumulations of water in
maining five sites (Sites 32, 33, 34, 36, and 37) be p~layas principally during the summer months and
excavated in part or completely, depending upon smnall springs in the Franklin Mountains.
the degree of impact, in order that the loss of the A limited variety of potentially important food

imrportant archeological resources they contain may p~lants is found in the six environmental zones (the
be mitigated. Mountain. Upper Bajada , Lower Bajada, Riverine,

The present environmental setting has been de- Leeward Slope, and West Mlesa zones) which have
scribed, nearby environmental zones have been been defined on the basis of land form, substrate.
characterized, and post- Pleistocene conditions have and observable patterns in the distribution of plant
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species for the project area. These environmental and plant communities whose geographical distri-
zones parallel one another and encompass the bution is comparable to that of the present. The
Franklin Mountains, the alluvial slopes between the climate appears to have remained much the same
Franklin Mountains and the Rio Grande, the Rio for the last 8,000 years with a possible drying trend
Grande floodplain, the dissected slope bordering noted for the middle Holocene (ca. 8000 to 5000 or
the west bank of the Rio Grande, and the level plain 4000 BP) and with minor fluctuations in precipita-
west of the Rio Grande. Each of these environmen- tion in the late Holocene (ca. 5000 or 4000 BP to the
tal zones is noted as having a different combination present). Pinyon-juniper woodlands of the terminal
of economically important plant foods, most of Wisconsin are noted as having given way to juniper-
which are available or in their best condition for oak woodlands at about 11,000 years ago, and this
harvesting during the warmer, biotically produc- latter vegetation type was replaced, in turn, by
tive portion of the annual cycle. All of the defined grasslands with some desert species at about 8,000
evironmental zones are within 3 to 6 km (a distance years ago. Present desert shrub communities ap-
within the daily foraging radius of contemporary peared between 5,000 and 4,000 years ago and have
food collectors) of the sites investigated by this proj- since competed with grasslands for dominance. At
ect. These six environmental zones also contain the least, this pattern of climate-associated vegetation
majority of recognized economically important changes is suggested by macrofloral specimens iden-
plant species of the El Paso area. Lechuguilla and tified from woodrat nests in some of the smaller
sotol are common in the upper zones and are leaf mountains near El Paso.
succulents which can be consumed at any time of The prehistory of the study area encompasses the
the year but whose hearts and leaf bases are ap- general Southwestern developmental sequence of
parently more palatable in the spring. The fruits of presumably climate-related adaptive strategies
datil and prickly pear are other plant foods which which are subsumed under the following named
occur most frequently in the upper zones. Datil and dated periods: Paleoindian (10,000-8000 BP);
fruits ripen from late spring to summer, and prickly Archaid (8000-2000 BP); and Formative (2000-550
pear fruits are available from late summer to fall. BP). In the El Paso area the Formative period is
Mesquite can be found in all of the environmental divided into the Mesilla (AD 1-1100), Dona Ana
zones but is most common west of the Rio Grande (AD 1100-1200), and El Paso (AD 1200-1400)
and along the Rio Grande where tornillo and cattail phases. The sites of the project area fit into the last
can also be found. Mesquite and tornillo seed pods 4,500 years of this chronology.
may be collected and eaten or stored during the fall A variety of different field techniques was utilized
and winter, and they, together with cattail, con- to collect surface and subsurface data from the sites
stitute important food resources that would have investigated by this project. All were employed in
been available to the occupants of sites of the study the study of the 4.1 hectare area encompassed by
area during the winter. Other potential plant foods the adjacent Sites 33 and 34 to which reference will
of the project area include the hearts, leaf bases, be made in what follows. Only a few of these tech-
and flowering stalks of soap-tree yucca, the seed niques were used in the examination of Site 29, and,
pods of whitethorn, acorns, the fruits of wolfberry, as previously mentioned, the other five sites were
grass seeds, and seeds and greens of numerous her- simply visited to supplement information provided
baceous plants. by an earlier survey of the project area. A grid

Economically important animal resources for the system was established for Sites 33 and 34, and sur-
project area include deer, pronghorn, cottontail, face features and artifacts were mapped within 1 m
jack rabbit, fish, spiny soft-shell turtle, and other squares of the grid system. Surface artifacts were
water fowl and mammals. It has also been sug- collected by 4 m grid units. Soil augers were utilized

* gested that deer and fish may have played impor- to find the depth at which soil changes occurred and
tant roles in the winter subsistence strategies of both where subsurface features were located as indicated
farmers and hunter-gatherers when natural plant by charcoal, fire-cracked rock, etc. The entire sur-
foods were not generally available or were in less face of Sites 33 and 34 was sampled at wide (8 m)
than prime condition. intervals and many areas were tested at close (2 m)

The El Paso area is described as having a climate intervals with soil augers in attempts to delineate
' characterized as semiarid and mesothermal with subsurface features. Backhoe trenches were dug in

hot days, cool nights, and a low relative humidity. 11 areas on the two sites in order to clarify details of
These conditions are believed to have begun in post- stratigraphy, to amplify information gained from
Pleistocene time at about 8,000 years ago, as infer- wide interval soil cores, and to expose certain areas
red from the first appearance of desert plant species not teited at 2 ni intervals with soil augers. Some
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additional houses and other features were dis- 1500 BC. Lithic artifacts are common in and

covered in these trenches. Suites of soil samples around the houses, but diagnostic tools are rare.
' were taken for possible use in palynological studies Soil Zone 5 was sterile except for a shallow, basin-

from backhoe trenches where strata were clearly ex- shaped pit and a thin layer of charcoal-stained soil,
posed. Finally, 1 m test squares were excavated by neither of which contained artifacts nor sufficient

. hand in 96 loci of the two sites. Some of the features charcoal for radiocarbon dating.
exposed on the surface or subsurface features Site 29 is a small site of 125 square meters.
disclosed by the techniques mentioned above were Evidence for the prehistoric occupation of this site
examined by means of I m square hand excavations consists of one exposed, small fire-cracked rock
in order to further define their nature and to expose feature and scattered fire-cracked rock from one or
the relevant stratigraphy. two additional features. No artifacts were found at

Artifacts were collected wherever encounteredtwadionlftue.Narfcswreondt
Atifand arerectd inwherElesontennial rseum Site 29, and insufficient charcoal was recovered for- and are stored in the El Paso Centennial Museum

radicarbon dating. However, it can be suggested
they may be examined by interested re- that this site probably dates to the Formative period

* searchers. All of the soil removed in the wide inter-
*-i: val soil augering, and some of the close interval soil when fire-cracked rock features were of greatest ia-r- augering, was passed through ,-inch or finer p)ort~aioc in the project area. The deflated anda u e i g a a s d t r u h 14 i c r f n re rod ed co d iti,,n o f S ite 29 d id no t len d itself to

screen in order to recover artifacts and charcoal. eroded on oite 29 udi en e
Few artifacts were found in this manner, but a stratigraphic or palynological studies.
number of fragments of charcoal was collected. Soil Sites 33 and 34 are situated on a large alluvial fan
samples for flotation were also taken with the and rennants of a low, Pleistocene valley terrace.
augers for macrofloral analysis. All soil removed by The stratigraphy of this alluvial fan shows a
hand excavation was screened, and artifacts, char- number of correlations with the Bryan-Antevs
coal, and flotation and pollen samples were col- alluvial chronology for the Southwest and is inter-
lected by 10 cm or thinner levels. In addition, data preted as evidencing a trend toward increasing

* were recorded on the number, size, weight, and relative aridity through the late Holocene. Zone 5 is
material of fire-cracked rock when encountered, made up of alluvial sediments deposited before

Five stratified layers of alluvial and eolian soils 4450-3750 BP. A short period of surface stability
are recognized at Sites 33 and 34. Two of these and soil formation sometime between 4450 BP and
strata, the second and fourth, bear evidence of 3750 BP' is indicated by the Zone 4 occupation.
prehistoric occupations. The first stratum, named Zone 3 alluvial sediments are thinner than those of
Zone 1, consists of recent accumulations of wind- Zone 5 and are taken as evidence for a decrease in
blown sand. Zone 2, the next lower stratum, has effective precipitation for the period of 4450-3750
nine MASCA corrected radiocarbon dates that BP to sometime before 2200-2000 BP. Eolian
range from 160 BC to. AD 1500. Two large fire- deposition and dune formation are first seen in the
cracked rock features occur near the bottom of the upper deposits of Zone 3 at about 2500 BP and also
Zone 2 deposits at Site 33 and are dated before the support the inferred trend in aridity from the time
time of Christ. These early dates and the absence of of Zone 5 deposition to that of the Zone 3 deposi-
diagnostic artifacts from these features make it most tion. A period of arroyro cutting is noted to have oc-
economical to assume that they pertain to the late curred sometime between 2500 BP and 2000 BP.
Archaic period even though the earlier, Zone 4, Ar- Zone 2 deposits show minimal alluvial aggradation
chaic period occupation of Site 33 appears to have of the fan and the intensification of duning for the
terminated by about 1800 BC. Formative period period of 2200-2000 BP to 450 BP. Again, this sug-
S sites with ceramics have been dated by radiocarbon gests the continuation of a drying trend into the sec-
at AD 250 in the El Paso area, and the possibility ond half of the late lolocene. Additional eolian
must also be entertained that these features relate to deposition and arroyo cutting are manifest by Zone
that period. Radiocarbon dates from Zone 2 at Site I which dates from 450 BP to the present.
33 indicate intermittent occupation from 160 BC to Climatic information, as derived from
AD 1500. Zone 2 radiocarbon dates from Site 34 palynology, has been discussed in considerable
span the time of AD 250-820. detail with the general conclusion that there has

" No evidence of human visitation to Sites 33 and been relatively little climatic change during the last
- 34 was found in the Zone 3 deposits. However, Zone 4,000 to 5,000 years, although a slight drying trend

4 at Site 33 produced evidence of numerous, small, seems to be indicated by the increases in Cheno-Am
shallow, circular houses. Five radiocarbon dates and pine pollen and the decreases in Gramineac.

S suggest that the Zone 4 occupation occturred during Compositae, ephedra, oak, walnut, and hackberry

the Archaic period and sometime between 2500 and pollen from the pollen spectra of Zones 5, 4, and 3
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to those of Zone 2 at Site 33. This trend is par- construction of the Archaic period houses, there is
ticularly notable during the last 2,000 years when, macrofloral evidence to suggest that cottonwood,
between ca. 2100 and 500 BP, there seems to have creosotebush, wolfberry, Apache plume, and reeds
been a decrease in effective precipitation, a reduc- were utilized in the supersturcture. Grass stems and
tion in vegetation cover, and possibly an increase in leaves, as well as small branches, are also visible in
desert shrub communities. This drying trend for the the preserved fragments of the burned mud plaster

_7 last half of the late Holocene is also reflected by the that presumably covered the houses.
stratigraphy of Sites 33 and 34. Large counts of Data relative to subsistence and recoverable in
Cheno-Am pollen grains were expected as a result of the forms of charred seeds and fruits were sought
previous experience with palynological studies of from 134 (28(,% of the total) of the flotation samples
local material. Therefore, 300 grain counts were from features and from spatially representative soil
obtained in order that the rarer types might be auger samples obtained at Sites 33 and 34. House 4
represented more adequately. Pollen preservation of the Archaic period occupation of Site 33 was ap-
was found to be poor in general, and 10 of the 30 parently burned while in use and, as a consequence,
samples submitted did not produce enough pollen produced evidence of a number of foodstuffs, in-
for analysis. The possibility of differential preserva- cluding the seeds and fruits of prickly pear, smart-
tion severe enough to distort the pollen profiles was weed, dock, goosefoot or pigweed, bulrush, and
considered with the conslusion that it probably did tornillo. The seeds and fruits of these plants which
not constitute an insoluble problem. The influence would have been procured from different environ-
of human activities on the pollen spectra was also mental zones and in different times of the annual
examined and was found, with the observation that cycle, furnish evidence of the storage of foodstuffs

-- the spectra associated with human activities did not during the Archaic period occupation of Site 33.
differ notably from those not so associated, not to The charred food remains recovered from this house
represent a serious problem. The vertical scatter of account for 62% of the total counts of seeds and
pollen-sterile samples through the stratigraphic col- fruits from Sites 33 and 34. The other houses that
umns from which the pollen samples were taken were tested or excavated were apparently aban-
argues against marked diffusion of pollen grains doned before being burned, because they contained
through these columns as a result of water percola- meager evidence of subsistence practices. No
tion, although the penetration of charcoal stains charred particles of corn were identified from any
below burned house floors and hearths demon- of the samples. Therefore, the possibility that the
strates some movement of macroscopic particles Type A pollen discussed in Chapter VI is that of Zea
through the soil. mays remains unsupported even though the

A total of 777 macrofloral specimens from the presence of corn would not be unexpected for either
charcoal recovered from houses, fire-cracked rock the Archaic period occupation of Site 33 or the
features, pits, and nonfeature areas at Sites 33 and Formative period occupations of Sites 33 and 34.
34 was identified. Twelve woody species are In the process of examining flotation samples
represented in the charcoal from these sites. These from the numerous non-feature, soil auger loci it
species are major components of the modern vegeta- was noted that many contained uncharred seeds of
tion on or near Sites 33 and 34, and no marked the same types as those found burned and unburned
differences were noted in the relative abundance of in the features. This, together with the very low
woody species for deposits and features of different counts of charcoal seeds and fruits from the small
age. Mesquite and tornillo were the woods pre- fire-cracked rock hearths and other features, sug-
ferred for use in hearths and possibly in house con- gests that these food items were accidentally
struction. Mesquite was virtually the only wood charred because they were in the soil into which the
used in the fire-cracked rock hearths of the Form- hearths or burned features were excavated rather
ative perio)d, although two late Formative period than because the% were the remains of meals pre-
pits were filled with cottonwood charcoal in addi- pared in or near the features. The representative-
tion to mesquite. Green wood was apparently used ness of the seed samples must be questioned also
frequently in the ! ge fire-cracked rock features because of the infrequent occurrence, except in the
and rarely in the small fire-cracked rock hearths. sample from Ilouse 4, of mesquite or tornillo pods
Both types of fire-cracked rock features appear to and seeds. There can be no doubt that these
have been used primarily as ovens in which to bake foodstuffs were aailabe,, and it seems equally cer-
leaf succulents. Charred remains of leaf succulents tain that the\ would have constituted imp)ortant
were recovered from several of the Formative food resources for the Archaic and Formative
period fire-cracked rock features and pits. In addi- period populations. The facility with which the
tion to the use of mesquite and/o- tornillo in the pods and setds of these legunCs can be identified
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with the unaided eye makes it unlikely that they 34, as well as the small fire-cracked rock hearths on
were missed in the macroscopic and mi ;roscepic Site 29. served the same purpose. This was as ovens

" sorting of the flotation samples. In short, it seems for baking any of the several upland leaf succulents
that the evidence relative to the use by Archaic and that are available within foraging distance of the
Formative period populations of the seeds and fruits sites. There is evidence to suggest that family-sized
of most of the 18 or more species of plants recovered social groups utilized the small fire-cracked rock

* at Sites 33 and 34 is ambiguous. Only those data re- hearths for brief periods of time in the spring. The
covered in House 4 of the Archaic period occupa- large fire-cracked rock features were apparently, in
tion at Site 33 relative to the use as food of the seeds some cases at least, merely the result of the ac-

.- and fruits of tornillo, bulrush, dock, smartweed, cumulation of rocks in areas in which small fire-
prickly pear, and goosefoot or pigweed seem cracked rock hearths were used and reused over the
sustainable. The use of prickly pear fruits as a food 'ears while in other cases they may have been con-
item during the Archaic period occupation of Site structed and used on single or multiple occasions by
33 is additionally manifest by relatively high larger social groups to bake cooperatively a large
percentages of Opuntia spp. pollen in the deposits number of leaf succulents.
of this occupation. It is probable that much sup- The possibility that small fire-cracked rock
portive information awaits the recovery of addi- hearths may have served general domestic functions
tional macrofloral remains in the unexcavated and was considered and rejected because it was noted
burned houses on Site 33. that such hearths are rarely found within or in the

Faunal remains are not well preserved at Sites 33 immediate vicinity of dwellings at any of the ex-
and 34, and the few recovered bones are probably cavated sites in the El Paso area. The few hearths
not indicative of the importance of animal foods or that are reported in or near dwellings at other sites
of the kinds of animais taken. Bones comparable in of the El Paso area, as vell as those in th Archaic
size to those of cottontails and jackrabbits were re- period dwellings of Site 33. lack fire-cracked rock.
trieved from the Formative period deposits of Site Fire-cracked rock features found in villages are
33, and identifiable elements of cottontail and jack- usually located in less accessible, peripheral, areas
rabbit were found in the Archaic period deposits of of the site vhere they could be used when the occa-
that site. Fragments of bird eggs were also recov- sion demanded for special activities. This is also the
ered from two of the Archaic period houses and sug- pattern observed for the seven small fire-cracked
gest some spring or summer occupation of Site 33. rock hearths of the Archaic period occupation at

The most numerous features observed on Sites 33 Site 33.
and 34 were small fire-cracked rock hearths, of The temporal distribution of fire-cracked rock
which 193 were recorded and an equal number may features is restricted at Sites 33 and 34 largely to the
remain in untested areas of Site 33. Virtually all period between shortly before the time of Christ to
these features (all but seven) occurred in the Zone 3 ca. AD 15M0. that is. to the somewo hat drier period
Formative period deposits where a few are dated by of soil Zone 2 deposition. It i, reasoned from the
radiocarbon from AD 550 to AD 1200. They" had a large number of fire-crac-r ick features recorded
mean size of about one square meter, and contained for Zone 2 that acti% ities at these sites focused on the

* an average of 35.7 kg of fire-cracked rock. These use of these features. The r;ireness of these features
small hearths contrasted markedly in size with the in the Archaic period di t ,sits oif Site 33 suggests
four large fire-cracked rock features on Sites 33 and that the special function the\ scred, prsuimahl%
34 which were of irregular sha'pe but ranged in size the bakingz of leaf succtultnts. ss as of little imopor-
from 55 to 125 square meters and contained from 33 tance.
to 77 times more fire-cracked rock by weight than Eleven pits that differed fron the fire-cracked
did the small fire-cracked rock hearths. Tie large rock features. isofar as rock was sparse or absnit.
fire-cracked rock features were all found in Zone 2 w5ere recorded for the Archaic and Firnatis c
and were a, ? trentlh iii use only during the Form- peritd deposits of Sitet :33 a rd 3-1. Si pits are iiit'(d
ative period or possibly also during the teriainal for the Flriatis pcril-d, and tht iiiirit ift thert
part of the Archaic period. alpears to hase sersed as lt ati facilities ftir eith.r

The function served by these fire-cracked rock general doniiestic or mr specific ut, hit Iht
features has been discussed in detail. It is concluded specific firnctiin tht.\ ser txd could niit be ascr-
from a consideration of the spatial codistrihution of tained. ()ne itlhr iormatise lrid pit at Sitc 33
these features and upland leaf succirlei ts in the El provltd of intcrtst because its diameter. depth, amll
Paso area and from examples of ethnographicallv loation on the ..l Irial faii makt it cimparahh' to,
reported fire-cracked rock features that both of the thIose reptried iii oth'r areas hr ells atid heca,t.
typjes of fire-cracked rock feat,res m Sitts 33 and it was dug d(o1sri to) a ratui that oince ma hasc
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been an aquifer. The proximal location of the river be scarcely large enough for a nuclear family-sized
suggests that a well would have been of use only social group. The houses are also not distributed
when the river was dry or when it flowed at a randomly over the site but seem to e clustered in
distance from the site on the other side of the small groups which, if substantiated by large-scale
floodplain, excavation, artifact distribution, and extramural

There are four known pits for the Zone 4 Archaic features, hold promise for a more complete under-
period occupation of Site 33. These include refuse- standing of Archaic period social organization, par-
filled pits, a possible storage pit, and a pit contain- ticularlv household size and composition and co-
ing charcoal and a few fire-cracked rocks which in- nomic behavior, than has been available hereto-
dicate use as an oven or roasting pit. This latter pit fore. Most of the houses are clustered in groups of
is situated near the periphery of the Zone 4 occupa- two to perhaps five houses which may indicate ex-
tion, as are most of the seven small fire-cracked rock tended family-sized househdlds. However, at pres-
hearths which are presumed to be special purpose entei isokwife s house rlpre-

facilities far cooking leaf succulents. The refuse- ent, it is not known if these clusters of houses repre-

filled pits and the possible storage pit are located sent individual and different occupations or com-

near houses and suggest some concern for the dis- ponents of a larger, band-sized social group. The

posal of trash and storage which are activities usual- isolated and clustered houses wvith their associated

ly associated with long-lived habitations. Although trash-filled and storage pits and the peripheral,

few pits were found in the limited testing of areas special use facilities reference an organized parti-

immediately surrounding houses, close interval soil tioning of space with respect to social relations and

augering indicates that these features may be com- the nature of activities which are suggestive of an

mon around the houses of Zone 4. One other pit has occupation of some duration. The mud plaster
been dxunmented for Site 33 and is a basin-shaped coating of the houses suggests that they were oc-
pit devoid of fire-cracked rock in the deposits of cupied during the colder part of the year, while the
Zone 5. This pit and an associated layer of charcoal- small fire-cracked hearths and botanical and faunal
stained soil of small area are the evidence of occupa- evidence indicate a snring, summer, and fall oc-

Stion of the alluvial fan before 4450-3750 BP. cupation. There is reason to suspect, therefore, that
Additional features on Site 33 include two ash the houses may have been utilized throughout the

and charcoal lenses which are presumed to be gen- year, perhaps as infrequently visited cache or
eral purpose hearths and two possible alignments of storage sites during the late spring, summer, and
postholes which might relate to temporary shelters, fall and as dwellings during the winter and possibly
ramadas, or racks. One of each of these two kinds of early spring in an economic regime based on a

. features is noted for the Zone 2 Formative period central-based, wandering pattern. Sizable winter
and the Zone 4 Archaic period occupations. The ash encampments have been recorded for hunter-
and charcoal, general purpose hearths are difficult gatherers along the Rio Grande below El Paso in
to recognize and apparently do not preserve well. early historic times, and it has been noted that
Therefore, these extramural features may be or water and certain plant and animal resources are
could have been more conmmon for both the Archaic either available or more abundant in* the winter
and Formative period occupations of Sites 33 and along the Rio Grande than in areas away from the
.34 than the limited testing of these sites vould river. Trash was allowed to accumulate on the
imply, floors of some of the houses and in a few instances

The recognition of a number (between 23 and 41) there is evidence of second floors having been super-
* of Archaic period houses at Site 33, the Keystone imposed upon the accumulated trash. These ob-

Dam Site, constitutes what is probably the most im- servations are interpreted as supportive of a non-
portant class of data reported here. These houses permanent, base camp utilization of Site 33.
are dated between 4450 BP and 3750 BP and are Ceramic materials of the Zone 2 Formative peri-

6 more than 2.(X) years older than other known od occupations at Sites 33 and 34 are relatively
houses of the El Paso area. The small size (ca. 3 sparse. The low density of sherds for these sites and
diam-ter), shallow depth (ca. 1) cm), flimsy con- the spatial distribution of sherds of particular

" struction (thin mud plaster over an tinfraiied, vessels or ceramic types wxith narrow times of
brush dome). unplastered floor, informal hearth, nmanufacture indicate that the Formative period oc-
and probable east entry constitute characteristics of cupations were ephemeral and small. Radiocarbon

6 these' houses that are 'not unexl)ected of this time dates suggest a long Formative period occupation of
horizon and environment btnt rarely reported in the Sites 33 and 34 from near the time of Christ to about
detail or from the number of examples expectable at AD 1500. Although few sherds have associated ra-
this site. These houises are of a izc t hat appears to di icarbin dates and none with a date earlier than
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AD 820, there is a large potential for refining the occupation was of some duration, though probably
ceramic chronology of the El Paso area with addi- intermittent, and characterized by generalized,
tional investigation of Site 33. Sherds were divided maintenance and supportive activities and that the
into a number of classes or the basis of tempering Formative period occupations were more
and past materials and surface finish and decora- ephemeral and intermittent and typified by more
tion, and most of the ceramic classes fit into named specialized, extractive activities which involved the
ceramic types. Among the earlier types are El Paso use of fire-cracked rock features for processing

o Brown, Alma Plain, and San Francisco Red, the lat- upland leaf succulents.
. ter two of which may have come from up river to Chipped stone assemblages of the Archaic and

the north or from the broad lowland west of the Formative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34
river. Mimbres Black-on-white and a corrugated have been compared with those of other sites in the
ware are intrusives which fit into a later Mesilla El Paso area. The Archaic period assemblage is
phase time period (ca. AD 800-1100), and sherds of noted as having low percentages of tools and cores
the indigenous El Paso Brown with black lines which are close to those reported for long-lived,
painted on them suggest some occupation between residential sites and indicative of the curation and
AD 1050 and AD 1250. El Paso Polychrome is a maintenance of tools and the retention of cores for
rare, locally-made type at these sites, as are the in- further reduction. The percentages of tools and
trusive Rio Grande Glazes A and F, which fit tem- cores for the Formative period occupations at Sites
porally into the El Paso phase (AD 1200-1400). 33 and 34 are higher than those of the Archaic

Chipped stone constitutes the most numerous period iccupation of Site 33 or other residential
S.-. class of artifacts from both the Archaic and Form- sites and similar to those reported for ephemerally

ative period deposits at Sites 33 and 34. However, occupied camps where tools are less often curated
they are lightly scattered on the surface and in the and more often discarded after use. The Formative
deposits of Formative period occupations and fairly period tools of Sites 33 and 34 are also noted as be-
abundant in tl- deposits of the Archaic period oc- ing of comparable composition with respect to in-
cupation. The relative densities of chipped stone ar- ferred usages to those of othe, Formative period
tifacts are suggestive of ephemeral occupations dur- camps where the processing ,of upland leaf sue-
ing the Formative period and a more intensive or culents is also believed to have been the most impor-
longer lasting occupation during the Archaic tant activity.
period. The selection and reduction of locally Ground stone tools are of uncommon occurrence
available raw materials for tools has been remarked in the deposits of the Archaic period occupation at
as being similar for both the Archaic and Formative Site 33 and the Formative period occupations at
period occupations. Formal tools are rare for both Sites 33 and 34. There are data from which to infer
of these occupations, and reduction technologies are that those of the Archaic period may have been
viewed as having been oriented toward the expe- curated and that grinding activities were of some
dient manufacture of tools. There are notable importance for the Archaic period occupation.
differences between the chipped stone remains from Grinding implements, however, do not appear to
the two periods of occupation. The Archaic period have been curated and are thought to have been of
occupation has been distinguished from the Form- little importance for the Formative period occupa-
ative period occupations by the apparent more ex- tions.
tensive working of materials, the seemingly larger An analysis of the spatial distribution of fire-
importance of bifacial thinning and tool resharpen- cracked rock, ceramics, ground stone artifacts, and
ing activities, and the evident greater curation of chipped stone artifacts on the surfaces of the Form-
cores and tools. The Archaic period tools have been ative period occupations at Sites 33 and 34 has

. noted as generally being small and of fine-grained disclosed four kinds of task areas. The first type of
materials, while those of the Formative period oc- task area relates to activities presumed to have been
cupations have been observed to include large tools directly involved in the processing of upland leaf
of coarse-grained materials. It has also been sug- succulents. Fire-cracked rock features, fragments of

* gested that light activities involving the controlled ceramic vessels or scoops. and sherds with edges
manipulation of chipped stone tools are proportion- worn from use constitute the principal evidence of
ately more important for the Archaic period oc- the first task area. The second kind of task area in-
cupation and that heavy activities using the size or eludes areas in close proximity to fire-cracked rock
mass of a tool in less precisely controlled actions are features where small chipped stone tools were used
proportionately more important for the Formative in various activities. Large chipped stone tools,
period occupations. Taken together, these observa- ground stone impleuuents, hammerstones, and cores
tions support the argument that the Archaic period coml)rise the third type. of activity area which is
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situated farther from fire-cracked rock features period are located on the west side of the river
than the second type of task area and is taken to be where arable land in addition to that of the
an area of mixed activities including seed grinding, floodplain is available and where the runoff from
some chipped and ground stone tool production, thunderstorms is more easily controlled in the
and heavy activities performed with chipped stone shallow arroyos draining small catchment areas
tools. The fourth kind of task area includes than on the east side of the river. Small camps
peripheral portions of these sites and areas between where special activities were performed during all
features where stone was reduced for chipped stone periods are more widely scattered but there is still a

* tools. Similar spatial patterns in features and ar- notable tendency for many of themi to be concen-
tifacts to those of the Formative period occupations trated near the river presumably because water
of Sites 33 and 34 have been reported for other sites sources are scarce elsewhere. Small camps which

*in the El Paso area which are also thought to have are inferred to have been used as loci for the proc-
been ephemerally occupied for the p)rimary purpose essing of upland leaf succulents include Site 29 and
of processing upland leaf succulents in the spring. 35 which are of unknown age and Site 31 and a

Sites 29, 33, and 34 are the subject of much of this component of Site 32 which appear to have been oc-
report and were extensively investigated as part of cupied during the Formative period. The many,
this project. Sites 31, 32, 35, 36, and 37 were simply large camps with numerous fire-cracked rock
visited to acquire information in addition to that features of the Mesilla phase of the Formativ'e

*provided by an earlier survey and are described in period are located on the east side of the Rio Grande
Appendix A. These eight sites are illustrative of 'n prox;iWty to plant communities with upland leaf
three kinds of sites which are components of succulents. These large camps, such as Sites 33, 34,
recognized prehistoric settlement patterns of the and 36, suggest that upland leaf succulents may
project area. Residential sites wvhich generally are of have contributed importantly to the subsistence
large size and exhibit a variety of activities in terms base during much of the Mesilla p~hase. Settlement
of tools and facilities are distributed relative to ease patterns of the project area reflect changing adap-
of access to environmental zones depending upon tive strategies and the relative contribution of
the adaptive strategies employed. Most residential native resources and cultivated plant foods which
sites occupied by the hunters and gatherers of the may correlate with inferred changes in population
Archaic period, such as Site !13 and possibly Sites 32 density. Human population of the area seems to
and 37, are found on the east side ol'the Rio Grande have increased gradually, reached a maximum den-
where access was readily gained to a number of sity during the terminal El Paso phase of the Form-
different environments. However, most residential ative period, and died back dramatically
sites occupied by horticulturalists of the Formative thereafter.
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APPENDIX A

MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS

In this appendix measures necessary for 1. Surface collection and mapping by 4
mitigating potential adverse effects on the three m grid units and subsurface testing at
tested sites (EPCM:31:106:2:29, 33, and 34) and 8 mn intervals followed by subsurface
five others (EPCM:31:106:2:31, 32, 35, 36, and 37) testing with soil augers or shovels at 2
due to the proposed construction of Keystone and m intervals over 5% of the area: 300
Mesa Dams is presented. Both direct and indirect square meters per man-day.
adverse effects on cultural resources are considered, 2. Excavation of small fire-cracked rock
and estimates of the amount of effort involved in hearths and features of similar size: 2
mitigating the loss of these sites are given. All of hearthsand feature •

these sites have previously been evaluated as being
eligible for inclusion in the National Register of 3. Excavation of I m grid units by ar-

Historic Places by Rex E. Gerald (n.d. d). Gerald bitrary or natural levels not exceeding
suggested that each of these sites was "'ignificant" control, screening with 1/4-inch mesh
and of a quality for nomination to the National
Register due to the probable scientific information or smaller, and the recovery of special
they contained relative to prehistoric social systems samples such as radiocarbon, flota-
that once existed in the area. In the following dis- tion, and pollen: 0.7 to 4.0 1 m grid
cussion the significance of each site will briefly be units per man-day.
touched upon in terms of the general research ques-
tions that can be approached by the investigation of Site 29
the site within the constraints of applicable
mitigative measures. Site 29 consisted of one small fire-cracked rock

Before proceeding to the individual sites, some hearth and perhaps two other badly eroded hearths
detail is required with respect to how estimates of and was the subject of limited testing as part of this
mitigative effort are derived. Estimates are given in project. No subsurface deposits or artifacts were
terms of man-days in the field for surface collecting found. No burned seeds were recovered, and insuffl-
and recording and subsurface interval testing with cient burned wood was recovered for dating or
soil augers or shovels, the excavation of small fire- identification. The lack of deposits and the eroded
cracked rock hearths or features of similar size, and nature of all hearths precluded any palynological
the excavation of 1 m square test units. These study or pedological investigation. These hearths
figures are then expanded by 20% to cover field and their location with respect to ecological zones
supervisory positions (i.e., one man-day of supervi- proved informative in terms of specialzied
sion for each five man-days of labor). The total economic activities centering on the processing of
man-day figure for each site, therefore, only reflects:.'-leaf succulents. Unfortunately, the temporal place-
the amount of time in the field for suggested
mitigative efforts. Total project time in terms of
labor can be computed by multiplying total field pertained to the Mesilla phase of the Formative
man-days by four. It has been our experience that period.
laboratory analyses and report preparation general- Subsurface testing, the excavation of the one
ly require three man-days for each field man-day. nearly intact hearth, and the mapping of scattered

The amount of labor needed to perform the hearths stones have exhausted the potential for any
above activities varies from site to site because of additional information to be recovered from Site
site conditions, natural obstructions, and depths of 29. It is recommended that Site 29 not be con-
cultural deposits. Estimates are based on the sidered for further investigation and that an ar-
amount of labor required for similar activities at the cheological clearance be granted for the immediate
three tested sites and vary in the following manner: site area.
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Site 31 densely scattered over 10,000 square meters. Gerald
(n.d. d), assisted by this writer, observed and

This site consists of two small fire-cracked rock reported a thin scatter of lithics over this site and
hearths and a very light scatter of brownware two small fire-cracked rock hearths. Subsequent,
sherds and lithics over an area of approximately 600 more intensive surveys and additional wind erosion
square meters on an alluvial fan at the mouth of a have made it possible to report the existence of a
large arroyo and just above the floodplain of the Rio much denser scatter of lithic materials, 13 possible
Grande. The sherds exhibit coarse tempering hearths, and a sparse scatter of brownware sherds

*:materials which suggest that the site was occupied in one area of this site. A light, ashy gray deposit
somewhere between A.D. 600 and 1100 during the some 5 to 15 cm thick is in evidence over much of
Mesilla phase of the Formative period. As with Site the site and subsurface features are likely to exist.
29, the fire-cracked rock hearths and the site loca- This site is situated within the impounding area of
tion imply a temporary occupation for the process- Keystone Dam and will be completely destroyed by

.'. ing of leaf succulents, probably during the spring or grading activities. Thus, a program of mitigation
summer. Sherds located near the hearths fit a pat- must be designed to recover the maximum amount
tern observed at many similar sites. There is no of information possible.
evidence of buried deposits, and the hearths appear The primary occupation appears to be
to have been disturbed by water erosion and silting. preceramic and during the Archaic period. The

This site is situated just north of the proposed study of Site 32 should provide additional informa-
location of Keystone Dam, and potential adverse tion on this little-known period. Archeological in-

*. effects would appear to be in the realm of equip- vestigations of this site should pursue the following:
ment movement or the grading of a haul road across
the site. These adverse indirect effects can be over- 1. The recovery of diagnostic artifacts
come most easily by the placement of a fence and radiocarbon samples which will
around the site for the duration of construction ac- assist efforts in refining the
tivities it is recommended that this be clone instead chronology for this period.

of pursuing archeological investigation of Site 31. 2. The recovery of chipped and ground
Any archeological investigation of this site would stone artifacts for discussions of raw

center on the recovery of information which would material selection, reduction
narrow down the period of occupation, yield pollen technologies, and tool use and
samples and macrofloral or faunal samples from discard. This information will also be
hearths for clues as to their use, and give data on essential for describing the nature of
hearth and artifact spatial relationships that could activities, the permanency of occupa-
be used in discussions of activities occurring on the tion, settlement patterns, and social
site and around the hearths. However, radiocarbon organization.
dates from the hearths vould probably not improve 3. The locating and testing of buried

. the suggested dates of occupation that are now features which reflect subsistence ac-
based on the closely associated ceramics: the some- tivities, storage facilities, and/or
what eroded nature of the site and hearths suggest habitations. Of concern here is
that macrofloral samples may not be recovered and whether houses similar to those
that pollen may have been intruded into the hearths discovered at Site 33 will be en-
recently; and the spacial association of artifacts and countered, whether the fire-cracked
features may be disturbed by water erosion. In rock hearths are products of the Ar-
many, respects lines of inquiry which might he pur- chaic occupation or of later oc-
sued at Site 31 will be duplicated at Sites 32, 33, 34, cupants of the site, and whether bak-

* 36, and 37 where the nature of these special use sites ing pits without fire-cracked rock are
can be investigated on a greater scale with cultural more common than fire-cracked rock
materials that have been less disturbed but that will hearths.
be disturbed or destroyed by the construction of 4. The recovery of provenience informa-
Keystone Dam. tion on artifacts and features for

spatial analyses which will shed light
Site 32 on the use of space. the types of ac-

tivities, and the social organization.
This site is located on a gravelly ridge overlooking 5. The recovery of macrofloral and

the Rio Grande floodplain. The total site area is faunal remains from features and
. about 14,(00 square meters, but artifacts art most scattered deposits which will help
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delimit subsistence activities and pro- probably used to process leaf succulents, and that
curement strategies. occupations were intermittent and of short dura-

6. The recovery of pollen samples which tioji. The accurate dating of hearths is necessary if
will aid in environmental reconstruc- there are to be useful discussions of the possible sub-
tions and in determining the nature sistence changes that are implied from investiga-
of subsistence activities. tions of the Archaic and early Formative deposits at

Through the recovery of the above information it Site 33. In addition, information on the suggested
should be possible to compare and contrast Archaic lengths of occupations, the nature of the activities,

Loccupations at mesa top Site 32 and alluvial fan Site and the classes of technological items should permit
33 with respect to differences in subsistence ac- the investigation of the inferred greater variability
tivities, procurement strategies, technology, season in site types, the greater specialization in site types,

* and duration of occupation, and social organiza- and the changes in settlement patterns and social
tion. organization for the Formative period. The

*Questions which can be pursued include: possibility should be examined that these reflect the
1. Are the sites of roughly the same time use of relatively smaller areas by slightly larger and

*period or not? Can a chronology be more integrated social groups during the early
developed for future testing? Formative than during the Archaic.

2. Are the site contents different? Do The investigation of Site 32 would involve the
they represent different types of sites following estimated field time:
which are products of different 1. Surface collection and mapping
segments of the sanw orgranization or aditra usr~etsigo
do they represent different ub- 1,0 qaemtr . 7mndy
sistence, social organization, and set-. 1400 squato fhare ters 26 4 man-days
tlement patterns?2.Ecvtoof1hers26mndy

3. Do the spatial associations of artifacts 3 xaainb qae
and facilities reflect similar types or of 10% of 10,000 square
sizes of social groups, and if Site 33 meters, or 1,000 units at 4
represents a base camip, which seems prmndy20mndy
possible, is an argument for central 4. Supervisory positions ... 65 man-days
based restricted wandering sup- Total 388 man-days

4.porlthi rcueetdneuto The above estimate of 388 man-days for the field
strategties prrefle ow orehtmoiit work at Site 32 is equivalent to 65 crew-days with a
ofrtes o cialo roupsoblit crew consisting of one supervisory archeologist andof te scialgropsfive crew members. Additional time would be

5. Hw iporantwerelea suculntsneeded for laboratory analysis, consultations, and
in the subsistence base, and how im-
portant were corn and other report preparation.

domesticates? Site 33
6. Is the Archaic more or less mobile and

dependent upon a narrower or a The results of testing of Site 33 have already been

7-broader range of resources than are described in previous portions of this volume in
suggested for the later Mesilla phase? some detail along with the potential for recovery of
Are changes in subsistence, social important data relative to Archaic and Formative
organization, and settlement patterns occupations in the area. The significance of the Ar-
due to increasing population chaic occupation at 2500 to 1800 B.C. has been
pressure, environmental change, or a documented in terms of the new information ac-
combination of factors? quired from a previously little-known period in the

A later occupation of Site 32 by a small, special El Paso area and the unique preservation of many
task group is suggested by a scatter of brownware houses. Site 33 offers the opportunity to pursue a
sherds near a cluster of fire-cracked rock hearths. wiae range of questions about social organization
This occupation probably dates to the latter part of during this time period. The patterning of houses

* the Mesilla phase of the Formative period between and their contents with the associated outside work
A.D. 600 and 1100. Spatial associations of artifacts areas should permit somec definitive statements
and hearths, radiocarbon dates of the hearths, and relative to the sizes of social units, residence pat-
analyses of hearth contents should reveal that most terns, degree of mobility, or sedentismn, raw material
hearths date to the Mesilla phase, that hearths were procurement strategies, and subsistence patterns.
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Later occupations during the Formative period 40. Keystone Darn, as presently conceived, will he
are extensive and of respectable depth in some constructed directly over the northern one-quarter
places. As much as 1800 years of occupation may be of the site, and one or more feet of overburden will
represented, therefore, the potential for refining the be removed to reach suitable soil for the dam. An
chronology for the late Archaic-early Formative inspection trench will also be excavated on the
time horizon is great. At present, the chronology of upstream side of the center line of the dam and
the early Formative period is not well documented pr,,ball will pass through all cultural bearing
and is sorely in need of development. The organiza- d,:. : -deposits. R,,ughly one f,,ot of overburden will be
tion of social groups in space for the pursuit of re- removed to a point about 20 ft. beyond the toe of
quisite needs during the Formative period is ap- the dam, and surface disturbance from equipment
parently not understood well given the conflicting movement is anticipated for a distance of up to 100
opinions of researchers currently working in theof the da (this is shown as te 100
area (see O'Laughlin 1979, and this volume). Much

of the difficulty in studying the Formative has been ft. easement on Figure 4(0s. The impoundment area
with the long Mesilla phase (ca. 1,000 years) where behind the dam will also be graded for drainage,
the lack of good chronology markers has made it im- and this will affect a small area in the northeast por-
possible to divide this phase into shorter segments. tion of the site. A 10 to 12 ft. wide trench will be ex-

Sites of the Mesilla phase have often been de- cavated across the western edge of South Site 33 for

scribed as either habitation (residential) or special an 8 ft. diameter cement drainage conduit. Surface
activity sites on the basis of site size and the density disturbance in connection with the excavation and
-of surface artifacts; and some dependence on backfilling of the trench is anticipated for a distance

domesticated plants and the fairly permanent oc- of 50 ft. on either side of the trench. Finally, the re-

cupation of the residential sites by larger social cent construction of a 54-inch water line across the

groups have been implied. The long duration of this site has completely disturbed the areas indicated by
phase suggests that changes in social organization, hatchering on Figure 40.

Direct, adverse impacts on the northern third ofsubsistence strategies, and inlility and settlement Site 33 will occur with the construction of the darn.
patterns may eventually be detected. Social units

tare probably small and mobile and dependentmove-

primarily upon hunting and gathering throughout ment and the placement of haul roads may also oc-
most ofthis phase. Around A.D. 1000 a number of cur but will be limited to well-defined easement

important changes take place. Communities seem areas. Other kinds of indirect adverse effects due to
"cupe athe construction of Keystone Dam are more difficultto be larger and more permanently occupied and a

greater dependence on domesticated plants is im- to define but may include the following:
plied. There is also some evidence for a greater 1. At present there is a great deal of ac-
degree of social integration than for previous times. tivity by residents in the vicinity of
These changes may reflect the effects of changing Site 33. These activities include jogg-
population densities and/or environment. ing, horseback riding, uncontrolled

Investigations of the Mesilla phase at Site 33 dumping of trash, hunting, bicycling,
should help clarify some of the ambiguities concern- and on and off trail traffic with cars,
ing the permanence of occupation and settlement motorcycles, and off-road recrea-
patterns through the use of palynology, site size, tional vehicles. These activities often
and densities of artifacts. All occupations during the occtir on the maintenance road which
Formative at Site 33 have been characterized as of parallels the 54-inch water line across
short term and for specialized econonic activities. the site, but much of these activities is

- Mobility and length of occupation have been in- dispersed throughout the undevel-
ferred from kinds of features and tools and from oped areas in the site vicinity. With
chipped stone reduction technologies. Much work construction of Keystone Dam, access
in these areas is still required at Site 33 with respect to nian' of the now developed areas
to these later occuipations and the potential for will become restricted and the only
clarifying site types, social organization, and sub- undeveloped area will be a narrow
sistence activities is great with t e anticipated band of land bordering the north.
amount of work which will be reluired as a result west, and cast sides of the dam.
of the direct and indirect impacts resulting from the Although nany of the above activities

V - construction of Keystone Iai. may be reduced by construction of
- The adverse effects of the constrction of Key- the daim. those activities which con-

stone Dam are best discussed in reference to Figure tintie would be concentrated across
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Figure 40. Map of Sites 33 and 34 showing the proposed location of Keystone Dam and construction easements, the area of
waterline disturbance, and the seven major area: recommended for excavation.
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the southern and western portions of of the dam, it can only be assumed
Site 33. As a result, site erosion and that cultural resources lying outside
disturbance will then probably in- of construction easements will even-
crease and the collection of artifacts tually be adversely affected if not
by the public will probably increase destroyed entirely.
substantially also. Before considering field efforts necessary for the

2. Construction of Keystone Dam would mitigation of direct, adverse effects due to construe-
prevent the arroyo from cutting into tion of the dam and indirect, adverse impacts due to

" the archeological deposits in the fu- equipment movement and haul roads, etc., a few
ture. It has already removed a sizable statements should be made concerning the remain-
portion of Site 33. However, some ing portions of Site 33. First, the integrity of Site 33

* . runoff from the toe of the dam is ex- must be placed in its proper perspective. It is not
pected and it will probably erode practical to simply divide Site 33 into segments
some areas in the western portion of which are to be adversely affected or not by the ac-
Site 33 North. Over a period of time tivities involved in the construction of Kevstone
the erosion of archeological deposits Dam. Site 33 is an integrated whole, not the ac-
by runoff from the dam will be not- cumulation of independent parts. Public conscience
able and must be considered a signifi- and the coded ethics of professional archeologists
cant, indirect, adverse effect of the (such as those of the Council of Texas Archeologists
federal action. and the N w Mexico Archeological Council) de-

3. Some mention has been made of using mand that some thought be given to the effects of
portions of the impoundment area of construction of Keystone Dam on the entire site. Se-
Keystone Dam for baseball fields or cond, the Archaic occupation between 2500 to 1800
similar, nonstructural public facil- B.C. must be considered highly significant because
ities after the City of El Paso assumes Site 33 is unique in the preservation of so many Ar-
responsibility for the maintenance of chaic houses. Third, archeological investigations of
the dam. If such facilities do come in- those areas affected most directly by the construe-
to being in the future, then access tion of Keystone Dam will not exhaust the potential
roads should be planned to avoid Site for retrieval of scientific information relative to Ar-
33 and the other sites in the area. The chaic and Formative period occupations at Site 33.
development of public facilities with- Instead, a greater potential for recovery of informa-
in the impoundment area would also tion pertaining to the Archaic occupation of 2500 to
compound the indirect, adverse 1800 B.C. exists in those areas outside of proposed
effects described in I above, construction easements because of the better preser-

4. Perhaps the- most serious of all in- vation of houses and other features and the un-
direct, adverse effects is the possibili- disturbed relationship between features and ar-
ty of private construction of commer- tifacts as a result of the covering of occupational
cial businesses or residences on Site 33 deposits by thick layers of eolian and alluvial
or in close proximity to Site 33. At deposits.
present the land on which Site 33 From the above discussions of potential, direct
rests is private land and there is little and indirect adverse effects on the cultural resources
control over activities which may of Site 33, the highly significant nature of the
destroy significant information the cultural resources, and the integral whole of these
site is known to contain. Zoning or- cultural resources, it would be apparent that
dinances and the restriction of con- recommendations to the President's Advisory Coun-
struction activities where federal fun- cil for the future conservation or the mitigation of

. ding is concerned may inhibit the the loss of these cultural resources must include the
destruction of Site 33 but this cannot entire site. It is here recommended that the first
be assumed. The construction of consideration is the preservation and conservation
Keystone Dam will raise the ap- of as much of the site as possible. It is suggested that
praisals of lands west of the lam a temporary fence be erected immediately along the
where seasonal flooding now prevents 100-foot easement and around the edge of that por-
private development. Without public tion of Site 33 North that will not be adversely im-
control of those portions of Site 33 pacted by the location of Keystone Dam, equip-
which are not to be directly and ment movement, and haul roads. An additional
adversely impacted by construction temporary fence should also be erected along the
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easement for the construction of the drainage e'on- prohibitive and unnecessary to excavate the entire
duit and around the rest of Site 33 South. It is also area by standard archeological techniques. Thus, a
suggested that those areas of Site 33 not to b' ii- sampling program must be designed which will
pacted by the location of the dam, equipnment enable the recovery of sufficient information for
movement, and haul roads be acquired from the both the explication and explanation of prehistoric
private land holders and placed under p)iblic Sulper- social systems and changes or stability in them as

.... vision. Plans for a public park or a nuseum, or for evidenced at Site 33. It is recommended that Phase
institutional use for the instruction of students in ar- III Archeological Investigations center on large area
cheology could be pursued at a later date in accor- excavations in seven major areas, that some sam-

. dance with guidelines that will assure acceptable pling be done of small to medium sized features,
standards of data recovery. Phase Ill Archeological and that a portion of the remaining area be tested
Investigations should, therefore, only be concerned with I m square excavation units. Each of these
with those areas to be impacted directly or indirect- techniques will be discussed briefly, and estimates
ly by the actual construction of the dam. The ofcmn-daes in te fied beiend
following program ,of mitigation is concerned only of man-days in the field will be given.

with those areas; a much larger and more extensive The seven major areas to be investigated are
mitigation program would have to be devised if the numbered 1 through 7 on Figure 40, and each is

discussed below:areas suggested for preservation and conservation
* could not be acquired and placed under puhlic Area 1. This area includes a cluster of small

" dominion. hearths (9 to 12) located on the north side
In Site 33 South the excavation of a 10 to 12-foot of a sand dune and probably dating late in

wide trench some 10 feet deep for drainage conduit the Mesilla phase. Excavations will yield
may destroy some Archaic and Formative period information on feature use, associated ar-
deposits on the western perimeter of the site (Figure tifacts, and radiocarbon dates for

*: 40). The movement of eluipment and backfilling of chronological studies. The excavation of
the trench may also disturb the surface of a sizable this area and Areas 2 and 3 will make it

S.. area including a large fire-cracked rock feature possible to better define activities center-
which appears to be a ring midden that was used for ing on hearths in dune areas during the
processing large amounts of leaf succulents during Mesilla phase, will provide data on sub-
the Mesilla phase of the Formative period (Figure sistence activities and changes in them
19, Large Fire-cracked Rock Feature 1). It is through time, and will provide informa-
recommended that Site 33 South be avoided if possi- tion relative to residential mobility and
ble by restricting the construction easement to the social organization. Excavations are envi-
north side of the trench in the vicinity of Site 33 sioned as going no deeper than necessary to
South and by placing the conduit 15 feet to the investigate these late features except for a
north of the presently planned location. In so doing, few I in squares which should go deeper to
no archeological investigation of Site 33 South sample any Archaic deposits which may be

-. ' would be necessary during Phase III. present. Testing with a soil auger in this
In Site 33 North the surface and subsurface area did not reveal the presence of Archaic

cultural deposits that will be disturbed include deposits, and later deposits and features
those in the area planned for the location of are generally within 30 to 50cm of the stir-
Keystone Dam, a small area within the impounding face. A total area of 50 square meters
area that is to be graded, and a 100-foot construc- should be investigated. The estimated field
tion easement from the toe of the dain to the west. time required for the excavations in Area I
The total area to be impacted from construction ac- is 90 nian-davs.
tivities is 15,296 square meters. Of this area. 2,800 Area 2. This area includes a cluster of fire-cracked
square meters have been totally disturbed by the re- rock hearths (7 to 15) visible on the north
cent placement of a water line across the site, and side of a sand dune. It is comparable to

'. arroyo cutting which began in 1978 has removed Area 1 in depth of deposits, age, and
approximately 768 square meters of cultural research potential. It is not certain that
deposits. Thus, the total area to be considered for Archaic deposits extend beneath these
mitigation is 11.648 square ietrs. This figure will features and excavations sho mld be limited
be expanded by some 180 square meters when seven to the features and dexosits of the later ,c-
major areas for investigation ar( described. CUipations exe)t for sonic 1 in squares to

Given the large area to be studied as part of Phase test tle hower deposits. The sampling of
III Archeological Inv'estigation, it would be cost deposits beneath the later oceupations ,if
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Areas 1 and 2 should be accomplished as these shallow features and should be tested
" part of the sampling strategy described for as part of tie sampling of 1 m square ex-

1 m square excavation units. Excavation is cavation units. A total of 64 square meters
* recommended of 90 square meters in Area should be excavated in Area 4 and the

2. The estimated field time is 162 man- estimated field time is 77 man-days.
days. Area 5. This area includes three probable Archaic

Area 3. This area includes a very large and mostly houses and associated work areas front the
*! i: buried fire-cracked rock scatter around the 2500 to 1800 B.C. occupation. All houses
. south and east sides of a large sand dune. and outside work areas should be ex-

Deposits are generally 50 to 80 cm in depth cavated in order to recover data relative to
and date fron shortly before the time of Archaic social organization, subsistence,
Christ to about A.D. 1100. No Archaic and mobility. The excavation of this area
deposits are known in this area but some
squares should be excavated below the should yield artifacts aich will con-

later occupations to confirm this. In- tribute to the understanding of the

vestigations of this area should yield infor- technology and the procurement strat-
mation similar to, that described for Area egies, and diagnostic projectile points and

1. The greater activity and thicker deposits other objects will hopefully be recovered

in this area may be m,,re helpful in refin- to help build a local chronology for this

ing "ie local chronology of the earl) For- period. Several fire-cracked rock hearths

Smative period than any other area to be in- and occupational deposits from later oc-

vestigated as part of the Phase III studies. cupations must be excavated in order to
In addition, there is some evidence of reach the underlying Archaic houses and
small hearths in the area but it is possible outside work areas. The average depth of
the large scatter of hearth stones may be excavations will be about 30 cm. A total
from a very large roasting pit. The defini- area of 200 square meters is rec)mnmended
tion of the features visible around this for excavation in Area 5. The estimated
large sand dune is important because this field time is 360 man-days.
should permit the testing of some of the Area 6. This area encompasses one probable Ar-

- . changes in subsistence patterns and social chaic house which does not appear to have
organization that are believed to have been occupied very long. The house and
taken place between early and late Mesilla outside work areas were not discovered by
phase. A total area o)f 150 square meters is coring with a soil auger but were found in
recommended for excavation in Area 3 and the excavation of a backhoe trench. This
the estimated field time is 270 man-days. house should be excavated for comparisons

Area 4. This area includes three to five small fire- with others, and for evidence of variability
cracked rock hearths, four or more baking in social group size, residence patterns,
pits without rock, and postholes suggestive and relative duration of occupation. The
of a ramada-like structure. One of the pits total depth of excavation should not ex-

was radiocarbon dated at A.D. 1500 ± ceed 50 cm and very little material front
110, and this date suggests a late Form- later occupations was noted above this
ative occupation near the end of the El house. A total area of 90 square meters
Paso phase or a proto-historic occupation should be excavated in Area 6 and the
of hunters and gatherers. Artifacts estimated field time is 172 man-days.
recovered from the vicinitv of the above Area 7. In this area there are four or lerhaps five
features do not substantiate ,or refute the Archaic houses, four to six fire-cracked
above date. Additional work in this area is rock hearths. and substantial deposits of
suggested for tIe gathering of information both the Archaic and Frmative perioids.
which may clarify t ie temral placement Two of Ihle houses were excavated as part
of these features and perhaps shed light ont of Phase 1I Archeological Investigations.
this archeologically iinknowi )eriod!. Bak- Although this area lies outside of the
ing pits without r0.k and posth es for l00-foot easemient, it is reconmended that
ramada-like structures were not noted in additional w-( rk be done here to provide
other areas of Site 33 hi:. i, g deposits from inf mnation on a se'iid chster of houses
the later occupations. .\Aichaic and early for comparison with those in Area 5.
Formative deposits are lIcated beneath Studies should vicl I information 0m
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residence patthrns, social dfistane,. per- of the arca to be adversely affected ytecosre
manencV of ocuaion, and social t ion of Kev stone Dani, afruewhich should pro e

orgniattin I i rcinietided that ex- adqae o rheological studies arid within the
cavations include the outside work areas Of realm of "reasonable" costs for such work.

Ptetwo alecvexcavated houses, a third The total number of man-days in the field recon-

th ft et oe c vae o s .,a dthis s r a ore c alread a n v ofe c at n.T i

Ovrlin ltr epsisand hearths. The represents a total of 426 days in the field for a crew1~.:dept of xcaation would generally be no offv n nespr'sr archeologist.
-. more than 30 cm. The total area re.omn-

mended for excavation is 180 square Site 34
meters in Area 7, and the estimated field
time is324 man-days. This site has been described in some detail in

In addition to the excavation of the seven major previous portions of this volume.. Evidence Of
areas listed above, the excavation of isolated surface prehistoric occupation at Site 34 consists of
and buried fire-cracked rock hearths and pits is also nueossmall fr-rce okhats
recommended. Data on these features, will provide number Of scatte-rs of hearth stones fromt eroded
information on the temporal arid spatial distribo- hearths, one large fire-cracked rock feature, two
tion of these features and their contribution to sub- pis ithout rock, and a very light surface scatter of
sistence activities. Approximately 25 of these chipped stone and ceramics. Subsurface deposits
features should be investigated for a total of 120 containing cultural materials are thin and scattered
man-dlays in the field. about thle site. liadiocarbon dates and ceramics sug-

Phase III Investigations should also be concerned gest that (K'CUlations were principally from about
wvith those areas between the above listed seven ma- A.D1. 250 to 850 during the early' Mesilla phase of
jor areas of excavation an(] isolated features. Sam- the F'ormative p~eriod. Occupations also appear to
piing of these areas may best be acconip~ished by have been intermittent, of short duration, and for
the excavation of dispersed 1 nm square cakadtion the p~urpose' of pursuing specialized economic ac-

* units. Data from these excavations %' . be tivities relative to the processing oif leaf succunlents.
necessary for discussions of site stratip, .>lhy, the The relationship) of Site 34 to Keystone Dam is
spatial and temp~oral dlist ribu tions of artifacts which shown in Figure 40. Direct, adverse iimpacts on Site
can reflect the nature and relative importance of 34 North as a result (ff(the construction of Keystone
non-feature activiis n hnesi h oa n Darn are the same as those for Site 33 North and wl
vironment. The total area which must be sampled is affect cultural resources lying on the northern one-
1,104 square meters, and it is thought that a 5", third Of Site 34 North. As with Site 33 North, a con-
sample of this area sh6iild be adequate. Sampling st ruction eascimuuut of l1t) feet we(st fromt thle toe of

* may best be done by first excavat inig a series of th dwCamn is recommiuended for t he in lyinuz of equip-
squares by systemiat ic interv als and then f 11 iwi ni! nitit an(I haul ro adls. Thlese will resu l t in the clist u -
with the placement oif additional squiares based oni bane of ainothier ii(-tliird of the surface of Site 34
the distribution (if artifact s, stratiiia ph v, aid \(IrthI. Soie *,4rakliuii a nd renmal of soils w.ithin
possibly the occurrence of jpreseuiil\% unkuosii~ t let cast nielitt area %%ill also Occur. I n addition to the
features such as houses anid puits. -1he ); ,aniile Icadverse Effects 'ii culttral resouriices resulting from
size of 1 m square excasatio11 iiiits is )50. arid thli thle actunal ctiwit ructioii(if thle dam, several types of
estimated field t imie ill 990 in au-das Dc)pthls of inditrect. audsc trs iEfects will probably Occu r after
deposits will vary cE)Iidv~hral\ frowi 1) to -'I1 cii to th,- lain v, built. These include increased public
about 1.5 in. The excavat io n Of t li-e nu1t" is s er\ re( rca ii nual act isit v ii the a rca and the 'ncreased
important because iil\ 7 of the- area \\w, teAted alt liktel\hood t fiat private ( ouisti tctioji will take place
2 m intervals with 5EOil augers anidu oiuls 0.3 ' oh thuis (ill ie ,itc. 'Thes. t pes, of potittia!, indirect.

- area was tested by thle cxca atoi mu I I iii squiaren ads ersefct artc described lii (letai I for Site .33.
-. units. tcii tlie ads erv. direct inilact that May\ occur

TIhrough the excavation of si.\ muaji aiias of Ini- during (tut constructioni ff Kes stone Damin and the
terest . isolated features, aid 5'. Of I heic i-aiuin potential. autlersc. inidirctt imipacts that mia\ 1k-cur
are-as, somec 1,244 square nit'ters (not im-ludingL thue after te (lail is built. rt'iuiitnaltioiis tumicriiini

0 180 square meters (if Art-i 7) EOf that polrtioni of the the future dispositiiin of thme cultuiral resources of
site tol be impiactedi~ b% dlami constriict imu \\)O( bucfi Site 34 must bc tuuiprelitouise and nutist take into
intensively studietd duiring Phase Ill ArchueoligLical account all iif Site 3.1 since the initirt site miay ht,
I nvest igat ions. This rt'preseuut% approxinuatclv I I affc.ted. Thlus, tlie question ii ne one oif \\shat
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should be mitigated and what should be protected deposits, and the probable lack of artifacts in
-'. •under the auspices of a public agency or institution, direct association with features make any

The question will most easily be answered after first refinement of the local chronology at this site a
discussing the relative significance (i.e., the poten- task of improbable success.
tial for recovery of important information) of Site 5. The excavation of ron-feature areas has been
34. shown to yield very few artifacts, and it is

Cultural remains at Site 34 appear to represent unlikely that data relative to the spatial
short term and intermittent occupations most likely distribution of artifacts will be recovered
only during the Mesilla phase. Fire-cracked rock beyond the observation already noted that ar-
hearths are the principal features, and very few tifact density increases as hearth clusters are
artifacts have been associated directly with the approached.
hearths or found in areas away from the hearths. 6. The recovery of additional artifacts from sur-
The distribution of hearths and surface artifacts face collection and excavation should permit
does suggest some spatial patterning or behavior the further study of tool type-raw material
which is interpreted as the reoccupations in the association, technology, and tool and con-
same areas for the seasonal processing of leaf suc- tainer use. Additional studies of artifacts
culents. No subsurface features wvere found in should also allow the testing of inferences
testing which were not indicated by surface derived from Phase I Archeological Investiga-
materials, and excavations yielded very few ar- tions concerning residential mobdity.
tifacts from the very thin or deflated and eroded Site 34 should be considered significant because it
deposits. Pollen, macrofloral, and radiocarbon does possess the potential for provi.ing important
samples were retrieved from features, but they con- information on at least one site type of the Mesilla
tained little charcoal for the identification or phase. Studies at Site 34 could make an important
dating. Pollen samples from the thin occupational contribution to our understanding of the social
deposits may be retrieved but difficulty will prob- organization and subsistence strategies that pre-
ably be encountered when trying to relate them to vailed during this long and still poorly understood
cultural assemblages. Potential avenues for research period. However, the nature of cultural materials
would be limited primarily to the following: and deposits at Site 34 does not warrant a program

1. The recovery of charcoal from hearths would of preservation or conservation. That is, the costs of
allow a refinement of the temporal distribu- acquiring the land and providing concomitant
tion of activities relating to these hearths and public supervisory actions and protective measures

"""-might permit the recognition of changes in would undoubtedly be greater than the costs of
subsistence strategies. The recovery of burned mitigating the potential, adverse, indirect effects
wood and other plant parts might also permit through archeological investigations. This could be
a more accurate assessment of the site -nviron- accomplished by the following actions which would
ment, procurement strategies, and subsistence involve little field time and for which laboratory

- items. analyses would also be minimal because of the
2. Pollen samples taken from features might aid likelihood that only a few artifacts will be

in a more detailed description of the local en- recovered.
vironment and subsistence activities.

3. The eroded and deflated condition of most of 1. The recovery of additional ar-

the site allows for only gross considerations of tifacts through surface coilection

the spatial distributions of features and arti- (no additional surface mapping or

facts. Nevertheless, surface collections have subsurface interval testing is nec-

proven informative in terms of the association essary)...............50 man-days

between chipped stone, ceramics, and 2. The excavation of 15 of 27 partial-
hearths, and these associations bear out the IN intact small fire-cracked rock
presum)tion of seasonal plant processing. The hearths ............... 30 man-days
surface condition of the site can change 3. The testing ,f the single large fire-
noticeably with the seasons. and additional cracked rock feature. 10 man-days
surface collecti,,ns shoild be made to improve 4. The excavation of 60 1 o squares
the present data relative t, the spatial for stratigraphic information,
distributions of artifacts, pollen and charcoal samples, and

4. The eroded and deflated conditioin ,f much of adlditional artifacts ..... 20 man-days
, -. the site, the prIbable dliliciiltv in lating ar- 5. Supervisory position .... 15 man-days

tifacts recovered from Ihe remaining thin Total W() man-days
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The above estimate of 90 man-days for the field about 0.1 pieces per square meter over an area (,f
work at Site 34 is equivalent to 15 crew-days with a 900 square meters. Very few pieces of chipped stonr
crew consisting of one supervisory archeologist and were observed over the rest of the site. A le
five crew members. Approximately two thirds of brownware sherds were seen near two of the fire-
this time should be devoted to areas to be adversely cracked rock scatters on the southern edge of the
impacted by activities of dam construction, and one site.
third of this time should be spent in those areas All of Site 36 is scheduled for destruction by the
which may be indirectly and adversely affected by excavation of a water drainage channel and mitiga-
the construction of Keystone Dam. tion through archeological investigation is reconi-

mended. The potential for the recovery of signifi-
Site 35 cant information pertaining to past occupations is

comparable to that of Site 34, and investigations
Site 35 is located on a mesa top and within a sand should pursue the following:

dune area near the western end of the eroded ter- 1. Fire-cracked rock scatters should be tested for
races which border the eastern side of the Rio the purpose of recovering pollen, radiocar-
Grande floodplain. The site area is approximately b ,n, and macrofloral samples. These samples
100 square meters aid evidence of prehistoric oc- m ould provide some temporal control over the
cupation consists of a scatter of fire-cracked rocks activities at this site, additional information
from perhaps three small hearths, aad a few flakes on the use of fire-cracked rock features, and
of stone. As with Site 29, the age of this site is data on the local environment. Research in-
unknown, and a short, seasonal occupation(s) for terests should be concerned with the relative
the processing of leaf succulents is inferred. It is not importance of the indicated subsistence ac-
certain that any of the hearths is intact enough to tivities through time. Ceramics at this site sul4-
permit the recovery of pollen, charcoal, and gest a Mesilla phase occupation and the sngle
radiocarbon samples. The few lithic artifacts in the 1. rge feature should date to late in this phase.
site area would permit only a minimal study of such 2. Artifacts should be collected from the su.-face

. topics as raw material selection, reduction of the site by 4 m square units. Surface

technology, use, and permanency of occupation. features should also be mapped with respct to
Site 35 is located adjacent to an area to be the 4 m square units. These techniques %kould

disturbed by the excavation of a water diversion aow comparability of data wvith that from
channel. It is suggested that the potential for distur- Stes 33 and 34 and would permit discussions
bance of Site 35 is small and that the potential for o the spatial distributions of activities. lhe
the recovery of additional significant information proximity of ceramic scatters to hearths should
from this site is minimal. It is recommended that b,- examined and the spatial relatioiNhip
this site be fenced during the excavation of the should be determined bettween these and the
diversion channel and that it not be considered for a-ea (f stone-knapping that has been oh-
further archeological investigation, se.red.

3. S|bsurfaee testing by interval coring and the
* Site 36 excavation of 1 il sluare units is recom-

niended. ( ,(rintv %% ould reveal the presence of

., This site is located on a mesa tip in a sand dune b iricd features and deposits and this informa-
area, some 40 m west of Site 35. Gerald (n.d. d) ti )n to gether with the distribution (If 5s1face

.i described this site as having (Ie large fire-cracked fratures and artifacts would proide a basi,
rock feature with no associated artifacts. A recent fIr the placement of I 111 square exca.ati(n

visit to the site revealed artifacts very thinlv scat- units. It appears as though most of the site ha,
tered over 5,000 square meters, and eight addi- had soni, surface (listurbance and that it has
tional scatters of fire-cracked rock. Apparently been subjected toi periods (If \%i|,d erosiln in
wind action has recently uncovered much of this the past. Buried features and deposits art- n,,t
site. Recent changes in the visibility of archeological e\pected to be numerous or extensi\ . Ex a\ a
materials have also occurred at Sites 32, 33. 34, and tions should be limited prhinaril. to, thc.
37. r(co\verv (If stratig4raphic information, piIen

Much of the surface (,f Site 36 has been disturbed aid charcoal samples, and soei additional ar-
| q by off-road vehicles and motorcycles, and wind ero- tifacts. Given the nature of the situ and the

sion has deflated many of the hearths. The greatest few artifacts onl it. it is unlikel\ that spatial ili-
density of surface artifacts occurs near the west end formation bevond that acquired fr ,m siirfac''
of the site and consists of lithic debris averaging collection and muinapping \ill be reco\ r, .
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4. It is expected that relatively few artifacts will Approximately 85% of this site will be destroyed
be recovered from Site 36, and few of the arit- by the excavation of a water diversion channel. The
facts are likel\ to be directly associated with remaining 15% includes one fire-cracked rock
radiocarbon-dated features. Thus, any poten- feature and only a very light scatter of chipped
tial for refining the chronology of the area is stone. Because of the size of the site and the density

limited. llowever, chipped stone and ceramics of artifacts and features in the area not to be direct-

could be studied for implications regarding ly impacted by the excavation of the diversional

subsistence activities, permanency of occupa- channel, it is recommended that mitigative actions

tion, technology, and tool and container use. include the entire site.

The investigation of Site 36 should prove infor- This site is significant because of the possibility of
mative relative to the temporal and spatial distribu- recovering scientific information about the little-
tion of short tero and seasonal occupations for the known Archaic period and perhaps about the later

* tin o shrt erniandseaona occpatonsfortheMesilla phase of the Formative period. Relevant

purlpse of procuring and processing leaf succulents.

It would involve the following estimated field time: avenues of research include the following:
1. The temporal distribution of fire-cracked rock

1 . Surface collection, mapping, and hearths would permit the discussion of the

interval subsurface testing of 5,000 relative importance of activities involving the
squae metes ........ of 5,000 manprocessing of leaf succulents for the Archaic
squ~are meters .......... 17 man-days and Formative periods. These activities are

2. Excavation of 10 fire-cracked rock more apparent for the Mesilla phase of the
scatters ............... 28 man-days Formative period, and it has been suggested

3. Excavation of 60 1 in that an increased use of leaf succulents may be

squares ............... 20 man-days dtie to population and/or environmental
4. Supervisory position .... 13 man-days pressures. Data from Site 37 and Sites 32, 33,

Total 78 man-days 34, and 36 should permit a full discussion of
this subject.

The above estimate of 78 man-days for the field 2. The excavation of features and deposits would
work at Site 36 is e(luivalent to 13 crew-days with a allow the recovery of pollen, macrofloral, and
crew consisting of one supervisory archeologist and radiocarbon samples which would aid in
five crew members, dating features and deposits, in determining

the use of fire-cracked rock features, and in
Site 37 providing information on the environment

necessary for discussions of cultural change or
This site is located in a sand dune area on a mesa stability.

tip that overlooks Sites 33 and 34. Gerald (n.d. d) 3. Surface collection and mapping would pro-
recorded one fire-cracked rock scatter without vide data for use in determining the use of
associated artifacts for this site. space and the nature of activities. These data

Recent visitors to the site have revealed the may also permit the identification of in-
presence of six additional areas with fire-cracked dividual occupations. At present, it is not
rock and lithic debris in an area of 7,000 square known if the fire-cracked rock features and

meters. These cultural materials were undoubtedly chipped stone debris are from the same of
newly exposed with wind erosion. Three of four of different occupations, nor is it known whether
the hearths are still reasonably intact, and chipped the fire-cracked rock features represent
stone materials have an average density of about 0. 1 seasonal specialized economic activities of the

s- uiare meter. Fire-cracked rock hearths tend to be Niesilla phase or one of many activities occurr-
hM.-ted on the southern portion of the site while ing during the Archaic period.
chipped stone is concentrated in the northern see- 4. The subsurfacc testing and excavation of areas
tor. Deposits over some of the site are badly eroded between surface features should make better
and deflated or disturbed by motorcycle traffic. but known the distribution of subsurface artifacts
there is some indication that they may be as thick as and features, as well as site stratigraphv and
20 cmn in areas where recent colian sands cover age. It wouild be important to note similarities
them. The absence of ceramics suggests that most of and differences between Site 37 and Sites 32
the deposits and lithic debris are of Archaic age. and 33 and to pursue questions such as
The age of the fire-cracked rock features is whether houses are present on Site 37,
unknown, but these features may date as late as the whether occupations are general or special-
,fesilla phase. ized in nature and of long or short duration,
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Uwhether Site 37 represents one locale in a set- work at Site 37 is equivalent to 48 crew-days with a
tlement system that reflects central-based crew consisting of one supervisor% archeologist and
restricted wandering, etc. Numerous other five crew members.
questions that could be raised because of the This appendix contains a discussion of the
poor knowledge presently available on the Ar- measures recommended to mitigate the loss of
chaic period illustrate the potential for the cultural resources believed to exist on eight ar-
recovery, of significant information from this cheological sites in northwest El Paso that will be
site. directly impacted by actions planned by the U.S.

5. Analyses of recovered artifacts would make Army Corps of Engineers, Albuquerque District.
possible the study of stone procurement These sites and the number of field man-days
strategies, technology, tool use, subsistence recommended to mitigate the loss of each is as
activities, and permanency of occupation. In follows:
addition, the dating of deposits or features at
this site and the recovery of distinctive forms St PM3:0::90mndy
of artifacts should result in an important con- :2:31 .... 0 man-days
tribution to local chronology. ::2 . 38mndy

:2:33 2,555 38 man-days
The investigation of Site 37 would involve the :2:34 ... 9055 man-days

following estimated field time: :2:34 ... 90 man-days

1. Surface collection and mapping :2:36 .... 78 man-days
andinervl ubsrfce esingof:2:37 .... 288 man-days
andinervl ubsrfce esingofTotal 3,399 man-days

7,000 square meters ... 24 man-days
2. Excavation and testing of six fire-

cracked rock hearths ... 16 man-days The above figures include the time for one super-
3. Excavation by 1 mn squares of 10 % visory archeologist for each five-man crew and are

of 6,000 square meters for 600 equal to 566.5 six-man crew-days in the field.
units at 3 per man-day . 200 man-days Laboratory time to be devoted to the cataloging

4. Supervisory position ... 48_man-days and analysis of artifacts and to the reduction of data
Total 288 man-days is not included and neither is the time required to

write the ensuing report and see it through to
*The above estimate of 288 man-days for the field publication.
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POLLEN ANALYSIS AT KEYSTONE DAM

SITE 33

33.106.2.332

Introduction

The Keystone Dam site 33 sits on an alluvial fan at the mouth of

an arroyo, which drains from the Franklin Mountains to the east, to the Rio

Grande in the west. This site is 1-3 m above the flood plain of the

Rio Grande. The alluvial fan is topped by dune sand, overlying beds of sand,

gravel, silt and clay. The silt and clay deposits nay indicate inundation

of the site by water (T. O'Laughlin pers. comM.) .5 This inundation could be

quite significant when interpreting pollen results, because such inundation

my affect preservation of pollen grains.

Vegetation on the site is predominantly mesquite and four-wing salt

bush with Larrea tridentata, Opuntia phaecantha, Artemisia filifolia,

Ehedra trifurca, Yucca elata and annual species nearby. The arroyos

draining into the flood plain have a diverse shrubby flora, dominated by

Larrea tridentata, Krameria parvifolia, Coldenia canascens, Phus microphylla,

Fallugia paradoxa, and others (T. O'Laughlin pers. comn.,6 Williams 1969).

The vegetation of the flood plain of the Rio Grande includes Populus fremntii,

Salix spp., Bacharris sp., and Distichlis stricta; the area has been invaded

?-' in the recent past by Tamarix pentandra and Eleagnus angustifolia (T. 0.'

Laughlin pers. cam., Canpbell and Dick-Peddie 1964). Vegetation on the

terraces and alluvial fans beteen the Rio Grande and the Franklin Mountains

consists mainly of sparse desert shrubs, including Larrea tridentata, Krameria

parviflora, Fouqueria splendens, Opuntia spp., Agve lecheguilla, Yucca torreyi,

Prosopis juliflora, Acacia spp., ihus microphylla, etc. (T. O'Laughlin pers.

com. ,6 Gardner 1951). The river flood plain and arroyos are subject to

silting, scouring, and cutting, causing some areas to be subject to continu-

ously changing conditions which affect the vegetation (Williars 1969, Canpbell

and Dick-Peddie 1964).

The Franklin Muntains furnish a diverse habitat for various species

such as Quercus emri, Celtis pallida, Acacia constricta, Agave lecheguilla, and

Berberis trifoliata. Juniper is present, but rare (T. O'Laughlin pers.com.).6
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The tie of occupation of the site, whether site was continuously or
intermittently occupied is not precisely clear to us. However, we are assuming

the C-14 dates bracket the time of occupation, that is, 2500BC-1050AD

(4480BP- 930BP).5 This spans archaic to pueblo tines (T. O'Laughlin pers.

comm.)
?

The site is located in an area which could have provided access to

riparian resources as well as mnntane resources.8

Pollen samples were gathered at several locations by the archeologists

for the purposes of determining:

1. Hw close the Rio Grande was to the site at different tines.
2. If river flooding could be detected.

3. If episodes of little or no water in river could be detected.
4. If differences between riverine deposits and alluvial deposits

from arroyos could be detected.

5. If suspected correlations between strata at different exposed

profiles could be reinforced by similar results from pollen samples.
6. If any trends of climate (resic to xeric; xeric to nesic) could

be detected.

The samples were collected with these questions in mind, and were sent

to us for analysis and report (T. 0O Laughlin pers. co~m.).

Mthodology

Preparation of sanples- Technique

Recent attenpts at pollen recovery from soils fran the El Paso area
. have proven difficult. Horowitz, Gerald and Chaiffetz (n.d.) in order to

obtain sufficient amounts of pollen for analysis fran samples taken at

this site and others in the area, used a 500-1000 gm sanple size.

Use of snaller sanple sizes and different processing techniques for

- samples fran sites in northwestern New Mexico, in the San Juan basin, have
proven successful for obtaining sufficient amounts of pollen. Two methods

were employed with the Keystone Dam site samples to discern which method

would be more useful for the analysis of 30 sanples from site 33. Both

techniques eliminate the loss of pollen through the "swirl" technique

employed by most pollen researchers. A 50 gm sanple was used in method One
* which basically used the Mehringer nethod (Mehringer 1967) but eliminating

the swirl technique in favor of mechanical sieving. Method 7wo employed a
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technique developed by Dr. roger Y. Anderson, Departmnnt of Geology, University

of New Mexico, which allowe the pollen-laden sediment to settle out according

to grain size, in settling tubes. With this method, 15-20 gm of sediment

was used. Method One proved to be the more fruitful one in this case.

An account of the two techniques follows.

Method I for processing soil sanples:

Sample Amount: 50 gmn. (c. 35 mis.)

Step 1. Mechanical Preparation of Sample. The soil sample was screened

through a #70 mesh screen that allowed particles smaller than 180 microns

to pass through the screen, into a 600 milliliter beaker. The sample was

rinsed as it was screened with distilled water. After screening, large

sand grains and debris remained on top of the screen. This was checked for

pollen loss but revealed none.

record was kept of the first 8 soil samples processed to monitor pollen

loss if it was occurring. Soil reduction (renoval of silicates and clays)

throughout the process was also noted.

Original After After
Sample #1 Amount (mls.) Screening (mls.) Processing (mls.)

1 35 25 6
2 35 20 5.8
3 35 15 5.5
4 35 15 5.8
5 30 15 5
6 35 13 5
7 30 12 5.5
8 35 15 5

Step 2. Dispersing Solution. A 3.3% solution of Sodium Hexametaphos-

"kate was added to the beakers to disperse the clays and organic particles.

The beakers were then allowed to sit over night. Still, the liquid fraction

was very cloudy in appearance due to suspended clay particles. After 24

.5-
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hours, the liquid part was poured off, leaving the sediment that had

settled to the bottvn. To check for pollen loss, 50 mls. of liquid

U. during the decant were caught in midstream and centrifuged. Results

were negative when checked under the microscope.

. Step 3. Removal of Carbonates. 50 mls. of 37% Hydrochloric Acid were

added to the beakers that contained the sediment and 150 mls. of water.

. Reaction was noderate. The beakers were then filled with water to dilute

the solution. The beakers were alloed to settle over night and were then

poured off and the sample was rinsed with distilled water

-K- Step 4. Pemoval of Silicates. 100 mls. of 40% Hydroflouric Acid were

added to beakers containing also c. 200 mis. of water, then stirred and

-" left overnight to settle. The beakers were then poured off and filled

with distilled water to rinse. After this process, scme silicates still

" remained.

*Step 5. Transfer to Test Tubes. Beakers were poured off. The sediment

that remained was placed into 50 ml. test tubes and rinsed with water.

Between 5-6 mis. of sediment (including fine-grain sands) remained of the

original 30-35 mis. (50 gin.)

Step 6. Acetolysis to Remove Organic Debris. one part Sulfuric Acid was

added to 9 parts Acetic Anhydride to coprise the Acetolysis Mixture.

After rinsing the sanples in Acetic Acid, the Acetolysis Mixture was

added and the samples were placed in a boiling water bath for 20 min.

The samples were then removed, rinsed again with acetic acid, then

* washed with distilled water 3 times. Some samples were acetolyzed twice

*- due to abundance of organic debris other than pollen.

*: Step 7. Slide Preparation. The samples were then placed in vials with
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glycerin and slides were made for microscope analysis. At least 2

slides were counted in attempt to observe 300 pollen grains.

Method II for processing soil samples:

Sample amount: 15-20 gm.

Step 1. Sample Preparation: 15-20 gmn. of sediment from the sane

set of soil samples as Method I were weighed, ground in a mortar and

pestle and then washed through 180 micron screening into clean beakers,

with distilled water.

2. Removal of Carbonates. 5-10 mls. of HCI were added and stirred

several times. When bubbling action stopped. the sample in solution

was transferred to centrifuge tubes, centrifuged, decanted and rinsed

several tires.

Step 3. A dispersing agent was used to rinse sarples back into beakers.

The sample was mixed thoroughly with the aid of a magnetic mixer and

poured into settling tubes filled with dispersing agent. After two

main., the large, heavy sand grains had settled in the flexible tubing

and a clamp was placed above that part of the tube.

Step 4. Removal of Sanple Fran Settling Tubes. After 19 hours, the

flexible tubing was renoved and the sediment grain sizes above the clanp

associated with the pollen were renoved into a test tube. Large

sand grain sizes and small clay and silt particles were left in the tube.

Step 5. Removal of Silicates. The pollen bearing portion of the sedinent

was treated with 40% HF in a hot water bath. Spot checks of the large

sand grain portion and the silt and clay portion of the sariples were made

to make sure they did not contain pollen.

Step 6. Slides prepared. The remaining portion of the sample after
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treatment with HF was rinsed and munted on microscope slides with

glycerin.

Microscope analysis: At least two slides were counted in an attempt to

observe 300 pollen grains. only one sanple was evaluated completely, by

counting pollen frcn the two methods. Data is available form this sanple,

but will not be presented in this report. We would like to analyze more

samples which were processed by both methods, to evaluate xmre accurately

the differences in results (if any). We chose the modified Mehringer

method, because of the greater certainty of producing pollen, based on

scanning the slides from the different processes.

Through the processing technique, the samples were reduced fran the original

* 15-20 g i to 1-3 ml.
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Results and Discussion

Results are presented in Table 1.

-*.. Discussion will be by zones of stratigraphy as defined by Thomas O'Laughlin
(pers. com.) .5

It should be noted here that the presence of many palynomnrphs, and corroded
and distorted pollen grains, made the microscope analysis difficult and
mre time consuming than is usual. Also, the presence of many shiny "rods",
crystalline in shape, about 12 x 4 microns made vieing through the microscope

"- difficult. We have not encountered these before, and are uncertain of their

origin. Perhaps these rods are the result of inundation of the site.

Surface sample

Pinch sample taken throughout the area of site. Cheno-Ams (see taxa
list) daminate (38.5%, see Table 1) followed by grasses (24.4%). High spine
and low spine canposites total 10.7%. Small amounts of pine, Juniperus,

.- ' Salix sp., Salix cf. goodingii, Acer cf. negundo, Quercus sp. and Tamarix sp.

were counted, as well as Ehpedra, Larrea, Solanum cf. eleagnifolium, ]saceae,
leguminoseae, Allionia sp. and Fouqueria pollen. Several unidentified pollen
types were encountered. Percentages of Cheno-Ams, Gramineae, and Ccapositae
agree with percentages reported from surface samle analyzed by Horowitz,
Gerald and Chaiffetz (n.d.)
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North wall of Arroyo - Pollen sarrpling location one
Zone 1 - 4.70 rbd. This unit consists of eolian sands of recent deposit,

perhaps post 1500AD. This sanple was low in pollen. Dune sands from north-
western New Mexico are known to be poor in pollen (Clary and Cully 1979). This
nay be due to blowing or washing away of pollen grains through the sandy

* zone.
Zone 2 - 4.75 nbd - 5,50 Pbd. Loanry sands, eolian deposits that have

been subjected to drainage, percolation and capillary nxvennts of water

make up this zone (T. O'Laughlin pers. com.).5

All samples in this zone but one (4.95 nd) contain more than 50% Cheno-
Ams. Two samples, at the top of this zone, are extremly high in Cheno-Am
percent (91.5 and 97.4%). Diversity of taxa is low, from 5-13 taxa, in
single sarrples fran this zone.

High pH, water mnuvenent, low taxa diversity and poor condition of
pollen suggest that differential destruction of sane types of pollen grains
nay be occurring, resulting in over representation of mre durable types of
pollen, such as the Cheno-Am group.

Bchrer (1968) and Hall (1977) report 50% or more Cheno-Ams associated with
sediments from dense stands of Chenopodium, Sarcobatus or Atriplex. Cully
(1977) reports over 50% Cheno-Ams within roams of a villate site (PI-PIII) at
Chaco Canyon, New Mexico. Clary and Cully (1979) report more than 50% Cheno-
Ars fran archeological sites in northwestern lew Mexico. Steven LaBlanc (pers.
Com.) reports high levels of Cheno-Ams from archeological sites in the Mibres
Valley. It is possible that the high Cheno-Am percentages here are due in part
to human occupation of the site. Human activity is known to create soil
disturbances which encourage weedy species of Chenopodium and Amaranthus,

*- and som annual Atriplexes, creating a local pollen and seed rain of heno-

xArs. Sare of these weedy species have extensive documentation as food resources
for historic Indian groups in the southwest (Jones 1930, White 1944, Whit-

.4 ing 1966). However, we feel that differential destruction of pollen grains
has occurred and is inportant in producing these high Cheno-Am percentages.

Pine, Ephedra, low spine composite pollen occurred frequently, but in law
* percentages.

The pollen sample from the 4.95 nbd level is somewhat anomalous
in its low Cheno-Am percent (43.6%) and high grass percent (19.3%). The
presence of a large clmp of Lycium pollen, accounting for 28.0% of
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the total number of grains affects the other percentages. If Lycium grains

are subtracted, N=306, Cheno-Am=60.8%, and grasses=26.8%. Perhaps

conditions of preservation are better at this level, or the pollen is the

* result of man's activities. A hearth is located at approximately this

* level (T. O'Laughlin pers. com.),9 and it is possible that plants

"*" brought into the site altered the pollen rain. Burned or charred remains

of Lycium cf. pallidum and Phragmites carmunis were recovered fron the site

(T. O'Laughlin pers. cormn.) .10 At level 5.05 mbd, 10 cm below, charcoal was

* cbserved in the pollen sample, possibly fran activities associated with the

hearth. The first occurrence of pollen Type A (see taxa description) is from

*this sample. The abundance of this taxa in this sample and in many of those

below it may be the result of man's use of a dcmstic or wild plant resource.

Cheno-Ams dcminate this entire zone, followed by pollen from the

Gramineae family.

Samples at the 5.25 mbd and 5.30 mbd level in zone 2 are at the

transition between zones 2 and 3.11 The sample at the 5.25 nbd level

contained very few taxa (6) and preservation in the three samples was

*very poor. Soil samples taken in these two zones (T. O'Laughlin pers.

ccm.) show:

factor zone 2 zone 3

%CaCo3  2.7% increase 5.0%

pH 8.65 increase 9.612

clay content 4.2% increase 9.0%

organic matter .23% decrease .10%

," electrical
conductivity 3.24 mnos decrease 1.50 nhos

indicating par'i of zone 3 is a layer of defloculating sodic soil, which is

unsuitable for pollen preservation.13 The higher clay content may also

indicate a layer of lower permeability, which may have protected sediments

* beneath fran percolation of water fram upper to lower beds.

Zone 3 - This zone is a sandy loam, and probably a weathered, eolian

deposit (T. 0'Laughlin pers. cm.),5 and is represented by pollen samples

from 5.35 nbd and 5.40 rbd. Only the sample from 5.40 Mbd contained

14 appreciable amunts of pollen. Diversity of taxa from this sample is

high (25) ccpared to taxa from single samples from zone 2 (5-13). Arboreal
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pollen such as Quercus, Juglans and. Salix occur here, and into zone 4a.

High spine composites are found in percentages close to those from the

surface sample (see Table 1).

While the diversity of taxa increases, this zone is dominated by
Cheno-Ans and grasses, as are the samples from zone 2, and the surface

sample. Higher diversity may indicate better conditions for preservation

at this level.

Zone 4a - This zone is noted by T. O'Laughlin (pers. conm.)5 as an

eolian, water altered deposit of zone 4, which appears in this stratigraphy

directly below zone 4a. The transition from zone 3 to 4 a is marked by

samples with high pollen counts unlike transitions in other zones.

* i The samples from 5.40 mbd to 5.50 nbd in zones 3 and 4a are very nuch

*alike in their diversity and types of pollen identified. The presence of

Quercus, Juglans, Artemisia, Celtis, Larrea, Prosopis, and Opuntia pollen

*indicates the flora was sinilar to that of the present.1 4

Zone 4 - The soil of this zone is a sandy loam. Samples were taken in

* this zone from 5.60 rbd - 5.70 nd. Between zone 4 and 4a a disconformity

occurs (see Figure).4 The transition between zone 4a and 4 is marked by

, samples with extremely poor preservation. This occurs between zones 1 and 2

and 2 and 3, and between 4 and 5a. It's not clear why this occurs, but

conditions at these transition zones seem to be bad for pollen preservation

The one good sample from 5.65 rbd is characterized by moderately

* high Cheno-Ams (53.4%) and grass (16.3%). Pine pollen is absenL. An

Unusually high ainount of Opuntia pollen was found (7.8%). Since Opuntia

is an insect pollinated plant, characterized by production of fewer,

*0 larger, pollen grains than a wind pollinated plant, finding mre than a

very small percentage of these in a sample is unlikely. Such a high percent

* of Opuntia pollen is soetimes associated with man's activities in a site.

Maps of strata do not indicate any features nearby. It is also possible that

* a stand of Opuntia was growing directly on this location. High counts of

Opuntia pollen have been noted at LA71 in northern New Mexico (in progress).

. Struever (1979) notes an abundance of Opuntia seeds from this site. Struever

notes OpuntiJa conpressa is growing abundantly on and around this site, and

may accounL for the seeds and pollen.
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Zone 5a - 5.75 irbd. This is the deepest zone sampled for pollen.

It is described by T. O'Lauhlin (pers. canr.) 5 as fluvial back-water

deposits fron river water. This zone is extremely high in clay (31.0%), very

different frxm sanples from the upper zones (.4-7.0% clay, T. O'Laughlin

pers. ccmrm.).

The pollen results are siinilar to those from sanples in the colum

above, and riparian species such as Salix have not increased at this

level. Populus and Salix pollen occur sporadically throughout the entire

column (Table 1). Pollen from this level is not distinguished by a greater

abundance of riparian taxa.

r
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540N/498E and 496N/496E

Pollen se,- oles were taken fran each of the corners of a one meter square,

1 mi"Way between "he level designation and for a maxirran thickness of 4 an in

the 10 cm levels and 2 an in the 5 an levels (T. O'Laughlin pers. cam.).15

540N/498E

Zone 2 - Two samples were derived fran zone 2, formerly desig-

nated zones 2a and 2b. Cultural materials suggest that pollen sample 3.8-3.9

bntd should correlate with the upper portion of zone 2 in pollen sampling

location one ca. 4.9 nbd (T. O'Laughlin pers. com.) .16

Sample 3.8-3.9 contains 75.3% Cheno-Ams, 5.8% grass, 2.8% Type A,

2.4% Ephedra, and 7.9% Sarccbatus (the majority of its representation the

result of a large single clump of greasewood pollen. This nean that it was

a nore or less single occurrence, one anther part with numerous pollen grains

attached, rather than well-distributed in the sample via the pollen rain).

Type A which occurs in this sample does not occur in the corresponding

stratum of pollen sampling location one (4.9 nbd). Instead it is found

slightly lower in that column, still in zone 2, but at 5.05 nbd.

Sample 4.0-4.1 rbd, also fran 549N/498E, is siilar in appearance

to the previous sample. Cheno Ams comprise 65.5%, grasses, 11.4%. Type A

makes up 5.7%, Ephedra, 3.2% Both samples contain small aimunts of pine,

willow, Yucca, Prosopis and Croton. The composites comprise 1.8% in the first

sample and 4.4% in the second one. As a unit, the samples fran this desig-

nation appear hcmugeneous.

In ccmparison to pollen sampling location one, at the respective level,

4.9 rbd, there are differences. Since 4.9 nbd of pollen sampling location

one does not contain a significant amount of pollen, the level above it,

4.85 mbd, is used for camparison. It does not compare well. Fewer taxa

are present, Cheno-Ams are 20% higher (but grasses are similar in number).

It does not contain Type A. As such the pollen evidence cannot justifiably

support or refute a stratigraphic correlation between the two areas although

the cultural material does. The 5.05 level at pollen sampling location one

compares nore favorably. Cheno-Ams comprise 67.7%. Sarcobatus is present,

grass comprises 12.9%, Ephedra, .9%. The composites are higher - 6.1%, but

still within a reasonable range. Type A, too, is present with 7.0%. We suggest

that a correlation with the 5.05 level is more likely.16
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496N/496E

Zone 3 - Five samples were submitted for analysis from this

sanpling area. Preservation was very poor. Only one sanple, 4.40-4.45 mbd,

zone 3b, 3 contained significant anounts of pollen. The soil from which this

sample at zone 3b is derived, a buff to yellow clay loam, is similar to

*zone 5a of pollen sampling location one and distinct from the beds above and

below it. Zone 3b is spread over a good portion of the central portion of

the site and is representative of the period 1800BC - 150BC (T. O'Laughlin

pers com.) .5

Cheno-Am ccmprise 60.0%, grasses, 12.0%, Ephedra, .3%. The conposites

are higher than usual - 10.7%, with high spine conposites comprising 6.7% and

. low spine ccmPosites making up 4.0%. Opuntia is well represented, with

- 8.7%. Opuntia is also present in pollen sanpling location one, in a

similar clay deposit at 5.75 nd, zone 5a. Here, too, Cheno-Ams, 52.2%

grasses, 18.4% and composites, 7.0%, ccrpare favorably. Celtis and

Prosopis are also present in both. Type A is present at the 5.75 nbd level

of zone 5 a. Whether or not this represents an alluvial or river deposit is

not clear. Riverine plant species are not present though, so it is doubtful

that a standing body of water is responsible for the deposition of this

layer of soil. Those species present reflect the vegetation from the

slopes and terraces of the area. The occurrence of Opuntia should be

noted. It may be that its presence here is indicative of human utilization.
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Past Environment

It is risky to atterrpt a reconstruction of the environment based

solely on pollen analysis. Many factors can cause variation in the

natural pollen rain. These factors include varying nDdes of deposition,

varying rates of deposition, differential production of pollen by different

types of plants, differential destruction and preservation and other factors

(Faegri and Iverson 1964). In an archeological context, the local pollen

rain can be affected by man's activities (Bohrer 1968) and variability in

results can depend on location of pollen sample (Cully 1979). In addition

to these factors, there is incomplete information in most areas about the

relation of pollen composition of surface sediments to the surrounding

. vegetation (Potter and Rowley 1960). With these ideas in mind, we can

*- evaluate our data and those of others fron surrounding areas.

Horowitz, Gerald and Chaiffetz (n.d.) maintain that the area

supported a rich grassland at the time of occupation of the site. They

base this assumption on the high percentage of grass pollen from four

sites, including Keystone Dam site 33. This sanple was taken at approximately

the level of zone 4 (T. O'Laughlin pers. cam.) 17 Our data does not

*" support this idea. In zone 4, our Cheno-Am counts = 53.4%, Gramineae =

• .16.3%. The highest grass percentage we found at any level (except surface

sample) was 19%. Horowitz, Gerald and Chaiffetz (n.d.) found 12% Cheno-Am and 56%

Gramineae in their sample. Our Cheno-Am counts (except surface sample)

never fell below 43%. Pollen samples from our three pollen locations

indicate a shrub grassland predominated throughout these time periods.

Freeman (1972) proposes a period more mesic than the present,

beginning approximately 5000BP, and continuing until approximately 2200BP.

This trend coincides with geological studies from New Mexico. Bachuber

*(1971) states the Lake Meinzer in the Estancia valley was formed around

4000BP, and was dessicated by 3000BP. A dry period occurred in the shallow

0 lake in the San Agustin basin around 2500BP (Powers 1939). Antevs (1955) also

; proposes a major drought in the west about 2500BP.

The time span from 4000BP to 2000BP would include sediments from

pollen sampling location one fran zone 5a up to the 5.15 mbd level of zone

* 2.18 Sanples from zones 3,4,4a and 5a do show a slight trend of lower Cheno-Ans
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and a higher Percent of arboreal taxa (other than pine). However, differ-

ences are small, and we do not believe that a conclusion of climatic change

is justified, especially since u. do not understand the mechanisms of

preservation at work here, and the influence on the local pollen rain by

the prehistoric inhabitants of the site.

After 2200BP, Freeman proposes a dryer period, extending until some-

time before 1055BP, when an episode of more mesic conditions began similar

to that occurring around 5000BP. The time of his proposed drier episode at

*Keystone Dam site probably includes samples from 5.10 mbd to 5.00 mbd,29 and

*- the time of the more mesic episode, perhaps 4.95 - 4.90 mbd. Our samples

at first glance seem to follow this Pattern. Cheno-Ams are quite high

at the 5.10 Aibd and 5.00 rbd level, and are mudi lower at the 4.95 mbd level.

S-However, charcoal and a hearth at approximately this level indicate that

some of these differences may be due to man's activities at the site,

and low taxa diversity from individual samples indicates differential preser-

vation of some pollen grains.

mmost of the pollen taxa encountered in the study are found either in

the surface sample, or reflect taxa that are conponents of the modern

vegetation. Minor trends of increasing and decreasing representation of

major types can be seen in the pollen data, but they are probably not

significant, and do not necessarily imply changes in the climate. These

.. fluctuations may be due to other causes, particularly human disturbance,

differential preservation and the effects of mrovement of pollen-bearing

. water through the strata. These facts should not be overlooked in the

desire to know more about the past environment.
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~CONCLUS IONS

Major conclusions from this study are:

1. Cheno-Ams dominate the entire pollen spectrm from all

three sampling locations. Gramineae pollen, which seem to covary with

Cheno-Am pollen, is second in importance. This continuing pattern throughout

the sampling locations indicates a shrub-grassland similar to today's existed

in the area of the site. Minor trends in frequencies of Cheno-Ams and

grasses can be seen in the pollen data, but they are probably not sig-

nificant, and do not necessarily imply changes in the climate.

2. Pollen counts could be affected by two important factors,

first, differential preservation could be causing over-representation of cer-

tain taxa, most often Cheno-Ams, and perhaps grass pollen. Second,

man's activities arouid the site could alter the vegetation and create a

local pollen rain with consequent increases in Cheno-Am pollen. The

selection and collecting of valuable plant food and subsistence resources

such as species of Chenopodium, Amaranthus, grasses, and perhaps Type A pollen

could affect pollen representation in localized areas.

3. On basis of pollen types found, there is no way to distinguish

a riverine fran an alluvial deposit or deposits resulting frcn episodes of

*. flooding. There appears to be a general mixing of pollen from both kinds

of environments.

4. Sampling plan should have included samples from in and around

archeological features, such as the hearth and storage cist shcwn on the

stratigraphy. Pollen information fron features can sametimes help to

determine what plant resources inhabitants of the site were using, as well

as what taxa from pollen columns may have been present because they were

introduced into the site by man. Consultation with a pollen analyst

before sampling plan is set up is worth while, to help gain as nuch

meaningful information as possible.
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APPENDIX

EXPLANATION OF TAXA

Abronia cf. angustifolia - pollen tha compares favorably with sand
verbena.

A.ania so. - acacia.

Acer cf. negundo - maple. The species recognized appears very similar
to A. negundo.

Allionia sp. - umbrella wort.

Artemisia sp. - sage.

Betulaceae - Birch family.

Cactaceae - pollen identified to Cactus family, exclusive of members
of the genus Opuntia.

Canotia type - pollen that strongly resembles Canotia.

Caryophyllaceae - pollen identified to "Pink" family.

Celtis sp. - hackberry.

ino - mountain mahogany.

Cheno-Am - category made up of pollen types from the CHENOPODIACEAE
and AMARANTHACEAE that are indistinguishable morphologically with
the light microscope. The pollen is periporate and between
22-35 microns in size. Atriplex sp. (saltbush), Goosefoot,
(Chenopodium sp.), Salsola sp. (Russian thistle), and Amaranthus
sp., (Pigweed), Shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia) and A. powelli,
are all members of this category.

Cistaceae - rockrose. Helianthemum is a member of this family.

V g _ sp. - beeweed.

Convolvulus - bindweed.

Croton sp. - spurge.

a Dithrvea wizlezenii - spectacle pod.

SEhedra - mormon tea. Most of the Ephedra pollen in the samples compare
favorably to Ephedra trifurca, a torreyana type Ephedra.
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Fagaceae- Oak family. Pollen identified to family only, not to
include Quercus sp. (Oak). Other members of the family are
beech (Fagus) and chestnut (Castanea).

Fouquieria - ocotillo.

Gramineae - Grass family.Pollen of the grass family excluding Corn,
Zea mays. Pollen ranges in size between 30 and 70 microns in
diameter.

High Spine Compositae - pollen of the Sunflower family with spines
greater than 1.5 microns. Many annual and perennial sunflowers
such as Baileya multiradiata, Helianthus (sunflower) Solidago
(goldenrod) and Senecio (groundsel) belong to this category.
High Spine Compositae are usually insect pollinated and produce
less pollen per )lant than the Low Spine Compositae that are
wind pollinated.

Ilex - Ilex.

Juniperus - juniper.

Jgn - walnut.

Larrea tridentata - creosote bush.

Leguminosae - pollen identified to Legume, or Bean Family.

ig a _ sweetgum.

Liliaceae - Lily family, excluding Yucca.

Low Spine Compositae - pollen of the Sunflower family with spines
less- than 1.5 microns in length. These types are wind pollinated.
Ragweed (Ambrosia) and Xanthium belong to this category.

Lynii cf. pallidum - pollen than compares favorably to wolfberry.

Malvaceae - Pollen of the Mallow family.

Opuntia sp. - pr, :kly pear.

Pinaceae - Pollen identified to Pine family but corroded to the point
where identification to genun was not possibly.

Pinus sp. - Pollen identified to the genus of pines.

Pinus edulis - pinyon.

Pinus ponderosa - ponderosa pine.
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Populus - cottonwood.

* Primulaceae - Primrose family.

Prosopis cf. glandulosa - pollen that compares favorably with honey
mesquite, the glandulosa variety of P. juliflora.

Prosopis cf. juliflora - pollen that compares favorably with common
mesquite.

Quercus - oak.

Rosaceae - rose family.

Salix cf. goodingii - pollen that compares favorably with the
Gooding willow, which is very similar to the black willow of
the eastern U. S. It grows along streams, up to 7,000 ft.

" (Kearney and Peebles, Arizona Flora, 1964: 212).

Salix sp. - willow.

Sarcobatus - greasewood.

Solanaceae - Potato family.

Solanum cf. eleagnifolium - pollen than compares favorably to silver
leaf nightshade.

Sphaeralcea - globemallow.

Tilia - Basswood.

Type A - a puzzling palynomorph. It appears to be a member of the
Gramineae, or Grass family. It is large, between 90 and 120
microns in diameter, the same size as Corn (Zea mays) but it is
difficult to say for sure if this is corn or not. Most of the
grains are corroded, annuli are not obvious usually because of
the crumpled and corroded condition of most of the grains. Annuli
have been spotted on some. By all definitions (Erdtman and Kapp)
the palynomorph keys out to Zea mays. Condition of the pollen
in these samples, alteration c. exine and the similarity of this
type to a certain recognized fungal spore, makes us cautious in
saying for sure if it is Zea mays or not. More correlative

- evidence is needed - macrobotanical, seed, and archaeological.

Tamarix sp. - saltcedar.

Ulmus - elm.

Vitis - wild grape.

Yucca - Yucca.
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EDITORIAL FOOTNOTES

1. This report was received on 28 January 1980 from Misses
Cully and Clary under Purchase Order No. TWC 9-10802, issued by

*' the Purchasing Officer of the University of Texas at El Paso on
. 19 April 1979. The analysis of the stratigraphic data and of

the artifacts was not complete at the time of the order and the
radiocarbon and other data solicited of other consultants had
not been received. As that information and interpretations
became available they were transmitted to the palynologists by
letter or telephone as is reflected in the "personal communication"
citations. References to the appropriate chapters in the fore-
going report where documentation may be found are provided as
footnotes to assist the reader, but otherwise this report is
printed as modified by the writers. Offset reproduction was chosen
in order to avoid the distortion that is an inevitable product
of the editor's pencil.

2. The complete site designation is "EPCM 31:106:2:33."

3. Zone 3b should be called Zone 3A

4. No figure was included with this report.

5. See Chapter V, Stratigraphy and Dating.

6. See Chapter II, Environmental Setting.

7. See Chapter III, Culture History Overview.

8. Occupants of the site would have had access to the resources
of a number of nearby environmental zones. See Chapter II,

* Environmental Setting.

9. The hearth was actually located at 4.90 mbd and was not as-
sociated directly with the pollen sample fror 4.90 mbd or 4.95 mbd.

10. A variety of charred macrofloral remains was recovered from
the site. See Chapter VII, Macrofloral and Faunal Remains.

11. The transition between Zones 2 and 3 is between samples 13
(5.30 mbd) and 14 (5.35 mbd), neither of which produced sufficient
quantities of pollen for analysis.

12. There is an error in this table. The pH for Zone 2 was 8.65,
as reported, but that of Zone 3 was 8.96, not 9.6.

13. There is no evidence to support the suggestion that "part of
Zone 3 is a layer of defloculating sodic soil." The percentage
saturation of the cation-exchange capacity with sodium was not
measured for these or other soil zones of Site 33. Thus, it
cannot be stated with certainty that the soils of Zone 3 include
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or do not include sodic soils. However, the percentages of
organic matter and carbonates, electrical conductivity, and pH
are within the range of non-saline and non-sodic, predominantly
coarse-textured soils of arid environments. In addition, many
of the changes in these factors for these two soil zones and
others at Site 33 largely reflect variability in the particle
size composition of soils and their depth below the surface,
and there are also no obvious correlations between these factors
and pollen preservation at Site 33.

14. Juglans is not found in the El Paso area today. See Chapter

II, Environmental Setting.

15. See Chapter VI, Palynology.

16. Radiocarbon dates and ceramic materials make it unlikely
that this correlation is correct. See Chapter VI, Palynology.

17. The Horowitz, Gerald, and Chaiffetz subsurface pollen data
from the Keystone Dam Site (EPCM 31:106:2:33) were derived from
a soil sample taken from the lower fill of House 2 which was
excavated prehistorically from the level of Zone 4 and was covered
prehistorically by the soil of that same zone. See Figure 31 and
Chapter VI, Palynology.

18. The sample from Zone 5A probably dates before 4000 BP, the
samples from Zone 4 may date prior to 4000 BP, and the mentioned
samples from Zone 2 could date after 2000 BP.

19. Samples from the lowest portion of Zone 2 (5.15 - 5.30 mbd)
are also dated after 2200 BP.
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